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A 0 M R

Thisr release contains" many files which are bundled and compressed for
efficiency; They are split across seven double-density 3.5" floppy disks as
follows:

2

{"

v

Dlsk 1 l. README:,mrline instructions for installing Analyst.

2. AmlystUserg - the file required for logging in ro Analysl
.).'. - .. '. i:i -i' .,.3. Snrfflt 1.32 - the utility used for unbundling large files from floppy

disks (such as Analyst.sit and AnalystData.sit) and decompressing
theth. -, ;:. .t {' ,.

4. Snrfflt Doc - documentation for using Stufflr

5. AnalystSystem.sit - contains the Analyst system files (on-line menu
help, on-line user guide, Document System font mapping utility files).

6. AnalystDemo.sit.seg2 - second part of Analyst demonstration files.
The first part is on disk 7.

7. Assistanr/Humble compatibility - a folder containing update files for
users who already have Assistant or HUMBLE. These files provide
the proper instructions for filing those products into Analyst 3.0.

Illsks 2-6 8. Analyst3.sit - the Analyst image and sources:

a. Analys8.im - the Analyst image

b. Analys8.changes - ttre ongoing changes file (SourceFiles ar 2) for
the Analyst. This contains all the changes beyond those in
Analys6.sources.

c. Analys8.sources - all the changes (SourceFiles a[ 3) from parc
Place Systems version 2.3 release 4 O make Analyst 3.0.

d. Analys6.initialChanges - a clean copy of (b) in case you wanr ro
restore the changes to their original clean state.

e. st8O.sources - ttre sources file from VlZ.3 release 4 Smalltalk from
ParcPlace Systems (SourceFiles at l).

Dlsk 7 9. AnalystDemo.sit.segl - contains a demonstration Information Cener
with many sample items (irrcluding charts, forms, images, maps,
outlines, spreadsheets, and reports). The second segment of this file is
on Disk 1.

The material in this release presumes that the recipient also has the virtual
machine (Smalltalk application) of parcplace Systems, version 2.3 release
4.

r ., ,j
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Analy:st 3.0 User M Release Notes - 3

lnstalling Software

about Stulllt

lnstall sottware

This section contains insrr,lctions for reading ttre Analyst release files from
the floppiesand installing them on your hard disk.

A utility prognm called SEfflr is provided fq unloading and
decornpressing , ftg three large release files, fuialys6.sit"
AnalystSystem.sit, and AnalystDemo.sit, from the floppies onto your hard
diSL Snrfflt is a'program developed by Raymond Lau and is used with his
permissba by Xerox Special Information Systems !o distribute Analysr

l. Make sure that you have u least l3MB of free space on your hard
disk.

2. Create a folder ro hold ttre Anatyst files.

3. Copy (bV dragging the icon) the file fuialystUsers into your Analyst
folder.

4. Copy Oy dragging the icon) the file turalysrSysrem.sir inro your
Analyst folder.

5. Copy the Snrfflt program from Disk I onto your hard disk, then run it
by double clicking on iL

6. Now you need to rcassemble the Analyst3.sit file which has been split
across disks 26.
a. To reassemble qplit files, select "Join..." from the "Other" menu. A

dialog box will prompt you !o "Find first segment of file to join..."
and you will be prcsented with a Standard File Box to find the
segmenL

b. lvlake sure Analyst Disk 2 is in ttre floppy drive. The name of the
floppy disk should appear in the uper-right corner of the file box;
if it doesn'q push the "Drive" button to cycle through the mounted
disks until it does. If there is already 6 rtisk in the drive, push the
"Eject" button o e!rct it and insert the curect disk. If the "Ej@t"
button is dim, try pushing the "Drive" buUon until it darkens and
becomes rctive.

When the name "Analyst Disk 2" 4ppea$, you should be able to
see the file "Analys6.sirsegl" in the file list on the left side of the
file box. Select this file by clicking on iq then push the ,'Open,,

button o choce it
c. Smfflt will now ask where to save the reassembled file. A dialog

box will prompt you to "Save jofurcd file (Analys6.sit) as..." and
Fesent you another Standard File Box to choose where to put ttre
file. Push the "Drive" butlon until the name of your hard disk
shows in the upper-right ctrner of the file box. The name of your
Analyst folder should appear in the file list on the left of ilre
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A 3.0 ac -4

window. Select the folder and push the "Save" button. This will
open the folder and list the files inside ir lvlake sure the name that
appears beneath "Save file as..." is okay (it should be
"Analy.st3.sit") and push the "Save" buton. A dialog box will
display "Processing segment 1... Analys6.sit" for a few seconds.

fhe disks should be active for a while, and then you will be
prompted ib "Pl."r" find segment2 of: Analys6.sit". Follow the
instuctioni in (b) above for Analyst Disk 3 o find the next
segment. You will not be prompted wherc !o save the file as in (c)

,again for this file.

Continue finding segments wten asked to. When StuffIt is done
reassembling a file, it will clear the screen and let you choose
,another menu item.

d.

\./

\rr

7. Now you need to reassemble the AnalystDemo.sit file which has been

split rcross disks 7 and l.
f. Repeat steps 6a&, for the file AnalystDemo.sit found on disks 7

and l.
g. Select "Quit" from the "File" menu to exit to the Finder.

8. Now you should unstuff the fuialyst3.sit, AnalystSystem.sit, and
AnalystDemo.sit files. Analys6.sit requires 7900K ef disk spirce to
unstuff. AnalystSystem.sit requires 900K. furalystDemo.sit requires
l5mK. If therc isn't enough space on your hard disk to unstuff these

files, you need to make more room. If necessary, You can unstuff one
.sit file, then throw it away to make room fc unstuffing ttre other. You
can always reconstnrct it frorn ttre floppy disks if necessary. If you
already have stS0.sourc6 foiST80^V2.3 release 2,3,6 4, you should
be able to delete the copy &livered with Analyst - they are supposed
to be identical.

a. Start from the Finder.

b. Find the files you want to unsurff. The files should be in the
Analyst folder.

c. Double+lick on Analyst3.sit and then immediately press and hold
the SHIFT key. This is a stprt+ut that tells StuffIt to unstuff all the
files in this archive. When you see that Snrfflt has Analyst3.sit
open and is unstuffrng the contents, you can release the SHIFT
key.

d. When Stufflt is done unstuffing the contents, select "Quit" from
the "File" menu and return to the Finder.

e. Repeat (cd) for Analystsystem.sit and AnalystDemo.siL

g. You may now throw the Analyst3-sit' AnalystSystem.sit' and

AnalystDemo.sit files into the Trastr. If you need them again, just
reconstruct them frorn the flop'pies as described above.

There are now lots of files in your Analyst folder. If you are having
problems frnding ttre image file, select ttre "By Name" option in the

gppyrqht{c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. Allrights rss€rved. XSIS Part No 81O4155 29 ocrob€f 1988
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Analvst 3.0 User Release Notes - 5

n

n

"View" Ercnrl. Amlyst3.im should now be ner the try of the folder. you
can now rrur Amlys [ fulbh*lbking m its icqr. Ar lN nro dcfault
login mmos and passwords arc provided fa use - user name 'systcm' with
passnrord'sy$em' and user rume 'demo' with passrvord 'demo'.

If-yor,Igilly don't want to unprck tlre AmlystDemo.sit file, it is still
podbp_,.lo run Amlyst without doing so. you won't have anydqry$$r dan q Infasration Cefiers, but you will be able o logn
andrun Anstyst

If yur don't luve Assisant a HUMBLE, you carr ignore the frles in the
Assisurt/Itmbh Comptibility folder on Analysr Disk l. If you received
either of &ose f-oducts prior to dclivery of Amlyst 3.0, rlrc Rbs in ttris
folder conain updated instnrctions and code files for filing thern into this
version of Amlysr

n
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Analvst 3.0 User Guide M Release Notes - 6

Notes about Analyst on the Macintosh ll
This section contains information specific to using Analyst on a Macintosh
u.

mouse builons Since the lvlacintosh only has one buuon on the mouse, the ottrer two
mouse butrons used in the Smalltalk-80 system can be accessed by using a
key and butbn combination. The left (red) button is the single, default
mouse butron. The middle (yellow) buuon can be accessed with the
OPTION+mouse button combination. The right Olue) button can be
accessed with the COMMAND+mouse butron combination.

memory requlrements Analyst requires at least 5 MB of memory. If you want ro use Multifinder
you will need even more memory.

screen slze Analyst was designed o be used on a large scr@n. It will work on a small
scr@n, but you may find that some of the windows do not fit conveniently.

color monltors Analyst will work fine on a color monitq even though it is itself a
monochrome application. However, be aware that Smalltalk becomes
mrch slower if more tlurl.2 gray levels are specified

scrgen mlddle button menu The screen middle mouse buuon menu can be activated with either the left
(red) button or the middle (yellow) butron (OPTION+mouse butron) while
the cursor is in the background area of the screen.

wlndow menu The window menu can be rctivated eittrer with the right (blue) button
(COMIdAND+mouse button) while the cursor is inside the window, or
with the left (red) button (mouse buton only) while the cursor is in the title
tab of the window.

cllpboard Analyst's clipboard command bar has trvo Macintosh-specific functions:
one to put the curent Analyst clipboard contents in the lvlacintosh
clipboard (scrap), and one to get the tvlacinosh clipboard (scrap) contents
and put it on Analyst's clipboard. Only text can be transferred in this
manner.

MacPalnt flles MacPaint files can be read ino an Analyst Sketch Edior by selecting the
from MacPaint qtion in the QBox that comes up when Graphics Pad is
selected in the system menu. A prompter will appear for you to fil in the
MacPaint file name.

Any Analyst image (skerch) can be saved as a lvlacPaint file by holding
down the left shift key while selecting save from the middle mouse butron
menu (OPTION+left shift+button) in the edit pane of the Sketch Editor

v

v
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Analvst 3.0 User Gu ide Mac Release Notes - 7

window. A prompter will appear for you o fill in the ldacpaint file nalie.
Note that the Analyst's version of ttre image file is not updated by this
operation.

In addition to access via the apple menu at the top left of the screen, the
menu of desk accessories can still be accessed from Analyst through ttre
Smalltalk> IVindows> Worlspaces> os interface menu item on the
Analyst middle morse button screen menu.

The sending of PostScript files from Analyst uses the parcplace Systems'
provided SystemCall. The number of copies and printer name options on
the furalyst's hardcopy QBox will have no effect -- you will always get
one copy and the printer is whatever is specified by the Macintosh
Chooser. Unless you are using Mult'rFinder, the primitive takes control
during the rcnral sending of the file O ttre printer and you will have to wait
for it o finish.

If you are uing Apple System version 6.0 or above, you will probably
find that a blank sheet of paper is printed after each print job. This is a
result of the use of the Print Manager o send the file rather than a problem
in the file.

desk accessorles

PostScrlpt prlntlng

Analyst Maintenance
This section contains information for maintaining your Analyst system.-' *"4 - .See the.Sysrerz A&ninistroiottehapterof tre Arrdyst User Cuide forrnore
information on managing Analyst and its data files.

user llst Analyst requires the user to login by specrfying a user name and password.
When Analyst is delivered to you, a default user list (in rhe file
AnalystUsers) is provided. The default us€r list contains two default
names: user sysrem with password system and user dcmo with password
dcnto. Loggtng in as user system glves the user urcess !o ttrc Sma[talk-8O
prograrnming environment and System Administrator options through the
scr@n middle mouse butOn menu. togging in as user demo hides the
Smalltalk-80 programming environment and System Administrator
options and allows the user to interact with Analyst only.

It is recommended that you add your usen !o the user list stored in the file
AnalystUsers. This can be done by doing the following:

1. tog in as {ystem.

2. Select the System Controb edit user list command from ttre
screen middle mouse button menu. This will bring up an edit
window on the list of usen.
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A 3.0 User Guide

snapshots - changlng Analyst

M R Notes - 8

3. Add or change user specifications as appropriate. To add a user,
enter a new line of the form name\passwordlM} or
name\passworffi}, where the t swirch grants the user urccess to
Smalltalk and System Administrator functions, and the / swirch
denies the user that access. Entries should be separated by a
carriage return.

4. When you are finished editing the list, select accept from the
middle mouse button menu. This will save the changes on the
AnalystUsers file.

v

\/

It should only be necessary o snapshot the Analyst if you have changed or
added Smalltalk code because Information Centers, the data items within
them, and uer profile choices are all saved in separate files from the
virtual image.

All snapshots of Analyst should be in a logged-out state, so that
subsequently starting up the Analyst image will require an Analyst user
name and password before allowing irccess. This also insures ttrat all
Analyst data structurcs are kept up to date.

To snapshot Analyst in a logged out state, do the following:

l. Select the Log out command on the screen middle mouse button
menu

2. You will be asked a series of yes/no questions to confirm logging
out. When asked Do you really want to quit the Analyst (tm)?,

+, .::j j. *rold down &e left strift key while-selectfurg the answer.

3. A fill-in-the-blank will appear prompting you for the image name.
Unless you wish to save it under a different name (for which you
should be sure you have enough disk space) simply type a carriage
return. When it has finished saving, it will go to the idle state. You
may ttrcn either login again or select bailout to quit the image.

need help? In the event that there are problems, or !o report bugs, write to or call:

Smalltalk-80 Support
Vista Laboraory
Xerox Specid Information Systems
P.O. Box 5608
Pasadena CA 91107

Vista Sofnvare Products
(818) 35r-23sr
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Analyst r Guide Release Notes - Chanoes from 2.1 to3.0-1

Gh anges from Analyst 2.1 to 3.0

Databases

The largest difference between Analyst version 2.1 and version 3.0 is the
removal of the Preview tool and World Atlas, and the addition of the
Document System. Other tools have had enhancements made and bugs
fixed. One of the most frequent bugs fixed was failure to close a
FileSream - something which eventually resulted in a 'too many files
open' error on Analyst versions on ParcPlace Systems platforms.

All the documentation has at least been updated and reformatted. Major
new sections werB written for the Document System and System
Adminisration. The Spreadsheet documentation was heavily reworked.

Analyst version 2.1.1 of late January 1988 is ttre previous release of
Analyst for the Sun 2R, ldacintosh, and Xerox 6085/1186 and
8010/1108/1109 workstations. Analyst version 2.1.3 was released on the
Apollo workstation in early July 1988. Analyst version 2.1.4 was released
for the Tektronix 4310 series workstarions in early August 1988. Versions
2.1.3 and 2.1.4 included all the enhancements and bug fixes made up to
their respective time of release, so they have fewer differences from 3.0.

The following section contains descriptions of the more significant
changes, both enhancements and bug fixes.

The make report function now outputs to a Document instead of a
Preview. It was also changed to'use the system font instead of always
fixed width 10.

A clear record button, which will clear the contents of the fields in the
form, was added to database spawned forms.

A multi field sort option was added which allows the user to sort on
several fields, each in ascending or descending order.

Changed to create and leave a backup file as a result of change field
length, add new field, rename field, delete field, and compress. Added
undo in fields pane, which allows the user to undo the result of one of
those actions. Undo will switch the currently displayed database file wirh
its backup (if any exists). This means two undos in a row will swirch to
displayrng the backup and then return back to the newer file.

Changed so that if a user has changed something in the display of a record
but not either added c overwritten the record, they will have to confirm
forgetting the changes before selecting another record, closing the
daabase m doing anything else (there are lots of elses) that will cause the
display of the record !o go away.
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An User Guide Release Notes - m to3.0-2

Added utilities print hit list which creates a hardcopy of ttre records
contained in the hit list in a dump formal

Changed adding new field to allow the user to give a default value for the \./
new field (always filled with spaces beforQ.

Bug Flxes

FixedFile.Stream>>field:fitting: no longer queries against deleted records
and will correctly query against Date and Time fields.

Bug in deleteField carsed the file to be scrambled when any field orher
than the last one in the list was deleted.

Fixed so it won't blow up trying to display the classification of a database
record when it is changed by pasting classified text into the record text
parle.

Substantial changes to FixedFileSream code to both qpeed it up and get
rid of the infamous "change file length" bug which would strike
unpredictably, causing ttrc database file to be scrambled in strange ways.

Fixed blowup in chartDatabase which would occur when an empty sring
was returned from the value field in rhe QBox (happened if clicked in
value field without selecting anything).

Idle changed so that if something tries o send a message which is only \-/
implemented in DisplayScleen, to Display, while in Idle, it won't blow up.

- Jhis was occurring with Duabase make report diqplaying the window
outline for opening the window while in Idle.

lnternal chanoes

Changed the way in which temporary file names are created by Databases
and FixedFileSream (adding, deleting, changrng length, renaming fields,
converting classification, and compressing) for greater chance of survival
when more than one processor running Analyst is accessing the same data
directory concurrently.

Code elements added. See User Guide for deails.

Changed the editing of Forms to use copy/cutlpaste of elements through
the clipboard (this means they can now be taken from one form to
anottrer). Adds four menu items under align, to allow the user to more
easily line elements up with one another.

Forms

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. Allrights reserved.
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Analvst Us er Guide Release Notes - Chanoes from .1 to3.0-3

Changed to open to a default size large enough for all rhe elemens (except
small enough !o fit on the screen), instead of opening to the minimum size
- although the user can choose to frame it smaller.

Added a border element, type to Forms. This element is transparent so that
a border can be put around a bunch of other elements. It is not selectable
except in editing mode. In editing mode, selecting within it, but outside
any other element will select it.

Added the capability to select the name of an element from a scroll menu
to ed"it ir If edit is selected when no element is selected, the menu will
appear.

Bug Fixes

Fixed bug that caued closing of a otally empty Form (no elements) to
blow up.

Fixed printing of Forms labels which are centered or right justified and
have more than one line of text, where the line end was specified explicitly
with a carriage renrrn.

Fixed problem with creating a new or duplicating a Forms element, the
default name provided was not necessarily a new name so a user using it
would get lold !o use a different name and have to start over creating or
duplicating the elemenl

Fixed a bug in Forms that resulted in all Forms having the internal name
. ? . --* .lNew$orrn' unless a-user explkitly editrd andrenamedir Nour it will get

the label grven it on creation. However, the name will not be changed by
rename of the item, and it also still will not be changed on template copies.
The use of this internal name in the closing down message 'blah has not
been saved..' is conftning when it does not match the label of the item,
but has not been fixed.

lnformatlon Centers

ldade double click opening of lnformation Center items work even when
an item is already selected.

Added maintenanoe> toggle template to Information Center folders to
allow designating data times as "templates". When a template item is
opened, a duplicate is acnrally made and opened If the user saves that
duplicate, they will be required to file it away ino an Information Center.
If the user never saves iE it will be destroyed when the window is closed.
Because Databases have no save function, it simply warns the user on
close, and when na is selecte4 presents the QBox for filing away.

Added ability !o crmte Package data items (via left-shift selection of
backup Selection).
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Added middle butron usage to the Information Centers access lisl If an
InfoCenter element is selected with the middle mouse button (except on
'Scavenge' ff 'IvIake new center') it will bring up a menu of the items in
the Information Center (ust like the direct buuon rsed on the top level V
Information Center folder, except this also includes in box and rash).

Changed the stmcture ree display of Information Centers.

Drawing is qpeeded up considerably on ParcPlace Systems plaforms
(by using a l-bit black Form instead of nil, which is traditionally faster
but fails their line drawing primitive; by clipping the vectors in
Smalltalk before grving them to the primitive, which will fait anyway
if a vector needs to be clipped; and also by blanking the cursor during
any non-primitive line drawing).

In addition, lhe menu was rcaranged and extra functionality was
added. The changes include:

double click on item will also open it
copy, cut, and paste of items

add and remove connection are changed to add and remove link
nro additional kinds of move - now can also move an item and all
it's strccessors, or all items within a rectangle specifred by the user

additional formatring capability is added wirh six tlpes of
alignment specificuions for boxes (bottom, top, center, left, right,
along a line)

a menu selection that will bring up the connections menu from an \-/
item

Changes made so that backup selection, send selection, fetch new files,
and fetch copy selection can be used on non-Xerox machines.

Removed the message pane from the top of Information Center folders
because is has had a tendency to confuse users tm much. The message
methods are left in for later redirection to something else.

Ceased to use the mouse cursor in Information Center folders because it
was also found to be confusing.

The create> menu is changed to remove map/daabase links, to move
fol&r to the top, to add a line before info center from selection and to
alphabetize the options in betrveen.

More changes made to the structure Eee window:

Menu help was added to the menu.

A new form pane was added at the op fc the manipulation of lints. It
contains two choice elements. The first displays the mode of the
window and has choices of select, add, and remoye. The second is a
list of all the lir* types defrned for the displayed Information Cenrer.
(See the User Guide for details.)

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. 24 Odob€r 1988
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Map Editor

A new menu item called filter links is added under utilities. This
allows the user to create the structure tree with many or all different
link type.s and then selectively look at subsets of those.

Changed the naming of folder labels to not put ' Folder' on the end (in the
process fixing a couple of bugs), and not to put the apostrophe s on the end
of the info center name anymore. Also, changed 'TRASH' to'Trash'.

Buo Flxes

Was a problem with tnformation Center names with a period in them.

Fixed makeNewCenter so it won't blow up if attempt to use an already
existing name.

Opening of an InformuionCenter was changed so thu it will not create an
empty file (that will cause a subsequent blow up) if no file exists.

Changed rerulme lceyword to not put an improper keyword link from ttre
keyword folder to the keyword-

Changed dump selection o check whether a folder is on the screen.

Fixed the direct buton !o not blow up if it is selected in an empty folder.

Fixed the sort button to not leave ttre cursor wrong if the folder is empty.

Enhancements which allow MapEdior to read latitude and longitude from
a database in which the lat and lon fields arc srings containing the
degrees, minutes, seconds with N, S, E,6 W. This also will handle adding
a point from the map !o such a database, and gives the tser a choice of
which format to use when making a new map database using ttre
lvlapEdior's database> make new database orption.

Changed !o allow tse of up to 2 icon symbols in the lcon field of a map
database. They will be displayed one above the ottrer.

Buo Flxes

Change !o MapEditor's makeNewDalabase to prevent making of a
database from a map which is not filed in an Infumation Center (such as
new zoom maps). This had resulted in creuion of bad link pointers in the
Information Center.

Temporary file names used by zooming and redraw made more unique to
reduce chances of problems when mfre than one processor is using the
same daa files concurrently.
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Changes to make sure database files get closed properly. Sometimes they
were left open, eventually resulting in 'too many open files' error on
Analyst versions on ParcPlace platforms.

Changed produce text item and produce structure text to produce
document and produce structure document, options which allow output
to either a Simple Text or a DocumenL

Changed hardcopy from allowing output to a preview to output to a
Document.

Removed fiom the system. Preview data items may still be recovered in
the Scavenge Center and live in Information Centers, but they can no
longer be created- When a Preview is opened, it will be converted into a
temporary DocumenL The original Preview will not be changed. The new
Document will contain the text and any pictures frrom the preview, but the
formaEing will have been losr The Document is only temporary in that
you must save it if you want to keep ir This will bring up a Fite it away
QBox the first time.

Changed opening of BrckgroundPrinter window to do a "safe" op€r,
which means that if it opens on top of a window, that window won,t get it
stuck in its saved bitmap on Analyst versions built on parc place Systems'
platforms.

Changed Background Printing on Sun to try to use the printer named in the
hardcopy QBox. If ttre name is "unknown", it will then send to the default
pnnt€r, just as it always has. This will allow for more than one printer to
be connected and used on the netrvork (cluster) a machine knows about.

Changed BackgroundPrinter to support application providing default
starting page number and links between elements. Also adds links to
'latetr' choice in BackgroundPrinter defauls.

Bug Flxes

Change in BasicPostScripMedium to fix the case of a tab imbedded in the
text of a line being processed by the default composition code.

Fixed bug in Postscript printing where use of more than some number of
fonB in a particular document would cause a postscript dictionary to
overflow and nothing at all io come out of the printer.

\-/
Outlines

Preview

Printing \-/
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Simple Text

Sketch Editor

ase m 2.1

Changed BackgroundPrinter to include an additional paramercr to the
printing handler - whether or not to delete the file once it has been sent ro
the printer (ie. whether it is a remporary frle). This duty has now been
removed from BackgroundPrinter itself. This fixes the problem that had
been occurring on the Sun with a larger temporary pnnt file being deleted
before lpr had finished copying it to the spooling directory.

Changed find/replace and again to allow the user o abort repeated
replacements by holding down the middle mouse button and selecting
abort from the resulting menu. It also now shows ttre wait cursor while
doing repeated find/replaces.

Direct/Preview option is removed from hardcopy. All Simple Text
printing is now direct.

Gridding changed to originate with the origin of the edit pane instead of
the screen orign. This means that a window can now be moved or closed
and reopened and the same gfid spacing will result in the grid being in the
same locations on the image as before. Also made all the activities
properly follow any gndding and the brush framing operation pay
auention to gridding. Rectangle and circle brush creation operations no
longer try to follow gndding. The offset on the brush is removed, resulting
in consistent behavior wrt. gndding. Cfhis does, however, make it

- i air -i.-. . -inrpoesiblc to mwe thc,bmsh partiallyetr the top or left of the edit pane).

Added to the alter> option of the brush menu:

trace (trace the edges of any image)

shadow (makes a nice shadowing effect)

bold (ust like fons)

trim and untrim (opaquehormal form conversion).

Impoved the surround bmsh capability (makes the result an opaqueForm).

Added new activities o the activity menu:

arrow works like a line, but an arrow head is drawn at the endpoint

sketch is similar to 'draw' except it "does what everyone expects draw
to do". Instead of just puuing the brush down as the machine notices
that the mouss button is pressed, it draws a line with the bmsh from
the previously noted position.

air brush causes the area covered by ttre brush to gndually be filled
with the currently set color when the mouse buuon is pressed - thus
the longer the button is pressed, the greater ttre fill. It should be used
with mode set to under or reverse, it doesn't do well with over.
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Spreadsheets

Removed the symbob menu from the Image Editor brush menu, moving
all the symbols into the icon> menu.

Bug Flxes

Fix to controlActivity of BitEditor (what you ger if you magnify) to
prevent blow up resulting from moving the cursor above the bit editing
window when first opening it.

Fix to image, cha4 and map editor's warning that have not saved when
didn' t change anything.

Spreadsheet support added for creation of StackedBarChart,
StackedlineChart and ClusteredBaChart. Changed the examples to
conform to the new protocol.

Changed o allow pasting of the contents of the cells of a Spreadsheet into
any text window in fuialyst (except any code windows that don't use
ParagraphEditor pastQ.

Added display formatting to spreadsheet cells, so the user may now
specify whether the conrents of a cell should be diqplayed and printed left
justified as they always have, centered, right justified, as a do[ar amount,
as a percentage, not at all (blank), the rule rather than the value, the type of
cell (ruIe, value, label) rather than the value, a string rather than a gaphic
(ie. BarChart instead of diqplaying the Chart), or a graphic rather than a
string.

Changed so that if a cell contains an Information Center item, double
clicking the Ieft mouse butron on the cell will open the item. Double
clicking on any other cell will force an update (as if the rser selected the
cell and selected update from the menu). This is eryecially useful for cells
which initiate user queries.

Selecting a block of cells (and scrolling if needed) will now work moving
up anUor to the left as well as to the right and/or down.

Added ability to change the size of multiple rows or columns at one time.
The user selects at least one cell in the row(s) or column(s) o be changed
and then selects the menu item. It asks fu the new size in pixels, giving
the size of the first cell selected as the defaulr

Added an object named Instnrctions which provides a string value which
is displayed in a notifier when the cell it is in is updated or double clicked
on.

Changes the Spreadsh@t menu to a TreeMenu including all ttp previous
options plus the new options and menu help messages.

v

\-/
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Analvst User Guide Release Notes - Chanoes 2.1 to 3.0 - 9

Changed the default rule mode to 'relative' instead of 'absolute'.

Added a quick way to enter simple mles without having to switch to rule
mode and select accept. While in value mode, if the frst character is an
equal sign, it will remove the equal sign and attempt to evaluate the
contents as a rule. If it can not be evaluated as a rule, it will take it as a
value.

Changed hardcopy to include the question of whether to print only the
selected cells on the initial spreadsheet printing option QBox, if one or
more cells are selected.

Added fonting to the cell contents of a Spreadsheet.

Added min and max methods to Stats for use on ldatrices in Spreadsheets.

Changed to allow user option of specifying xcell and/or ycell as

columnNumber and/or rowNumber, which seem to be more intuitive
names.

New spreadsheet support class GanttBar added and changes !o Interval and
Number to support it.

Bug Flxes

Changed Spreadsheetlloldep>release so that only cells which are irctually
referenced by another open Spreadsheet will be copied into the
SpreadsheetDictionary. The bug resulted in taking extra time to copy cells
unnecessarily, and the oop and memory resources required for the copies
were not released.

Several fixes !o code for reading and writing Spreadsheet rules and
Spreadsheet contents. Also changed to allow writing and reading of rules
on ParcPlace version 2.3.

Fix !o copylng of a cell on one spreadsheet and pasting it into a cell on
another spreadstrcet.

Fixed MatriD>+ and Ivlatrix>>-. They previously plussed or minused
themself instead of the argumenL

Fixed a bug in adding columns and adding rows that resulted in
dependencies being messed up in all cells below or to the right of the
added row(s) or column(s). Also prevents blow up if user tells it to add the
row(s) or column(s) beyond the current last row or column.

Fixed clearing of spreadsheet cells. It had been messing up the
dependencies.

Fix for the selection
pane of spreadsheets.

highlight getting messed up in the rule/value entry
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Fixed the printing of spreadsheet axes labels so they don't come out really
wierd or not at all when the user has something other than serif 10 as the
system font.

\./
lnternal chanEes

Sped up of display of cells. @one through addition of new test method
'canDisplay' to Object, DisplayObject, and Chan which rentrns whether
the object will respond to the message
displayOn:acclippingBox:rule:mask. This test is much faster than using
isKindOf: and more general).

System Administrator/Programmer interfaces

Added hardcopy to menus of File List and code windows in versions on
top of ParcPlace Systems' Smalltalk.

Changed put, get, and get contents in File List on Sun to ask the user to
designate whether to swirch the carriage returns with linefeeds or noL
This allows fuialysr files to be edired directly by someone knowledgeable.
Selecting yes in both cases results in the previous behavior (the swirch is

done).

ChangeVadditions made o DataConrol forpacking/unpacking of package
daa items.

Addition of timedBooboo: to class User. Shows user a booboo for a given
. amount ofJime, then goes away (no mouse clicking). Useful for booboo,s

coming out of non-user scheduling level processes.

\-/

Change to SystemDictionarplinstafl on ldac to not reopen the changes
file (no reason to, and it was messing up the ability to run without
sourceVchanges).
ParcPlace plaform specific change to allow saving of image to name other
than 'snapstrot' wtpn have no SourceFiles atached.

Addition of remove old operation to ChangelistConmoller, which will
mark all the older duplicate items for removal.

Added a new subclass of DataControl (called DataControlMSDOS) to be
used as the Datalvlaster on mrchines that need or wish to use tnlly stupid
file names (all uppercase, max 8 chars, period, max 3 chars). It also
contains utility methods for converting system, user, and info centen from
one naming convention to the other. Changes made throughout Analyst to
make everything go to Datalvlaster to get filenames and suffixes.

Creation of file names changed to keep them less than 3l characters
(except Apollo more restrictive). Analyst needs asFileName to create file
names withort strange characters (although ttrey may be legal, they are
still usually a pain to reference) and of reasonable length. Any directory \,/
name that is included in aFileName is assumed !o be legal. Any tmncation
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System lnterface

of the file name will tle auempted prior to the last period in aFileName so
as to preserve suffixes.

Changed logout save to take effect on left-shift down whether the user
selects yes or no. This allows greater safety to those who may forget or not
get the real shift key.

Renamed all the StrikeFonts previorsly named 'TimesRoman' to 'Times'
and all the StrikeFons named'Helvetica' [o'Modern'.

Added User Profile> menu displap startup position to allow starting
up menus horizontally adjacent to the left of the cursor, rather than
horizontally centered with the cursor.

Fix to PopUpMenu so that the correct item will be selected by default (ie.
the last thing selected the last time the menu was up) even when the
menu's display had o be moved to fit on the screen.

Changes Time Zone clocks so that the statement that the offset is from
Greenwich Mean Time is correct. An optional specification is added in ttre
clock list - for each clock, start and stop days for daylight savings time can
be specified. If no such dates are specified it will make no artempt to
follow a daylight savings time schedule.

Changes made so that User Profile> backup user, restore user, and file
seryer name can be used on non-Xerox machines.

Added Userhofile> menu display> menu fonb which allows the user to
set the font used in the majority of menus (those not created in special
other ways). It works by clearing the cache and setting the font in all
non-furn menus so that when they are rescanned they are created with the
new fonl

Queriers changed to have a scroll bar, to be tall enough for two lines, and
when text is added below the currently visable text, to scroll so the added
text is visable.

Third butron scr@n menu option restore disptay changed to refresh
disptay.

Buo Flxes

Fixed bug in TreeMenu>>rescan that was resulting in menu not being
recached (thus their memory was never refreed). Additional changes to
TreeMenu>>fonr, rescan, initSelection, addChildlvlarks, lables:fonulines:
tro work with each other more effeciently and effectively.

Changed ParagraphEditor>>cut tro not put passwords on the clipboard.
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Analvst User Re e Notes - Mac Chanoe s 2.1.1 to 3.0 - 1

Changes on Mac from 2.1.1 to 3.0
ABFormController - remove
ActionMenu - reorg anize
ActionMenu class fastReadFrom:asRef:mapper - add
ActionMenu fastStoreon: - add
AdjacencyMatrix - comment
AdjacencyMatrix allSuccessorsOf: - add
Adjacencylvlatrix removeNode: - add
AnalystHardcopyUtility - comment
AnalystHardcopyUtility newPagelandscape:inRecr -

change
AnalystHardcopyUtiliry rexrsryle - add
AnnotationModel - comment
AnnotationModel changeRequest - change
AnnotationModel class hardcopyDirect - remove
AnnotationModel class hardcopyWithS uitcase: - change
AnnotationModel class openTextWorkspace - change
AnnotationModel isUnlocked - add
AnnotationModel setFileSream:withSuitcase: - change
AnnotationModel tidyText:theSwapDicr - change
AsyncSerialPort installReceiveProcess - change
AsyncSerialPort sendBreak - change
Auditor - comment
Auditor class - comment
Auditor class hardcopy - change
Auditor class initialize - change
AutoBook - remove
AuoBook class suffixFor: - change
AutoBooklistController - remove

- .--*AutsBsoklistView - remove
AuoBookS tandardSystemController - remove
AuoBookTextController - remove
AuoBookTortView - remove
BackgroundController - comment
BackgroundController openBackgroundView - change
BackgroundPrinter askQuestions: - change
B ackgroundPrinter class outpuMedium : - change
B ackgroundPrinter c lass

sendPrintFile: toPrinter:numOCopies: sendl\fsgsTo: -
remove

B ackgroundPrinter class
sendPrintFile: toPrinter numOCopies : sendMsgsTo :remo
veAfter: - add

B ackgroundPrinter heresYouChance - change
BackgroundPrinter standardDBoxBasicDefaulctypes: labels:

- remove
BackgroundPrinter

standardDBoxBasicDefaulu tlpes:labels:links: - add
BasiclnterpressMedium - change
BasiclnterpressMedium > - add
B asiclnterpressMedium class initialize - change
BasiclnterpressMedium close - change
BasiclnterpressMedium displayFilledpolygon: - change
BasiclnterpressMedium displayForm:magnifiedBy: - remove
B asicln terpressMedium

displyBryrerFrom: skipNB ytes: extenrpadding:offseu m
agnifiedBy: - add' BasiclnterpressMedium displayRectangleWithExten[ -
change

B asiclnterpres sMedium displayS tring : from : to : loweredB y : -
change

B asiclnterpressMedi um displayVec ors : thickness : - change
BasiclnterpressMedium dotsPerlnch: - add
BasiclnterpressMedium initialize - change
BasiclnterpressMedium intern: - change
BasiclnterpressMedium moveBy: - change
BasiclnterpressMedium moveTo: - change
B asiclnterpressMedium newPagel-andscape: - change
BasiclnterpressMedium number: - change
B asiclnterpressMedium

oldDisplayRESFormFromStream:magnifiedBy: - add
B asiclnterpressMedium

startJustifi cationS paceCounc desiredWidth : estimatedPad
ding: totalSpaceWidth: - change

BasiclnterpressMedium sopUnderline - change
BasicPostScripMedium - change
BasicPostScripMedium class initialize - change
BasicPostScripMedium

displayRasterFrom : skipNB ytes: exrenupadding: offseu m
agnifiedBy: - add

BasicPostScripMedium displayString:from: to:loweredBy: -
change

B asicPos tScripMedium displayVecors: thickness : - c hange
BasicPostScripMedium initialize - change
BasicPostScripMedium

-+ - + -ieslDisplryHexStringfom:to:loweredBy: - add
BasicPostScripMedium

realDisplayString: frrom :lo:loweredBy: - add
BasicPostScripMedium

startJustificationSprceCounu desiredWidth : estimatedpad
ding: otalSpaceWidth: - change

BasicPostScripMedium
startUnderlineloweredBy: thickness: - change

BasicPostScripMedium useFontNamed:pointSize: - change
BasicPostScripMedium writeHeader - change
BitBlt drawlnopX:Y: - change
BitEdior controlActivity - change
B lockContext class fastReadFrom : asRef: mapper: - add
BlockContext fastSnoreOn: - add
BorderElement - add
BoxView - comment
BoxView reverse:inRectangle: - add
Browser texMenu - change
CellS tringHoldeConmller - comment
CellS tringHolderController accept - change
CellS tringHoldeController rollingAccept - change
Changelist removeOld - add
ChangelistController class initialize - change
ChangelistController removeOld - add
ChangeSet classChanges - add
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Changeset meftodchanges - add ComposeTextcontroller put - change
Chai-comment ConfigFile - comment
Chan canDisplay - add ConligFile class curentuserConfig - change
ChartEditor - comment ConfrgFile class userCmfigFc - change
ChartEditor class initialize - change ConfigFile convertFromOldconfigstyle - change
ChartEdior makel.{ew - change ConfigFileModel - comment
ChaflEditor pastE - change ConfigFileModel class currentUserFileName - change
ChartEdilor putlvlap - change ConfigFileModel class getconfigsection:forUser: - change
Classification - comment ConfigFileModel class sectionsOnFilel.,lamed: - change
Classification senderSring - add ConnecMBoxContsoller - rcorganize
ClassificationContoller - comment ConnectedBoxContoller alignleft - change
ClassilicationConroller class initialize - change ConnectcdBoxContsoller alEr:using: - change
ClassificationconEoller writeout - change Conn€ct€dBoxcontmller boxMove - change
ClassificationScherne - comment ConnectedBoxController moveRectangle - change
ClassificationScheme class classificationFileName - change ConnectedBoxConEoller mo\/esuccessors - change
ClassifiedFixedFileStrean - cqnment ConnectedBoxConuoller unhighlightSelectionBox - add
ClassifiedFixedFilesream class example2 - change ComectedBoxView - conrment
ClassifiedFkedFilesEeam classificationFrcmThisRecord - ConnectedBoxView constsainlin€Frcm:to:within: - addchange ConnectedBoxView drawC.onnectionFrom:to: - change
ClassifiedFixedFileStream classifylnto: - change ConnectedBoxyiew drawConnectionon: - change
ClassiftedFixedFileStream classifyRecord:with: - change ConnectedBoxView drawlineFrcm:b:c/ithBltflag: - change
ClassiliedFixedFil€Stream comfess - change ConnectedBoxView drawv€ctorFrom:to:withBkflag: -
ClassifiedFixedFilestreamconstnrtRecordFrom:-change change
ChssinedFixedFilestream conv€rtlnto: - change _ ConnectedBoxView eraseCmnectionFrom:to: - change
ClassiliedFixedFilestream field:inRecord:puE - add ConnectedBoxView eraseConnectionsOn: - chsngo
ClassifredFixedFileSream grabFieldDala - change ComectedBoxview reverseConnectionsOn: - aru
ClassifiedFixedFileStream printRecordOn: - add ConnectcdBoxView xFor:alqlgline.Frqn:lo: - add
ChssifiedFixedFilestream r€adFieldData - change ConnectedBoxView yFor:alonglineFrqn:lo: - add
ClassifiedFixedFilestream replaceRecor&with: - remove ContainerlistConuollq class initializeAddSubmenu -
ClassifiedFixedFilestream change

. " -.. , .$'F:uEdtcAgEgrtEChsaifieiciolnfith:-add . -...,.. rCanaiaert i$Cqaolerclass
ChssinedstringHolderCrntroller paste - change initializelvlaintenancesubmenu - change
ClassOrganizer elements - change ContainerlistConroller clsss initialize'ScavengerMenu -
ClipBuffer class openCommandBc - change change

ClipBuffer copyFromscr4 - change Containerlbtcontrolle( controllnitialize - change

ClipBuffer copyToScrap - change Containerlistcontroll€r rcdButtonActivity - chsnge

ClockView class initialize - change ConrainerlistView getlistAdDisplayYiew - change

clockview class timezone.PopupFromconfigFile - change Conoinerl\itrodel - change

ClockView displayTimeSring - change Conrainerlt[odel baslil'ocalFrcmB&kedcent€r:xde: - change

ClusteredBarChan _ commenr Containerlvtrodel bashlacalFromBeklp - change

ClusteredBarChart class example - change Conainerlvlodel bashlvluelaalFmmBactedCentenxde: -
CompiledMethodclassfastReadRon:asRef:mapper:-add change

CompiledMethod fastsortoa - add C;ontainerlvlodel checkoverwrite: - change

composesystemcontroller - comment contain€rModel class

composesystemcontro[er clcs€Deperdenrviews - change *"ffi#mtring: - change

ComposeTextController annotatccecrc - change ContainerModel dastroySelectiur - change
ComposeTextconEolls annotareDisplay - chsngp ContainerModel de,str,oyTnshselection - change
ComposoTextconEoller class

pr€viewTextannoDicrwithstarsuitcase:poffait - containerlfiodel dumpSelection: - change

remove ConainerModel duplicateSelectiom - change

ComposeTextcontroll€r class ConainerModel findTheFoldet - add
c/ritehaTexuinstream:usingAnnoDice - change Containerlvlodel frndTheOnelabeled: - rcmove

ComposeTextControll€r file:rrydatesuitcase - change C-ontainerModcl geiFilesFrcms€rv€r - change
CompoceTextController har&opyT€xt - change ContainerModel getsel€ctiodFroms€rver - chdlge
ComposeTextControllet pa$e - changc ContainerModel killThisllem: - changc

\-/
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Analyst User Guid Release Notes - Mac Chanoes 2.1.1 to 3.0 - 3

ContainerModel listlndex: - change
ContainerModel lockSelection - remove
ContainerModel makelnToAFolder - change
ContainerModel open: tabl-abel:indexCollection: - change
ContainerModel openMenu: - remove
ContainerModel putlnTheCopyBuffer - change
ContainerModel refileSelection - change
ContainerModel release - change
ContainerModel renamelnfoCenter - change
ContainerModel renameKeyword - change
ContainerModel scavengeThese - change
ContainerModel scavengeThese: - change
ContainerModel

scheduleTheFolder:usingMenu:width: helpMessage: -
change

ContainerModel selectFromOpenMenu - change
ContainerModel show: - add
ContainerModel showFileNames - change
ContainerModel showlnBox - change
ContainerModel showKeyWordlist - change
ContainerModel showTrash - change
ContainerModel sort - change
ContainerModel template - add
ContainerModel togglel-ockSelection - add
ContainerModel unlockSelection - remove
ContainerModel userAccessMessage - change
ContainerModel userMessage: - change
ContainerModel viewSelection: - change
CreateController - comment
CreateController class initialize - change
DaaBase -change
DataBase addNewField - change
DataBase backMeUpAndSwirchTo: - add
DataBase changeFieldl-ength - change
DataBase changeRequest - add
DataBase class openWithSuitcase: - change
DataBase classiff: - remove
DataBase collectionFrom: - remove
DataBase deleteField - change
DataBase fieldDBox - change
DataBase getclassTablesFieldsTexu - add
DataBase getDeletedRecords - change
DataBase initialize: - change
DataBase lock - change
DataBase locked - add
DataBase makeReportFor:porraiu - add
DataBase makeReportlnPrreviewFor:using: - remove
DataBase multiSortlist - add
DataBase printHitlisr - add
DataBase release - change
DataBase renameField - change
DataBase reporrupdate: - remove
DataBase selectedReport - remove
DataBase showltsl-ocked - add
DataBase stripSpaces: - change

DataBase swirchWithBackup - add
DataBase unl-ock - add
DatabaseForm sController - comment
DatabaseFormsController addDatabaseRecord - change
DatabaseFormsController clearRecord - add
DatabaseFormsController editDatabaseRecord - change
DatabaseFormsController getDatabaseRecord - change
DatabaseFormsModel class addExecuteBuuonsTo: - change
DatabaseFormsModel class openOn :label suitcase: - chan ge
DatabaseFormsModel fillElementsDict - change
DataConrol - comment
DataConuol auditlog - add
DataControl auoBookSuffixFon - add
DataConuol backupFileNameFor: - add
DataConmol centerSuffix - add
DataControl changeAssociation : in : to : - chan ge
DataConrol changesFileNameFor: - add
DataConuol classificationFilel.lame - add
DataConrol createltemArray - change
DataConrol createPkgFileFm - change
DataConuol createPkgFileFuFiles:wittrl-abel: - add
DataConrol desroyTempFiles: - add
DataConuol documentGetAssociatedFilesFocextended: -

add
DataConrol errulogName - add
DataConrol fileTpeSring - change
DataConrol findandReurnAllByEvaluating: - add
DataConuol functionKeysFileNameFor: - add
DataConuol

getBasicAssociatedFilesOfTypes: localDirectory: -
* change

DataConrol hardcopyltemlnS uitcase: - change
DataConrol helpFileNameFu: - add
DataControl idlelmageFileName - add
DataControl makeDataltemFon - change
DataConuol moveToMainDirectory:overwrite: - change
DataConuol nenrorklnfoFile.It{ame - add
DataConuol newFileName: suffi x :on: specials : - add
DataConuol scrarchPadFileName - dd
DataControl unpackPackageWithSuitcase: - add
DataConrol unprckPkgFile:inoDir: - change
DataC-onrol useConfigFileNameFor: - add
DataConuol userGuideName - add
DataConrol usersFileName - add
DataConuol viewSelection:withSuitcase: - change
DataConuolMSDOS - add
DataConuolMSDOS fileTypeString - change
Dataltem addBPointen - change
Dataltem addBPointer:t1pe:certainty: - change
Dataltem addFirstFPointenofTlpe:certainty: - change
Dataltem addFPointer: - change
Dataltem addFPointer: type:certainty: - change
Dataltem changeSelfWith: - change
Dataltem class

locked:classification:modifiers: type: dataTlpe: label :fi len
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ame:bPointers :fPointers:atlndex: - change
Dataltem class:modifiers: - change
Dataltem convertFrom: - change
Dataltem displaySring - change
Dataltem filename: - change
Dataltem insertFPointenbefore: - change
Dataltem insertFPointerofType: certainty:after: - change
Dataltem insertFPointenofType:certainty:before: - change
Dataltem isTemplate - add
Dataltem isUnlocked - change
Dataltem label - change
Dataltem lockedByte - add
Dataltem removeAllBPointers - change
Dataltem removeAllFPointers - change
Dataltem removeBPointen - change
Dataltem removeBPointec tlpe: - change
Dataltem removeFPointer: - change
Dataltem removeFPointer:t1pe: - change
Dataltem replaceFPointersWith: - change
Dataltem template: - add
DatalistController - comment
DatalistController ctrartlt - change
DatalistController class initialize - change
Date + - add
Date - - add
DBoxView - comment
DBoxView

addSelecu defaulu au fr,om :messageWidth: selectionWidth
:heighutype: - change

DBoxView class initialize - change
,;r *'i{- . }B Stedafids ysterrCon foller -. remove

DBTextController - comment
DBTextController irccept - change
DBTextController acceptAndAdd - change
DBTextController rcceptClassification - remove
DBTextController cancel - change
DBTextController checkContents - change
DBTextContro[er classify - change
DBTextController exclude - change
DBTextContnoller newRecord - change
DBTextController paste - change
DB TextController replrceSelectionWith : - change
DBTextController require - change
DFieldlistConroller addNewField - change
DFieldlistConroller changeFieldlrngth - change
DFieldlistConroller class initial izg - change
DFieldlistController deleteField - change
DFieldlistController renameField - change
DFieldlistController swirchWithBackup - add
DHitlistController chanDatabase - change
DHitlistController class initialize - change
DHitlistController clearlist - change
DHitlistController cloneDataBase - change
DHitlistController compressData: - change
DHitlistController compressDatabase - change

M a es 2.1.1 to 3.0 - 4

DHitlistcontroller deletedRecords - change
DHitlistController deleteRecord - change
DHitlistcontroller invertlist - change
DHitlistController multiSortlist - add
DHitlistcontroller openCtrarc - change
DHitlistController printHitlist - add
DHitlistController redBunonActivity - add
DHitlistcontroller showAll - change
DHitlistcontroller sortlist - change
DHitlistcontroller undeleteRecord - change
Dictionary class fastReadFrom:asReft - remove
Dictionary class fastReadFrom:asRef:mapper: - add
DisplaylnterpressFont - comment
DisplaylnterpressFont unprintableCharacter - add
DisplayObject canDisplay - add
DisplayPostScriptFont - comment
DisplayPostScriptFont unprintableCharacter - add
DQueryListController - com ment
DQueryListConroller class initialize - change
DQuerylistController lastQuery - change
DQueryListConroller multiSortlist - add
DQuerylistController query - change
DQuerylistController queryVsPresent - change
DReportlistConmoller - comment
DReportlistConroller addReport - change
DReportlistConroller class initial ize - change
DReportlistConroller multiSortlist - add
DReportlistConroller report - change
EvaluateElement - add
EvaluateElement scanAndReplaceNamesln: - change
ExecuteE lernent'j-curnntent
ExecuteElement badValueBooboo - add
ExecuteElement butOnPressed: onWhile: do: - add
ExecuteElement code0n: - change
ExecuteElement execute - add
ExecuteElement redButtonAr - change
ExecuteElement yellowButtonAu - change
FastFileClassMapper - add
FastPrinterDisplayS canner - remove
FastReadSftam - comment
FastReadStream close - change
FastReadStream fileSream: - change
FastReadStream readObject - change
FastSoreStream - change
FastSoreStream fileStream: - change
FastS oreS tream nexthrtClassMapperFor: versionlD:
FastTextDisplayS canner - comment
FastTextDisplayScanner setSopC-onditions - change
FieldSringView - comment
FieldSringView update: - change
FileDirectory checkAnalystFileName: - add
FileDirecory checkl.Iame: fixErrus: - change
FileDirecory class copy:to: - add
FileDirectory class copy: o: updateAlways: - add

add

R
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FileDirectory class decomposeName: - change
FileDirectory class moveFile:to: - add
FileDirectory class removeKey:ifAbsenc - change
FileDirectory createDirectory: - add
FileDirectory makeNewFileName: withSuffix : - change
FileDirectory removeKey:ifAbsenu - change
FileDirectory renameKey:newName: - change
FileModel texMenu - change
FileSream asPressPrinter - remove
FirstABlistController - rem ove
FirstABlistView - remove
FixedFileSream - comment
FixedFileSream addRecord: - change
FixedFileS ream allRecordNumbers - change
FixedFileSream allRecsds - change
FixedFileSream appendFieldsFrom:startingAuto: - add
FixedFileSream blankFiel& - remove
FixedFileStream blockCodeForMultilevelSortUsing: - add
FixedFileSream class example - change
FixedFileSream class example2 - change
FixedFileStream compress - change
FixedFileSream constrain:toSize: - remove
FixedFileSream constructRecordFrom: - change
FixedFileSueam correctvdue: forFieldTlpe: - add
FixedFileSream deleteRecord: - change
FixedFileSream evaluate:vs: - change
FixedFileSream fiel&andRecordNumbersFitting: - change
FixedFileSream field:andRecordNumbersFitting: from: -

change
FixedFileSream fiel&fiuing: - change

' *'-'--,^' -- ffiieffileSrann fiel&iriRemd:put -radd
FixedFileSneam fiel& vs:recordNumbers:fi uing: sorted:from:

- change
FixedFileSream fieldFrom:to:t,?q - change
FixedFileS ueam fieldFromThisRecord: - change
FixedFileSream isDeleted: - remove
FixedFileSream islocked: - change
FixedFileSream isRecordDeleted - add
FixedFileSream isRecordDeleted: - add
FixedFileSream lockRecud: - change
FixedFileSream newRecord - add
FixedFileSream nextReccd - change
FixedFileSream positionToRecord: - add
FixedFileS meam printFieldDefinitionson : - add
FixedFileSream printRecodOn: - add
FixedFileStream readFieldData - change
FixedFileSueam record - change
FixedFileSream record: - change
FixedFileSream record:fields: - add
FixedFileStream record:puu - add
FixedFileSream replrceRecord:field:witlu - remove
FixedFileSueam replaceRecord:from: - change
FixedFileS ream rcplrceRecord:with: - remove
FixedFileStream replaceRecordSelectively:from: - remove
FixedFileSream returnField: - change

FixedFileSream setToRecordBegrn - remove
FixedFileSream skipRecord - add
FixedFileSream undeleteRecord: - change
FixedFileSream unlockRecord: - change
FixedFileSream update:from: - add
Float class fastReadFrom:asRef: - remove
Float class fastReadFrom:asRef:mappen - add
FontCenter armapTo:ofMedium: - change
FontCenter collectFontSets - change
FontCenter defaultTexts tyleEmphasisFon - add
FontCenter emphasisForFontNamed: - add
FontCenter fonrfor: - change
FontCenter setFontl\rlasterDefault - change
Form bold - add
Form collapseToOpaqueForm - add
Form copy:from:in:rule:mask - add
Form shadow - add
Form raceEdges - add
FormsController - comment
FormsController class initialize - change
FormsEditController - comment
FormsEditController alignBo[om - add
FormsEditController alignleft - add
FormsEditController alignRight - add
FormsEditController alignTop - add
FormsEditController alter:using: - add
FormsEditConroller class initialize - change
FormsEditConnoller copySelection - add
FormsEditController cut - add
FormsEditController deleteElement - remove

-'FbrmsEilitContnoller duplicate -'remove
FormsEditController editAnElementOfTlpe: - change
FormsEditConuoller editElement - change
FormsEditController getElementslnRecungle - add
FormsEditConnoller moveElement - remove
FormsEditConroller moveElemenu - add
FormsEditConroller moveRectangle - add
FormsEditController paste - add
FormsEditConuoller queryElemenuofType: - change
FormsEditController redisplay - change
FormsElement - comment
FormsElement bqder:on: - change
FormsElement display - add
FormsElement isTransparent - add
FormsElement printon: - add
FormsFillConhoUer - comment
FormsFillController class initialize - change
FormsFillContro[er paste - change
FormsModel

addControlPmet labels: messages: targetcontroller: boun
dingBox: - change

FormsModel changeRequest - change
FormsModel class fromSuircase: - change
FormsModel newDefaultElementName - add
FormsModel printOn: - add
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FormsModel r€FileFrom: - add Hfrdcopyutility matesbpsFG: - change
Formslvtrodel save - change lDdcopyutiliry rexc - add
FormsStrikeFont - cdnment Head€rFilesE€am isTemplatc - add
FormsStikeFont with: - change lleaderFileStream readHeader - change
FormsView - comment HeaderFilestseam removelleader - change
Formsview class openEditorOn: - change H€ad€rFilestream template: - add
FormsView class operon:backgroundColon - change HeaderFileStream writeHeader - change
FormsView class operonlabetsuitcase: - change lleaderFileStream wdteHeaderFc - change
Formsview class openPanelOn:backgmundColor: - change lleaderFileSteam writeHeaderlabeLclass:mods:dabType: -
FormsView elementForPoint - change change
FormsView erase: -change Help€r - comment
FormsView reverse: - change Help€r showlGlpFmlnder - change
Fraction * - change Iccsrandardsystemcontsoller - comment
Fraction sign - add Iccsumdardsystemconuoller deselect - change
FunctionKeyEditor - comment Iccsbndardsyst€mcontroller expand - change
FunctionKeyEditor cutSection - change lccstandEdsystcrnconuoller move - change
FunctionKeyEditor editAuologin - change Idle class - comment
GanttBar - add Idle class sArt - change
Ganttlabel - add ImageEditor - change
IlrdcopyMedium - change ImageEditd etivity: - change
Iladcopylvledium class - reorganize ImageEdior airBrush - add
IlrdcopyMedium class example - change Imag€Edittr akBrushCopy - add
IladcopyMedium class fonttylanagerKey: - add ImageEdibr ercw - add
IlardcopyMedium class initializc - change ImageEdibr bloct - changs
Ilardcopylvledium class new - change Image.Edior boldBrush - add
IlardcopyMedium ai$hyFilledPolygon: - change ImageEditor bord€rBrush - change
IladcopyMedium aiThyForm:magnifredBy: - change Image'Editor bmsh: - change
Ilardco,pylvtedium Image.Editm changeToot - change

displayFormBitsFromstream:extcntoffselmagnifiedBy: Image.Ediffi circleBrush - change*#fl!":.^ ,-.; -. .-"--ffiHfl3ffffi#J:;ffi*
displayRastqDataFrornSream:magnifredBy: - nemove Irni.Sdi o, 

"lrra 
inirialize - shangsIlardcopyMedium-lg,emf 

f.,:skipNBvrcs:cxtenrpaddins:offsermffi trHffi Hffi #iffi;fl
knageEdibr colapseBruslr - add

displayRESFormFromstse.m:magnifiedBy: -rcrnovr knag€EdibrcopyBrush-change
Ilardcopylvledium displayString: - add ImageEdibr cursorFoint - change
Ilardcopy!(edium initialize - change ImageEdibr cuwe - change
Ilardcopyutility - comment Imag€Edibr dragForm - change
IlardcopyUtility ImageEditor fieldThis - change

arcWithCenterradius:beginAngle:endAngle - add ImageEditor frleOutForm - change
Hadcopyutility bordqfromRectangle: - add Image.EditE grabArbitrarylmage - change
Hardcopyutility class €xamplc - change ImageEdittr lta dcopyBrush - change
Hardcopyutility cr - change ImageEditd horizonalReflection - change
Hardcopyutility displayBcd€rwithExtcntthiclrr.ss: - ImageEditr invertBrush - changel'emoYe ImageEdibr magnifyBrush - changeHardcopy-Utility ImaScEdiM makeopaque.FcmNonnsl - add

displayP.asrerDaraFromstseam:magnifiedBy: -ry _ hale.Edior rcwSourceForm - changc
Hfidcopyf.rtility displayRFSFormFronSteam:magnifiedBy: Imalefaitc postc - change

- add
Hardcopyurility ImageEditor posleBrush - change

disiirryTexi:rextstyle:startingchracterlndex:inRecangl Imag€Edibr pudvlap - chanSe

ewittriixtent -ctringe ImageEdiu recangle - change

Htrdcop,yutility Image'Editor rEctangleBrush - change
dispiayT€itst8tingAtinReuangleWitlGxEnr - add Imag€Editor rotatcl8o - change

v
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ImageEdior rotate27O - change InfoCenterGraphview eraseBoxNumben - add
ImageEditor rctate90 - change InfoCenterGraphView orienation - add
ImageEditor shadowBrush - add InfoCenterGraphView update: - change
ImageEditor shrink - change Informationcent€r addFileslnlisctoFolder: - change
Imag€Editor sketch - add InformuionCenter backup: - change
ImageEditor spline:closod: - change InformationCenter backupTopaclage: - add
ImageEditor tra@Brush - add Informationcent€r class addNewlnfoCentec - change
ImageEditor traclf,orm:untit - remove InformationCenter class centerSuffix - change
ImageEditor EackForm:within:untit - add Informationcent€r ctass checL: - change
ImageEdior rmcollapseBnrsh - add InformarionCenter class
Imag€EditoiTextCrUector - comment tileNameDaa:defauhsuilcase:defaultKeys:asktvdethod:a
ImageEditoiT€xtcollector pasto - change skClass: - change
ImageElement - change. InformationC-enter class
ImageElement paste - change getAllFile'ReferencesToThisFile:putln: - change

ImmediateExecuteElement - comment Informationcent€r class

IlriT:i::g':i:1*'#t-change ,*mHHffffiT.'Tllffi:;i.il:"mloLe ertsrcment - comment
InfocenterElement butioripfessed: - Informationcent€r class open: - change

rnrocenterEremenrredButlonAr "trIrT" Ii|ffi:HffflnffiJffi,flSfr; "**
InfocenterElement yellowButtonAt - add ;_;:: . ^
Infocentercraphcontloller - changc '"tlffifi:;ffiI@m:souc€cenreninb:dupFiter,{ame: -InfoCenterGraphConEoll€raddRedButtonActivity-add change
InfoCentetGraphConEoller choosesomelinks:defaulfi - add InformUionCenter ferchNewFilesFrom:message: - change
InfoCenterGraphContoller class initialize - change InformationCenter getTheselr/tapFilesFroms€rver: - change
InfocentercraphconEoller cleanltup - change InformationCenter modifyltemAtwith:aE - change
InfoCenterGraphConEoll€,r conEollnitialize - add Informationcentrr openltErlAt - change
InfoCenrcGraphC-onfoller copySelectim - add InformationCenter
InfoCenteGraphC-onuoller cut - add putThisltem:inThisFolder:befce:noti$Erron - change
Infocentercraphcontso[er filt€r - add InformatbnCenrcr removel-inkOfType:ftom:to: - change
InfoCentcrcraphC.onuoller filt€r: - add Informationcent€r rcmove.Selection: - change
lifdcentercr'aphconEorer flErlt - add --' - * IafomaticnCcatersclcctFromMenuor: - add
Infocentetcraphconuo[€r graphElement - change Informationc€nt€r selectTheLintType.Fc - change
InfoCentaGraphContsoll€r lineFmm:b:with: - add InformationCenter sendFiles:touseE:onXeroxServer: - add
InfoCenteGraphConuoller menuFrcriElement - add Informarioncent€r sendFilasToServec - change
Infocentercrapherntoller organize - add InformationCenter updatekbelFa - addInfoCentcrcraphConuoller Instructiorc - add

organiz! Ilorizontalwi6:affectcdlisucycles: - add Incger class fasiR€adFrcm:asRef: - remove
InfoCenterGraphConfroller - Ineger class fasfReadFrun:asRef:mapper: - addorganizevedcalWith:affectedLis:cyclcs:-add IntefuressFont-change
Infocentetcraphcontsoll€r postc - add InErressFont asprinterwidthsFont - remove
InfoCentcGraphConuolhr redBuuonActiviry - add. Inr€rfessFont charslnsring:fiuing: - remove
Infocentercraphcontolcr removeRcdlunonAcdvity - add InErpre,ssFont emph.sis - r€move
InfoCentelGraphConEollcr t€v€rseBoxFon - add hterressFont fonName - rernove
InfoCenterGraphC.ontsollor sclectRedBuEonActivity - add InrerressFont fontName: - lemove
InfocentecnphconEoUer updateclassificationWith: - add InErfe.ssFont fonrsize - rernove
InfoCentetGraphVbw - comment In6rDress6ont fontsize: _ rcmoye
InfoCente6raphView clas linlJvlanagercfiten - add In6rprcssF.ont maxAscii - remove
InfoCenOGraphView class

viewstnrcfirrcFouowingFcsanlbekwad:in:staningAt fmH: Hil":#"*:label:orienc - change
InfoCentercraphview class viewTwowaycrmhFonin: - InteryressFont prinon: - rEmove

change - IntorF€'ssFont setstopCotditiorc - remove
InfocenErcraphview comectPasMltem:arlndex - add IntEry€'gsFont stopconditi(ns ' t€move
InfoCenterGraphView rrisplayBoxNumber: - add InerfassFont widlllOf: - remove
InfoCenteGraphView displayView - change InbrprcssFont widthOfSring: - remove
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InterpressFont xTable - remove MapEditor drawlvfap - change
Interpresslvtedium - change f{apEditor
InterpressM€dium class initialize - change drawPlaceFromASream:scanner:index:recodNumber: -
InHpressMedium change

displayRESFormExtenr:fromsream:offsetmagnifiedBy lvlapEditor fieldThis - remove
: -remove lvlapEditor groupBylcon:in: - change

InterpressMedium MapEdior groupBylabel:in: - change
displayRESFormFromSream:magnifiedBy: - remove I\ilapEditor maket{ewlvhpDatabase - change

InterpressMedium displaySring:ftomro:loweredBy: - MapEditor putlvlap - changechange fvlapEdior readlatAndlonFromDBSream: - add
InterfessMedium

oldDisplayREsFmmFromstre€m:magnifiedBy: - MapEditor readPointNurnbecfiom: - change

remove .l\,IapEditor

Inrerpressutility - rcmove *:X}""*withlco:withlabel:usingScanner: 
-

Interval displayOl:at:clippingBoxrule:mask - add MapEditor trmplrapName - add
Interval includes: - add
Intervar normalizeTo: - add lvlapEditor zoom - change

KeyFilelisr-commenr ffi::gg
KeyFilelist listName: - add nilatrix asColunnlvrajorcollection - addkbel - commexrt Ivlarix asRowMajorCollection - addlabel species - add Notilierview class reporComexr - change
labelElement - commen Number class resdFmm: - change
hbelElement clsss definet'IeedsFor: - change Number displayon:atclippingBorrule:mask - add
Listview lisu - change Number prinrstringDolta - addIrglnOut class getcenters - change Numter printSringfacem - aOO
LrglnOut class getNetwortlnfo - change Obirct canDisplay - add
IoglnOut class initializeCurnentuser - change Obiect class rastneaOnorn:asRef: _ removcloglnout class miscuserFiles - add . obj€ct class fastReadRrofli:asRef:mappa - add
LoglnOut class netlogln:password: - change Object fasrSueOn: _ changeLgInOut class printErrorlg - change Object owners - change
Loglnout class quit - change OKStseam - comment
IbEInOut class €tldleFcirinWfthChange - change OKSteam rclease _ change
Lrglnout class usersFileName - change OKstream skipTo: - add
Loglnout class writeN€two[*Info - change OlryhileExecuteEl€m€nt _ comment
LiRUCacheDictiomry - comment onwhileEx€cutcElem€nt r€dBunonAt - changeLRucacheDictionaryassociadonsDo:-add OnWhileExecutcElernentyeltwBuatonAt-add
LRucache.Dictior8ry atifAb8enE - change OntercdColbction collccg - change
I'RUCacheDictionary ar:Plc - change or<leredCotbction copyReplaccFr,om:ro:with: - change
LRUCacheDictiomry class new: - changc OOerertgollection f'* - ctrangc
LRUCacheDictionary do: - change OrderedColkction gow - change
LRUCacheDictiomry cnorNilKel --1e1ove- 

- - Onlere<rcolbction las _ change
LRucacheDictiomry fin&ifAbsentuseR€sulof: - change OrderedCollection makeRmmAtlast - chango
LRUCacheDictionary ircludcslGy: - change OrderedCollection removelost - change
LRUCacheDictiomry keysDo: - changc fu€r€rcouedion s€tFlrstlndr*lasilndex - add
LRUCacheDictionary privateSearchFor: - add . Oudin€Conuo[€r ec€pt - changc
LRuc.acheDictiomry removeKey:ifA-bsonr - change Ouitinecontso[€r ctass initiatire - ct arge
LRuCacheDictionary ripple:ifAbscntUseResul0f: - remove Oudin"6on'oll€r t.FileFrom: - add
MapEditor - change OudtuEEdi6on6oler pasb _ change
I4apEditor addlbintToElatabase - change Oudhelist addgnlyTextmarDatalem:o: - add
lvlapEdilor chec,lf,orlvlapDataFiles - changc Oudinelist
IvlapEdilor class initialize - change addhra:atlavel:initstring:maxDataltem:x,ithNumbers:t
ldapEdior convertToDegMinsecstring:laorlon: - add o: - add
I\.IapEditor displayPlaces: - change OuUirElist
lvlapEditor disptayPlecsQu€ri€d: - change addhreatlevel:withTextinitsEing:maxDataltem:to: -
Ir4apEditor distanceBeringBig - change- add

\-/
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Outlinelist changeFileS reamTo:andFilename: - add
Outlinelist changeRequest - change
Outlinelist composeDocumenu - change
Outlinelist composeEZhrbDocumenu - change
Outlinelist composeStructure: - change
Outlinelist compress - change
OutlineList

directllarrdcopyUnderheading:class:withsuitcase: -
change

Outlinelist getQB oxOptions :printing : - change
Outlinelist getQBoxOptions:prinring: texu - add
Outlinelist getstructureQBoxOptions: - change
Outlinelist hardcopyDocumenu - change
Outlinelist makeDocumentFile - add
Outlinelist makeS impleTextFile - change
Outlinelist previewTextUnder:heading: - add
Outlinelist previewTextUnder:heading: landscape: - remove
Outlinelist prodrceDoc umenu treading: max :outputTo : - add
Outlinelist producaS tructure: - change
Outlinelist produceStructureDoc: - add
Outlinelist produceTexumax: - remove
Outlinelist release - change
Outlinelist textFS - add
OutlineView addOrRemoveEditSubview - change
OutlineView class hardcopyWithsuitcase: - change
OutlineView class makeDocumentFileFromsuitcase: - add
OutlineView class userGuideName - change
OutlineView cut - change
OutlineView selectKey - change
Paragraph updateCompositionHeight - change

; '- -- ' --ParagrrytiEditor again -ctange
ParagraphEditor cut - change
ParagraphEdior findlt - change
ParagraphEditor findOnce:replaceWith: - add
ParagraphEdior findOrrceAndReplrce:with: - remove
ParagraphEdior findOrReplace - change
ParagraphEdior hardcopy - change
ParagraphEditor paste - change
PopUpMenu class fastReadFrom:asRef:map,pec - add
PopUpMenu class labels:lines: - change
PopUpMenu displayAtduring: - change
PopUpMenu fastRedFrom:asRef:mappen - add
PopUpMenu fastSoreon: - add
PopUpMenu font - change
PopUpMenu helpFor:on: - change
PopUpMenu newFonf,frrom: - add
PopUpMenu startUp: - change
PopUpMenu startUpPoint - add
PostScriptFont - change
PostScriptFont asPrint€rWidthsFont - remove
PostScriptFont chanlnString:fining: - remove
PostScriptFont emphasis - remoye
PostScriptFont fontName - remove
PostScriptFont fontName: - remove
PostScriptFont fontSize - remove

c 1.1 to 3.0 -

PostScriptFont fontSize: - remove
PostScriptFont maxAscii - remove
PostScriptFont minAscii - rcmove
PostScriptFont name - remove
PostScriptFont printon: - remove
PostScriptFont setS topConditions - remove
PostScriptFont stopConditions - remove
PostScriptFont widthOf: - remove
PostScriptFont widthOfString: - remove
PostScriptFont xTable - remove
PostScripMedium - change
PostScripMedium class initialize - change
PostScripMedium displayString: from :to:loweredBy: - add
PreviewCharacterBlockScanner - remove
PreviewCompositionScanner - remove
PreviewDisplayScanner - remove
PreviewHardcopyDisplayScanner - remove
PreviewPage - remove
PreviewPage backupText - change
PreviewPage moveRecungle: withln: grid: check - change
PreviewPage release - change
PreviewPage resoreText - change
PreviewPage restoreThenRelease - change
PreviewPage validateRectangle: tlpe: - change
PreviewPageConu,oller - remove
PreviewPageController paste - change
PreviewPageConuoller restore - change
PreviewPageConroller savel-ayout - change
PreviewPageView - remove
PreviewPageView editSring: - addj PreviewPageYiewgetCornems - add
PreviewPageView updateTopView - change
PreviewTabController - remove
PreviewTabView - remove
PreviewTextlinelnterval - remove
PrinterFont - add
PrinterFont spaceWidth - add
PrintFromlvlac - change
PrintFromlvlac class sendPrintFile:printer:copies: - change
PrintFromlvlac class

sendPrintFile:printencopies:removeAfter: - add
PrintFromlvlac heresYouChance - change
PrintFromldac sendPrintFile:printer:copies: - remove
PrintFromMac sendPrintFile:printencopies:removeAfter: -

add
ProcessorScteduler anyProcessesAbove: - change
Querier - comment
Querier class initiali-e - change
QuerierContro[er - change
QuerierConmller praessKeyboard - add
QuerieController processRedButton - add
QuerieController scrollToEnd - add
QuerierController yellowBuuonActivity - change
QuerierView - comment
QuerierView class buildAnswerView:frameWidth : - change
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QuerierView update: - add
QueryModel - add
QueryModel backSpace - change
QueryModel class initialize - change
QueryModel class requestwithMenus:acceptstate: - change
QueryModel contents - change
QueryModel initi al i zeFromMenus :acceptS tate: - change
QueryModel menuSelection: - change
QueryModel querySream - remove
QueryModel querySream: - remove
QueryModel queryTokens - add
QueryModel wordEnds - remove
QueryModel wordEnds: - remove
Rectangle bouomlrfu - add
Rectangle class

fromUserMinE xten[ maxExtenE startExtenU outlineColor
:-add

Rectangle class originFromUser:grid: - change
Rectangle class originFromUser:grid:origin: - add
Rectangle pointNearesu - add
Rectangle topRighu - change
Rectangle

userChan geCornerMinExtenf maxExtenr grid: gridOrigi
n:outlineColor:aspectRatio: - change

RemoteMenuController blueBuronActivity - change
RemoteMenuCo.ntroller redButtonActivity - change
RemoteMenuController yellowButtonActivity - change
RS232DisplayMem - commenr
RS232DisplayMem class initialize - change
RS232FunctionKeys - comment

*-,-,. -.RS232,Eunctionl(eys prtlabelDefs- change - - . t-.E - t
RS232FunctionKeys readlabelDefs - change
RS232Kermit - comment
RS232Kermit doReadStarr - change
RS232Kermit sendlastPacket - change
RS232Kermit startUpServeron: with: - change
RS232Kermit startUpTransferOn:with: - change
RS232Memory - comment
RS232lvlemory class initialize - change
RS232Model - comment
RS232Model class initialize - change
RS232SendController - comment
RS232S endController controlActivity - change
RS232SendController echo - change
RS232SendController emergencyMenu - add
RS232SendController noEcho - change
RS23XendController setEmphasisHere - change
ScrambledFileStream - comment
ScrambledFileStream class dec4rptFile:toFile:withKey: -

change
ScrambledFileSueam class encryptFile:toFile:withKey: -

change
ScrambledFileStream writeHeaderFon - change
ScrambledFileStream

writeHeaderlabel:class:mods:dataType: - change

ScreenContro[er - reorganize
ScreenController backupUsen - remove
ScreenController backupUserMenuChoice - change
S creenController class initial i zeBlueB usorMenu - c han ge
ScreenController class initializeS malltalkS ubmenu - c han ge
ScreenController class initializeUserProfileS ubmenu -

change
ScreenController class initial izeYellowB utronMenu - change
ScreenController commandBarDefault - add
ScreenController connect - remove
ScreenController cursorAdjacenu - add
ScreenController docCommandBar - add
ScreenController ediOff - change
ScreenContro[er editTimeZonesMenu - change
ScreenController fileOutChanges - change
ScreenController openAutoBook - remove
ScreenController openOSlnterface - change
ScreenControllgr releaseExternalViews - remove
ScreenController remotel.ogin - change
ScreenController restoreUserMenuChoice - change
ScreenController seMenuFonu - add
ScrolMenu - comment
ScrolMenu class - reorganize
ScrolMenu class initialize - change
ScrolMenu class setDefaults - add
ScrolMenu fastReadFrom:asRef:mapper: - add
ScrollMenu fastSoreOn: - add
SecondABlistConmoller - remove
SecondABListView - riemove
SelectionlnlistView lisu - change
S€quenc€ableCollectio'n copyRephceFrcm:to:wittr: - change
SequenceableCollection flatten - change
SequenceableCollection replaceFrom :!o:with: startingAu -

change
SequenceableCollection shallowCopy - change
Set class fastReadFrom:asRef: - remove
Set class fastReadFrom:asRef:mapp€n - add
SparseMarix - comment
Sparselvlafix atPoinCput - change
SpreadsheetCell - change
SpreadsheetCell alignmentFon - add
SpreadsheetCell class cellTextStyle - add
SpreadsheetCell class in: - change
SpreadsheetCell deepCopy - change
SpreadsheetCell displayAr - change
SpreadsheetCell emphasis - add
SpreadsheetCell emphasis: - add
SpreadsheeCell format - add
SpreadsheetCell formau - add
SpreadsheetCell formattedString - add
SpreadsheetCell nillfReasonable - add
SpreadsheetCell openlfDataltem - add
SpreadsheetCell release - change
SpreadsheetCell reset - change
SpreadsheetConroller - change

\-/
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SpreadsheetConroller addColumnsi - change
SpreadsheetController addRows - change
SpreadsheetConuoller checkCopyBuffer - remove
SpreadsheetConroller class initial i ze - change
SpreadsheetConroller cleaCell - change
SpreadsheetConroller columnActivity - change
SpreadsheetConroller copy - change
SpreadsheetConroller fontlt - add
SpreadsheetController formafi - add
SpreadsheetController formatBlank - add
SpreadsheetController formuCenter - add
SpreadsheetController formatDisplay - add
SpreadsheetConroller formatDollar - add
SpreadsheetConroller formatNil - add
SpreadsheetController formatPercent - add
SpreadsheetConroller formatRight - add
SpreadsheetController formatRule - add
SpreadsheetConroller formatS tring - add
SpreadsheetController formatType - add
SpreadsheetController paste - change
SpreadsheetConroller redButtonActivity - change
SpreadsheetController reFileFrom: - add
SpreadsheetConroller rowActivity - ctrange
SpreadsheetConroller save - change
SpreadsheetConroller shiftRedButtonActivity - change
SpreadsheetConroller sizeColumn:to:tosize: - add
SpreadsheetConroller sizeColumns - add
SpreadsheetConroller sizeRow: to: to.S ize: - add
SpreadsheetConroller sizeRows - add
SpreadsheetDictionary - comment' Sprea&heetDictionary rul0Cell:inHolder:from: - changig
SpreadsheetDictionary readGroup: inHolder:from: - change
SpreadsheetHolder add:columnsAfter: fillWith: - change
SpreadsheetHolder add:rowsAfter:fillWith: - change
SpreadsheetHolder changeRequest - add
Spreadsheettlolder class fastReadFrom:asRef: - rcmove
Spreadsheet[Iolder class fastReadFrorn:asRetmappec - add
SpreadsheetHolder class new:by: - change
SpreadsheetHolder class readFrom: - change
SpreadsheetHolder class readFromOldFormat - change
Spreadsheetllolder convertToCelt - change
SpreadsheetHolder

drawCellBoxes:onllardcopyMedium:scale: - add
Spreadsheettlolder drawcrllBoxes: tolnterpress:scale: -

remove
SpreadsheetHolder dmurcells:onllardcopyMedium: scale: -

add
Spreadsheetllolder drawCells: olnterpress:scale:fonc -

remove
SpreadsheetHolder

drawHaizontall-abels:onllardcopyMedium: scale: - add
SpreadsheetHolder

drawHaizonta[ abels:lolnterpress:scale:fonu - remove
SpreadsheetHolder

drawVerticallabels:onllardcopyMedium:scale: - add

SpreadsheetHolder
drawVerticallabels:lolnterpress:scale:fonu - remove

Spreadsheetllolder fastSoreOn: - change
S preadsheetHolder gridPointCloses tTo: - change
SpreadsheetHolder hardcopy: - change
SpreadsheetHolder hardcopy: tollardcopyMedium :atScale: -

add
SpreadsheetHolder hardcopy: tolnterpress :atS cale:withFont:

- remove
SpreadsheetElolder hardcopylnterpress:suircase: - remove
Spreadsheet[Iolder hardcopyUsing: suircase: - add
Spreadsheetllolder heightOf: - add
SpreadsheetHolder initialize - change
S preadsheetHolder makeText: forB ox : scaleB y : - remove
SpreadsheetHolder release - change
SpreadsheetHolder setllardcopyOptions - change
SpreadsheetHolder widthOf: - add
SpreadsheetRule - change
SpreadsheetRule class fastReadFrom:asRef: - remove
SpreadsheetRule class fastReadFrom:asRef: mapper: - add
SpreadsheetRule class initialize - change
SpreadsheetRule codeFromStringNotifying: - change
SpreadsheetRule fastSoreon: - change
SpreadsheetView class createAnalystDataltem: - change
SpreadsheetView class createPoinModeView - change
SpreadsheetView class open :by :on :label defaulc suircase: -

change
SpreadsheetView class openOnFile: label:suitcase: - change
SpreadsheetView columnsToDisplay - change
SpreadsheetView displayColumnA,xis - change
SpreadsheetView displaylines - change
SpreadsheetView displayRowAxis - change
SpreadsheetView displayView - change
SpreadsheetView rowsToDisplay - change
SpreadsheetView scrollDown - change
SpreadsheetView scrolll-eft - add
SpreadsheetView scrollRight - change
SpreadsheetView scrollUp - add
SSDaaBase - comment
SSDataBase class fastReadFrom:asReft - remove
SS DaaBase class fastReadFrom :asRef: mappen - add
SSDaaBase doesNotUnderstand: - add
S tackedBarChart - comment
StackedBarchart class example - change
StackedBafhan class example: - add
S tackedBaChart title: labelS ack labels: daa: - add
StackedlineChart - comment
StackedlineChart class example - change
StaclclistController - comment
StacklistController clnss - reorganize
StacklistController class initialize - change
Standardsysterncontroller openDefaultS ize: - add
S tandardS ystemController openMenuFonvard:backward: in:

- change
Standardsystemcontroller yellowButtonActivity - change
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SrandardSystemView cancel - change
SundardSystemView getFrame: - add
StandardSystemView resize: - add
Stats - comment
Stats max - add
Stas min - add
StrikeFont class fastReaffirom:asRef: - remove
StrikeFont class fastReadFrom:asRef:mapper: - add
StrikeFont class fromSrike: - change
StrikeFont class readFrom: - change
StrikeFont newFromStrike: - change
String asDate - add
String asFileName - change
String asTime - add
String class fastReadFrom:asRef: - remove
String class fastReadFrom:asRef:mappec - add
String replaceFrom : !o:with: startingAf - change
String stripTrailingSprces - add
String wittrCRs - change
Suitcase - comment
Suircase homeless - add
SwirchElement - comment
SwirchElement redButronAu - change
Symbol = - change
Symbol class fastReadFrom:asReft - remove
Symbol class fastReadFrom:asRef:map,pen - add
SystemDictionary getlmagePrefx - change
SystemDictionary install - change
SystemDictionary prccessorlD - add
Tables - change

- 'Tables class initialize'change
Tables doTexu - change
Tables initialize: - change
TekModel - comment
TekModel capureGraphics: - change
TextConmoller localMenultem : - change
TextStyle class fastReadFrom:asRef: - remove
TextStyle class fastReadFrom:asRef:mappen - add
TextStyle class getNumForStrikeFonu - change
TextStyle fastSoreOn: - change
ThhdABlistContnoller - rcmove
ThirdABlistView - remove
TreeMenu - change
TreeMenu addchildlfiarks - change
TreeMenu class - reorganize
TreeMenu class cunorAdjacent - add
TreeMenu class cursorAdjzrcenu - add
TreeMenu class defaultFont - add
TreeMenu class defaultFonc - add
TreeMenu class initialize - change
TreeMenu class setDefaultFont - add
TreeMenu class setDefaults - add
TreeMenu fastReadFrom : asRef: mappen - add
TreeMenu fastStoreOn: - add

TreeMenu fonu - change
TreeMenu initSelection - change
TreeMenu labels:fonulines: - change
TreeMenu multipleStartUp: - change
TreeMenu newFoncfrom: - add
TreeMenu rescan - change
TreeMenu startUp:paren[ - change
TreeMenu startUpPoint - change
User - comment
User class booboo:align: - change
User class displayBooboo:align:whileDoing: - add
User class timedBooboo:align:seconds: - add
ZonedTime class currentTim e:,atZnne: - change

\-/
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The Analyst User Guide

Introduction
The Analyst workstation system is an integrated set of special
application packages implemented in Smalltalk - 80'
Professional analysts, programmers and casual users benefit
from the flexible working environment that can be customized as
needed. At the same time, The Analyst forms the foundation for
the development of additional sophisticated integrated
applications. The Analyst system was designed to meet the need
for an intelligent, interactive, graphics-oriented tool for the real
world of continually changing task requirements.

The Analyst addresses the management of information and the
production of finished reports based on that information' A
primary goal of The Analyst is to create a system readily
accessible to the average user.Every feature in the system has
been designed with an eye toward making it easy for the user'
The Analyst provides a personal, integrated, and expandable
environment employing a uniform graphical interface' At every
step, the user is presented a list of alternate actions in pop-up
*"t ot and question boxes, eliminating the necessity of learning
a command language. Uniformity of application interfaces allows
the user direct....t" to each task without the additional chore of
learning a multitude of different interfaces.

The Analyst organizes data in a method designed to be both
intuitive and flexible. The system is easy and natural to use for
anyone familiar with the operation of the standard office filing
system, as its design and terminology are based on those very
concepts. Just as the usual filing scheme in an oflice consists of a
hierarchy of frling cabinets, drawers, and folders, the Analyst
organizes large collections of data into Information Centers that
are further organized into smaller collections called folders,
which in turn contain items and other folders.

Window-based application packages currently integrated in the
Analyst include the tnformation Center, Text Editing, Document
Publishing, Maps and Images, Business Graphics, Spreadsheets,
Outlines, Personal Databases, Printing, and Terminal
Emulation. A complete and flexibte system of security level
designations is also included.

From your workstation, you can access, create, and examine
many types of information, and manipulate them electronically'
When your analysis is complete, you can generate comprehensive
reports that contain spreadsheets, graphs, maps' and your own
illustrations.
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Logging ln
The frrst window you will encounter after you've left ldle is the
Logln window. This window is like a locked gate that you must
unlock in order to get to the rest of the Analyst software, and all
the files that you have created and stored.

The login procedure is designed to assure that only authorized
individuals will have access to data stored on the workstation
itself and on the other machines to which the workstation is

connected. Furthermore, the procedure will personalize data
stored on the machine, because more than one individual can

have data on the machine without gaining access to each other's
data, unless specifrc permission is granted'

You must perform the login procedure comectly or the machine
will not let you continue any further. The information requested
is cross-checked by the machine and its supporting machines, if
connected.
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Logging ln
Prior to login the workstation will be in ldle with a Idle image
drifting around the darkened screen. When you move the mouse
or strike a key the Logln window will appear. The cursor can not
be moved from this window until you are sucessfully logged in.

Three outlined button choices control the Logln window.

accept Select this when your user name and password have been typed
in comectly. tf you type a return after entering your password the
accept will be the best thing for you.

cancel If you have typed in something incorrectly all your text will be

eliminated and you can start over again.

bailOut Use this when you've changed your mind about logging in and
want to quit completely from the work session or go back to ldle-

In the login procedure, type in your name (the first highlighted
area), then press (return). After the cursor jumps to the
Password line, type your password. For password protection,
every character in the password will appear as an asterisk (*).
Now you may either select accept at the top of the Logln window
or press (return) again, which will automatically move the
cursor up to accept.

You should next see an empty, light gray screen with a small
white banner at the top that says

\-/

\-/

accGPt c atrcGl bail0ut

Name: TJser ltarne \
Pass*'orf,: *:$dc+?tra(*t*

Thc Analyst(tm) Log tn

copyrighr (ci 1985, 1986, 198?, 1988 Eerox Corporation. All
lilelcome to The Anal

rights reserued.
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However, if your name or password is incorrect, you will be

unable to get to the Analyst software- A message to this effect
will appear and you will have to try to log in again-

Logging Out
It's not necessary to log out if you leave your workstation for only
a few minutes. However, if you leave for an extended period of
time (more than half an hour) during the workd"y, you should log
out first and put the software back into Idle Image' This is how
it's done:

Select Log out from the system middle mouse button menu' A
confrrmer will appear that says "Logging out will close all
windows. Are you sure you want to log out?" Select yes'

Logging Dut 'nill close all windows,

Are you sure You rtra,nt to 1og 'lut?

vEs+Ef
no

Arwtlerconfirmer then appears that says "Do you really want to
quit The Analyst?" Select no.

Do you really want to quit The Analyst(tm)?

yes 'HJ ,10

After doing this, the ldle [mage will re-aPpear on the screen'
When you're ready to resume your work, press the space bar or
click a mouse button to bring the Logln window back-

If you select yes from this confrrmer you will leave the Analyst
and return to the workstation's operating system.

Logging out is the only way to quit a session with the Analyst
that will ensure that all of the data items you have created,
viewed and modified will be properly saved.
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n
accept

bail out

cancel

idle image

log in

log out

password

Glossary

The QBox command indicating that the user is satislied with the settings and
entered values and wants the system to proceed.

The QBox command indicating that the user wants to abort the current
action.

The QBox command indicating that the user wants to reset the QBox values
to their default settings.

The picture selected by the user to be displayed when the Analyst is in tdle'

Enter the Analyst system for a session by providing you user ID and
password.

Quit a Analyst session.

An access word known only to you and the system used to validate you as a
user and to protect your data from others-
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System lnterface
This section deals with the common elements of the Analyst user
interface. The general behavior and appearance of windows,
menus and other interface elements is described and explained.
The structure of windows in the Analyst is detailed. Text
manipulation is discussed.

The mouse
The mouse is for manipulating windows and their displayed
information and for positioning the screen cursor. The mouse is a
small rectangular box with three buttons on top. The left mouse
button is used with the cursor to select text and pictures displayed
on the screen, and to place the insertion caret. The middle mouse
button brings ap window Wne speeific Inenus used for editing and
manipulating the contents of the selected pane. The right mouse
button brings up the winfuw rnonipul.ation mena. This menu is
almost the same in all Analyst windows. The pad underneath the
mouse provides the frne grid allot"ing the movement of the mouse
to be picked up and sent to the processor over the thin cord
connecting the mouse to the keyboard.

XEHOX
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usinq the mouse in Analvst
The mouse enables you to do most of the manipulations to text
and graphics in the Analyst. The cursor is positioned on the
screen by moving the mouse. Use one frnger to press the mouse
buttons while holding the sides of the rnouse with the thumb and
remaining fingers. This makes the mouse easy to rraneuver
while using only small motions of your wrist and hand.

When the cursor is in a pane of an Analyst application window,
the left tnouse button is used for making selections, the rniddle
rnouse button is used to aceess functions specific to that pane of
the window via a popup menu, and the right tnou,se button is used
to access the standard popup menu for manipulating the window
as a whole. The following examples are from the Document
system window

\-/

\-/

the te:rt arEa of a .

@,it
rhe Documeflrtirl

The Cursor

\
)
{

a

{
I':

connect
classification
close others

elect and clos

lons

e
frame

colla
ose s

move

agam
undo

cut
e

save
hardco

ooks/styles
ont

dis

utilities
m e

IB HI Ell

mouse button definiti on3

left button

middle button

This is the pointing and selecri4g button on the mouse. It is used
bo place the cursor and to seleet data and menu items.

Inside a window this button brings vp Wne specific rlenus.
Outside of windows it provides access to system functions.
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right button When the cursor is inside a window it brings up the menu for
window manipulation. Outside of all windows this menu accesses
additional system functions, particularly those which control the
overall screen display.

oressino the buttons

clicking Press and immediately release the mouse button.

double clicking Click the mouse button twice rapidly.

press and release Press a mouse button and hold it down for a period of time before
releasing it.

Analyst system cursors

\

The cursor is used to position the insertion caret, to select text
and pictures, and to indicate system status. The czrsor assumes a
variety of shapes displayed on the workstation screen. The
"normal" conliguration is an arrow pointing up and to the left.
Other shapes are employed as the system performs various tasks.
For example, if the machine is writing to the disk, the cursor
shape becomes a pencil to indicate writing. If the machine is
reading data from the disk, the cursor shape becomes a pair of
glasses. The various shapes indicate what the system is doing.

The fotlowing cursor shapes are used by the Analyst.

Normal The default symbol with the arrow pointing up and to
the left. The selection point is at the tip of the arrowhead.

Origtn (top left) This cursor indicates the upper left corner of a
window frame. It appears when a window is to be moved or
framed on the screen.

Corner (bottom left) [ndicates the bottom lelt corner of a
window frame. It is used to move a window on the screen.

Corner (bottom right) Indicates the bottom right corner of a
window frame. It is used to move or frame a window on the
screen.

Corner (top right) Indicates the top right corner of a window
frame. It is used to move a window on the screen.

r
L
J

-|
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E

+

tr

,,.:7 tU

+

Mouse Looks like the mouse with the middle button darkened. It
is used to indicate pressing the middle mouse button is required
to initiate action.

Crosshair Looks like a gun sight crosshair. It is used whenever
the system is requesting the user to identify a point at which
information will be inserted (such as longitude or latitude).

Wait A coffee cup indicates the system is working on something
and will not lookfor input from the user until its task is complete.

& Read Glasses indicate the system is reading information from a
disk file.

Write A writing pencil indicates the system is writing
information onto an external disk file.

Down Arrow A downward - pointing arrow which moves the
contents of the window pane from the top down toward the bottom
of the window.

Up Arrow An upward - pointing arrow which moves the
contents of the window pane from the bottom up toward the top of
the window.

Up Down Arrow An up-down arrow is the shape the cursor
takes when no button is pressed in a scroll bar; it is ready to scroll
either up or down.

+ Marker A horizontal anow pointing to the right is used in the
scroll bar when you have pressed the middle mouse button. Move
the mouse to place the marker at the relative location in the file
where you want to jump, then release the button.

t lr/:tr Garbage collect The garbage pile cursor is used to indicate the
system is cleaning up unwanted junk from its memory. The user
must wait for it to {inish.

\/

t

+
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Application windows

Title Ban

tlJintlsr? psnes

Scnol'l Ean

A window is used to view, insert, and edit text and picture
information. It is a framed area made up of one or more pdnes,
with a title tob on top. The panes also provide access to popup
tnenu:t used to edit and manipulate the window and its contents.

Riqht mouse truttnn ilenu

Every window has a title. Titles serve as addresses enabling you
to identily your data in the system. The title is automatically
written into the window's title tab. The title tab is located above
the framed area of the window. The title tab of the active window
is displayed in reverse video. Any window may be collapsed down
to where only its title tab is visible.

A window is opened in one of two ways, depending upon whether
its title is listed in a folder, or the title tab is displayed on the
screen. If the title is listed in a folder, select the title from the
folder by pressing the left mouse button, then select open from
the folder's middle mouse button. If a collapsed title tab is
displayed, select it by pressing the right mouse button and then
select expand from the right mouse button menu.

Although many windows may be open on the same screen, only
one window may be octiue at a time. The active window is the
window which is in control, ready to take user input from the
keyboard or mouse. Its title tab is displayed in reverse video.

title tab

opening a window

active window

helkey
l5:i:r:iii55ij:i*i,lirect 

tin l-rrfX
riijiliiii:jjii=

rash

AUG3 tTOC
&1JG3 System Interfaca 1

connecttons
close others

elect and clos
frnd

ilrove
frame

ecolla
ose s

m .rT-rG LiystEm Interface .l

E .trJG Liystem Interftce 4

B rtrJG Liystem Interface ti
El Lur.i Systern Intertace Inde:<

AtIr} Systern Interface 2

AUG3.0 3.0 System Interface

.!:sxa!iR/#
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window panes

right button menu

the scroll bar

Windows are composed of one or more panes. Different types of
panes are used for different purposes. For example, the graphics
pad window has a pane with capabilities for drawing pictures,
and a pane for handling text. Some window panes have scrolling \/
capabilities for use when there is too much text information to
display within the pane at one time. In addition, window panes
provide access to popup menus. These menus are accessed by
pressing the right or middle mouse buttons while the cursor is
inside the window pane.

All windows have almost the same right mouse button menu.
This menu allows the user to control the window on the display
screen. Using this menu windows may be moved, resized,
collapsed and closed. Additionally this menu provides functions
for finding covered windows, closing some or all of the other
windows open on the screen and tracing other data items which
are linked to the active one. Details of each menu function are
found later in this section.

Text panes in windows have a scroll bar which appears when the
curs,or is moved into that pane. The scroll bar allows you to
rapidly move through text. It is a narrow rectangular area
displayed to the left of the pane that it controls. The scroll bar is
only displayed when the user has control in the window pane.

Except for very short documents, only a portion of the document
will be visible in the window at any one time. The scrollbor is
used to position the document vertically within the window. [t
allows you to move through text from top to bottom and back
again, or jump quickly to any part of the text.

The length of the scroll bar represents the length of the entire
document. Inside of it is a gray area which represents the size and
location of the text currently visible within the window relative
to the entire document. If the gray area is at the top of the scroll
bar, then the window is showing text at the beginning of the
document. If the gray area frlls the entire scroll bar, then all of
the document is eurrently visible.

Copyrrght (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rrghts reserved. 26September 1988
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To scroll the text upward (to see text below what is currently
visible), place the cursor in the scroll bar and press the left rnouse
button. The scroll direction is indicated by the up arrow in the
scroll bar. \[hen you release the mouse button, the scroll bar will
update. Scrolling in this way will attempt to move the text to the
right of the cursor location in the scroll bar to the top of the
window - so to move one page forward, locate the cursor in the
bottom of the scroll bar and click.

To scroll the text downward (to see text above what is currently
visible), place the cursor in the scroll bar and press the right
morrce button. The scroll direction is indicated by the down amow
in the scroll bar. When you release the mouse button, the scroll
bar will update. The greater the distance of the cursor from the
top of the scroll bar, the greater the amount of text that will be
moved.

To scroll rapidly to another part of the document, move the cursor
to the scroll bar and press and hold down the middle rnouse
button. The gray area representing the visible portion of the
document can then be moved up or down to the area of the
document to be made visible. It will leave a ghost of itself around
its old location as a reference while you move it. When the mouse
button is released, the document will be scrolled to the new
location.

*
E *E-: * '-A
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Text selection and editing

emptv selection

Before text can be changed or moved it must be identilied by
selecting it.

\-/

An empty selection is made to identify a location between
characters in the text. It is usually done to select the spot where
text should be inserted or as the beginning point of a selection of
multiple characters.

An empty selection is made by moving the cursor until it points
at the place to be selected and clicking the left mouse button once.
The caret ( ^ ) will be placed at the indicated loeation.

selecting existing text

Selections of existing text arc highlighted (displayed in reverse
video). The characters in the selected text appear in white on a
black background.

Selection of the entire text in the pane is done by double clicking
the left trrouse button at either end of the text. Selection of
smaller amounts of text is done with the left mouse button, using
one of four methods:

draw - throuqh selection

A section of text is selected by positioning the cursor at either end
of the text to be selected, pressing and holding the left mouse
button down, moving the cursor to the other end of the desired
selection, and releasing the button.

end - point or extended selestion

Select one end of the desired selection. Move to the other end of
the desired selection, press the left shift key down and select the
other end of the desired selection. The lirst selection is extended
to include the second.

\-/Here you cafl see f, text seleetion. The 'ilords "
' are clisplayed in reverse uideo heeause they are seletrte'l,

rvhite on a blaclr
1:aclq, fOilflr1
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entitv selection

A textual entity is all text between a matched pair of delimiting
characters. It is selected by double clicking the mouse button just
alter the frrst delimiter or just before the last delimiter. The
entire delimited text (even text not currently displayed) will be
selected. The delimiters are spaces (for words), carriage return
(for paragraphs), parentheses ( ), single quotes' ', double quotes "
", square brackets [ ], squiggle braekets { }, and angle brackets (

implicit selection

There is an implicit selection of all the text typed since the last
explicit (with the mouse) selection. tmplicit selections are not
highlighted until the escape (ESC) key is pressed.

deselecti no

Any selection may be deselected by selecting something else.

deletinq a text selection

To delete some text, first select the text to be removed- Then
either type the DEL key or use the cut menu choice in the middle
button menu. The text selection will be removed from the
document and placed into the clipboard in case you want to paste
it back somewhere else.

insertinq text

First indicate the text insertion point by moving the cursor to it
and clicking the left mouse button (making an empty selection).
This will display the caret at that point. New text may then be
entered at that point by typing, or by inserting the contents of the
clipboard by using the paste menu choice in the middle button
menu.

movinq a text selection

A text selection may be moved from one place in the text to
another by deleting it (DEL key or choose cut in the text middle
button menu), selecting the new location, and using the paste
menu choice in the text middle button menu. The text may also
be moved from one window to another in the same manner.

Copyright (c) I988 Xerox Corporatron. All rrghts reserved 26 September 1988
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Input forms
\-/

confirmer Confrrmers allow a user to reconsider a potentially destructive
step. The cursor becomes a "thumbs up / thumbs down" icon as
you move between the yes and no choices. You must select one or
the other to get out of the boxes.

sarlgon's Scrsteh pad's eonteflts hnve flot lleefl sEvef,. Are you
ffirtailr that you waflt to close?

yes -1r fto

notifier Notifrers provide warning messages and signal a user that he has
made a mistake.

action notifier These notiliers provide messages that tell a user the status of an
function that he has requested. For example the Scavenge Center
will use these notifrers to keep the user informed of the progress
offrle recovery.

prompter or fillin Prompters request a single line input from the user. The entry is
tlTed in, followed by selecting accept on the middle button menu
or hitting earriage return.

Line wicttt for rectangle:

A

quener A querier leads the user through a series of choices. It can not be
typed into. Each time the user presses the middle mouse button a
menu of the allowable choices appears. Sometimes the menu will
stay the same as each choice is made. Sometimes the menu will
change to frt the context of what is beingdone.

\-/

The curreilt contents of rhe tropy huffer
arc flot useful in this situation
Click moure to continuc.

*f f,flt rtow searching for text files*
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QBox

At the top of each menu, above a horizontal line, are two or three
commands: backspace, cancel, and usually ACCEPT. Below
the commands are the choices. As each choice is selected it will be
added to the end of the text in the frllin area of the querier. tf the
text gets too long to see at one time, the scroll bar on the left can
be used to look at the rest of it.

To undo the last menu choice, select backspace. To get out of the
querier entirely and not do anything, select cancel. ACCEPT
will only appear if it is appropriate to the context of the query.
Select ACCEPT when the contents are complete.

A QBox (question box) allows the user to provide information to
the system in order to carry out a desired function. A QBox may
contain several different data entry f'reld types. There are six
different data entry t1ryes: cornmands, fillin, keyword fillin,
multiple select, select, and, query. The FiIe request QBox shown
below has the frrst five data entry types. Most QBoxes will not
have so many t1ryes. The only data entry type found in every
QBox is the commands field.

Conrmonds Field

Fill Fielil

Keyvord Fill
Field

iil.rltipleSelect
Field

Select Fields

select the docufleflt cofnrnaflds,

A E

hackspace
EANCEI

A(]CEPT5e cornrnBflds.

bol{
higger

bo ld
hullet

Ehar looks

'llear tabs
f indr'replace
{urmattinq

carlson's Scratch padNenc:

Kcyvorls A

Arelyrt-Princr Aa rly* -Progr ammcr -s -Guiile

AE elyst-Rcfcrerce-M anu el
dcne fullileno

Info ccntcr:

IilP
Clerrificatirr, Int XPerc XPriv XRcg

Cortrrlr lciui Virte Iiiii;*,
Eifing Mcthod: ranral

.ccGPt cancrl t.ilort
Filc requcst

ffi
auto

Analyst-tert
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commands field This is a command bar with selections for accept, cancel, and
bailout. Selecting accept quits the QBox and applies the entries
specified. Selecting cancel deletes the entries made and restores
all freld values to their initial state. Selecting bailout quits the
QBox and aborts the requested function.

fillin field A lillin lield is a little text editor" It is most commonly frlled in by
typing. Initial default values are displayed and can be
overwritten.

key word fillin field As well as allowing text to be entered from the keyboard this
fillin has a middle button menu choice listing all currently used
key words. Any number of words can be selected from the menu,
one at a time, and the words will be added to the text of the field.
For example, pressing the middle mouse button with the cursor at
key words might produce a popup menu like the one shown below.

The words that have been entered in the fillin field may be
deleted, added, to, or altered just like typed in text.

multiple select field Provides a freld of selection boxes. Moving the cursor over an item
and clicking the left mouse button will select it. Selections are
displayed in reverse video. Any number of items can be selected.
A selected item can be deselected by selecting it a second time.

select field Provides a freld of selection boxes from which no more than one
item can be selected. A selection is made by moving the cursor
over the item and clicking the leJt mouse button. Selections are
displayed in reverse video. When another item is selected, the
frrst item becomes deselected.

query field A field which is f'rlled in by selecting choices from a menu. This
field is very similar to a querier.

\-,,

agam
undo
copy
cut

paste
cance

key lvords

gloss
hardcopy
interpress

intro
login

outline
startu
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Popup menu types

popup menus

tree menus

Menus enable commands to be executed without use of the
keyboard . A Wpup rlenu is a list of selectable commands which,
when requested by the user, appears on the screen at the location
of the cursor, and disappears when the user is finished making a
choice. In general, a menu is requested by the user by pressing
the middle or right mouse button, but occasionally, the left mouse
button can also be used. Once the menu is displayed, a menu
command is selected by moving the cursor until the desired
choice is displayed in reverse video and releasing the mouse
button. If none of the commands are desired, all that is necessary
to get rid of the menu is to move the cursor outside of the menu
(so that nothing on the menu is in reverse video) and release the
mouse button. The menu will disappear with no action taken.

There are several variations of popup menus: poPuP, tree, scroll,
and multiple seleet.

The simple popup menu consists of one list of commands arranged
vertically. All of the commands are displayed at one time. There
may be thin horizontal lines between some of the commands as an
aid in marking offfunctional groupings.

A tree menu is just like a popup menus except that when some of
its options are selected a sub- menu containing additional
commands will appear to the right of the initial menu. Tree
menus are used when putting all the commands in one long list
would be too combersome, but the list can be divided into separate
functional categories.

When a tree menu is displayed, the user will see a triangular
marker on the righthand side of the menu beside any option
which has a sub - menu for example:

sffeen colot )

\iYhen the menu selection is moved to one of these options, either
the submenu will appear automatically, or moving the cursor off
the menu to the right will cause the sub-menu to appear. (Each
user can choose the default behavior for when to display
sub-menus. See the documentation for User Profrle) menu
display > euto sub - menus ) ).

To make a selection from a sub- menu, continue holding down
the mouse button after reaching the branch on the initial menu
and then move the cursor to the right onto the sub- menu. Once
the selection is in the sub - menu, it works in the same manner as
the initial menu did, including the possibility of further
sub- menus.
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scroll menus

Usually only the options on the furthest level of a tree menu
branch (the leaves) will be active commands. Selecting the
branch label will result in no action. Occasionally, however, a

branch label will also serve as a command. It may remember and
reissue the last selection from below it in the tree (like a shortcut
for font)), or it may provide its own separate function like
clipboard > .

A scroll menu is just like a tree menu except that the menu must
be scrolled to see all the options. A scroll menu might be used if
there are too many options to display at one time but they are also
not easily categorized for breakdown into sub- menus.

A scroll menu has a little scroll bar on the left hand side of it. The
part of the scroll bar which is gray indicates the portion of the
entire menu that is currently being viewed. To move to a portion
of the menu which is not cumently displayed, just continue to
press the mouse button while moving the cursor above or below
the menu (depending on where the choices you want to see are).
The further from the cursor is moved away from the menu, the
faster the menu will scroll. (The speed of scroll is user adjustable
by using UserProfrIe > menu display ) scroll speed.)

\-/

\-/

sffeen co f
ets em of ntst

d Acce erate movement o
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multiple select A multiple select menu is a popup menu that allows multiple
options to be selected. Once the menu is displayed on the screen it
will remain there until the user selects outside of it. In the
meantime the user can select or deselect as many options as
necessary by pressing the mouse button, moving the cursor over a
choice so that it is displayed in reverse video, and then releasing
the mouse button. When the mouse button is released outside of
the menu, every choice that was highlighted will be acted upon. If
nothing was selected, no action will be taken.

Hardcopy Tool
The hardcopy tool is for creating printed output of your work. The
hardcopy tool controls the creation of printer frles and then sends
them to the printer and/or saves them in an Information Center
for later printing. A printer file is a file in a certain format that
the printer can understand.

Part of the hardcopy tool is background printing. When
background printing is being used, once you have specified what
to print and how, you can go ahead and work on other things in
the Analyst while the hardcopy tool is creating a printer file and
sending it to the printer. Whenever background printing is being
used, a printing stotus window appears on the screen (in the
upper righthand corner) to give information about what the
hardcopy tool is currently doing, and to allow you access to its list
of menu options.

Creatinq hardcopy

Every tool that has the capability of generating a hardcopy of its
contents has hardcopy as an option on the middle button menu
in at least one of its window panes. The documentation for each
tool will explain the specific differences, but they all use the
hardcopy tool.

Once the hardcopy command has been selected, you will be
presented with one or more QBoxes to specify what is to be done
with the text, graphics, or various possible combinations. When
you have {inished frlling in the QBox(es), the tool may create the
printer format lile itself or it may send the information off to the
hardcopy tool to be created in background. When it comes time to
send to the printer, hardcopy tool is always given the job.
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Standard hardcopv QBox items

When you select hardcopy, a Hardcopy QBox will appear. The
options in the QBox vary with what kind of data is being
hardcopied, but certain standard options always appear. They
are:

Send to Printer Now sends the printer frle to the specilied printer as soon as it is
created.
Later makes a printer frle and files it into an Information Center
(the next field, frle in an info center, becomes an automatic yes),
but doesn't try to send the file to the printer.

File in an info center Yes If this is selected, it causes a FiIe request QBox to appear
that lets you specify how the printer file for the item being
hardcopied should be frled (by Name, Keywords, and Info Center).
No If tlds is selected in combination with N6w in the line above,
the printer format frle will be destroyed alter it has been sent to
the printer. If it cannot be sent to the printer, it will be le{t on the
disk and can be recovered in the Scavenge Center (see
I nfo r motio n C enters chapter).

Number Copies Type an integer; the default is 1. This does not need to be {illed in
if later is specilied in the top line.

Starting Page No. TSape an integer; the default is 1. The page numbering will start
with this number.

Printer Name Type in the name of printer here; the default is whatever the last
specilied printer name was. It is not necessary to fill this in if
later is specilied in the top line or if the type of machine you are
usingdoes not care.

\-/

\-/

acccpt cancel taitout
I aterSenil to Printcr

Filr in an info centar ycf

Nurnber Copies 1

Starting Pagc No. 1

Printer Narnc Your printer

no'w

no

Harilcopy
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Additional oraohics OBox items

For printing image (sketch, chart, map) data four additional
parameters are available to you.

Mode Mode refers to the orientation of the image on an 8 Llz" x 11"
page. Normal means it will orient the image with the 8 1/2"
across and the 11" vertically. Landscape is a 90 degree rotation
of the normal image. tt will orient the image with the 8 1/2"
vertically and the 11" across.

Size Full means print the image at the same size as it appears on the
display. Half means print the image scaled to half the displayed
size. lVhile the default is fuU, if the image is too big to frt on the
page at full scale, half will be chosen automatically.

Border Yes (the default) causes a 2 screen unit wide border to be put
around the image when it is printed out. No means that no border
will be placed around the image when it is printed out.

Title You may type in a title or caption for the image, or leave it blank.
If a title is entered, it will be printed centered beneath the image.

accept canccl teilout
I aterillSend to Printcr

yeJFile in an infe ccnter

1Number Copies

1Starting Pagc No.

Dayton:I(ilS:Xer'ixPrintcr Name

lanf,scapeMo{a

half\
Size

noBordcr

Title

full
normaL

ye5

Harflcopy
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Annotated text QBox items

For text with annotations, this one item is added to the standard
QBox. Annotations themselves are described in this manual in
the Simp le T ert chapter.

Yes (the default) means the annotation reference numbers will
be printed in the text, and a table of the annotations will be
printed at the end of the text.

No means neither the annotation reference numbers nor their
associated text will be printed.

\-/

\-/

Print Annotations

The orintino status window

acccpt cenccl tail0ut
Seni to Printer later
Fila in an info center yGf

Numhcr Copicr 1

Sterting Page No. I
Printcr Name Dayton:I(ffS:I(ercr:

Print Annotetionr ill *no

The Printing Status window appears automatically during
hardcopy creation in the upper righthand portion of your screen.
This window lets you know what's going on and gives you the
ability to look at and change what the hardcopy pr@ess is doing,
or is scheduled to do. It is a small, fixed-size window whose title
tab tells you which of three possible states the hardcopy process is
currently in: Actiue,Access, orESC for control.

Printinq status window middle mouse button menu

Printing - active

There are two separate popup menus, depending upon whether
you are in the Active or Access state.

in the, window label means the hardcopy tool is alive and
working. The Active state is what you will first go into when you
hardcopy an item, and the hardcopy process will remain in that
state unless you do something to change it. Changes are

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rights reserved. 25 September 1988
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accomplished by selecting from the three available options listed
in the window's popup menu:

access queue changes printing from the "Active" to the "Access" state, which
contains a different middle mouse button popup that controls
such things as moving items around the queue, emptying the
queue, and so on. This popup is described shortly.

numberwaiting brings up a notifier grving the number of items currently waiting
in the queue.

foreground causes printing to take over control of the soltware so it can finish
sooner. tf you select this, you cannot work in other areas of the
Analyst while the hardcopy tool is working.As stx)n as you select
foreground, the message "ESC for control" will apPear in the
window label. This means that if you wish to return printing to
the background state (so you can work on other things while the
frle is being hardcopied), you must press and release the ESC key
to switch back. [t may take as long as five seconds to switch-
Otherwise, the faster printing will continue and the window will
disappear as usual when the printing is completed

\iYhen you change from'Active" bo "Access", the Printing Status
window will have a different popup.

Printing - ocG€ss in the window label means the hardcopy tool will not print the
next document after the current one is frnished, because you want
to modify the process in some way. You reach the
kinting-access state by selecting access queue from the
Printing-active middle mouse button popup. The queue is the
list of things waiting to be printed or sent to the printer. The
Access popup allows you to inspect and modify items in the queue,
and it has the followingoptions:

Creating Ternp.
umber

roundfor

P rinting - active
UEIIEACCESS
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+3

ueueem

mo CU fT entfy
abort current

show queue item )
modify queue item >

remoYe from queue)
Inove to front )
restart queue

show current
P rinting - access

show current brings up a notifier telling what file it is currently working on;
and, if it is a completed printer format file, what printer it is
being sent to.

modify current brings up the QBox to change whether the frle currently being
worked on is to be sent now or later, which printer to send it to,
and the number of copies to send.

abort current causes the printing request currently being worked on to be
stopped at whatever stage it's in.

empty queue causes the queue to be emptied of all entries

show queue item > Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired
entry in the queue; this brings up a notifier that describes what
file it is; and, if it is a complete file, what printer it will be sent to.

modify queue item > Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired
entry in the queue; this brings up the QBox that will let you
change whether the document is to be sent now or later, which
printer to send it to, and the number of copies to send.

remove from queue) Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired
entry in the queue; this removes the entry from the queue and
deletes the press file that was made.

move to front> Press and move the cursor to the right and select the desired
entry in the queue; this moves the entry to the front of the queue
and ensures that it will be the next entry printed.

restart queue returns the hardcopy tool to the Active state.

\l

\/
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Printinq status window riqht mouse button menu

Close self

The right mouse button popup is the same for both Printing
window states and contains the standard set of window
manipulation options, except for close self. For a description of
the remaining items in this popup see the section of this chapter
titled'The Analyst windows."

stops everything being printed or waiting to be printed. The
printing status window will disappear automatically after all the
printing requests have been filled.

Hardcoov tool effects on the svstem

While a hardcopy is being made, you will notice some lessening
in the speed at which the Analyst so{tware reacts to mouse clicks
and typing. In order to keep this reaction time as quick as
possible, the hardcopy tool uses only small increments of time
when needed. lVhile this allows you to do other things while
you're waiting for your copy to be made, it slows down the
printing considerably. If you want a file printed faster and don't
need to utilize other system features at the same time, there is an
option called foreground in the printing status window popup
that tells the printing process to "take over" the system.
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Analyst screen menus

Screen menus (system menus) provide the frrst line of access to
the tools of Analyst and the controls for overall sicreen display.
To view a srcreen menu, place the eursor in an area not occupied
by any window, and press the middle or right mouse button.

\-/

Screen middle mouse button menu
The screen middle mouse button menu appears when the cursor
is outside of all windows and the middle mouse button is pressed.
Followingin alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the system utilities and functions available in this menu.

\-/

Graphics Pad
Scratch P ad

ersof mat lon
menu display
doc buttons
idle ima e

)ntoets
d

outo network login
servff name

backup user
ferstore user

ET enampr
IUGTfCITtfiIlI

User Profile >

screen color >
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backup user

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Analyst keeps track of a configuration for each Analyst user who
logs in. A user conliguration consists of any User Profrle>
choices or clock list the user has made. Each user also has a
Scratch Pad. This menu option allows a user to backup (save) the
conliguration information and the Scratch Pad to another
location. The "other location" is known as a file server. [t may be a
directory or folder on a server or it may be nothing more than a
different directory on the same machine. The System
Administration documentation contains exact details on how this
works and on what files and directoriedfolders need to be set up
for this command to function properly.

Select backup user from the User ProfiIe> braneh of the
screen middle mouse button menu. A Set FiIe Server Name
QBox will appear. Select the name of the file server to use and
accept the QBox.

lf you are on a Xerrox workstation, you will be prompted to open
a window on the underlying operating system so that you can
track the progress of your backup request. You will not be able to
do anythingelse until this request has been completed.

The user configuration, idle, scratch pad, and function key frles
are saved to a directory matching the user's Analyst login name
on the specilied file senrer.
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clipboard >

what is it?

how does it work?

command bar access

The clipboard is the transportation medium for moving
information within windows and from one window to another. It
is also a dan bansformotion dcuice.

lYhen you do a copy or cut, the selected information gets placed in
the clipboard. The clipboard can be set to hold only a single thing
at one time (the default) or it can be set in one of two modes in
which it can hold any number of things (LIFO - last in, first out;
FIFO - Iirst in lirst out). When you paste the clipboard contents
somewhere, the window you wish to paste the contents into
checks what type of information is in the clipboard. If the
contents are compatible (the window recognizes the type of data
and knows how to deal with it) the paste will take place. If the
contents are not compatible, such as trying to paste a picture into
a text frle, a notilier as shown below will appear.

If you want to change the settings of the clipboard frequently, you
may prefer to place the clipboard command bar window on you
screen rather than selecting the function from the menu each
time. To do this, select clipboard ) from the User ProfrIe )
branch of the screen middle mouse button menu (just release
while the cursor is on clipboard > rather than selecting an
optionfrom the popup further to the right).

\./

\-/
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show hicte TIFO I-IFO single drop one cleat

Cliptroard

The choices in the command bar are the same as those on the
sub-menu (except on the Macintosh implementation, where the
command bar also contains access to the Macintosh clipboard).
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clipboard ) clear

clipboard > droo one

\-/

Concept Clears the contents of the clipboard. It makes the clipboard
empty.

Procedure Select clear either from the clipboard ) sub - menu or from the
command bar.
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Concept

Procedure

Drops the next to-be pasted item out of the clipboard if it is
being used as a stack (LIFO or FIFO). If the clipboard is in t,Le
single entry mode this function has no effect.

Select drop one either from the clipboard ) sub - menu or from
the command bar.
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clipboard > FIFO

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Sets the clipboard to be used as a FIFO (First In First Out) stack
for multiple pastes. In other words, the first item copied into the
clipboard becomes the first item out when you do a paste.

Select FIFO either from the clipboard ) sub - menu or from the
command bar.

ltems copied into the clipboard are sfccked ap on top of each
other. Paste takes the item from the bottom of the stack. When
only one item is left in the stack, it is copied and not removed, but
a subsequent copy will replace it. For example, if you do a copy,
copy, paste, paste, paste, the first paste will be of the first copy,
and the second and third paste will be of the second copy.
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clipboard > hide

Concept The contents of the clipboard may be displayed in the upper teft
hand corner of the screen to provide user feedback. This option
causes them not be displayed.

Procedure Select hide either from the clipboard ) sub - menu or from the
command bar.

Effect Removes the display of the clipboard contents from the upper left
hand corner of the screen.
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clipboard > LIFO

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Sets the clipboard to be used as a LIFO 0,ast In First Out) stack
for multiple pastes. In other words, the last item copied into the
clipboard becomes the frrst item out when you do a paste.

Select LIFO either from the ctipboard ) sub - menu or from the
command bar.

Items copied into the clipboard arc stuked ap on top of each
other. Each paste removes the item from the top of the stack-
When only one item is left in the stack, it is copied and not
removed, but a subsequent copy will replace it- For example, if
you do a copy, coPy, paste, paste, paste, the first paste will be of
the last copy, the second and third paste will be of the frrst copy.
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clipboard ) show

Concept

Procedure

Effect

The contents of the clipboard may be displayed in the upper left
hand corner of the screen to provide user feedback. This option
causes the contents of the clipboard to be displayed.

Select show either from the clipboard ) sub - menu or from the
command bar if it is displayed.

Displays the current contents of the clipboard in the upper left
hand corner of the screen. As the contents of the clipboard
change, the display will be updated.
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clipboard ) single

Concept Use the clipboard as a single entry copy buffer' In other words' if
you copy one thing, then copy another thing, the frrst thing will
be rePlaced.

Procedure Select single either from the cHpboard) sub-menu or from
the command bar.

Effect Resets the clipboard to hold a single entry' If you reset the

ctipboard from LIFO or FIFO operation, the clipboard will be

cleared.
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doc buttons

Concept Allows the user to customize the set of button commands for the
Document button pane, or to reset to the system default set.

Procedure To set the system de{ined default set of document buttons, select
default from the doc buttons ) branch of the User ProfrIe )
branch of the screen middle mousie button menu.

To choose your own set and arrangement of buttons select edit
from the doc buttons> branch of the User Profrle> branch of
the screen middle mouse button menu. A querier with one menu
containing every possible choice for inclusion in the button pane
will appear. Select from the menu the options you want in the
Document System button pane in the order you want them to
appear (left to right in each row from the top down). Select
ACCEPT when you are done.

Effect The specifred set of buttons will appear in the button pane of each
document opened after this selection has been made. The default
button set is shown below.
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file server name

Concept

Procedure

This allows you to pick the defaalt file seruer for the various
backup menu options. A frle server may be a directory or folder on
a server or it may be nothing more than a different directory on
the same machine. The System Administration documentation
contains details on how this works.

Select file server name from the User ProfrIe > branch of the
screen middle mouse button menu. This brings up a QBox listing
known Iile servers. The basic list is maintained by the System
Administrator. Pick the one you want to use as your default. If it
is not listed, select other and frll in the name in the Fully
quqlified name freld. The selected name will be written to your
user eonliguration file.

The QBox above shows three lile server names of dilferent types
- Macintosh, Unix, and Xerox.

Effest This changes the default frle server name.

\-/
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Graphics Pad

Concept Provides access to a new sketch or chart editor.

Procedure Select Graphics Pad from the screen middle mouse button
menu.

This selection produces a QBox enabling you to choose whether
you want a chart or a sketch editor. Selecting chart disables the
From Screen size choice.

Standard is 512x512 pixels. Full Page is a portrait orientation
of the largest printable area. Landscape is a landscape
orientation of the largest printable area. Input Size allows you
to specify the image area dimensions in inches by producing
another QBox to {ill in the desired length and width. Frame Size
produces an origin curspr to frame the desired size. From Screen
produces an origin cursor to capture the contents of the area
framed on the srcreen.

Effect An editor of the selected tlpe is opened. See the Sketch Editor or
Chart Editor chapters.
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idle image

Concept The idle image is the picture which lloats around the screen when
it is in idle mode. This menu option allows a user to install his
own idle image.

Procedure Copy the picttrre or text you want to use as the idle image into the
clipboard. Select idle image from the User Profrle ) branch of
the screen middle mouse button menu.

Effect The contcnts of the clipboard will beeome the idle image. The new
idle image becomes part of the logged in user's configuration.
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lnformation Centers

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Opens the Information Center access command bar window to
provide aceess to all the existing Information Centers and the
function for making new centers.

Select Information Centers from the screen middle mouse
button menu.

The Scavenge Center and the Make New Center function are
always in the Information Center access window.

Each time you make a new Information Center its name will be
added to the command bar. To select an existing Information
Center, place the cursor over the desired name and click the left
mouse button. The name will display in reverse video as you click
the button, and then an origin cursor will appear to prompt you to
frame the folder window. See the Informotion Centers chapter of
this manual for more information on Information Centers.

Access is provided to the top level folder of the selected
lnformation Center.
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Log out

Concept

Procedure

Effect

This is the proper function to use to shut down Analyst, either in
preparation for quitting, to leave it ready for another user, or for
security when leaving the machine.

Select Logout from the screen middle mouse button menu. A
confirmer will request confrrmation. All the windows on the
screen will be closed. If the contents of any window has not been
saved, you will be asked whether to discard the changes in that
window. If you answer no, the logout will be aborted and control
will be passes to that window. If you €rnswer yes, the window will
be closed and the logout sequence will continue. Each open
lnformation Center will be saved and removed from memory.

When everything has been closed down, a second confirmer will
appear. This one will ask whether you want to quit Analyst. If
you answer yes, Analyst will terminated and control will be
returned the operating system environment of the machine
(Unix, Finder, Tajo, etc.). If you answer no, Analyst will enter the
idle state, ready for a user to wake it up and log in.

The Analyst session will be properly shut down. Exiting Analyst
in any other way may produce unexpected results.
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menu display) accelerate cursor

Concept \,trhen cursor acceleration is enabled (the default), the system will
force the cursor away from the middle of tree menus which are
wider than some minimum. This effectively accelerates cursor
movement across the menu so you do not need to move the mouse
as far. This is particularly valuable for quickly moving down the
branches of a tree menu. If this function is disabled, the cursor
will move in the menu exactly according to the movement of the
mouse.

This menu option allows each user to set the acceleration
property according to their own preference. The system will
remember it and set it that way each time that user logs in.

Procedure From the User Pro6le> menu display> accelerate eursor)
branch of the screen middle mouse button menu, select either
enable or rlisable.

Effect The selected preference takes effect immediately and is noted in
the user's conliguration file.
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menu display> auto sub - menus

Concept

Procedure

Effect

If the auto sub-menus function is enabled (the default), when a
branch item of a tree menu is highlighted the next level of the
tree will popup automatically. This means that as the user moves
the cursor down the list of options in a tree menu, the sub - menu
of any option which has a sub- menu will be displayed
automatically when that option is highlighted.

If the auto sub-menus function is disabled, then a sub-menu
will popup only when the cursor is pulled off to the right side of a
highlighted branch menu item.

This menu option allows each user to set the automatie
sub-rnenus property according to their own preference. The
system will remember it and set it that way each time that user
logs in.

From the User ProfiIe> menu display) auto sub-menus)
branch of the screen middle mouse button menu, select either
enable or disable.

The selected preference takes effect immediately and is noted in
the user's configuration file.

Note: There are some menus in the system which deliberately do
not automatically display their sub - menus. This is usually
because creation of the sub-menu may take so much time that
moving through the menu could become tedious. Menus which
display Information Center link structure are an example.

v

\./
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menu display> menu font

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allows the user to select the font used for displayrng most menus
in the Analyst system. The system will remember this choice and
set it that way each time that tuter logs in.

From the scroll menu on the User ProfrIe ) menu display >
meru font) branch of the lrcreen middle mouse button menu,
select the name of the font to use in the menus. Some fonts will
look awful, others fairly good. If the choice looks bad, select
another font. The default font used for menus in the Analyst as

supplied is S€fif 18.

The change of font takes effect immediately and is noted in the
user's conliguration file.
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menu display> scroll speed

Concept Allows the user to control the sped of scrolling in scroll menus.
The system will remember the value and set it each time the user
logs in.

Procedure From the plser ProfiIe> menu display> branch of the screen
middle mouse button menu, select scroll speed. A prompter will
appear. The current value will be displayed in the prompter. Fill
in the scroll delay speed in milliseconds. The larger the number,
the slower the menus will scroll. The Analyst system default
value is 80.

Entet slowest speed for scroll rnenus in mitliseconds

Effest The change takes efrect immediately and is noted in the user's
conliguration frle.
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menu display> startup position

Concept Allows the user to control where the menu "pops up" on the
screen in relation to the position of the cursor-

When the startup position is set to cursor inside (the system
default), the cursor will be inside the area of the menu, which
means that the last selection is highlighted. Most users of
Analyst prefer to use cursor inside because it requires less mouse
movement to get the task done.

When the startup position is set to cursor outsidc, the cursor will
be just to the right of the menu, next to the last selection made in
the menu. This setting is particularly useful for users who have
trouble remembering to press and hold the mouse button down to
obtain a menu because with the cursor outside, clicking the
button will not result in an accidental menu selection-

Procedure From the User Profile> menu display> startup position>
branch of the stereen middle mouse button menu, select either
cursor inside or cursor outside.

Effect The change takes effect immediately and is noted in the user's
confrguration frle.
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network login

Concept

Procedure

Effect

This fiuretion works only on Xerox workstations at this time. It
allows the user to log in to the XNS protocol ethernet network.
Because a user's name and password for Analyst login will
usually be different than those for logging into the Xerox
network, this option provides the user with an explicit way of
loggms into the network from within Analyst. (The network
information frle can be setup to automatically request this login
immediately following Analyst login, see the System
Adninistrationdocumentation for details. )

Select network logrn from the User Profile) branch of the
screen middle mouse button menu. Fill in your user name and
password for the Xerox network. (At this time, the domain and
organization frelds are non-functional, these values must be
correetly set in the user prolile in the XDE environment). Select
accept when you are done.

The login request is entered into Analyst's XDE interface queue.
It may not take effect immediately, but it will occur before the
next printing, backup, send, or fetch request.
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printer name

Concept Allows the user to change the default name of the printer which
witl appear in all Hardcopy QBoxes. The system will remember
this name and set it each time the user logs in.

Note: The printer name value does not matter on some of the
machines Analyst runs on (the Macintosh, for example).

Procedure Select User Profrle> printer name from the screen middle
mouse button menu.

This selection provides a list of the printer names Analyst has
been told about. The basic list is maintained by the System
Administrator. Pick the name you want to use as your default. If
it is not listed, select other and frll in the name in the Fully
qualified name field.

Effest The selected printer name becomes the default printer name and
is recorded in the user's confrguration frle.
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restore user

Concept

Procedure

Effest

If the Uger ho6le> backup user option has been exercised,
this option will retrieve the backed up user configuration and
scratch pad liles and replace the files currently in use with them.
See the 'backup user)" section of this chapter for more
background information.

Select regtore usar from the User ProfiIe> branch of the screen
middle mouse button menu. A Set File Server Name QBox will
appear. Select the name of the file server to use and accept the
QBox.

If you are on a Xerox workstation, you will be prompted to open a
window on the underlying operating system so that you can track
the progress of your restore request. You will not be able to do
anything else until this request has been completed.

The user confrguration, idle, scratch pad, and firnction key frles
are retrieved from a directory matching the user's Analyst login
name on the specifred file server. These frles replace the files that
were in use by Analyst and the replacement's user configuration
values are installed immediately.
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clipboard
menu display
doc buttons
idle

outo network login
e server name
backup user

ET amn epr
ITE:IfCITIfi?:I

U ser P rofile )

restore user
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Scratch Pad

Concept This provides a quickly accessed Simple Text window for typing
notes, memos or any other text. Each Analyst user has their own
scratch pad file. It functions completely independent of
Information Centers.

Procedure Select Scratch Pad from the screen middle mouse button menu.

Frame the Scratch Pad window on the screen. It is ready for text
entry or editing. The Simple Text editing menu is available
through the middle mouse button. See the Sirnple Text chapter
for details on its use.

Effect The user's Scratch Pad is opened, displaying the last saved
contents.

cs Pad
ersormat lon

Gra

User Profile
ser

outo
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screen color )

Concept

Procedure

Effect

The background 'color' of the screen may be changed to one of
five patterns. This menu option allows the user to change the
background color. The system will remember this color choice and
set it each time the user logs in.

Select one of the live color choices from the User ProfiIe )
screen color> branch of the s,creen middle mouse button menu.

The background color of the display screen will be changed to the
selected color and any windows are redisplayed. The color choice
is written to the user conliguration file.

\-/

\-/

k gray
c

lV
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Graphics Pad
Scratch P ad
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set system font)

Concept The system font is the default font for text which is typed into a
new empty text window or text pane. It does not change the looks
of any existing text. This menu option allows the user to
designate the system font. The system will remember this choice
and set it each time the user logs in.

Procedure Select a font name from the seroll menu of available fonts on the
User ProfiIe) set system font) branch of the screen middle
mouse button menu.

Effect The system default type in font will be changed to the selected
font. That choice is written to the user's confrguration frle.

screen co I

Graphics Pad
Scratch Pad

ersrmat ron

sef

menu display
doc buttons

)
)

p at

idle

outo

serif 10
serif l0
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sel L 'l)
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serif 13
serif 12file server name

backup user
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User Guide

Concept The text of this Analyst User Guide is available on- line through
this menu option. It is displayed in a window which is a variation
of the Outlines tool.

Procedure Select User Guide from the screen middle mouse button menu. [t
may take some time for the system to read in the structure. An
origrn cursor \rill then appear to prompt you to frame the
window. You will want to frame is on the left side of the screen.

The window shows a table of contents at the chapter level. Select
the chapter you are interested in with the left mouse button. The
dash mark on the left side of the topic line indicates that there
are subheadings which are currently hidden. If you select show
subsections from the middle mouse button menu it will expand
the table of contents for the selected heading to the next level.
Those section headings will frequently also have hidden
subsections which you can get to by selecting one of them and

\-/

\-/

Graphics Pad
Scratch Pad

ersormat ron

User Profile )
Log out

seI uide

Inroctuetion
- Sysrem Startup
- Systenr Interfs,ca

Logln Wtnflow
Logging In
Logging Qut

Inforrnation Cantats
SimFle Text
Outtine
Previar
Harrlcopy Tool
Sketch Eilitor
Chart Ectitor
Map Editor
Danbase
Forms
Spreadsheet

Prior to togin the worksndon rvill be in Irlle with a
Icte image ilrifting arounrl rhe flerkenect screen,
When you move the mouse or strike a key the
Logln wintlow witt appear, The cursor can not be
moued fronr this window unril you ate sucessfully
logged in

Thraa outlinerl hutton choices cantral the Logln
window.

acccpt
Selcct this whrfl fou user raflra and frasswortl hava
been ryped in correaty. If you type & rerurn after
enrering your password the acccpt will be the best
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repeating the show subsections process. All the subsections of a
section can be expanded at one time by selecting show all. The
subsections of a section can be hidden again by selecting the
section name with the left mouse button and then selecting hide
from the middle mouse button.

To see the text of a section, select view selection from the middle
mouse button menu. The first time you do this, a new window
pane the same size as your original window will be attached on
the righthand side of the window. The text of the selected section
will be displayed in it. If you select a different section, its text will
replace that off the previously selected section in the righthand
window pane. The righthand pane will disappear if view
selection is selected a second time.

You can search the displayed table of contents for a word or term
by using the look for... option on the middle mouse button menu.
After {illing in and accepting the prompter that appears, the
system will search the remainder of the contents, starting with
your current selection. If it frnds the word or term, it will move
the selection to that section. The menu option next reference
will cause it to repeat the search, starting from the currently
selected section.
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Screen riqht mouse button menu
The menu produced when the cursor is outside of all windows is a
qtstern ot screen menu. The screen right mouse button menu
contains utility functions relating to the overall display of
windows on the screen, Analyst resouree and version
management, and time clocks. Following in alphabetical order is
a detailed deseription of each option in this menu.

\-/

\-/

select & close
find

date & time )
version info

f esources
garbage coll€ct

idle stafi >

p
refresh dis

pse
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collapse display

Concept A simple way to organize a cluttered screen- This selection
collapses each window down to its title tab and aligns the
collapsed title tabs along the left margin of the screen-

Procedure Select collapse display from the screen right mouse button
menu.

Effect Alt the windows on the screen will be collapsed to their title tab
and lined up in a column starting in the upPer left corner of the
screen.

A collapsed window can be expanded back to the previous
location on the screen by selecting the title tab and then selecting
expand from the third mouse button menu.

sec
find

select

version info
f esoutces

garbage collect
idle start

e ettm

T hes
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ses
find

ect

clock list
of esouf ces

garbage collect
idle start

verslon

refresh dis
pse

ttme )ate
analo clock

date & time ) analog clock

Concept Creates a window containing the current date and time displayed
with an analog clock face. The clock will be updated each minute.

Procedure Selest andog clock from the date & time > branch of the screen
right mouse button menu. If the logged in user has never created
a clock before, a notilier will appear indicating the need to edit
the clock list. Othenrise, a list of available clocks will be
displayed in a scroll menu. This list is part of the user's
confrguration. See "date & time > edit clock list" for details on
ereating/or and editing this list.

Select one of the labels from the menu and place the origrn of the
clock window on the display.

\-/

\-,

London
Eastern Time Zone

Eastern Standard Time
Eastern Daylight Time
Central Standard Time

Mountain Standard Time
Pacific Standard Time
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date & time> digital clock

Concept Creates a window containing the current date and time displayed
with a digitat clock face.

Procedure Setect digtal clock from the date & time > branch of the screen
right mouse button menu. If the logged in user has never created
a clock before, a notilier will appear indicating the need to edit
the clock list. Otherwise, a list of available clocks will be
displayed in a scroll menu. This list is part of the user's
confrguration. See 'date & time > edit clock list" for details on
creating/or and editing this tist.

Select one of the labels from the menu and place the origin of the
clock window on the display.

Effect The clock will be updated each minute.

ose
find

s
ls

ckanalo c o

clocresoutces
garbage collect

idle start

oversron

London
Eastern Time Zone

Eastern Standard Time
Eastern Daylight Tirne
Central Standard Time

Mountain Standard Time
Pacific Standard Time
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PacificTirneZone
17:5?
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date &time> display

Concept Displays the current date and time in the upper right corner of
the display screen. This display is not a window and will not
update itself.

Procedure Select display from the date & time ) branch of the screen right
mouse button menu.

Efrect The current date and local time is displayed in the upper right
hand corner ofthe screen.

30 September 1988 9:41:55 pm

\-/

\-/
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date & time> edit clock list

Concept Enables the user to create and/or edit the list of clock labels and
their eorresponding time parameters.

Procedure Select edit clock list from the date & time) branch of the right
button screen menu. When the origin cursor appears, frame the
window.

After the instructions at the top of the window is a line
identifying the time zone you are located in followed by a list of
clock labels and their corresponding time zone information, one
per line. The clock list shown in the picture above is the default
clock list which will appear in the window the {irst time you edit
the clock list. Use it as a template to change or add or your own
labels.

The Basic zone line actually provides the relationship between
the time zone you are located in, Greenwich mean time, and the
time which will be returned by the machine's operating system
software. Some operating systems just know what time it is (the
Macintosh, for instance). Others also know which time zone that
time is for and may have an algorithm for dealing with things
like daylight savings time (Sun and Xerox workstations, for
instance). In the first case, you will need to change the number in
the Basic line to the number of hours your time zone is different
from Greenwich mean time. For instance, Pacific Standard Time
is 8 hours behind Greenwich mean time, and therefore is - 8.
Pacilic Daylight time, however, is 7 hours behind, so it would
require a -7.In the second case, a basic entry of 0 is correct.

The frrst number after each clock label specifies the difference
from Greenwich Mean Time in hours. To make the clock
automatically handle switches between standard and daylight
time, two more numbers may follow. They specify the starting
and ending days of the year for daylight savings time (the

oses
find

ect

analog clock
al clock

p
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garbage collect

idle start
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number of the last day in a leap year on which the Sunday of
changeover could fall). If there is only the time zone number, no
dst calculation will be attempted.

When you are done editing the list, select accept from the middle
button menu of the window. The clock list will be reinitialized
according to its contents, and it will also update the user
confrguration file. Clocks which were already open on the screen
will not be updated, but any new clocks you open will use the
information specilied. You may leave the window open and
reedit, accept, and try clocks until you are satislied with the
results.

\-/

\-/

" This is your tist rrf clock labels wittt ttreir time zone infonnation,
The first Entry (laheleil Basi,-:) is the number r-rf h'lurs thE systErn r-:ltrlk (this
generallF clepends 'ln the Bperating sfstern rrf the machine y'iu are using) is
different fr,:m a r-':l'lck set in Greenwich Mean Time. This wr-rrhl. f,:r exarnple,
be set trl -B for Pacific Standard Tinre, hsweuer. it shsutl he set t,l zero in
r-:ESES where the systErn 111'lr:k keeps itsetf in Gteenwich Mean Tirne,
This is followett by one sr lnort ch:ch entries. The furmat uf an Entry is an

asterislr f'illowed b:r the ,lesired flarne rlf the clluk. then E cgtntna and a

numtrer specifying the clifference from Greenwich lufean Time in houts, if,-ru

may tnen ,:ptionally specify starring and ending rlays of the year for daylight
savings tirne (the numher af the last day in a leap year on which the Euttday of
changeover coulcl fsll). If you rls not specify any numtrers for ,lst. ns ,1st

calcutation willhe attempterl. Each Efltry must en'l in a carriage rElurn.
To install time zones. edit the list hel'l'tr, then select iltrEEpt on thE rni,1,lle

^button 
fitE 1u."

,t Basicrtl
*Greenwich Mean Time.u
sLrlndon,0,91,2?4 " Irf&ri:h 31, Sept 3tJ"
*Eastern Time Zone.-5.!18.305 "April ?. r]ct 31"
$ Eastern .Standard Time,-S
't Eastern Daytight Time,-4
*Central Standard Time,-6
*Muuntain Stan'1ard Time,-?
*Pacific Standard Tirne,-E
't'California,€,98,305 "April ?, Cct 31"
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find

select & close
iili E

date & time )
version info

f esources
garbage collect

idle statt >

collapse display
refresh display

Concept Enables the user to locate windows on the screen even though
they may be completely covered by other windows.

Procedure Select frnd from the screen right mouse button menu.

The titles of all windows are displayed in a popup menu which
will remain on the screen until a mouse button is pressed and
released again. When a mouse button is pressed while the cursor
is oveq one of the window titles in the menu, the title tab of that
window will be repeatedly flashed on the screen in its current
location. If the mouse button is released over a title in the menu,
the corresponding window will become the active window (it will
displayed on top of any windows that were obscuring it and the
cursor will be moved into it).

Effect Locates selected window.
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garbage collect

Concept

Procedure

Effect

select & close
find

e t lme
version info

resoutces

idle start >

collapse display
refresh display

To reclaim resources used by Analyst (memory and, where
applicable, oops) that for some reason were not automatically
released for reuse when they should have been. This has
absolutely no effect on disk space.

The user may select this at any time. Good reasons for selecting it
are: immediately before saving an image, a check of resources
shows them getting low, the cursor indicates frequent
compactions (changes to a black square or a vertical bar appears
on the left and then the bottom of the cursor), experience.

The system will automatically do a garbage collect if it realizes it
has a problem before too few resources are left to handle it. If a
space is low notifier appears, it will have already garbage
collected - you need to close some windows.

Select garbage eollect from the screen right mouse button
menu. A garbage pile cursor will be displayed while the collection
takes place. It may take anywhere from a few seconds to a minute
or two to go through the entire system and reclaim resources.
(The time depends on the type of machine and how much there is
to be reclaimed).

When it is finished, the system will display at the top of the
screen how much memory and oops were reclaimed. (Note that
this really has no particular meaning on a Tektronix
workstation).

\/

\/
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idle start)

Concept

Procedure

Idle is what Analyst is doing when the screen is black and a
picture is floating around on it. Idle's purpose is to cover the
screen when the user is not present or is not using it. This serves
both to protect the srcreen from being burned by displaying the
same thing for a long period and to protect any displayed data.
Map drawing, printing, and other processes that might take a
while will continue even when tdle is active, but they will go
more slowly.

Idle can either start automatically (the default is after 5 minutes
of no user activity), or the user can use this menu option to
manually start it. Once Idle is active, their are two different
phases which alfect what must be done to stop it. If the user
chooses to start Idle manually with the normal option, or if Idle
starts automatically, there will be a period of time (default is 30
minutes) during which moving the mouse or Pressing any button
or key will stop ldle and bring the regular display back
immediately. If the user chooses to start ldle manually with the
force logn option, or if the perid of grace time has passed, then
a key or mouse button must be pressed to get the system's
attention and the user wilt be forced to log in to Analyst again
before the regular display will be restored. (A System
Administrator may break in by logging in to the Away too long
login QBox, but ot}erwise only the original logged in user will be
accepted).

Select ldle start>, ldle start] normal, or ldle start) force
login from the screen right mouse button menu. Selecting only
Idle start) (not moving out to either normal or force login) is a
shortcut for selecting normal.

Effect Starts ldle immediately.

select & close
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version info
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select & close
find

)e t lme
version info

ect
)idle start

garbage co

pse lsp
refresh dis

resoulCes

resources

Concept

Xerox

Macintosh

Sun, Apollo

Tektronix

This feature displays the current resources (memory, oops, and
sometimes disk space) at the top of the screen. These meaning
and usefulness of these values depends heavily on the machine
confrguration Analyst is being used on. Here are a few notes:

All three have meaning. Less than 2000 @ps, 150000 core (words
of memory) is time to worry. Do not go below about 1000 disk
pages.

Disk space is not indicated, check in Finder or use the Desk top
disk accessory" Oops shouldn't be allowed to go below about 2000.
Memory "core left" is actually in terms of bytes - 300000 left is
time to really worry. Oops can be increased by a System
Administrator by sending a Smallalk message. Memory can be
increased before Analyst is started up by either putting more
memory in the machine or reallocating memory usage by Finder
or Multifinder.

Disk space is not indicated use df in a Unix shell. Oops
shouldn't be allowed to go below about 2000. Memory "core [eft" is
actually in terms of bytes - 300000 left is time to really v/orry.
You can get more memory to start with by using the - f switch in
the command that starts up Analyst from Unix.

Oops and core really have no meaning because the Tektronix
implementation does not use oops at all, and the virtual memory
grabs more as needed. The disk space indicator is simply a display
of the Unix df command results.

The remaining memory, oops, and sometimes disk space are
displayed at the top of the screen.

\/

Procedure Select resourees from the screen right mouse button menu

Effect
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refresh display

Basic Concept Sometimes something goes wrong and scroll bars or other debris
are left stuck on the disptay or on top of other windows. This
option redisplays the screen background and all the windows,
resulting in the clean up of messed up window displays and
leftover fragments.

Procedure Select refresh rlisplay from the screen right mouse button
menu.

select close
find

version info
resoutces

gilbage collect
idle start

e et lm

e
resh displayre
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.- select.& close

Concept Enables the user to select any number of the windows currently
on the screen and close them all at one time.

Procedure Select select & close from the screen right mouse button menu.

A multiple select popup menu will appear that lists the titles of
all the windows on the screen. When a mouse button is pressed
down while the cursor is over one of the window titles in the
menu, the title tab on the window itself will highlight and fade,
locating it on the screen. If the mouse button is released over the
title of a window, that title will be left seleeted. Any number of
the window titles may be selected. If you change your mind, you
may deselect a window title by selecting it a second time.

When the title of each window to be closed is highlighted in the
menu, move the cursor outside the menu and click the mouse
button. Each window will be closed. If any window selected for
closure has contents that have not been saved, a conlirmer will
appear for it. If you select no, that window will not be closed.

Effect Closes the windows of all selected titles.

\/

\-/
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.version info

Concept Provides the history of the Analyst system you are running.

Procedure Select version info from the screen right mouse button menu.
Frame the window.

Effect This window contains the details of when the Analyst system was
created originally, what packages and fixes have been added to it,
what source files it requires, and the names of users who have
saved it (and thus potentially also changed it) and the dates and
times of those saves. It also contains copyright notices and a
serial number which identifies its origins to the Analyst creators.
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Analyst window menus
Window menus are used to control windows and edit their
contents. They contain selectable commands which allow
manipulation of the windows and their data.

\-/

Window riqht mouse button menus

The right mouse button is not a pane - specific menu; it is the
same in all panes. Right mouse button menu functions are
window functions. One of three different menus will appear
depending upon whether the collapsed, open and user
classifiable, or open and not user classifrable. The standard right
mouse button popup menu for an open and user classiliable
window is shown on the teft. The menu on the right is obtained by
pressing the right mouse button while the cursor is in a collapsed
window.

If an open window is not user classifiable the menu will appear as
on the left except that classification will not be included. For
example, the classilication of Information Centef folders, Outline
data items, and Databases are derived automatically from their
contents sn trsers are not allowed to explicitly change the overall
classilication.

The following pages contain, in alphabetical order, detailed
descriptions of each menu option in the right Eouse button
window menus.

\-/
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classification

Concept Enables the user to change the classifrcation of the data item in
the active window.

Procedure Select classifrcation from the window right mouse button menu.
A Change Classifrcation QBox aPPears for you to modify the
Classification and Controls.

The list of classilication levels and controls (or modifrers) will
probably look different than the picture below. The choices
available in the QBox are set up by the System Administrator.

Select accept when you have set the classification as desired

Effect The classifrcation bars on the top and bottom of the data window
will change to reflect the new classification. If the data item has
no classilication there are no classilication bars. The new
classifrcation will not be permanently recorded until you save the
data item.

connect lons

se ot ers
elect and clos

move
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close
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close others

close self

Concept Enables the user to close all the windows on the screen except the
one currently in use. This is a convenient way to clean up the
screen.

Procedure Select close others from the window right mouse button menu.

lf any window being closed has contents that have not been
saved, a confrrmer for closing it anyway wilt appear. If zo is
selected, that window will not be closed.

v

\/

h
connect lons
classification

elect an os
tind

move
frame

collapse
close self

close others

frame
ecolla

close self

Concept Enables the user to close (remove fromthe screen) the currently
active window.

Procedure From within the window you want to close select close self from
the window right mouse button menu.

If the contents have changed since the window was opened or last
saved, a confirmer may appear to ask if you want to close the
window without first saving the contents. [f you select no, the
window will not be closed.
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collapse

Concept

Procedure

This enables the user to collapse an open window down to its title
tab. This is useful for keeping windows around for quick access
without frlling the entire screen.

From within the window you want to collapse select collapse
from the window right mouse button menu. (Collapse is only
available on the menu when a window is open and active). The
window will appear to collapse so that only the title tab is left. If
this is the first time the window has been collapsed the title tab
will now follow the cursor on the screen until you click a mouse
button to place it. If the window has been collapsed before, the
title tab will immediately be located in the former collapsed
position.

connect
classification
close others

elect and clos

lons

move
frame

ose s
collapse
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connections

Concept Provides easy access to every Information Center item connected
to the item the window is displaying by a link of any type.

Procedure Select connections from the window right mouse button menu.
If the item displayed in the window is filed in an Information
Center, an origin cursor will appear. Frame the connections
holder window.

Effect An Information Center connections holder window is created.
The contents list contains every item linked to the item displayed
in the window the connections request was made from. Both
items with links to the item (for instance, the folder(s) the item is
filed in) and items linked to from the item (for instance, the
keywords) are included.

The items displayed in the holder can be opened or otherwise
manipulated by the middle button menu in that window. See the
InformotionCenters chapter for details on its use.

\-/
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expand

Concept This enables the user to directly restore the window to its
precollapsed size and location.

Procedure Place the cursor in the title tab of the collapsed window you want
to expand and select erpand from the window right motrse
button menu.

^

close others
eld andclos
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erllail
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help
connections
classification
close others

select and close

move
frame

collapse
close self

find

f ind

Concept Enables the user to locate windows on the screen even though
they may be completely covered by other windows.

Procedure Select find from the window right mouse button menu.

The titles of all windows are displayed in a popup menu which
will remain on the screen until a mouse button is pressed and
released again. The window you are inside will be identified by
the word me in parentheses to the right of the title. When a
mouse button is pressed while the cursor is over one of the
window titles in the menu, the title tab of that window will be
repeatedly flashed on the screen in its current location. If the
mouse button is released over a title in the menu, the
corresponding window will become the active window (it will
displayed on top of any windows that were obscuring it and the
cursor will be moved into it).

Effect Locates and activates selected window

\-/

\-/
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f rame

Concept Allows the user to resize and move a window unless its size is
fixed. For frxed size windows, this option only allows moving the
window.

Procedure Place the cursor in the window you want to frame and select
frame from the window right mouse button menu. The cursor
will change into the origin cursor.

If the window is a frxed size and cannot be resized, an outline of
the window will be displayed. Move the origin cursor to where
you want the top left corner of the window and press the left
mouse button. If the window is of fixed size the window will now
be redisplayed in the new location and the framing will be done.
If the window is resizable, the cursor will change to a corner
cursor and move down and to the right, marking the lower right
corner of the window. Move this cursor to define the window size
and shape, then release the left mouse button. The contents of the
reframed window will fill the newly defrned €rea.

Effest Redisplays the active window in its new location and dimensions.

hel
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close others

elect and clos
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n
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help

Concept Provides a brief explanation of the window in general, and
provides access to more detailed information in the on- line User
Guide..

Procedure Select help from the window right mouse button menu. If help
information is available, an origin cursor will appear. Frame the
help window. It will contain an overall deseription of the type of
window help lvas requested from. [t also will contain a reference
which you can select and use the middle mouse button menu to
ask for more help. It will go to the on - line User Guide and open
it to that section.

\-/
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move

Concept Enables the user to move a window to another location on the
screen without altering its size.

Place the cursor in the window you want to move and select move
from the window right mouse button menu-

An outline of the window will apPear, with the cursor assuming
the shape of the nearest corner. Move the mouse to position the
window outline on the screen, then click the left mouse button-

Procedure

connectrons
classification
close others

elect and clos

collapse
close self

ame
move
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h
connect
classification
close others

lons

move
frame

collapse
close self

select and close

selest and close

Concept Enables the user to select any number of the windows currently
on the screen and close them all at one time.

Procedure Select select and clos€ from the window right mouse button
menu.

A multiple select popup menu will appear that lists the titles of
all the windows on the screen. The window you are inside will be
identilied by the word me ia parentheses to the right of the title.
lYhen a mouse button is pressed down while the cursor is over
one of the window titles in the menu, the title tab on the window
itself will highlight and fade, locating it on the screen. If the
mouse button is released over the title of a window, that title will
be left selected. Any number of the window titles may be selected.
If you change your mind, you may deselect a window title by
selecting it a second time.

When the title of each window to be closed is highlighted in the
menu, move the cursor outside the menu and click the mouse
button. Each window will be closed. [f any window selected for
closure has contents that have not been saved, a confirmer will
appear for it. If you select no, that window will not be closed.

Effect Closes the windows of all selected titles.

\-l
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Window middle mouse button menus

Middle mouse button menus are specilically tailored to suit the
particular window or pane in which they are used. In other
words, they are pane - specific menus. Middle menu functions are
Wne functions. A typical text window popup menu is shown on
the left. A tlryical graphics window popup menu is shown on the
right.

agam
undo
copy
cut

paste
save

strip CRs
search

hardcopy
annotation )fonts )
utilities )

file as new item

reset
accept
cancel
copy
paste
erase
mvert

magnify
save
I
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Help

menu help

window help

user guide

In addition to the help you get on confrrmers and notiliers other
kinds of system help is available to the user. The kinds of
additional help are listed below.

If you hold on a single menu choice for frve seconds, a little box
will appear at the top or bottom of the menu with a very brief
description of what that menu choice will do. You can force the
menu help to display immediately by pressing the left shift key.

When you seleet help from the right mouse button of a Analyst
window, you will get a brief description of what that window is
supposed to do and its layout. At the bottom of each help window
there is a word or phrase to select which will be found in the
on-line User Guide if more help is selected from the middle
mouse button menu.

The text of the Analyst User Guide is available on line for you to
use. Select User Guide from the screen middle mouse button
menu. See the "user Guide" section of the "Screen middle mouse
button menu" section in the System Interfue chapter for more
details on its use.

\-/

\-/
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Error messages

Message flot understood: badError
Do you waflt to debug?

yes Hd' no

If you ever get an error message this when a System
Administrator is not available to look at it, select no Lo indicate
you do not want to debug, and then select yes on the next
conlirmer to indicate that you would like to generate an emor
report.

Do you waflt to geflerate error report?

d no

Please put in a brief description of what you were doing at the
time the error occured. This information may help greatly in
solving whatever problem you have incountered. This description
together with some data from the system will be put into a frle on
the disk which will either print automatically or the System
Administrator can access.

Please describe your actions before this error occured. Thg'nk you.

I was just rnincling rny husiness when this happeflef, tB mt \
You may, in most sases, then resume work.

Sometimes an eror will occur repeatedly. If it does, try to think
of another way to approach the problem. If it happens every time
the system tries to display a window, you do not have to generate
an error report each time, so select yes to the question of whether
you want to debug. A window will appear. You might be able to
get back into the troubled window if you can change its shape
and/or size. From the screen third button menu you might try
collapse display and then frame the troubled window to a
different size. The ultimate solution is usually to use
select&close on the third mouse button menu to close both the
troubled window and the debugging window.
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accept

background

cancel

click

clipboard

confirmer

cursor

double click

FIFO

frame

graphics pad

idle

idle image

Glossary
The Iirst of three command choices on a QBox window. Selection of accept in
a QBox results in the user's inputs being sent to the system to continue
whatever task has been requested.

A type of processing which allows the user to continue interacting with The
Analyst while the background task is being completed. Printing is often done
in the background to allow the user to continue working during the hardcopy
process.

Cancel sets the contents of the cument QBox values back to the set of initial
values when the QBox appeared.

Press and immediately release a mouse button without moving the cursor

The transportation medium for moving information within windows and
from one window to another. Items are usually placed in the clipboard with
copy and cut commands, and are taken out with the paste command.

Allows the user to reconsider a potentially destructive step and asks a yes/no
question about whether to proceed or abort the operation.

A small pictorial shape displayed on the screen whose position is controlled
by moving the mouse. It assumes a variety of shapes to facilitate user
interaction and to indicate system status.

Click a mouse button twice in rapid succession without moving the cursor.

A user settable property for the clipboard, it means that the clipboard is
treated as a First In First Out stack, i.e. the frrst item copied into the
clipboard will be the frrst item taken out during a paste operation.

The right button menu command which allows one to expand or contract the
size of the application window.

Screen middle button menu choice that provides convenient access to a new
sketch or chart editor.

When no user activity has occurred for a period of time, or when the user
wishes to cover the screen, the screen is blackened and the idle image is
displayed drifting across the screen.

A user settable picture that is displayed when the system is in idle.
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left mouse button

left shift key

LIFO

menu

middle mouse button

mouse

notifier

pane

paste

popup menu

press and release

printing status

prompter

QBox

The mouse button used for pointing and selecting. It is used to position the
text insertion caret and to select data and menu items.

The shift key on the left hand side of the keyboard. (On some keyboards it is a
completely different key (Apollo for instance). See the release notes.)

A settable property for the clipboard, it means that the clipboard is treated as
a Last [n First Out stack, i.e. the last item copied into the clipboard will be
the frrst item taken out during a paste operation.

Enables commands to be executed by pressing and releasing a mouse button.
The actual menu displayed is determined by the location of the cursor and by
which mouse button is pressed.

If pressed while the cursor is inside a window, a menu specific to the window
pane is displayed. If pressed while the cursor is outside of all windows, a
menu with general system level functions is displayed.

A pointing device with one to three buttons that is used for pointing,
selecting, and drawing. If there are less than three physical mouse buttons,
the second and/or third button is simulated using a combination of the two
remaining buttons or keyboard keys.

A special window that provides information to the user [t may provide
warning messages or signal the user that he has made a mistake.

A rectangular sub-area of a window that is used for displaying or
manipulating information that is associated with the window.

Inserts, at the current selection, whatever information is currently in the
clipboard.

A menu which "pops up" at the loeation of the cursor when a mouse button is
pressed. This refers specifrcally to the simplest type of menu, one that does
not have sub - menus or scrollable lists, but it is generically used to refer to
any such menu.

Press a mouse button and hold it down for a period of time before releasing it.

A window which gives information to the user about the progress of
background printing. It indicates what is being processed and at what point
in the process it is.

Requests a single line of text input from the user.

Requests the user to provide multiple, related pieces of information to the
system in order to carry out desired instructions. Also called a question box.

v

\-/
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\

reverse video

right mouse button

scratch pad

screen menu

scroll bar

scroll menu

select

title tab

tree menu

undo

user profile

Displaying portions of the screen with white characters on a black
background.

If pressed while the cursor is inside a window, a menu for window
manipulation is displayed. If pressed while the cursor is outside of all
windows, a menu that controls the overall screen and has other utility
functions is displayd.

A simple text window for typing notes, memos, or any other text. Contents
can be saved so that the next time it is opened by the same user, it will
display whatever was saved.

A system menu. A menu that appears when the cursor is outside of all
windows and the middle or right mouse button is pressed.

A tall nanow rectangular area that appears on the left side of a pane when
the cursor is inside that pane. Used to specify which part of the available
information, usually text, you wish displayed in the pane.

Displaying only part of a long list of options at one time, it provides scrolling
as the means for accessing other portions of the list.

To choose a menu item or a piece of text by pointing to it or drawing through
it with the mouse while pressing a mouse button.

Attached to the top left corner of a window, it displays a name identifying the
information displayed in the window.

Consists of a top level menu and one or more sub - menus. Commonly used
when there is a long tist of available functions that can be broken down into
logical categories.

Reverses the effects of the last command. For instance, if text has been
deleted, undo will put it back in.

A set of parameters for specifying user interface preferences and network
access information. These parameters are stored in a user confrguration lile
so that every time you log into the system, it will appear the way you left it.
Preferences include screen color, system font, clipboard properties, and menu
display options. Network access information includes printer name and frle
server name.
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lndex

A
acceleratecursor 39
accessqueue 19
accessstate 18,19
action notifier 10

active state 18,20
active window 5
additional graphics qbox items L7

analog clock 54
analyst screen menus 22
analyst window menus 66
application windows 5

auto sub 40

B
backup us€r 23
border LI

c
classifrcation 67
click 3
ciipUoara 24-3L

clear 26
description 24-25
dropone 26
FIFO 21
hide 28
LIFO 29
show 30
single 31

close others 68
close self 21,68
collapse 53,69
collapse display 53
commands freld 11 - 12
conlirmer 10
connections 70
copy 24,27,29, 30, 31
creatinghardcopy 15
cut 9,24
cursor

description 3
shapes 3-4

D
date & time

analog clock 54
digital clock 55
display 56
edit clock list 57 - 58

docbuttons 32
double click 3,8,9
draw- through selection 8

dropone 26

E
editclocklist 57-58
error message 79
expand 71
extend selection 8

F
FIFO (see clipboard - FIFO)
file in an info center 16

frle server name 34
fillin 8,9
frnd 59,12
force login 61
foreground 19,2L

G
garbagecollect 4,60
graphicspad 6,35

H
hardcopy mode L7
hardcopyqbox 16-17,45
hardcopy tool effects on the system 2L

help 74,78-79
hide 28,51

I
idle image 36
idle start 61
lnformation Center 16, 37, ?0
input forms t0
i4sertingJext I
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K
keyword fill field 12

L
landscape 17,35
left button (see mouse - left button)
LIFO (see clipboard - LIFO)
log out 38

M
menu

multiple select Ll, 12, L5, 64, 76
popup menu 5 - 6, 13
scroll menu t4,41
tree menu 13- 14, 39-40
types f3

menu display
acceleratecursor 39
auto sub - menus 40
font 4l
scrollspeed 42

middle button (see mouse - middle button)
mouse

description 1

left button 2
middle button 2
right button 2-3
using 2-3

move 75
moving a text selection I
multiple select menu (see menu - multiple

select)
multiple select field 11

N
network logrn 44
notilier 10
number copies 16
number waiting tg

o
opening a window 5

P
pane (see window - pane)
paste 9,24,27,29
popup menu (see menu - popup menu)

pressandrelease 3
print annotations 18
printer name L6,45
printing status window 18- 19, 21
printing- access tg
printing-active 18, 19
prompter 10

a
QBox(question box) tl - 12
querier 10
query field Lz

R
refresh display 63
resources 60,62
restartqueue 20
restore user 46
right button (see mouse - right button)

s
Scratch Pad 47
screencolor 48
screen menus

description 22
middle button menu 22 - 5l
right button menu 52-65

scroll bar 6-7
scroll menu (see menu - scroll menu)
scroll speed L4,42
select and close 64,76
select field tz
send to printer 16
startingpage no 16
startup position 43
systemcursors 3

system font 49

T
title tab (see windo\r - title tab)
tree menu (see menu - tree menu)

U
user Suide 50-51,78

v
version info 65
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lnformation Centers
The Information Center is the hub of the Analyst system and is
probably the tool that you will frnd the most serviceable to a wide
variety of needs. It is an information marurgement deviee that
places innumerable resources within easy reach of even the most
inexperienced user. \ryith the features, or tools, available to you
in an Information Center, you can do everything from putting out
a one - line memo to creating a comprehensive document
involving sophisticated spreadsheets, graphs, maps, and
illustrations in practically the time it takes to think through the
idea.

Imagine the Information Center as the ideal oflice.

In one corner stands the efliciently organized {ile cabinet frlled
with stored raw materials, as well as intermediate and finished
work. It is complete with cross-references, item references, key
words, connections, and almost every other conceivable method of
frnding and retrievingjust the right folder or individual item you
might need.

Against the far wall is the library containing resources such as
maps, charts, photographs, and any other relevant material that
you have saved for future use.

A tall cabinet by the door holds tools to create charts, outlines,
spreadsheets, databases, and maps at the tip of a frnger.

At every turn you frnd yourself supplied with a list of alternate
actions readily available to you through the use of popup menus-

Even the trash can is special because it allows you to retrieve
incomplete or mistakenly - discarded documents, or remove them
from the Information Center completely.

Another special and personal feature of the Information Center is
its flexibility. It is as individual as you are: you will manipulate
the available tools according to your own work habits, and not
have to adjust to a rigid system. You are provided with
everything needed to organize and use information in whatever
style that best suits you, by calling up, manipulating, and
creating items in a manner very close to old-fashioned,
hands-on, pen and paper directness, while at the same time
utilizing the speed, aceuracy, and power of the latest technology:
the best of both worlds!

This section, with its menu descriptions and illustrations, should
help to make using your Information Center understandable and
enjoyable.
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lnformati on center structure
When Analyst is started ,p, it makes a list of the Information
Centers it has access to. Each center contains a list of iterns. The
center's function is bo keep track of those items by maintaining
the structure of connections, or links, between them. Each link
specifres a directional relationship between the two items it
connects. For each link created between items by a user, the
system creates and maintains an invisable backwards link so
that each item can determine all the items which have links to it.
The type of relationship specified by a link is determined by the
link type. There are three system defrned link type s (contains,
keyword, d,atabase) and users may define over 280 more in each
Information Center.

By tradition, the fundamental structure of a center is a hierarchy
of foldcr items which contain other folders and/or data items. A
dota item corresponds to one or more files on the disk which hold
data. There are many types of data iterns, each of which has its
own Analyst tool for display and editing. A few of the types of
data items are spreadsheet, document, chart, and form. To assist
in frling data items in fotders in an orderly fashion and {inding
them again, folders and data items may refer to a third kind of
item called a key word, which is simply a word or phrase chosen
by the user.

The basic window used for viewing and manipulating a center is
called a folder windaw. Each folder window provides an interface
to one particular folder of the center, plus a number of general
maintenance functions for the center. The folder at the top or root
of a center is often referred to as the top leuel fotdcr. The folder
window displaying the top level folder has special significance for
some functions beeause it impticitly has access to every item in
the center, whether or not the item is actually contained in the
hierarchy.

There is nothing that requires an item in a center to be
maintained within that traditional fotder based hierarchy. The
items a folder contains are actually determined by a contoins link
from the folder to each item. A contains link is a system provided
type of link used only for connecting folders to their contents. Key
words are maintained by keyutord links from the folder or data
item to the key word item. The user is free to create his own link
types and form whatever connections between items he thinks
will be useful. While the basic user interface to [nformation
Centers is still heavily tied to the folder hierarchy structure
based on contains links, alternative views provide the tools for
viewing and or manipulating connections of all link types.

\-/
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lnformation center management
Information Centers are the storehouses of the user's data and
tools. The user is free to create as many Information Centers as
are needed to accomplish the task at hand in the user's individual
working style.

accessinq existinq lnformation Centers

All existing Information Centers are accessed from an
Inform.ation Centers occess window. This window is created by
selecting Information Centers from the system middle mouse
button menu. This menu is always available by pressing the
middle mouse button in any area of the display screen not
occupied by a window.

Releasing over the Information Centers menu choice will bring
up the Information Centers window containing the title of each
Information Center available to you. This window will remain on
the screen until it changes or you close it.

Select the Information Center you want to open by moving the
cursior over the box containing the name of the center and
clicking the left mouse button. (If you hold the teft mouse button
down instead of clicking you will find that you can move the
cur"sor over and highlight the various names without any action
being taken until the mouse button is released).

The top level folder for that center will be opened. If it is already
on the screen, the cursor will jump into that folder and it will
become the active window. If the folder is not already open, you
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may see the read cursor as Analyst reads the center structure
into memory, and then the origin cursor will appear, prompting
you to use the left mouse button to frame the folder window. \./

creating new lnformation Centers
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The frst time you ac{ess Information Centers, Make New Center
and Scavenge will be the only two choices you see. Make New
Center enables you to make new Information Centers. Scauenge
is a special purpose Information Center which has three basic
uses. It is used to recouer information which was lost or
mistakenly discarded, to dcstroy information from the system
disk, and to fetchinformation from other sources.

Selecting Make New Center produces the QBox shown below.
Type in a name and password of your choice. The password
protects your Information Center from unauthorized access by
other users. As the creator, you beeome the ouner of the
Information Center and will never be asked for the password.
You will need to remember whatever password you provide,
however, to provide to any other user you wish to be able to access
it. A password is not required. If you leave the password frllin box
empty, the Information Center will have no password.

\-,
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Upor, selecting accept or typing a carriage return after entering
the password, the Information Center list window is closed and
the newly created Information Center's top level folder is opened
for you.

savinq I nformation Centers

When you log out of Analyst after a working session, all of the
Information Centers that you have used during that session will
be saved to disk. This insures that all of the changes you made to
them during the course of this session are saved for you.

Any Information Center may be saved to disk whenever you want
by using the save info center menu choice on the
maintenance > branch of any folder's middle mouse button
menu. After saving, the center folder window(s) will remain on
the screen.

Any Information Center may also be closed and saved to disk
whenever you want by using the close info center menu choice
on the maintenance ) branch of any folder's middle mouse
button menu. With this menu choice, all windows that were
opened from that center will be closed and the Information
Center will be removed from memory.

destroyinq lnformation Centers

Only the owner of an Information Center may destroy it.

Destroying an lnformation Center also means destroying all of
the data items within that center that are not also filed in some
other Information Center.

Any Information Center may be destroyed by using the destroy
info center menu choice on the maintenance ) branch of any
folder's middte mouse button menu. Alter conlirmation of the
user's desire to destroy that center, it and all of its data will be
removed irreversibly from the disk.

This will DEETROII the Fred Inforrnatinn tlenter.
Are II':u Sure?

res -t ftrl

After the lnformation Center is destroyed, the lnformation
Center list window will be reopened with the list of remaining
Information Centers.
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Data management within a center

creatinE new folders

Information Centers organize and manage all a user's data. Each
Information Center contains the same tools for data
manipulation and communication, and has the same data
management structure. The data manipulation tools enable you
to create text frles, documents, spreadsheets, forms, databases,
outlines, and reports. This data is managed through the use of
cross referencinB, key words, and connections (links), organized
in a structure represented as a hierarchy of folders and data
items. This management structure is flexible. That is, you can
specify which connections and relations you wish to apply to each
specific Information Center.

\-/

New folders are created by selecting the folder choice from the
create) branch of any existing folder's middle mouse button
menu

This selection grves you the Create New Folder QBox shown.

Type in a name and any key words you want for your folder. The
key words have two uses: to support automatic frling of new items
with the same key words into this folder, and to search for items
and folders by key word.

Upon selecting accept the newly specifred folder will be inserted
above the currently selected item in the folder that the create
request was made from. If nothing was selected in that folder, the
new folder will be placed at the end of the list.

\-,
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folder window

Each Irrformation Center folder has the following components: a
title tab, a command bar, and a contents list pane. In addition the
folder, if classified, will have classifrcation bars at the top and
bottom of the folder window displaying the current classifrcation
of the folder's contents.
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title tab The title tab displays the name of the folder

command bar The command bar contains {ive buttons accessing commonly used
folder functions.

contents list The folder contents list shows all the items contained in this
folder. When a folder is first created, this list is empty.

classification barc The classifrcation bars of the folder will be displayed showing the
highest classification of the folder's contents. If none of the
folder's contents has any classification, the folder classifrcation
bars will not be displayed. This classification of the folder is
automatic based upon the folder's contents and may not be set by
the user.
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creatinq new data items in folders

Data items contained in an Information Center can be made by
using the folder middle mouse button menu. Select create) and
without releasing the mouse button move the cursor off to the
right to select from the submenu the specific type of data item
you want to create.

The appropriate QBox will appear allowing the new item to be
named and key words applied to it. Any other characteristics of
the data type that need to be specified at creation time are
explained in detail in the section on the "folder middle mouse
button menu" under create ) .

The position that the newly created data item occupies in its
folder is determined by the current selection in that folder at the
time the request was made. The new item will be inserted into
the folder above the position of the current selection. If there is no
selection, the new item will be placed in the folder at the bottom
of the folder's item list" This allows the user to position data items
exactly where desired within a folder.

After the new item is inserted into the folder it will be opened on
the display screen for the user. The user will see the origin cursor
and may then position the new window in the desired place on the
screen.
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the data item icons

l Every kind of data item in the Analyst is iconically identified
when it is stored in an Information Center. These icons help the
user to frnd data by giving an indication of the type of data
attached to the label that the user sees in the folder's contents
list.

The table above shows the icons used by the Analyst to tag the
different data types. Additional icons may be added to the system
as new tools are added to the Analyst.

I
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To view the contents of an item in a folder, first use the left mouse
button to select it, then press the middle mouse button and select
open from the popup menu. You will then be prompted by the
origin cursor to indicate where on the display screen you want to
locate the upper left corner of the window you are about to open.
After moving the cursor to the desired spot press the left mouse
button and hold it down. You will now see the lower right corner
cursor and with that you can size the window. When you get the
window to the size you like, release the left mouse button and the
window will be opened on the screen.
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An alternative to using the open command on the menu is to
place the cursor over the item in the folder and double click the
left mouse button. The origin cursor will then prompt you to
frame the folder window.

\-,

movinq data items and folders

Any item in a folder may be moved about within that folder or
may be moved to any other folder in the same center or to another
center. The item to be moved is first czf from its current location.
The target folder is opened and the item is pasted into it. [n the
target folder, if an existing item is selected, the item being pasted
in wilt go into the folder's contents list above the selected item. If
there is no selected item, the pasted item will be added at the
bottom of the folder's contents list.

usinq the in box - the default receiver folder

The in box is a default receiving folder. Data items are
automatically filed into Information Centers by a key word
match. The in box receives any items sent to an Information
Center which did not have a key word match with the key word of
a folder. This includes mistyped and misspelled key words as well
as items having no key words associated with them. To view the
items received by an Information Center, but not listed in the
lnformation Center itself, select in box from the command bar
and frame the in box folder.

The above menu allows you to properly file away these items
wherever you want in your center.
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usinq the trash - the safetv net folder

Each Information Center has its own frcsh folder. Trash collects
all data items cut from that Information Center which are not
filed in any other folder in that Information Center. This gives
you an opportunity to determine frnal dispensation, and to
recover items accidently cut. To view cut items, select trash from
the command bar pane of any folder.

orotedino data items and folders

o n
The available Item Ref
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dump all trash
selection
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The frrst level of protection for data within an Information
Center is the password that the center's owner may assign to the
center. Anyone other than the owner will have to give the correct
password to gain access to a protected center.

Within a center, the owner of the center may /oc& selected items
so only he may see them. Select the data item or folder from the
list, then select lock/unlock from the maintenance) branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu. The word [locked] will
appear between the icon and the label of the selected item
indicating to the owner that this item is now locked. Locked data
items are protected from anyone but the lnformation Center's
owner. A non-owner that has been granted access to that center
will not even see the locked items because they will be excluded
from the folder's contents lists. In the folder below, one item is
locked and the center owner has it open.
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temolate data items

A ternplate data, item is marked by the word [templatel appearing
between its icon and label. When a data item is a template,
opening it actually causes a duplicate to be made and opened.
This protects the original from modification while allowing it to
be used as the basis for the creation of many new items. For
instance, it might be useful to have a template document which
contains a basic memo format.

You may designate any data item (unless it is locked) to be a
template by selecting the item in its Information Center folder
and then selecting toggle template from the maintenance )
branch of the folder's middle mouse button menu. The [templatel
designation will be added to the item's display. You may cause
any item which already is a template to lose this property by
selecting it and then selecting the same menu item. The
[templatel word will be removed from the display of the item
label.

\-,

classif ication of folders

The classilication of folders is handled by the system and is based
on the highest classilication of any item in that folder. The user
cannot set a folder classifrcation.

classification of data items

The user may make changes to the classification of most item
types in the system, but the user cannot set the overall
classification of a database, document or a folder as those items
acquire their classification from their contents.
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Select the item that you want to apply a classilication change to
and use reclassify on the folder middle mouse button menu. You
will get the following QBox which allows you access to the Name
and Keywords of the selected item as well as its Classifi.cation.
All current settings for that item will be displayed in the QBox as
its default values.

spawninq a new lnformation Center
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Many times in the life of any project, it grows big enough to be
split into parts. The Information Center allows you to do this to
your data by allowing any item or folder to be converted into an
independent Information Center. Simply select the item or folder
you want to become the new center and use info center from
selection on the create) branch of the folder middle button
menu. You will see the same QBox as that used in the creation of
a new empty center. Give your new center a name and a password
if desired, and it will be created and opened for you.

The old center is still unchanged so you might want to go back to
it and delete the items that are now in the new center, but that is
up to you.
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sendinq a data item to another analyst user

Users can send Analyst data items and folders of items to one
another if their workstations are connected by an ethernet and
the System Administrator has performed the necessary setting
up. Select the item or folder that you want to send to another user
and select send selection from the maintenance) branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu. Depending on how your
network has been conligured, a Set File Server Name QBox
may appear for you to designate the location of the other user's
mailbox. After accepting it, or if that step was unnecessary, you
will see a QBox listing all of the other users that you may send
data to. Select the people that you want to send the item to and
accept the QBox.

If you are on a Xerox workstation, you will then be prompted to
open a window on the underlying operating system so that you
can track the progress of your send request. You will not be able
to do anything else until this request has been completed. From
this operating system window you may abort your request and
return to the other Analyst windows.

When sending is complete, each selected user can fetch the data
you have sent using fetch new frles in their Scavenge
Information Center. See the "Scavenge center" section for details.

\/

backinq data up to a file server

On Analyst workstation systems that have a fileserver available
on the network, users can back up all or part of their Information
Centers to their accounts on the file server. Selecting the item or
folder to be backed up, use backup selection from the
maintenance ) branch of the folder middle mouse button menu.
You will see a QBox listing all of the frle servers that you have
access to. Select the file server that you want your data to go to,
accept the QBox and your data will be stored on that file server.

lf you are on a Xerox workstation, you will be prompted to open a
window on the underlying operating system so that you can track
the progress of your backup request. You will not be able to do
anything else until this request has been completed. From this
operating system window you may abort your request and return
to the other Analyst windows.

Copyrrght (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rrghts reserved 4 October 1988
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External additions of items to a center

kev word filinq

l[Ihen you create a folder in your Information Center structure
you can assign key words to it. Key words are words or phrases
that are meaningful to the contents of the folder. Keywords can
be added to existing folders using the rename function on the
folder middle mouse button menu.

Using these key words you may file data items automatically into
these folders from other windows in the Analyst. For instance,
data that is received from any of the terminal emulation windows
may be filed into selected centers using key word matching.

In the above example the item called daily report will be
classilied Personal, filed into FullDemo and Demonstration
Information Centers using report, major airport, and secu rity as
key words. If there are no key word matches in the target centers,
the item daily report will be frled in the inbox of each center.
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savinq a new unfiled data item

A new data item that was not created in an Information Center
folder (a new sketch or chart, a template copy, a database report,
etc.) may be liled into any lnformation Center by using the save
command on the main middle mouse button menu. The standard
FiIe Request QBox will appear and the user should fill in the
target centers, key words and classification.

\-/

filinq port ions of existino data items

Many of the tool windows allow the saving of all or a selected
portion of their contents into a new data item through use of a
frle it away or other alternative command menu command. See
the documentation for the specific tool for complete details.

Scavenge center
The Scavenge center is a special purpose lnformation Center. It
has three basic uses: to recouer data items which were lost or
discarded, to destroy the {iles of data items from the system disk,
and to fetch data items from other sources. It has three basic
activities: getting data items into the center, Iinding out about
those data items, removing those data items from the center.

The Scavenge center is opened by selecting Scavenge in the
Information Centers access window which is obtained by
selecting Information Centers on the system middle mouse
button menu. Because any iterns remaining in the center are
automatically dumped from the center when a user logs out of
Analyst, the center folder will always be empty the first time it is
opened. Aside from its name, the Scavenge center folder is also
distinguishable by its especially thick window border.
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recoveri nq lost data items

Data items which exist on the disk but are not contained in at
least one Information Center can be found by using recover.
When data items are dumped from the trash folder of an
Information Center, they are simply detached from that center. [fan item is created but the machine crashes before the
Information Center is saved, the item will be on the disk, but not
in any center. In either case, recover will find them and put
them in the Scavenge center.

Select recover from the menu. You will get a eBox listing all the
data types. Select the data types you wish to look for on the disk.

AIlter selecting accept, Scavenge will get a list of all items in
every Information Center. As it does this, you will see the
message, "-f am getting all active data items-,'. It will then
search the disk for all the files of the selected types. For example,
if you selected document, scavenge looks for all document files
on the disk. As it does this, you will see the message, "-f am now
searching for document files-". It then compares the two lists.A.y documents found on the disk which are not in any
Information Center will be added to the list of items in the
Scavenge center.

fetchinq items sent to you

rcccpt canccl bail0ut

ilata types: text flocument outline report
form database spreadrheet rmage

ch art maP graphic interprcst
postecript PrcIriGv package

Sclrct Scavenge Types

If an Analyst user has sent data items to you using the menu
option maintenance> send selection in one of their
Information Centers, this is how you get that data into your
Analyst. Select fetch new frIes from the Scavenge center menu.
Depending on how your network has been configured, a Set FiIe
Server Name QBox may appear for you to designate the location
of your mailbox. (If it does, your System Administrator should
have informed you of the correct selection). After accepting it, or
if that step was unnecessary, Analyst will go out and retrieve any
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data items that had been sent to you and add them to the
Scavenge center.

(If you are on a Xerox workstation, you will be prompted to open a
window on the underlying operating system so that you can track
the progress of your fetch request. You will not be able to do
anything else until this request has been completed. From this
operating system window you may abort your request and return
to the other Analyst windows.)

\-/'

lookino atthe data items

The open menu option in the Scavenge center works the same
way as in any Information Center folder - it opens a window of
the appropriate type on the item. The frIe info menu option
displays some information about the frle or files used by the data
item.

movino an item to a reqular lnformation Center

To frle an item back in a regular lnformation Center, select the
item and then select the middle mouse button menu option refrIe.
This will bring up a File request QBox for you to verify or
change the label and keywords and select which Information
Center(s) to put it in. After selecting accept, the item will be
frled in those centers and removed from the Scavenge center.

\-,

destroyinq old data items

Select a data item, then select destroy from the menu. Since
destroying a data item is a final step which will eliminate that
data item forever, you must verify your decision by answering a
con{irmer.

Eestroy witt ternove ffi Infn Center Text frnm the ,lisk. Are you EurEil

yBs -'1{ lto

If you have a lot of items in the Scavenge center that you want to
destroy, you can get rid of all of them at once by using destroy
all, but you must be careful since there is no turning back. If
there are a few items in the list that you do not want to file in an
Information Center but also do not want to destroy, you can
simply remove them from the list without damaging them by
using release.
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Finding items in a center

results are out in a holder

There are numerous ways to search all or part of an Information
Center for a particular item or combination of items. The results
of a search are usually presented in a holder window. A holder is
like a folder, except that a holder is temporary - it only exists
during the time it is displayed on the screen. The borders of a
holder window are twice as thick as those of a folder to assist in
idenifrcation. A folder can be created from a holder by using the
make folder option in the holder's middle mouse button menu.

kev word search

The key word that you assign to items and folders as an aid to
frling items in the correct folders can also be used as a retrieval
aid. There are two ways of using key words for data search.

One way to search using key words is by the key words button
on the folder command bar. This will bring up a holder
containing all of the key words used in this center.

Selecting one of the key words in this holder and using the
connections menu choice will grve you another holder
containing all of the items and folders in this center that have the
selected key word.

in lro:< tfash key words soft rlirect
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Another way to search using key words is via the key words
menu choice on the retrieve by > branch of the folder middle
button menu. Everything in the hierarchy of the selected folder \,/
will be searched. This means the entire center will be searched if
it is initiated from the top level folder with no selection.

A querier will appear for you to enter a query consisting of one or
more key words linked by the conjunctions and, or, and not, or or
not. The key words in the querier menu are all the keywords used
by the items that will be searched. When you have selected all
the words you want, select ACCEPT. If any items are found which
match the keyword query, an origin cursor will prompt you to
open a holder containing all the found items.

For example, you can specify that you want every item that has
the key words chart or docstylesheet. Analyst will look for any
item with either'chart'or 'docstylesheet'as a key word. If it frnds
any such items, it will create a holder containing them.

\-,

data Wpe search
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A data type search will look for all the data items of a particular
type. For example, you know what you want is a spreadsheet but
at the moment you cannot recall what title you gave it or what
folder you put it in. Select data type from the retrieve hy)
branch of the folder middle mouse button popup menu.
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In the Select Data Types QBox, search path: allows you to
choose whether to just search the folder hierarchy starting with
the selection in the folder you are in, or to search the entire
center. In the data types: freld, you may select any number of the
data types. Select accept to initiate the search. If any items of
the selected tyryes are found, an origin cursor will prompt you to
open a holder containing all those items.

label and fulltext search

A label or full text search is useful when you just know the title of
an item or want to find all items in a center that contain a certain
word in either the title, key words or body text. To initiate this
type of search, select the folder to be searched (the entire center
will be searched if it is initiated from the top level folder with no
selection) and then select search in the retrieve by> branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu.

ln the resulting Searching QBox, you enter what you want to
search for in the Search for field, and select whether to only
search item labels (title only), the full textual contents, or both of
those. For full text searching, you need to choose which data
types you want the full text search to run against. This is because
a full text search can take lots of time so you want to be able to
limit the items searched.

In the above example, a search of all titles and a full text search
of all text items will be done for the word 'airports'. The items
that are found as a result of this search will be returned in a
holder.

acccPt canccl Dailout

Scarch for airportl \
Search typc titlc only full text
Itcm typcs document outline d at ab ase

rcPort PrG1.ie*- form

Searching
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center search from a data item

Once you are in a data item you might want to search your
Information Centers for some data that you can use in the report
you are cumently writing. All text panes in data windows in the
Analyst provide the menu item search on their middle mouse
button menu. This will frrst allow you to select the center you
want to search and then, using the same search capability
described above, to search the selected center for any occurrence
of the desired phrase.

\-/

connection tracinq

Data items can be related to one another by links or connections
that you the user have made. These connections can be traced by
using the connections function of the right mouse button menu
in any Analyst data window. A holder will be created listing all of
the other items linked to the one you made the connections
request from.

\-,
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Alternative views on a center

structure tree browser

There are at least four ways, other than opening folders, to look
at the contents of an Information Center. A structure tree browser
graphically shows the current interconnections between items in
the center. A structure list uiew will present the contents of a
center in an outline format. A tree menu on the contents of an
Information Center can be obtained from several locations. Each
of these alternative views will be discussed below.

A structure tree browser graphically displays all the items
connected to the starting item by one or more types of links. This
is the only window that allows you to actually see the structure of
link types other than contains, which is the link type used to
defrne the hierarchy of folder contents.

Start by frnding and selecting the item you want as the root of the
graph in an Information Center folder. You can graph the entire
Information Center (not including inbox and trash) by being in
the top level folder (the one labeled 'centername Info Center')
with nothing selected. Select structure tree from the display>
branch of the folder middle mouse button menu.

You will get the following connection type QBox with the default
values as shown. If you have created your own link types, they
will appear in the list after keyword.

o

retneve structure
o$s referenc
connections

st
up cate

ut
copy

accept cancel DailOut

Layout Style: horizontal
Forvaril LinB Typcs: nonc all l@ d atabase keyrrord
Backrrard Link Types: i$tt+;ilffi! ;u*.9##*iinone

Shov any of thcsc conncction typet
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Analyst D emo connections
Link TYpe: [r-:ontains]Activity: [select]

S .s.nalyst Logo

$ Ealloon

lL Fishes

S ,ihost Eustersfi I*te Inrages

6 PepFer

€ .qrnalltolP. E allo,:n

S lJnicarn

trl ontinental TJE htap

E/orld htapf3 Maps
fi AnalystDemo

El The Analystfi Outlines

s
s
S LnsEf Photos - L.and

s
s

fi Eictures

It Carot at Her ''ifr-rrf.statinn

E,:trbs,:i

Layout Style: allows you to select in which direction the
graphical browser will be layed out. For browsing over any
structure that has more than a few elements it is better to use the
vertical choice. You may also select which link directions and
link types you want to view. Both of the Forward and
Backward Link Types: frelds are multiple choice unless all or
none is selected. AIter selecting the desired parameters, select
accept. After some thought, the origin cursor will appear to
prompt you to frame the structure tree browser window. A
structure tree window from the AnalystDemo Information
Center is shown below as an example.

\-/
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window layout

Every structure tree browser window has two panes. The /in&
controls pane at the top contains two menu choice fields,
Activity: and I ink Type. The graph pane below it contains the
graphical display. The label of each item is displayed in a box.
Each link between items is displayed as a line with an arrowhead
at its midpoint to indicate the direction.

Depending on the size of the window and the size of the graph,
this pane may show only a portion of the graph at a time. To see
another area of the graph, you need to use the scroll option on
the middle button menu in that pane.

The values in the two fields of the link controls pane determine
what will happen when the left mouse button is pressed in the
graph pane.

selectinq items and the middle button menu

When Activity: is set to its default value, select, clicking the left
mouse button while the cursor is over an item will cause it to be
selected. Many of the middle mouse button menu options in the
graph pane operate on the selected item. The menu options that
require a selection are: open, copy, cut, links, move> one
item, move) branch, and utilities> spawn tree. The
hardcopy option will operate on the selection, or if nothing is
selected, hardcopies the graphic pane. All of the other menu
options do not care what is selected. For the details of using each
menu option, see the "structure tree browser middle button
menu" section of this chapter.
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addinq and removinq links

To change the value of Aetivity: or Link Type:, press either the
left or middle mouse button down while the cursor is over the
Iield value and select from the resulting menu.

In this window, links between items are created or removed by:

a. Setting the value of Activity: to either add or remove.

b. Setting the value of the Link Type freld to the type of link to
be added or removed.

c. Pressing the left mouse button down with the cursor is over
the item the link comes from (the item will become
highlighted).

d. Continuing to hold the button down while moving the cursor
to the item the link goes to (it will also become highlighted).

e. Releasing the mouse button

If the activity is add and no error is given, a link will be
displayed between the two items. If the activity is remove and a
link of the indicated type and direction does not exist, no action
will be taken. Otherwise the display of the link will be erased. If
you now go back into regular Information Center folders, they
will be updated to reflect any changes.

filterinq which link tvoe3 are shown

If you initially asked for more than one link type to be graphed,
you can redisplay the existing graph showing a different set of
link types by using the u"lities> frIter links option in the graph
pane's middle mouse button menu.

Since links of a particular type are frequently widely dispersed in
an Information Center, it might be impossible to get more than
one of them in any one graph window unless you also graph
contains or another link type. Once the graph is drawn, however,
you probably could not tell which link is of what type without
being able to frlter the display.

\-/
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Link Type: [contains]Activity

emov

Analyst D emo connections

add
ItilI''I
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structure list view

Displays the hierarchical structure of the Information Center in
outline form. This make a convenient hardcopy format for
viewing the structure of an Information Center and it a useful
tool for finding an item by its title.

Every structure list view has a middle mouse button popup menu
with two available options. You can select any item in the
structure list and then use the popup menu.

open allows you to view the selected item

hardcopy enables you to print the selected item without first
opening it for viewing. If there is no selection, you can hardcopy
the structure list view itself.

tree menu access

]rfa
trl ''r:.I,lf1r-1

trl tl,:tttinefltal TJS ],..[ap

tf L,[ap E,atat:ases

4fl T-rE fities Bata

4fl L.fap tlities
4fl l.ileather Eatil
4fl TrucF.s

4fl Weather Fr'lflt

Structure of Maps

There are now several places where a tree menu on the contents
of an Information Center can be obtained. Selecting an item in
one of these menus will cause the item to be opened - providing
a quick way to get to something without opening all the folders
between it and the top level of the Information Center. They also
provide a quick means of browsing the structure of an
lnformation Center.
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direct menu access

The direct menu button in every Information Center folder
window brings up a tree menu which displays the contents of that
folder on the top level of the menu, with the contents of each
folder within it available at the next level of the menu, and the
contents of each folder within it on the next level, and so on.
Bring the menu up by pressing the left mouse button while the
cursor is over direct. By highlighting a folder in the menu and
then sliding to the right, the contents of that folder will be
displayed at the next level. Each level of the menu becomes
scrollable if there are lots of items in it. If the mouse button is
released while an item is selected on the rightmost displayed
level of the tree, that item will be opened.

lnformation access window

If you click the middle mouse button while the cursor is over the
name of a center in the window obtained by selecting
Information Centers on the system middle mouse button menu,
the top level folder of that Information Center will be the root of
the resulting tree menu.

\-/

\-/
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link menus access

A more complex tree menu which displays all the items
connected to the root item and also the link type and direction of
each connection is available in two places:

a. The title tab of any Analyst window.
If you press the middle mouse button while the cursor is
inside the area of the title tab on any Analyst window, the
Information Center item being displayed in the window will
be the root of the resulting tree menu. This means the top
level of the menu will consist of the items which are directly
connected to the item in the window. You will see where the
item is within the structure of the center from the point of
view of the item.

b. The links menu option in the structure tree browser window.
By using this menu option on a selected item, the selected
item will be the root of the resulting tree menu.

In these menus, the link type is displayed in parentheses next to
the label of the item. The link type is displayed to the left of the
label if it is a forward link from the level above. The link type is
displayed to the right of the label if it is a backwards connection.

ln the picture above, the data item Continental US Map has a
forward keyword type link to the key word Dap, and a forward
database type link to the database US Cities. [t has a backwards
contains link to the Maps folder because it is located in t]re Maps
folder.

Moving to the right of the Maps folder, the connections to the
Maps folder were displayed on the next level of the menu. It
shows that the Maps folder contained two maps and a Map
Databases folder. It also has a keyword link to the map key word.
It has a backwards contains link to the AnalystDemo folder,
because that is the folder it is located in.

('lreywordl € rnap
i'ctatabasai cfl US Citiesl

{containsi Elorlrl htap
(contains) El Continental rJE ]vfaF

(contdns) cfl TJE tlitias
(contains) 4fl '.r,IeEther tr'ata(lteyword) { map

fi AnalystDefno {'conrains)

I

(contsins) 1fl 1r.Iorl,1 Cities
(lt eywrrrd) 4 tnap,latahsse
fi l"taps i'c'lntainsl
I Datatases i']ontains!

Conti

f1 Maps (contains)

Pnt I T IS

icontains) I Map Datntrases

icontainsi 4fl lVeather Front

I
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Moving to the right of the Map Databases folder, the connections
to it were displayed in a scrollable menu (notice the little scroll
bar). \[Ie could theoretically continue moving to the right forever,
moving back and forth and repeating paths through the center,
but in reality Analyst would eventually run out of the resources
necessary for remembering all the menus.

\-/

Folder command bar

in box

trash

Every folder has a command bar in it with frve functions
available for convenient access: in box, trash, key words, sort,
and direet.

Provides access to the in box of this Information Center. The in
box is the default receiving folder for the Information Center.
Each center has its own in box. Data items can be filed into
Information Centers by a key word match from external sources.
The in box receives any item which does not have a key word
match with the key word of a folder when it is sent to an
Information Center for frling.

Move the cursor over the in box choice on the command bar and
click the left mouse button. An origin cursor will appear allowing
you to locate and frame the in box. The in box folder has its own
special middle mouse button menu, which is described in detail in
the "in box folder menu" section later in this chapter.

Provides access to the trash folder of this Information Center.
Each center has its own trash folder. The trash folder collects all
data items cut from the Information Center which are not f-rled in
any other folder in the Information Center. This gives you an
opportunity to determine final dispensation, and to recover items
accidently cut.

To view the trash, select trash from the command bar. An origin
cursor will prompt you to locate and frame the trash folder. The
trash folder has its own special middle mouse button menu,
which is described in detail in the "trash folder menu" section
later in this chapter.

\-,

I\-/

in box tfash key words soft direct

D ocumentation I nfo Center
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key words Creates a holder containing all the key words known to this
Information Center. Using the holder, you can select a key word
and get a list of all data items connected to it.

To view the key words in an lnformation Center, select key
words from the folder command bar. Frame the resulting holder
to see the listed key words. The key word holder has its own
special middle mouse button menu, which is described in detail in
the "keyword holder middle mouse button menu" section later in
this chapter.

sort Alphabetizes the folder contents list.

Select sort from the command bar. The list of entries in the folder
will be arranged in alphanumeric order. A useful effect of this
sort is that the data types will also be grouped together.

direct This function provides a menu approach to browsing or opening
the items in an Information Center. It will start at the folder you
are in and present its contents as the top level of a tree menu,
with the contents of its folders as subrnenus.

Select direct from the command bar and while holding the left
mouse button down traverse the tree menu until you {ind the
item you want. Release the mouse button and that item will be
opened for you.

For more information, see the sub - section of this chapter
entitled "direct menu access" within the section "Alternative
views on a center'1
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Folder middle mouse button menu

lYhen the cursor is located anywhere within the contents list
pane of a folder window, pressing on the middle mouse button
obtains a tree menu of the folder's content manipulation
functions

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle mouse button menu- This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

o structure tree
structute list

fetrreve oss referenc
connectionsu e

copy
cut

e
tename

reclassify
hardcopy

create )
maintenance)
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backup selection

Concept Backup an item, folder, or entire Information Center to a

directory matching the user's Analyst login name on a file server'

Procedure To backup a particular data item or folder, select that item in a
folder list. To backup the entire Information Center, go to the top
level folder of the center and make sure nothing in it is selected'
Then select backup selection from the maintenance ) branch
of the folder middle mouse button menu. A Set File Server
Name QBox will appear. If it is not already selected (the default),
select the name of the file server to use and accept.

If you are on a Xerox workstation, you will be prompted to open a

window on the underlying operating system so that you can track
the progress of your backup request. You will not be able to do

anything else until this request has been completed.

Effect Each file associated with the current selection is copied to the file
server unless a frle of the same name and the same or newer
creation date is already there.

The System Administration documentation contains exact
details on how this works and on what frles and
directoriedfolders need to be set up for this command to function
properly.

Related topics frle server, System Administration

centerfo mhardco
ueate

edit link

ss o!v fpa
eTuructstv

s

to
u o

etem late
e name t

sen select lon

maintenance)

selectionbacku
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change password

\-/

\-,

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allows the owner of an Information Center to change its
password. Only the owner of an Information Center may change
its password. Any one else will see the following notifier.

the s name

Select change password from the maintenance) branch of
the folder middle mouse button rnenu. Type the new password
followed by a carriage return into the fill - in that appears.

l

The password of the Information Center is changed, but the
change will not become permanent until the center is saved. Once
it has been saved, anyone other than the owner who attempts to
open the center will be required to provide the new password.

hardco centerro
create

structure
edit link
vefl

to
o u o

e tem late

backup selection
send selection

e name

Ctick mouse to continue.
thisOnly rnf,y change passwotd,

Chan*e the iflfornation ceilter password,
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close info center

passlYor
ve structure

t

Concept Saves, closes all the windows, and removes from memory the
Information Center from which this menu choice is made.

Procedure Select close info center from the maintenance) branch of the
folder middle mouse button menu.

Effect Every open window of the Information Center, and every data
item open on the screen from it, will be closed- If any of the open
items have been altered and not yet saved, the user will be
notilied with a request to take appropriate action with that data
item before the center will be closed.

When all of the pending actions on the data items have been
completed, the center will be saved to disk and removed from
memory.

o center
restote info center

savecut
ste

rename
reclassi
hardco

tu ename mfo center
destro info center

ffeate )

close m o center

matntenance)
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connections

Concept Displays all the other items connected by any kind of link to the
selected item.

Procedure Select the desired item in the folder, then select connections
from the display > branch of the folder middle mouse button
menu.

This will open a connections holder listing all the items linked to
the selected item. (Except that connections to the in box, trash,
and top level folder of the center will NOT be listed). For
example, the holder shown below shows the connections on a
folder named Charts.

The connections holder has a PoPuP menu enabling further
manipulation of the listed items. Make folder is the only
function available in holders that is not also available in folders'
It will convert this temporary holder into a folder which may be

filed in the Information Center.

\-/

\-/
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ret f leYe
structure tree
structure list
oss referenup e

copy
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copy

Concept Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into the clipboard'
This doesn't create a new item; it allows additional references to
the same item to be placed into other folders.

Procedure Select an item from a folder, then select copy from the folder
middle mouse button menu.

Effect Creaies another reference to the same item. You can then paste it
into other folders in this center and/or in other centers. Some tool
windows also allow pasting copied Information Center items. The
diagram below shows that after a copy and paste, 'Some Data
Item' is still the same data item, just referenced from another
location.

open
display

retrieve )
up cate
copy

1

cut
P.ste

coF U copg
cut

psrte

@ rolder g

some 0at3 ltem

Some Oata ttem's file
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create >
\-/

\-/

This option enables you to create a new empty data item and
place it directly in an Information Center folder. Not all the data
item types can be created this way, usually because they cannot
be created empty. This option also allows creation of a new
Information Center containing everything in the current
selection.

create new item or folder Fill in the QBox that appears when any of the data item types are
selected. A new empty data item of the selected type will be
created and opened. The newly created item will be inserted into
the contents list of the folder just above the current selection. If
nothing is selected, the new item will pe added to the bottom of
the list. This allows the user to position data items exactly where
desired within a folder.

Crcate nclr form

accept cancel trilOut
Name

Key*'orilr

XBcgXPerr XPrivIntClarrification
xsrs Vlrta liiii:flControls
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create ) (continued)

info center from selection Select info center from selection from the create) branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu and type the name and any
password you want inbo the resulting QBox, then select accept.
A new Information Center will be created with the current
selection as its top level folder's contents. An origin cursor will
appear to prompt placement of the top level folder of the new
center.

Add resr information center for [your name]

acccPt canccl b ail0ut

Name:

Pasr*'ord:

Ifew fnfo Center
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cross references

Concept Displays where the selected item is in all the Information
Centers.

Procedure Select the item you want to find all other references to and then
select cross referenees from the display> branch of the folder
middle mouse button menu.

The QBox that next appears enables you to select whether the
cross reference list is to be made from from the Information
Center you are in, or from all Information Centers'

Effect If there are any cross references and this center was selected to
be searehed, the other references will be displayed in a folder' [f
all centers was selected, a text window will appear with a report
of all the cross references found-

This was the result of looking for all references to Continental US Map:

'Continental US Map' is in folder'Maps' in center'AnalystDemo'
'Continental US Map' is in folder Maps' in center 'Demonstration'

\-/
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o
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cut

Concept Cuts the selected item from the folder and puts it in the clipboard
and trash.

Procedure Select an item in a folder, then select cut from the folder middle
mouse button menu.

Effect Removes the selected item from the folder it is in and places it in
the elipboard. It will also place the selection in the center's trash
bin. It will be removed from the trash if you subsequently paste it
in a folder.

)

e
rename

reclassifu
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data type
\-,

\-/

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Enables you to search for a data item if you know what type of
data it is. For example, if you know it's a chart, all the charts in
the Information Center will appear in a holder-

Setect dete type from the retrieve by ) branch of the folder
middle mouse button PoPUP menu.

Before the search begins you will get a QBox enabling you to
select which types of datayou want to search for'

Selecting center will cause the search to include everything in
the Information Center. Selecting selection starts the search
from the selection in the folder you are in, or at the folder you

came from if no specifrc data item is selected' You may select
more than one item tfrpe to search for. You will get a holder
containing all the items found.

Displays in a holder a list of all the data items of the specified
data types found in that Information Center following the

specilied search Path.

open
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folders
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search

copy
cut
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destroy info center

Concept The owner of an Information Center may destroy it and the data
that it contains.

Procedure Select destroy info center from the maintennnce ) branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu. Since this is potentially
one of the most drastic things that you can do in the system, there
is a confrrmer that will appear giving you a chance to reconsider.

This will DESTROY the Conrad Inforrnation Centet,
Are You Sure?

yes -.1.E-- no

Effect Destroys the Information Center and deletes from the disk every
data item contained in that center that is not also referenced by
another center. Data items referenced by other centers are left on
the disk. The process of destroying a center may take awhile
because it needs to check for each data item in all the other
centers.

cut
e restore info center

close info centet
ename info center

save m o centef

rename
reclassifu
hardco

ffeate passwot
structurevetmaintenailce)

info centerdestro
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duplicate

Concept Sometimes it is desirable to make a completely separate new copy

of an item which can be edited without alfecting the original'

Select the desired item in the folder and select duplicate from
the folder middle mouse button menu. A QBox will appear for
entry of a label and key words for the duplicate item. If the item
being duplicated is a Spreadsheet, you will be required to provide
a label which has not been used for any other Spreadsheet'

If the item being duplicated is a folder, the follo''ing confirmer
will appear. If you want to duplicate the folder and any folders
within it, but leave out the data items within them, then select
copy only structure. If you want to make a duplicate of every
item in the content hierarchy of the selected folder, then select
structure and contents. Be careful with the later, since it may
take lots of time and disk space, depending on what is being
duplicated.

Which type of fotder coPY

copy only structure structure 6,ftr.1 cofitents

Iluplicates the selected item and puts the new item into the
clipboard and trastr, ready to be pasted wherever needed'

\-/

\-/

Procedure

Effect

1
roPg
cut

Peste

'Jtttrliq:.lte fol,ler a
coPg
cr.tt

ateduplic

p.rite

FoHer e

Hnother ltem

Rnother ttem's filesome 0ata ltem's file
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tedit link types

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allow the user to create or destroy link types' When two items in
an Information Center are connected by a link, the t1rye of the
link defines the nature of the relationship between the items'

Select edit link types from the maintenance> branch of the
folder middle mouse button menu.

The resultant QBox has two fields. To create a new link type'
tfrpe the name for the link t1rye in the Add Connection Type:
Iield and accept the QBox. To delete one or more existing link
t1ryes, select the name(s) of the link type(s) to remove in the
Remove Connection Type field and then accept the QBox' A
confrrmer will appear for each link type being deleted'

Adds or deletes an Information Center link type. When a link
t1rye is deleted, all of the links of that type between items in the
Information Center are also removed.

o centerTO mhardco
ffeate e passwor

strttctuteveil

ocOC
to

u
e tem late

backup selection
send selection

e name

accept c ancel tailout
Aild Connection TYpe: acquaifltaflct \
Remove Connection TYPc: murce coll ater al reference

Information Center Connections
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file name list

Concept Lists into a simple text window all the frle names associated with
the current selection.

Procedure Select file name list from the maintcnance ) branch of the
folder middle mouse button menu.

Effect A simple text window is opened which contains the list of all file
names associated with the current selection. The file names are
separated by spaces. This list can be particularly useful to system
administrators to use in moving or backing up files and/or
debugging problems.

\-/

\-/

o centerfohardco
ffeate passwot

structute
edit link t

v
s

letemto
o un o

late

end
noect Ielsba up

ectI oI ness

maintenance>

file name list
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folders

Concept Creates a single list containing all of the folders in the current
selection.

Procedure Select a folder and then select folders from the retrieve by)
branch of the folder middle mouse button menu-

Effect Opens a holder window that contains every folder in the current
selection. If nothing is selected in the top level folder of the
center, every folder in the center will be listed- This allows you to
directly access a folder without having to follow the frling scheme

the center has. If a data item was selected, the system will ask
whether it should be oPened.

open
dis

wor

search
data type

ems
duplicate

copy
cut

paste
rename

retileYe
folders

)
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open
display

retrieve

copy
cut

up cate

ste
rename

reclassi

ffeate
enance

I copy

hardcopy

\-,

\-/

Concept

. Frocedure

Effect

Allows a hardcopy to be made of a selected data item without
having to open the item. If a folder is selected, allows making a
hardcopy of a representation of the structure or a hardcopy of
each item.

Select the item and then select hardcopy from the folder middle
mouse button menu. If the selected item is a folder, choose from
strrrcture or each item. If the item can be hardcopied directly in
this manner (without opening it) a Hardcopy QBox will appear.
If you chose to hardcopy each item in a folder, the QBox will
appear in turn for each item that can be hardcopied directly.

The selected item is hardcopied. The structure of a folder is
printed in a format similar to the representation displayed in a
structure list view.
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items

Concept Creates a single list containing every daba item in a selected
folder.

Procedure Select a folder and then select items from the retrieve by>
branch of the folder middle mouse button menu.

Effect Opens a holder window that contains every data item in the
current selection. If nothing is selected in the top level folder of
the center, every data item in the center will be listed. This
allows you to directly access a item without having to frnd it in
the liling scheme of the center. If a data item was selected, the
system will ask whether it should be opened.

open
dis

folders
sy lvor

e
SEATC

data t

copy
cut

e

up cate

rename
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key words

Concept Enables construction and use of a query for searching an
Information Center or selected folder by key words.

To search the entire Information Center, go to the top level folder
and do not select anything. Otherwise, select the folder to search
hierarchically. Select key words from the retrieve by ) branch
of the folder middle mouse button menu.

Unless the items in the selection have no key words, a querier
will appear. The querier contains two menus. The lirst is a list of
the possible key words. The second is a list of four conjunctions to
use between the key words.

For example, you can sPecify that you want every item that has

the key word styles and not templates- When you have formed
the query you want, select ACCEPT. If any matches to the query
are found, an origin cursor will prompt you to open a holder
containing them.

Creates a holder containing every item in the selection that
matches the criteria specilied in the query. If the selected item is
not a folder, the user will be given the option of opening the item'

\-,

\-/

Procedure

Effect

dis
open

--folders
items
search

data type

duplicate
copy
cut

paste
rename

rettieve by )k words

A

hackspace
c anEe I

ACCEPT lteywordsEnter q

or not

0r
an

srylel
anrJ n0t
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lock/unlock

Concept

Procedure

Effeqt

A toggle switch which allows the owner of an Information Center
to lock or unlock selected items. [f an item is locked only the
owner of the center will see it. The item will not appear in the
center when the logged in user is anyone other than the center
owner.

Select a data item from the list, then select loch/unlock from the
mqintennnce> branch of the folder middle mouse button menu.

If the user is not the center owner, a notifier will appear and
nothing more will happen. If the item was not locked, the word
llockedl will appear between the icon and the label of the selected
item indicating to the owner that this item is now locked. tf the
item was locked, the word 0ockedl is removed from the label of
the item and other users will again have access to it.

o centerTOhardco
ffeate e passwor

structurevet
edit link

e tem ateto

backup selection
send selection

e name

lock/unlo

malntenance)
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open

Concept Display the contents of tlre curent selection-

Select the item in the folder that you want to view- Select open
from the folder middle rnouse button menu. Frame the window on
the screon.

v

V

Procedurc

Eff€Gt Disptaya the selected item in the appropriate tool window
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paste

Concept If the contents of the clipboard is an lnformation Center item,
this will place it in the folder.

Procedure The position that the pasted item will occupy in the folder is
determined by the current selection in the folder. The item will be
inserted into the folder above the position of the cument selection.
If there is no selection the item will be placed at the bottom of the
list. When you have the desired location in the folder selected,
choose paste on the folder middle mouse button menu.

Effect If the clipboard contains an Information Center item which is not
already in the folder, it will appear in the folder at the indicated
location.

cut

rename
reclassifu

paste
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cut
e

rename
asslrecl

Analvst User Guide

reclassify

Concept

Procedure

Changes the classilication of those item types that have a user
settable classilication. The user can not set the classifrcation of a
database, outline, document or folder because those items aquire
their classifrcation from their contents.

Select a data item from a folder, then select reclassify from the
folder middle mouse button menu. If the item can be classifred by
the user you will see the following QBox, except that the possible
choices in Classifrcation and Controls may be different' (Those

choices depend on the Classification Scheme being used, which is
determined by a System Administrator).

\-/

\-,

The initial values in the QBox will be the current settings from
the item. You may change the name and key words of the item as

well as setting the classification- Change them to be what you

want now and accePt the QBox.

Effect The new name, key words, and classifrcation are applied to the *-'
selected item

accGPt c atrccl Dailout

a f,ata item tNamc

Keyworfls

Person alIntern al

Senritive
Cl atsification

MemoDr aftControls No Copy

Registered,

Eilit thit text's label
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rename

Concept Allows changing of the name or key words of the selected item.

Procedure Select an item from a folder, then select rename.

The original name and key words aPPear as the initial values in
the QBox. Enter the name and any key words you want into the
QBox, then select accept. The Keywords line has a menu choiee
key words on the middle mouse button menu that will bring up
a querier containing the list of key words currently available in
this center. This is useful for remembering exactly what
keywords are already in use. You may select them from this list
without having to type them in again.

Effect The name and key words of the selected item will be changed. If
the item is a spreadsheet you will be required to enter a name
which has not already been used for a spreadsheet. Occasionally,
a data item will have been renamed in another Information
Center but the old name will still appear in the center you are in.
Itlhen you select rename, the QBox will show the new name as
the default.

cut
e

reclassifu
rename

Edit this selection's I aDel

acccpt canccl Dailout

Namc

Keyworils report

eports
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rename info Genter

Concept Allows the owner of an Information Center to rename it'

\-/

\-/

Procedure Close any windows that are open on data items in the Information
Center. Select rename info center from the maintenance >
branch of the folder middle mouse button menu' If you are the
owner of the center, a confirmer will appear.

Renarne Misc Inforrnation Center?

yes flo

If you select Y€s, enter the new name in the resulting
fill-in-the-blank and then type a carriage return or select
accept.

trlew infotmation cefltet flarfle?

A

Effest The Information Center will be saved and then renamed to the

new name.

cut
e restore info center

close info center

save m o ceiltet

centerto

rename
reclassifu
hatdco

cfeate ) passwor
structuteT

rename lnfo centet

maintenance)
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restore info center

Concept Restores the Information Center to its last saved structure'

Procedure Select restore info center from the maintenance> branch of
the folder middle mouse button menu.

Effect Besets the Information Center structure to its last saved state'

save info Genter

o centersave Icut
e

ename info center
info centet

close o center

estro

rename
reclassi
hardco

fy

ffeate passwor
structute

restore info center

maintenailce)

cut
e

close info center
ename info centet

info centet

restore m o center

stro

rename
reclassifu
hardco

cfeate passwor
structutevet

t

save infri centet

maintenance)

Concept Saves the Information Center structure to a file.

Procedure Select save info center from the maintenance) branch of the
folder middle mouse button menu.

Effest Writes the current state of the Information Center to its disk {ile.
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search

Concept Enables frnding an item with only partial information- For
example, yotr can search by tfrying in a partial title or a key word.

Procedure To search the entire Information Center, go to the top level folder
and do not select anything. Otherwise, select the folder to search
hierarchically. Select retrieve by > search from the middle
mouse button popup menu.

A QBox for specifying the details of the search will appear. In
Seareh for, enter the piece of text you want to look for- If Search
type is title only, the label and the key words of each item will be

searched. If search type is fuU text, then all the textual contents
of the items with a data type selected in the types in ltem Epes
list will be searched. (The ltem types freld becomes active only if
a full text search will be done). If both is selected, both titles and
keywords and all the text of the indicated item types will be
searched.

Effect If any items match the specilied search, a holder containing those
items will be created and an origin cursor will prompt framing
the window.

v'

\-,

open
dis

ey wor
folders
itemscopy

cut
e

u cete

a
rename

seaf

)rettieve

accept cancel Dailout

Scarch for A

Scarch typc full tcxt both

Item types :r*rffi rrffi i:il:iii:iirt iiii

Searching
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send selection

Concept Sends data items to other Analyst users.

Procedure Select the data item from the folder that you want to sent to
another user, then select send seleetion from the
maintenance) branch of the folder middle mouse button menu'
Depending on how your network has been confrgured, a Set
FileServer Name QBox may appear for you to designate the
location of the other user's mailbox. After accepting it, or if that
step was unnecessary, You will see a QBox listing all of the other
users that you can send data to. Select the names that you want to
send the item to and accept the QBox.

If you are on a Xerox workstation, you will be promped to open a
window on the underlying operating system so that you can track
the progress of your send request. You will not be able to do
anything else until this request has been completed or you abort
it using that option on the middle button menu.

Effect \ffhen sending is complete, each selected user can get the items
you have sent by using fetch new files in their Scavenge
Information Center. See the "scavenge center" section for details.

o centerfohardco
ffeate passwor

structute
edit link t

to
c un o

e tem late

backu selection
e name

maintenance)

send select ron
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structure list

Concept Displays the hierarchical structure of the Information Center in
outline form.

Procedure Select the folder you want to see, select display ) structure list
from the middle mouse button menu and then frame the window.

Every structure list folder has a middle mouse button menu with
two available options. You can select any item in the structure
list and then use the menu.

open allows you to view the selected item-

hardcopy enables you to print the selected item without frrst
openingit for viewing. tf no selection is present, the structure list
view itself may be hardcoPied.

Related topic "structure list view"

\-/

\-/

o
sttuctute tree

ret f leve
erenoss r

connections
up cate
copy

Ma
g World
$l Continental US Map
Ef Map Databases

4fl US Cities Data

cfl Map Cities
4fl Weather Data

4fl Truclts
4fl Weather Front
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structure tree

Concept Graphically display items and the connections between them in
an Information Center.

Procedure To get a structure tree browser window for a folder,
first select it, then select structure tree from the display>
branch of the folder middle mouse menu. If you want to display
the entire folder as a structure tree browser make sure that no
item is selected and the browser will start at that folder. AIter
selecting thd desired parameters in the QBox, select accept. An
origrn ctrsior will prompt you to frame the window. A simple
structure tree is shown as an example-

Item Types connections
Activity: [sclect] Lfurr rype: [contains]

B Item Types

Efl Goltt Reserves Text

S Continental US Map

gfi Smalltalk Ballootl

l6f US Gold Resctves Chattfi Item Types

EE Irnage-Manipulatot

4f Employee List

E Facts About The AnalYst

E Aquariunr Forrn

A more detailed description of this window can be found earlier in
this chapter in the section titled "structure tree browser" which is
within "Alternate views on a center". Details of the menu choices
available in the structure tree window are described in the
"structure tree browser middle mouse button" section later in
this chapter.

o

retrreve ) structure
oss reference
connections

st
u cate
copy

) structure treeIdis
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toggle template

Concept

Procedure

Effect

A data item may be designated as a template so that opening it
will actually cause a copy to be made and opened. Making an item
a template protects it from modihcation while allowing it to be' used as the basis for the creation of many new items.

Select a data item and then select toggle template from the
maintenance) branch of the folder middle mouse button menu
to switch it to a template or to change it back to not being a
template.

If the selected data item was not a template, the [templatel
designation will be added to the display of the item's label.
Opening the item will cause a duplicate to be made and opened.
The duplicate item is temporary s, il the user chooses to save it
the system will require it to be frled into a center and, if the user
closes it without saving, it will be destroyed.

If the item was already a template, the [templatel word will be

removed from the display of the item label.

\-/

\-,

o centErfo mhardco
ffeate passwot
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e name st

maintenance)

toggle tem e
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verify structure

Concept Confrrms that all items contained in this Information Center are
referenced.

Select verify structure from the mqintenance > branch of the
folder middle mouse button menu.

Confirms that all items contained in the Information Center are
referenced. tf any unreferenced items are found, they are placed
into the inbox'of the center. If no unreferenced items are found
tfie user sees the followingnotifier.

Procedure

Effect

hardco centefto
ffeate sswor

t es
OC

to
o

tem late

backup selection
send selection

e name t

maintenance> ver structute

This center is OK
Cliclr moutc to continuc.
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ln box middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the contents list
pane of the in box folder window, pressing on the middle mouse

button obtains a popup menu of the in box's content manipulation
functions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu' This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

\-/

\-/

directtfashin lrox
o

copy
cut

destro

u cate

rename
eclassify

hardco
cut

ffi Gantt Chart
ffi Sienal-Processing

Piersol In Box
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copy

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Makes a copy of the selected data item and places it into the
clipboard. This doesn't create a new data item; it allows
additional references to the same data item to be placed into other
folders.

Select an item in the in box, then select copy from the middle
mouse button menu.

Creates another reference to the same data item. You can then
paste the reference into other folders in this center and/or in
other centers. Once it is pasted into another folder in the same
lnformation Center, it will automatically be removed from the in
box.

o
u e

cut
destro
rename
eclassify

hardco
cut a
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o
e

co
up

destto
rename
eclassify

hardco
cut

Analvst User Guide

cut

Concept

\-/

Cuts the selected item from the in box and puts it in the clipboard
and trash.

Select an item in the in box, then select cut from the in box

middle mouse button menu.

Bemoves the selected item from the in box and places it in the
clipboard. It will also place the selection in the center's trash bin' \-,
This insures that this item will not be lost if the user forgets to Y
paste this item into a folder. It will be removed from the trash if it
is subsequently pasted into a folder.

Procedure

Effect
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cut all

Concept Cuts all of the items from the in box.

Procedure Select cut all from the in box folder middle mouse button menu.

Effest Removes all the items from the in box and places them in the
center's trash folder. If the clipboard is set to keep a single entry
(the default), the last item in the list will be left in the clipboard-
If the ctipboard is keeping multiple entries GIFO or FIFO), then
all the items cut will be placed in the clipboard in the order in
which they appeared in the in box's contents list.

o
duplicate

copy
cut

destroy
rename

reclassify
hardcopy
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destroy

Concept Destroy is used to permanently remove the file of a data item
from the disk.

Procedure Select the item that you want to remove from the disk and then
select destroy from the in box middle mouse button menu' Since
this command will eliminate that data item forever, verilication
will be required.

Destroy witt refiroue I:CZ frorn the disk, Are you sure?

yes -1f no

Effect The frle corresponding to the selected item is removed from the
disk.

\,/

v

o
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copy
cut

rename
eclassify

hardco
cut

destto
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duplicate

Concept Sometimes it is desirable to make a completely separate new copy
of a data item which can be edited without affecting the original'

Select the desired data item in the in box and then select
duplicate from the middle mouse button menu. A QBox will
appear for entry of a label and key words for the duplicate item' If
the item being duplicated is a Spreadsheet, you will be required
to provide a label which has not been used for any other
Spreadsheet.

After the QBox is accepted, the selected data item is duplicated,
creating a totally new data item on the disk. The new data item is
put into the clipboard and the trash, ready to be pasted into any
folder.

Effect Creates a new separate data item.

Procedure

o

copy
cut

destto

hardco

rename
eclassify

cut a

u Icate

ln Bo*

Some oata I

-

coPg
cut

destrog

liu.rte,J fi rolder duplicate
copu
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finothEr ltem
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hardcopy

Concept Allows a hardcopy to be made of the selected item without having
to open the item.

Procedure Select a data item, then seleet hardcopy from the in box middle
mouse button menu. Fill out the hardcoPy QBox that will appear'

Effect The selected item is hardcopied.

v'

\-/

o
duplicate

copy
cut

destroy
rename

reclassifu

cut
hardco

\

\./
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open

Concept Display the contents of the current selection.

Procedure Select the item that you want to view. Select open from the in
box middle mouse button menu. Frame the window on the screen-

Effect Displays the selected data item in the appropriate tool window.

duplicate
copy
cut

destroy
rename

reclassifu
hardcopy

cut a

open
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reclassify

v'

\-/

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Changes the classifrcation of those item t1ryes that have a user
settable classilication. The user can not set the classilication of a
database, outline, document or folder because those items aquire
their classilication from their contents.

Select a data item, then select reclassify from the in box middle
mouse button menu. If the item can be classilied by the user you
will see the following QBox, except that the possible choices in
Classification and Controls may be different. (Those choices
depend on the Classilication Scheme being used, which is
determined by a System Administrator).

The initial values in the QBox will be the current settings from
the item. You may change the name and key words of the item as
well as setting the classification.

The new name, key words, and classilication are applied to the
selected item.

o

copy
cut

up e

destr
tename

hardco
cut

reclassi

acccpt canccl bail0ut

a ,lata itern \Nama

I(cyrrorils

PersonalIntcrnal
Scnsitivc

Clarsification

D[emoControlr Draft No Copy

Regirtered

Eilit this tert's laDcl
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rename

Concept Allows changing of the name or key words of the selected item'

Procedure Select an item in the in box, then select rename.

The original name and key words aPPears as the initial values in
the QBox. Type the name and any key words you leant into the
resulting QBox, then select accept. The Keywords line has a
menu choice key words on the middle mouse button that will
bring up a querier containing the tist of key words currently
available in this center. This is useful for remembering exactly
what key words are already in use. You may select them from
this list without having to type them in again.

Effect The name and key words of the selected item wilt be changed. If
the item is a spreadsheet you will be required to enter a name
which has not already been used for a spreadsheet.
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Trash middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the contents list
pane of the trash folder window, pressing on the middle mouse
button obtains a Popup menu of the trash's content manipulation
functions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu. This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

\-/

\-/
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copy

Concept Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into the clipboard.
This doesn't create a new data item; it allows additional
references to the same data item to be placed into other folders.

Procedure Select an item, then select copy from the trash middle mouse
button menu.

Effect Creates another reference to the same data item- You can then
paste it into other folders in this center and/or in other centers.
Once it is pasted into another folder in the same Information
Center, it will automatically be removed from the trash.
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open
copy
refile

rename
reclassify
hatdcopy

dum all ttash
ronump se

destroy selection

destroy selection

Concept Destroy is used to permanently remove the frle of a data item
from the disk.

Procedure Select the item that you want to remove from the disk and then
select destroy selection from the trash middle mouse button
menu. Since this command will eliminate that data item forever,
the system will check all other Information Centers to insure that
this item is not frled in any other center. If it is not found
elsewhere, the following confirmer will appear. tf it is found
elsewhere, an origin cursor will prompt framing a window which
contains information amount the other locations of the item.

Destroy witt rernove ICz frorn the riisk. Are you sute?

yes -rf, no

Effest The frle corresponding to the selected item is removed from the
disk.

\-/'

\-,
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dump all trash

Procedure

Concept Provides a quick way to empty the trash folder.

Select dump all trash from the trash folder's middle mouse
button menu. The user will be required to conlirm dumping each
non-empty folder that was in the trash.

Effect Removes all the data items from the trash, but leaves the files on
the disk. If no other center references a dumped data item, it can
be recovered and then destroyed or reliled using the Scavenge
center.

open
copy
refile

rename
reclassifu
hardcopy
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TO se nect to
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open
copy
refile

f ename
reclassifu
hardco

dump
selectionto

tras
um se ection

dump selection

Concept Removes the selected item from the trash folder without
destroying any associated files on the disk.

Procedure First select the item you want to remove from the trash and the
seleet dump selection from the trash folder middle mouse
button menu. If the selected item is a non-empty folder, a
confrrmer will appear to make sure you meant to release its
contents.

Effect The selected item will be removed the trash but if it was a data
item or contained data items, those frles will not be removed from
the disk. If no other center references a dumped data item, it can
be recovered and then destroyed or refiled using the Scavenge
center.

\-/

v
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hardcopy

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allows a hardcopy to be made of the selected item without having
to open the item. If a folder is selected, allows making a hardcopy
of a representation of the structure or a hardcopy of each item.

Select a data item from the trash, then select hardeopy from the
trash folder's middle mouse button menu. If the selected item is a
folder, choose from structure or each item. If the item can be
hardcopied directly in this manner (without opening it) a
Hardcopy QBox will appear. If you chose to hardcopy each item
in a folder, the QBox will appear in turn for each item that can be
hardcopied directly.

The selected item is hardcopied. The structure of a folder is
printed in a format similar to the representation displayed in a
structure list view.

o
copy
refile

rename
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durnp all trash
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open

Concept Display the contents of the current selection-

Select the item in the trash that you want to view. Select open
from the trash folder's middle mouse button menu. Frame the
window on the screen.

\-,

\-/

Procedure

Effect Displays the selected item in the appropriate tool window'
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reclassify

Concept Changes the classification of those item t1ryes that have a user
settable classifrcation. The user can not set the classification of a
database, outline, document or folder because those items aquire
their classifrcation from their contents.

Procedure Select a data item and then select reclassify from the trash
middle mouse button menu. If the item can be classilied by the
user you will see the following QBox, except that the possible
choices in Ctassifrcation and Controls may be different. (Those

choices depend on the Classilication Scheme being used, which is
determined by a System Administrator).

E{it tlis tcrt's label

acccpt cancel Drilout

Hernc a data item \
Kcyvoris

Intcrnal PersonalCtesdflcetior
Scnsitivc

&[emoCrntrolr Dreft

I
No Copy

Rcgistered

The initial values in the QBox will be the cument settings from
the item. You may change the name and key words of the item as
well as setting the classification. Change them to be what you
want now and accept the QBox.

Effect The new name, key words, and classifrcation are applied to the
selected item.

o
copy
refile

rename
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refile

Concept Provides an alternative means of moving an item from the trash
into one or more folders in the Information center.

Procedure Select an item in the trash and then select refiIe from the trash
folder's middle mouse button menu.

An origin cursor will appear to prompt framing of a holder
window containing ait the folders in this center. By selecting a
folder and using the fiIe in this folder command on that holder's
middle mouse button menu you will lile the item into that
selected folder. You may then select another folder and repeat the
process to file the item into that folder also. When the item has
been {iled into at least one folder, it will automatically be
removed from the trash folder.

\-/

\-/
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rename

Concept Allows changing of the name or key words of the selected item'

Procedure Select an item in the trash folder, then select rename from the
middle mouse button menu.

The original name and key words apPear as the initial values in
the QBox. Enter the name and any key words you want into the
QBox, then select accept. The Keywords line has a menu choice
key words on the middle mouse button menu that will bring uP

a querier containing the list of key words currently available in
this center. This is useful for remembering exactly what key
words are already in use. You may select them from this list
without having to type them in again.

Eilit this sclection's laDel

accGPt canccl bailOut

Namc

reportKcy*'ords

port

Effect The name and key words of the selected item will be changed- If
the item is a spreadsheet you will be required to enter a name
which has not already been used for a spreadsheet. Occasionally,
a data item will have been renamed in another Information
Center but the old name will still appear in the center you are in.
When you select rename, the QBox will show the new name as
the default.
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Keyword holder middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the contents list
pane of the key word holder window, pressing on the middle
mouse button obtains a popup menu of the key word holder's
content manipulation functions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu' This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

\-/

\-/
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GOnnections

Concept Displays all the data items connected to the selected key word'

Procedure Select the desired key word in the holder, then select
connections from the key word holder's middle mouse button
menu.

This will open a connections holder listing all the items linked to
the selected key word. For example, the holder shown below
shows the connections to a key word named templates.

remove
rename

conilections

@: oirect ti#isort
liiii:i:ili:lil

trash ltey words
itiliili*;I;I Iiil in uox

E templates
fl3 [ternplate] AUG Glossary Tetnplate
B [ternplatel AUG Index Ternptate
Eg [ternplate] AUG Main Text Iemplate
B [ternplate] AUG TOC Template

open
duplicate

co

words
e folder

nnections

searc
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connections

tename
Ielrl0ve

remove

Concept This will remove the selected key word from this center, breaking
all of the key word links to folders and items that had this key
word.

Procedure Select the key word that you want to delete and then select
remove from the key word holder's middle mouse button menu.
Note that there is no conformation required.

Effect The selected key word is removed from the Information Center
and all its connections to folders and items are removed.

\-/

\-/
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rename

Concept Allows editing existing key words to remove redundant or
mispelled key words. This also allows combining two key words
into one.

Procedure Select the key word that you want to change and then select
reneme from the key word holder's middle mouse button menu'
In the resulting QBox, enter the new name for the key word'

Effect If the spelling is changed and the new spelling still forms a
unique key word in the center, then the only effect is that spelling
of that key word is changed.

If, however, the spelling is changed to that of another key word in
the center, then all the connections to the selected key word will
be reconnected to the key word specified in the QBox. The
selected key word will be removed from the center.

nnect lons
remoYe
rename

accGPt GAITGGI hail0ut

Name: H- t

Rename lreYworil
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Holder middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the contents list
pane of a holder window, pressing on the middle mouse button
obtains a popup menu of the holder's content manipulation
functions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu' This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

\-/

\-/

sort direct
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connections

Concept Displays all the items connected by any kind of link to the
selected item.

Procedure Select the desired item in the holder, then select connections
from the holder's middle mouse button menu.

Effect This will open a connections hotder listing all the items linked to
the selected item. (Except that connections to the in box, trash,
and top level folder of the center will NOT be listed).

duplicate
open

copy

words
e folder

k
searc

connect ions
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copy

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into the clipboard'
This doesn't create a new item; it allows additional references to
the same item to be placed into Information Center folders'

Select an item in the holder, then select copy from the holder
middle mouse button menu.

Creates another reference to the same item. You can then paste it
into folders in this center and/or in other centers' Some tool
windows also allow pasting copied Information Center items' The
diagram below shows that after a copy and paste, 'Some Data
Item' is still the same data item, just referenced from another
location.
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duplicate

Concept Sometimes it is desirable to make a completely separate new copy
of a data item which can be edited without affecting the original'

Procedure Select the desired item in the holder and then select dupHcate
from the middle mouse button menu. A QBox will appear for
entry of a label and key words for the duplicate item' If the item
being duplicated is a Spreadsheet, you will be required to provide
a label which has not been used for any other Spreadsheet'

If the item being duplicated is a folder, the follo-ing confrrmer
will appear. [f you want to duplicate the folder and any folders
within it, but leave out the data items within them, then select
copy only structure. If you want to make a duplicate of every
item in the content hierarchy of the selected folder, then select
structure and contents. Be careful with the later, since it may
take lots of time and disk sPace, depending on what is being
duplicated.

Which type of folder troPY

eopy oflly structure structure aflf, conteflts

Effect Duplicates the selected item and puts the new item into the
clipboard and trash, ready to be pasted wherever needed.
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open
duplicate

co
sear

e lder
nnestions

k lvords

key words
\-/

\-/

Concept Enables construction and use of a query for searching a selected
folder by key words.

Procedure Select the folder to search and then select key words from the
holder's middle mouse button menu- Unless the items in the
folder have no key words, a querier will appear. The querier
contains two menus. The frst is a list of the possible key words'
The second is a list of four conjunctions to use between the key
words.

For example, you can specify that you want every item that has
the key word styles and not templates. When you have formed
the query you want, select ACCEPT. If any matches to the query
are found, an origin cursor will prompt you to open a holder
containing them.

Effect Creates a holder containing every item in the selection that
matches the criteria speci{ied in the query. If the selected item is
not a folder, the user will be given the option of opening the item'

A;+iili;

bac ksp ac e
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ACCEPT lq,eywordsEnter que
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make folder

Concept Converts the holder into a folder and frles it into the in box of the
Information Center.

Procedure Select make folder from the holder's middle mouse button menu'
In the resulting QBox specify the name and any key words for the
new folder.

Selecting accept in the QBox will place the new folder into the
clipboard and into the in box of the center the holder came from'
From there it can be pasted into any other folder.

Effect A collection of items found as the result of some query to an
Information Center may be conveniently saved in a folder.
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open

Concept Display the contents of the current selection-

Select the item in the holder that you want to view. Select open
from the middle mouse button menu. Frame the window on the
screen.

\-/

\-/

Procedure

Effest Displays the selected item in the appropriate tool window.
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search

Concept Enables you to find an item with only partial information' For
example, You can seareh by typing in a partial title or a key word'

Procedure Select the folder to be searched and then select search from the
holder middle mouse button menu.

A QBox for specifying the details of the search will appear' In
Search for, enter the piece of text you want to look for. If Search
type is title only, the label and the key words of each item will be

searched. If search type is full text, then all the textual contents
of the items with a data type selected in the types in ltem types
list will be searched. (The ltem types field becomes active only if
a full text search will be done). tf both is selected, both titles and
keywords and all the text of the indicated item types will be
searched.

Effect If any items match the specilied search, a holder containing those
items will be created and an origin cursor will prompt framing
the window.
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Structure tree browser middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the graph pane of a
structure tree browser window, pressing on the middle mouse
button obtains a tree menuof functions.

Some of the functions either require or optionally operate on a
selected item in the graph pane. To select an item, make sure the
Activity: freld in the link controls pane is set to select, then
move the cursor over the item on the graph and click once with
the left mouse button. The item box should become highlighted
(black background, white text).

To make sure that no item is selected, make sure the Activity:
freld in the link controls pane is set to select, then move the
cursnr outside of the box of any item in the graph pane and click
the left mouse button. None of the item boxes should appear
highlighted.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu. This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

\-/
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align )

Concept Provides a way to align the display of a number of items in the
graph pane. This might make it easier to see a particular
relationshiP among the items.

Procedure Select align > {alignment type} from the graph pane middle
mouse button menu, where {alignment type} is one of the options
on the submenu of align ) : bottom, top, center, left, right,
along a line. An origin cursor will appear. Frame a rectangle
completely around the boxes of the items you want to align with
each other. For all the options except along a line and center,
each item box will be moved so that the specified outer edge will
be aligned with the outer edge of the box which is furthest in that
direction. If center \ilas selected, the framed item boxes will be

horizontally centered with each other. If along a line was
selected, you will now need to specify the start and end points of a
line to align the top left corners of the item boxes on by pressing
the left mouse button at the start point, moving the cursor to the
end point, and releasing the mouse button.

Effect The position of item boxes in the graphical display are changed'
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branch

Concept Moves the display of the selected item and all the items it
branches out to.

Procedure Select the item to move and then select branch from the move )
branch of the graph pane middle mouse button menu.

An origin cursor will appear. Move the cursor to the new location
for the selected item and click the left mouse button.

Effect The selected item and all the items it branches to (the items it has
forward links to, and the items they branch to in turn) will be

redisplayed in the new location maintaining the same spatial
relationship to one another.

\-/'
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copy

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Makes a copy of the selected item and places it into the clipboard'
This doesn't create a new item; it allows additional references to
the same item to be placed in other places.

Select an item in the graph pane, then select copy from the
middle mouse button menu.

Creates another reference to the same item. You can then paste it
into other structure tree or Information Center folder windows'
Some tool windows also allow pasting copied Information Center
items.
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o
co

e
s

move
align
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af
lesut

cut

Concept Removes the selected item from the structure tree window
display and places it in the clipboard. None of the links to the cut
item are altered.

Procedure Select an item in the graph pane' then select cut from the middle
mouse button menu.

Effect The selected item is no longer displayed in the graph and a
reference to it is in the clipboard, ready to be pasted back into the
graph, other structure trees, Information Center folder windows,
or a tool window.

\-,

\-/
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edit link types

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allows the creation of new link types. It also allows removal of
existing link t1ryes. lllhen two items in an Information Center are
connected by a link, the type of the link defines the nature of the
relationship between the items.

Select edit link types from the utilities ) branch of the middle
rnouse button menu. The resulting Information Center
Connections QBox has two frelds.

To create a new link type, tyPe the name for the link type in the
Add Connection Types: freld and accept the QBox. To delete
one or more existing link types, select the name(s) of the link
type(s) to remove in the Remove Connection Type freld an
then accept t,Le QBox. A confrrmer will appear for each link type
being deleted.

Adds or deletes an Information Center link type. When a link
t1rye is deleted, all of the links of that t1rye between items in the
Information Center are also removed.

open
copy
cut

paste
links
move
align
sffoll

organlze
filter links
redisplay

rffn trees

acccpt canccl Dail0ut

Ailil Connection TYPc: A

Rcmovc Connection TYPc: JOUTCG

Information Center Connections
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Allows displaying a difrerent set of link types then the graph was
originally drawn with. tf the original structure tree is requested
with several link types in order to include all the desired items,
frlter links can be used to display only the connections formed by
particular link types.

Select 6lter links from the utilities> branch of the graph Pane
middle mouse button menu. A QBox will appear which contains
one multiple select freld with a list of all the link t1ryes in the
Information Center. Select which link types to display and then
select accept.

The graph will be redisplayed showing only the links of the
selected types.

Concept

Procedure

Effect

\-/

\-/
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hardcopy

Concept Allows a hardcopy of the selected item to be made witJrout having
to open it. Also allows a hardcopy of the graph to be made'

Procedure If a particular item is to be hardcopied, select the item' If you
want a hardcopy of the graph pane to be made, make sure that no

item is selected.

Choose hardcopy from the graph pane middle mouse button
menu. If a selected item can be hardcopied directly, the standard
Ilardcopy QBox for that tyPe of item will appear' If nothing was

selected, the Hardcopy QBox for sketches will appear'

Effect With acceptance of the QBox, the hardcopy will be made'
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o

e

copy
cut

move
align
sffoll

resut

Iinks

Concept Provides another means of browsingor accessing the items linked
to the selected item - in this case a tree menu.

Procedure Select an item and then select links from the graph pane middle
button menu. A tree menu will pop up. On the top level of the
menu will be all the items connected to the selected item - the
root of the tree. The link type is displayed in parentheses next to
the label of the item. The link type is displayed to the left of the

. label if it is aforward linkfrom the level above. It is displayed to
the right of the label if it is a backwards link. Moving to the right
of any item on the menu will display all the connections to that
item.

v'

\-/

Actiuity: I
(keyword) d testing
(contains) flS PS Test
(contains) m big-guy
(contains) m fioclred] FormattedExpenseVouchet

D Testing (contains)(containsi 13 [template] Internal Merno Forrnat
E Misc (Internal) (contains)

B testbigpicture

t$ [temptate] Intetnal Merno Forrnat

(l..eywurdi =4 testinfiuontain$i'tr3 testbigpicture

ff Testing

II
a

Es.n^l . ^Testing
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one item

Concept Moves the display box for the selected item anywhere within the
graph pane.

Procedure Select the item to move and then select one item from the
move) branch of the graph Pane middle mouse button menu'

As you move the cursor the item box will follow. When the item is
in the desired location click the left mouse button to place it'

Effect Moves the display of the selected item to the new location and
redraws all of its links.

open
copy
cut

paste
s

bran
eIECtsffoll

resut

move ) one item
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e

copy
cut

s
move
align
sffoll

ut les

opeil

open

\-/

Concept Display the contents of the curent selection.

Select the item you wish to view. Select open from the gaph
pane middle mouse button menu. Frame the window on the
screen.

Procedure

Effect Displays the selected item in the appropriate tool window. \-/
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organlze

o
copy
cut

e
s

move
align er lin s

sffoll Iedis I
s wn tT ee

rink t

Concept Recalculates and redisplays the graph based on the original
structure tree and link type request. This is useful if a mess has
been made.

Procedure Select organize from the utilities ) branch of the graph pane

middle mouse button menu.

Effect Recreates the graph based on the original specilication'
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Analyst

rectangle
v'

Concept Moves the display boxes for all the items in a user specified
rectangle.

Procedure Select rectangle from the move) branch of the graph pane
middle mouse button menu. An origin cursor will appear. Frame
a rectangle completely around the items to be moved. Move the
rectangle to the desired location and click the left mouse button.

Effect The items that were eompletely within the framed rectangle will
be redrawn in the new location.

\-/

open
copy
cut

paste
s

e emno
brancha

sffoll

lesut

movg >

rectang
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redisplay

Concept Cleans up the graphical display when it gets cluttered with
unwanted broken lines caused by moving items around'

Procedure Select redisptay from utilities ) branch of the graPh pane
middle mouse button menu.

Effest Refreshes the graph pane display. This does not change the
position of any of the item boxes or links.

o n

e

copy
cut

s
organlze

filter links
)move

align
sctoll

co s treepawn
it link
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scroll

Concept The structure tree graph is often too large to display at one tiem
within the graph pane, so only a portion of it displayed. This
allows the user to see where the currently viewed portion frts into
the whole and to select another portion to be displayed in the
pane.

Procedure Select scroll from the middle mouse button menu.

v

\-/

o

e

copy
cut

s
move
al

tesut

scroll

Link Type: [contains]Activity: [select]
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A small schematic map (a maple$ of the overall structure tree
graph will be displayed as an inset in the upper left hand corner
of the graph pane. The small rectangular area within the insert
shows what part of the tree is currently displayed in the window.
To view another part of the tre'e, move the cursor inside the
maplet and press the left mouse button. Moving the cursor will
now move the rectangle over the total area. \i[Ihen the rectangle
frames the area of the graph you wish to display, release the
mouse button.

Effest The selected subregion of the overall graph will be displayed in
the graph pane.
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spawn tree

Concept Creates a new structure tree browser from any item in the
current graph.

Procedure Select the item in the structure tree that you want to browse and
select spawn tree from the utilities ) branch of the graph pane
middle button menu. The same connection selection QBox used to
create the original browser will appear. Select the desired link
types and direction, accept the QBox, and then frame the new
structure tree browser window.

Effest A new graphical browser will be created starting with the cument
selection.

\-/

\-/

o

e

copy
cut

s
move
align
sffoll

organlze
filter links
redis
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Structure list middle mouse button menu

When the cursor is located anywhere within the structure list
window, pressing on the middle mouse button obtains a Popup
menu offunctions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu. This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

coflrad

open
dco

gfi P4 3rd Button Window Menu
5f, P4 Main System Menu
S 3rtlsuttonSysternMenu
B AUG Systern Interface TOC

B AUG System fntetface 1

B AUG System Interface 2
XE AIJG Systern Interface 3

B AUG Systern Intetface 4

B AWP Systern Interface 2
st4

El AUG TOC

E Systern intetface
trTOC
ff1
st2
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hardcopy

\-/

Concept Allows a hardcopy to be made of the seleeted item without having
to open the item.

Procedure Select the item you wish to hardcopy by pointing to it and clicking
the left mouse button. Then select hardcopy from the structure
list middle mouse button menu. Fill out the Hardcopy QBox
that will appear.

Effect The selected item is hardcopied.

ooen

open
hardcopy

open

Concept Display the contents of the current selection.

Select the item you wish to view by pointing to it and clicking the
left mouse button. Then choose open from the middle mouse
button menu. Frame the window on the screen.

\-/

Procedure

Effect Displays the selected item in the appropriate tool window-
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- Scavenge center middle mouse button menu

\iYhen the cursor is located anywhere within the Scavenge
Center's contents list pane, pressing on the middle mouse button
obtains a popup menu of functions.

Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu. This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

directtrash key wotds sortin box
open
refile

file info

dest
I

roy
allTO

ease
release all

f ecovet

selection
es

ch co
new
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destroy

Goncept Destroy is used to permanently remove the file of a data item
from the disk.

Procedure Select the item that you want to remove from the disk and then
select destroy from the Scavenge center middle mouse button
menu. Since this command will eliminate that data item forever,
verilication will be required.

Desttoy witt rernove ffi Info Center Text ftorn the rlistq. Are you sure?

yes qr no

Effect The selected item is removed from the disk, freeing up disk pages
for other data items.

v

\-/

open
refile

file info

to
release

release all
recovet

selection
new esetc

ch co

estro
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destroy all

Concept Destroy all is used to permanently remove the frle of every data
item listed in the Scavenge Center from the disk'

Procedure Select destroy all from the Scavenge Center middle mouse

button Inenu. Since this command will eliminate all the data
items in the Scavenge Center contents list forever, verification
will be required.

Effect The items are removed from the disk, freeing up disk pages for
other data items.

open
refile

file info
destro

elease
release all

t

recovet

etch co selection
esnew

destro all

I u sure?Arerornf disk.thefthis lder yoothe11 tefilsIt rttIwi1 0.refnove1A1Destroy
no+yes
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fetch copy selection

Concept

Procedure

Effect

This is used to retrieve data items that were backed up by using
the mnintenance) backup selection option in the middle
mouse button menu of an lnformation Center folder. This is
useful for getting a copy of the backed up version to replace or use
in fixing up the current version of a data item.

This command is not useful if an entire Information Center has
been lost or the data item to be retrieved is no longer referenced
by an lnformation Center. In such a case, see your System
Administrator.

Select the item that you want to get back from backup and copy it
into the clipboard. Go the the Scavenge Center and seleet feteh
copy selection from the middle mouse button menu. A Set File
tleryer Name QBox will appear. Select the name of the frle
srcnrer to use (usually the same one that you backed up to) and
accept.

If you are using a Xerox workstation, you may be required to log
in to the network. When it gets to the point of retrieving the data
items, an origin cursor will prompt opening a window on the
underlyingoperating system so that you can track the progress of
your fetch copy selection request. You will not be able to do
anything else until this request has been completed.

The last version of the requested data item that was backed up
elsewhere will be copied and placed into the Scavenge Center
contents list. It can then be opened, refiled, or destroyed. The
version curently in a regular Information Center will not be
overwritten unless the backup is refrled from the Scavenge
Center at which time the user will be given a choice of
overwriting or making it a ne\r data item.

\-/

\-/

estroy
destr all

release
release all
recovef

fetch new files
fetch copy selection
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fetch new files

Concept

Procedure

Effect

This allows retrieval of data items sent to the user through use of
the maintenance) send selection option in the middle mouse
button menu of an Information Center folder.

Open the Scavenge Center and select fetch new frles from the
middle mouse button menu. Depending on how your network has

been confrgurd, I Set FiIe Server Name QBox may appear for
you to designate the location of your mailbox. (If it does, your
System Administrator or a user who sent you data should have
informed you of the correct selection). After accepting that QBox,
or if that step was unnecessary, Analyst will go out and retrieve

- any that had been sent to you and add them to the Scavenge
Center list.

If you are using a Xerox workstation, you may be requested to
logrn to the network. When it gets to the point of retrieving the
data items, an origin qrrsor will prompt you to open a window on
the underlying operating system so that you can track the
progress of the fetch new frles request. You will not be able to do
anythingelse until this request has been completed.

All the data items that have been sent to the user will be

retrieved and placed into the Scavenge Center contents list. They
cran then be opened, refrled, or destroyed. In addition' any
previously retrieved items that were not refrled or destroyed will
again app€ar in the Scavenge Center contents list-

If a fetched data item matches a data item currently in a regular
Information Center, the existing data item will not be
overwritten unless the fetched item is refrled from the Scavenge
Center at which time the user will be given a choice of
overwriting or mnlring it a new data item.

m
v
alldest

TO
TO

release all
easeT

recovet

lonset co
ne\Yetc iles
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file info

Concept Provides aoce$t to more information about the data item frle' At
this time, the information provided is simply the actual frle
name(s) of the data item.

Procedure Select a data item in the Scavenge Center folder list and then
select file info from the middle mouse button menu. An origin
ctrrsor will prompt you to open a simple text window which
contains the information.

Effe<t The user can determine the name(s) of the file(s) which the data
item relies upon.

\-/

\-/
open

open
refile

v
alldest

fo
fo

file info

file info
T

destI all
roy

eas

Concept Display the contents of the current selection.

Procedure Select the item that you want to view. Select open from the
Scavenge Center folder middle mouse button menu. Frame the
window on the screen.

Effect Displays the selected data item in the appropriate tool window'
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recover

Concept

Procedure

Effest

This will Iind data items which exist on the disk but are not
contained in at least one Information Center. These data items
may have been dumped from the trash of an Information Center,
wene lost when the system crashed, or have been manually moved
into Analyst's working directory.

Select rxecover on the Scavenge Center folder middle mouse

button menu. The Select Scavenge Types QBox contains a list
of every data type Analyst knows about. Select the data t1ryes you

want to try to recover.

After selecting accept, Scavenge will get a list of all items in
every Information Center. As it does this, an action notilier will
display the message, "I am getting all active data items"' It will
then search the disk for all the data items of the selected types'
As it does this, an action notilier will display the message, "I am
now searching for datatlrye frles". The two lists are then
compared.

Any data items found on the disk which are not in any
Information Center will be displayed in the Scavenge Center
folder.

TO

release all
I ease

etch co selection
e$NETffet

recover

acccpt canccl bailfit

flata typcs: tert iocunent outlinc report

forn letaba* sprcarlsheet image

cLert maD graplic intcrpress

postrcript PrGIrrCv package

ftlcct Scevcnge TYPcI
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refile

\-/

\-/

Concept Moves a data item from tfie Scavenge Center back into one or
more regular Information Centers.

Procedure Select a data item, then select refiIe from the menu. You will get
a File request QBox. You can change the name and enter key
words. Select the Information Centers you \rant to file the data
item into.

Effect Files t,l.e selected data item into other Information Centers and
removes it from the Scavenge Center.

o

file info
destroy

destroy all
release

release all
tecoYer

ch co selection
C NEIJT

fitc rcqucrt

acccpt cenccl tailOut

Namc:

Kcywortr

Info ccntcr: Analyrt-Princr Analyrt -Progr emmcr -t -Griilc
Ae alytt -Rcfcrencc-M enu al

ecmc fulldcrno

WP

Flfing Mctlrod: neEual
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release

Concept Remove the selected item from the Scavenge Center folder
contents list. This is particularly useful for selected removal of
items from the list which you do not wish to either refrle or
destroy.

Procedure Select the item you want to release and then select release from
the Scavenge Center folder middle mouse button menu'

Effect The selected item is removed from the Scavenge Center folder list
but is left on the disk.

oe
v
alldest

TO
TO

release all
recovet

selection
esC

ch co
new

TE ease

release all

Concept Empty the Scavenge Center folder tist' This can be useful to
obtain a clean slate for recovering or fetching items'

Procedure Select release all from the Scavenge Center folder middle mouse

button menu.

Effect All items are removed from the Scavenge Center folder list but
are still left on the disk. The Scavenge Center folder window is
closed.

oe
v
alldest

TO

to
easeI

recover

etch co selection
new

release
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\-/

\-/
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access window

backwards link

clipboard

command bar

connection

contains link

contents list

copy

cross references

data item

Glossary
The Information Centers access window provides the user access to all
existing lnformation Centers, the Scavenge Center, and the means for
creating new centers. This is the window that is opened when the user selects
Information Centers from the screen middle mouse button menu.

For each link between items, the system creates and maintains a backwards
link so that each item can determine all the items which have links to it. The
structure tree browser and some link menus allow the user to follow these
links.

The main data path in the Analyst. All copy, cut, and duplicate operations
place an item, or a reference to an item, on the clipboard. During a paste, the
item is removed from the clipboard and placed in a folder or center.

The row of five selection boxes or buttons found in the top region of a folder
window. Access to the in box, trash, and key words folders is provided from
the command bar. The sort and direct commands are also accessed from this
area.

Any link or association between data items. Examples of connections are an
item with a key word, a folder containing an item, a document refeming to
another data item.

A link type provided by the system which is used only for connecting
Information Center folders to their contents.

The list of all of the data items and folders found within a folder- The icon and
label of each item in the folder is displayed in the contents list.

To place a reference to an item on the clipboard. This reference can then be
pasted into another folder or any window that accepts it. A new data item is
not created during a copy.

An item may be located in more than one folder within an Information
Center and also may be in more than one Information Center. The cross
references of an item are all the folders it is in.

To remove a selected item from its folder and place it on the clipboard. If the
item is not referenced elsewhere in the Information Center, it will be
retained in the trash folder.

A data item is an item which is stored on the disk in a separate Iile or files
and is displayed in its own window. A data item is of a particular type, such
as bext, image, o8p, document, or database.

cut
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database link

direct

dump selection

duplicate

file server

folder

holder

rcons

in box

item

key word

keyword link

link

link type

A link type provided by the system which is used only for connecting Map
data items to Database data items.

A command bar button which provides opening access to all of the items
within the hierarchy of a center or folder by means of scrolling tree menus.

A command executed from an Information Center's trash folder that discards
a data item from the center. The item is retained on the disk and is still
accessible from any other center it is in, or from the Scavenge center.

To create a new version of a data item that can be modifred without alfecting
the original. The duplicate is a separate data item, and it can be pasted into
any folder or center.

A storage device that is usually shared by several Analyst users. It may a
Xerox frle service or simply a Unix directory or Macintosh folder. A file
server is used to backup data items and to send items between workstations.

A user created container for a set of data items within an Information Center.

A temporary container for display and access to a set of items. For example,
the results of a key word search or retrieval are displayed in a holder.

The symbols or pictures used to graphically represent the various types of
items. Each item type (folder, text, Eap, etc.) has its own unique icon.

The default receiving folder for an lnformation Center An Information
Center's in box contains items that have not been placed in a particular
folder but have been assigned to the center.

The basic unit of information stored in an Information Center. An item may
be a iolder, a data item, or a key word.

A words or phrase that is signifrcant to a data item or folder. Data items can
be automatically filed into folders by matching key words. Items can also be
retrieved by key word search.

A link type provided by the system which is used only for conneeting
Information Center items to their key words.

Specilies a directional relationship between two items in an lnformation
Center. Defrnes a connection between two Information Center items.

Each link in an Information Center has a corresponding link type indicating
the nature of the relationship between the linked items. There are three
system defined link types (contaiw, keyword, dotobase) and users may defrne
over 250 more in each Information Center.

\-/

\-/
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lock

owner

password

paste

recover

refile

release

scavenge

sort

structure tree browser

template

top levelfolder

To restrict access to an item so that only the Information Center's owner can
view it.

The Analyst user who created Qe Information Center. Only a center's owner
can access the center without entering the password, can destroy it, or can
lock or unlock data items.

Word or phrase required for access to a center. If the password is non - empty,
every user except a center's owner must enter the password before viewing or
modifying the contents of an [nformation Center.

To remove an item from the clipboard and place it in a folder or data item
Certain data items can be pasted inside other data items.

To retrieve data items from the disk that are not attached to an Information
Center. These recoverable items have either been dumped from all centers, or
were created without being saved in a center. This is sometimes refered to as
scavenging.

To move a data item from the Scavenge center or a trash folder into one or
more Information Centers.

To drop an item from a folder. Used to eliminate items from the list in the
Scavenge center.

The Scavenge center is accessible from the lnformation Centers access
window. tt is used to frnd existing data items which are not currently in an
Information Center so they can be either destroyed or refrled into an
Information Center.

To put the data items in a folder into alphabetical order, first by data item
type and then by label.

A window which will graphically display all the links between items in an
lnformation Center. Links of all types can be added or removed in this
window.

An attribute which can be assigned to a data item so that opening it actually
causes a duplicate to be made and opened. A data item which has this
attribute. A template data item is itself protected from modification while
serving as the basis for the creation of new items.

The folder which is at the root of the hierarchical structure of an lnformation
Center. The top level folder is the folder which is opened when an
Information Center is opened by clicking in the Information Center access
window.
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tnrh

unlock

Ttre sefoty net'Sl&r attachcd to an"-hforuibtion Center that contains data'
ihms thet hav-e bcen cut from a ceater. Dsta itemg can be dumped or
destroyed fma the trash folder. They casr also be copied and pasted, or refrled
if thy *ere ctrtufobntl1

To remove the lock plad on sn item:so.ttat other usens can accegs it.

\,

v
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A
accessing existing information centers, 3
access window, 16, 28
add connection, 45, 101
alternative views, 2, 23, 3L

B
backup selection, 14,33, 118
backward link, 24
backward.g corurection, 29

c
clrangp password, U
classification, 12- 13, 15- 16, 54, 72,81

data items, 12
folders 12

classifrcation bars, 7
closo info center, 5, 35
command bar, 7, 10, 11, 19, 30, 31

connection, 2, 6, 19, 22 -23, 29 -30, 36, 45, 61,
85-8?, 89, 101- 104, 112
also see link

contains linlt, 2,29
contents list, ?, 9- 11, 31- 32, 39, il,67,74,U,

88, 115, 1.l7 - 119, 123
create), 6,8, 13

new folders, 6
new information centers, 4

crosg rderences, 40
cut, 10, 11,25,30,41,66' 6?, 100
ctrt all, 67

D
data type, 8, 9, 1?, 20,21,31,42,58, 95
data type search, 20
destroy, 4, 5, 16, 18, 4:I, 6,62,68, 76, 77 ,78,116,

11?,118,119,123
destroy all, 18,117
destroy

inforuation centers, 5, 43
selection, 76

direct, 2,%-26,28-31, 33, 38,47 -49,79,Y1,
103,112,121

lndex
dump

all trash, 77
selection, 78

duplicato , 12, U,62,69, 91

E
sdif link t5pes, 45, 101

F
fetctr copy selection, 118
fetch newfiles, t4,17, 59, 119
Iile it away, t6
frle name list, 46
frIe request, 16, L8,L22
frle senrer, 14,17,33, 118, 119
frlter links, 26,L02
folder stnrctrue, 7

comurandbar, ?,10, 11, 19,30, 3l
contents list, ?, 9- 11, 31 - 32, 39, il, 67,7 4,

84,88, 115, 11?-119, 123

title tab, 7
fult text search, 21, 58, 95

c
graph, ?3-26, 61,96- 100, 102- 112
graph pane, z,lt -26, 96 - 100, 102 - 112

E
hsrdmpy , 25,27 ,48,60, ?0, 79, 103, 114
holder, 19- 22,91,36,42,4!l , 49,50, 58, 82- 95

I
icons, 9
in box, 4, 10, 30,36, il-13,89, 93
information centers

accegsingexisting, 3

close infocenter, 5r 35
create, 4
destroyr 5,43
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K
keyword, 2,6,10, 13, 15, 19- 20, 31, 50, 55, 58,72,

?3, 81, 83 - 87, 91, 92,93,95,122
keyrvord li*, 2,29

L
tink, 2, 6, 20, 22 - 26, 29, 36, 46, 86, 86, 89, 96, 98,

100, 101, 102, 104, 105, 10?, 109, 112
also see connection

linkcontrols, 25,96
link menu, 29
link type , 2,?3-26,29,45,101, 102, 104, 107, 112
lock, 11, 12,51

M
make folder, 19, 36, 93
rnove, L0,25,98, 105, 108

o
op€n, 9,21,52, 60, 71, 80, 94, 106, 114
organize, 1, 6, 10?
owner, 4,5, 11, 34,43,51,56

P
password, 4,5,11, 13, 34, 39
paste, 10, 3?, 41, U,53, 65, 66, 69, 75, 90, 91, 93,

99, 100

R
receiving items from another user, 10, 30
reclassify, 13, 54,72, 8L
reoover, 4, 11, 16, 17, 30r?1 r78, l2l, t23
redisplay, l@
refile, 18,7?,78, 82,118, 119, t22, Lzg
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The Document SYstem

Preface
The Document System provides a document creation
environment with extensive formatting capabilities for creating,
editing, formatting, storing, and printing documents. A rich and
flexible set of formatting facilities is provided for controlling the
appearance of a printed document.

Use of styles dllows for delinition and savingof document formats
which can be used repeatedly, and without knowledge of the
details behind their creation.

Howthis documentation is arranoed

The first four sections, Introduction to tlw Docutnent Systern,
Creoting a Duument, Document Window Layout, and Document
Sysbm winhw uaoge, go through the basics of creating, saving,
and printing a simple document.

The next seven major sections provide information on how to use
the major features of the system, generally progressing from the
simplest B*sic Text Editing bo more specialized features in
Aduonced Editing Feotures and Docz ment Disploy Modes-

The following live sections deat with the underlying concepts of
styles, the three types of styles, ild style sheets. The Sryles
section should be read by anyone embarking on the creation of
styles and style sheets.

The Merw sections contain detailed descriptions of each menu
item. They are intended as reference material.

The Glossory of course is the one place where all the definitions
' are readily available, and the Indc*' completes the Document

System documentation.
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lntroduction to the Document System

The Document System aids in creating, editing and formatting
documents. Creating a document refers to the initial input of
irrformation by t1rying or copyrng from another existing
document. Editing of a document refers to the addition or
removal of information. Formatting refers to the way a document
looks (the arrangement of the text on the page). An example of
formatting would be the indenting of this paragraph. The system
provides a number of options for editing, formatting and printing
documents.

The information contained in a document is separated into a
collection of paragraphs. These paragraphs may be either
textual, graphical or a mixture of both. ![hen you format a
document you are specifying the physical appearance and
arrangement of the paragraphs as they will appear on the display
or on the printed page.

The following section is intended to give you a simple overview of
the basic steps needed to access a document, view and manipulate
its contents, save your work and hardcopy the results.

\-l

Creating a Document \-/
New documents are created by the user in any Information
Center folder by using the create ) document function in the
folder's middle button menu. This will present the user with the
Create Document QBox which should be filled out. The newly
created document will be inserted in the folder, this icon B will
appear next to th name of the item, and the new enpty document
window will be opened.

retrieve

databese
e

€

copy
cut

outline
spreadsheet

text

fm

reclassifu
reneme

omscenter lo

fi Docurent Systern
Gl Auc Docsys
El AUC DocSYs
B .q,ue DocSys
Gl AUG DocSYs
IA .tUe DocSys
Gl AUG DocSYs
Gl AUG DocSYs
El .1UG DocSys
El .rtUG DocSys

ystem FolderD ocurnentation

ocument

ffiffi

-

create )
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Document window layout

tiile nb ---+

scroll bar-*

text Fane

title tab

The text area of the Document window is where the document
contents are displayed and edited. It has the appearance of a blank
sheet of paper on the screen. It is here that text and graphics are
entered and formatted into the frnished document.

The te:<t area of the Document window is where the doeument contents
is displayed and edited. It has th? appearance of a blank sheet of paper

on the scfBefl,

The title fab displays the name of the Document System item as
entered in the Information Center.

scroll bar

The scroll bor allows you to rapidly move through text. It is
represented by a narrow rectangular area displayed to the left
side of the window that it controls. The scroll bar will disappear
when the cursor is not in the window.

text pane

The tert potu is ready for user input when you want to create or
edit text. The window can be shaped by the user; the default size
is approximately 3 inches wide by 4 inches high. The middle
mouse button provides additional commands which are useful for
editing, annotating, saving and printing the text item.
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Document System window usage

Tvoinq
\-/

Characters are typed in a text pane of a Document window'
Entered text starts at the location of the caret. The caret may be

positioned by moving the cursor to the desired spot in the
document and clicking the left mouse button. The caret will also
move as each character is tYPed.

Scrolli no a docu

Except for very short documents, only a portion of the document
will be visible in the window at any one time. The scroll 6or is
used to position the document vertically within the window' It
allows you to move through text from top to bottom and back
again, or jump quickly to any part of the text' The scroll bar is a
namow rectangular area that is displayed next to the left side of
the text pane when the user has control in the window'

The length of the scroll bar represents the length of the entire
document. Inside of it is a gray area which represents the size and
location of the text curently visible within the window relative
to the entire document. If the gray area is at the top of the scroll
bar, then the window is showing text at the beginning of the \-'
document. If the gray area fills the entire scroll bar, then all of
the document is currently visible.

Please refer to the System Interfrce section of this User Guide for
a more detailed description of the scroll bar.

To scroll the text downward (to see text above what is currently
visible), place the cursor in the scroll bar and press the right
mouse butbn. The scroll direction is indicated by the down amow
in the scroll bar. \iYhen you release the mouse button, the scroll
bar will update. The greater the distance of the cursor from the

top of the scroll bar, the greater the amount of text that will be

moved.

To scroll rapidly to another part of the document, move the cursor
to the scroll bar and press and hold down the middle mouse

button. The gray area representing the visible portion of the

document can then be moved up or down to the area of the
document to be made visible. It will leave a ghost of itself around
its old location as a reference while you move it' When the mouse

button is released, the document will be scrolled to the new

location.
\-/
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Refreshino the displav

Occasionally the document window display will become messy
with parts of it overlaid, missing or otherwise obviously wrong.
To clean up the display, use the display > refresh menu choice
in the text middle button menu. The display of the document will
be reconstructed from internal information.

Selecti text

Before text can be changed it must be identified by selecting it.

Empty selection

An empty selection may be made to identify a location between
characters in the text. It is usually done to point out the spot
where text should be inserted or as the beginning point of a
selection of multiple characters.

An empty selection is made by moving the cursor until it points
at the place to be selected and clicking the left mouse button once.
The caret (A) will be placed at the location selected.

Selectino existino text

Selections of existing text arc highlighted (displayed in reverse
video; that is, the characters of selected text appear in white on a
black background).

Selection of the text of the entire document is done by using the
utilities) select doc menu choice in the text middle button
menu. Selection of smaller amounts of text is done with the left
mouse button, using one of four methods:

Draw - through selection
A section of text is selected by positioning the cursor at either
end of the text to be selected, pressing and holding the lelt
mouse button down, moving the cursor to the other end of the
desired selection, and releasing the mouse button.

End - point selection
A section of text is selected by making a selection on either
end of the desired selection (it may be an empty selection),
moving to the other end and, while holding the left shi{t key
down, selecting the end point with the left mouse button.

Here you cafl see a text selection, The 'ffords "
' are displayed in reverse uideo because they are selected,

white ofl a black
1:aclq.,.rrnllnr:1
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Double Click
A textual entity is all text between a matched pair of
delimiting characters. It is selected by double clicking the
mouse button just after the frrst detimiter or just before the
last delimiter. The entire delimited text (even text not
currently displayed) will be selected. The delimiters are
spaces (for words), carriage return (for paragraphs),
parentheses ( ), single quotes ' ', double quotes " ", square
brackets I l, squiggle brackets {}, and angle brackets ( ) "

Click the left mouse button to place the caret at the location of
the cursor. If you click the left mouse button again with the
cursor in the same location (double click), you will either
select a word, a paragraPh, or the entire document, depending
on where the caret is Placed.

To select a single word, place the caret at the space before,
after, or anywhere within the word, and click the left mouse

button again.

To select a single Wra.graph (defrned as text between carriage
returns), place the caret before the frrst character or just after
the last character in the paragraph and click the left mouse

button again. The full paragraph will still be selected even if
it is not completely visible on the screen-

lmplicit selection
There is an impticit selection of all the text typed since the
last explicit (with the mouse) selection. Implicit selections are
not highlighted until the escape (ESO key is keyed'

Deselectino

Any selection may be deselected by selecting something else'

\./

\./

selectionDeletinq a text

To remove some text from your document first select the text in
question. The text selection may be deleted by typing the DEL key
or using the cut menu choice in the text middle button menu' The

text selection will be removed from the document and placed into
the clipboard in case you want to paste it back somewhere else'

lnsertinq text

First indicate the text insertion point by moving the cursor to it
and clicking the left mouse button (making an empty selection)'
This will display the caret at that point' New text may then be

entered at that point by typing, or by inserting the contents of the

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserve d. 25 September 1988
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clipboard by using the paste menu choice in the text middle
button menu.

Movino a text selection

A text selection may be moved from one place in a document to
another by deleting it (DEL key or choose cut in the text middle
button menu), selecting the new location, and using the paste
menu choice in the text middle button menu.

Savino the document

A document may be saved to the disk by using the save menu
choice in the text middle button menu. This will update the disk
frle of this document to its current edited state.

Hardcoovino the document

A document may be hardcopied by using the hardcopy menu
choice in the text middle button menu. This will present the user
with the Hardeopy QBox which should be filled out. The
document will be sent to the specilied printer.

You may also specify that you want to save the printer format
version of yotr document in an Information Center for later
printing, the number of copies of your document to be printed, the

eccryt cancel baitout

Serl to Printcr rt later
filc in an info center ycs IE
Nrrnber Copies 1

Sterting Pagc Ne. 1

Printer Name Your Printer }Taml

Print Pages Scme

from:

to:

f,,csolution: Ligh lE
WitL Enrilnotes

Harilcopy
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starting page number and if you want the endnotes in your
document printed out as an appendix.

You also have the option of print all of your document or just a
selected set of pages. If you select Some as the choice in the Print
Pages section of the QBox and then fill - in the from: and to:
with the range of pages you want to print, just that part of your
document will be printed. This is usefull when all you need to do

is to reprint the only page you had to edit out of a 40 page

document.

The resolution option only matters if you have placed graphic
items in your document which include image data with
resolution greater than ?5 dots per inch' If one or more such

items are in the document, selecting tow will Print the lowest

resolution available and selecting high will print the highest'
This option is here so that you can produce draft output without
spending the extra time required to print the full resolution
images.

\-/

\-r

anPrint Paget

5from:

10to:

Some

Recoverinq from problems

There are three features available in the utilities) menu tree in
the text window middle button menu which can restore or recover

the document from a previously saved state'

Utilities) restore actually discards the changes made since you

last selected save. The text window is refreshed and all editing
changes made since the last save will have been deleted'

Sometimes, serious hardware or software problems will bring
down the system before you have had the chance to recently save
your open document. After bringing back the Analyst' you may

open the document in which you had been working and see that it
is either empty, or missing a great deal of text'

Do not close the window! You may be able to recover some or all of
your text by using either or both of utilities ) open backup and

utilities) open changes. If any save was done on the document

since the window was opened, the original text file (the one

availablewhenyoufirstopenedthewindow) waswrittenasabackup V'
file. Likewise, depending on how your system writes data from
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n

^

memory to disk, a frle of editing changes is made by the
Document Systcm. This lile collects the keystrokes since your
last save, and could be useful in recovery situations.

Thess three items are documented fully in the text window Middle
mttwe button fttanusection of this chapter.

n
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Basic text editing

ument m-l

The llocument System treats text somewhat differently than a

tlryewriter does. The Document system is paragraph oriented and

,ecogrrires information which is separated into paragraphs' Each
paragraph in a document has its own set of parameters defrning
how it will look when it is Printed.

\-/

Creatino para s

A paragraph is terminated by tfping a camiage return (CR)' This
will end the paragraph and move the caret to mark the starting
point of the next paragraph. A new empty paragraph with the

,.-" style as the precedingparagraph will be created for the user

to continue enteiing text. See the section on Basic paragraph
formatting for . *or" complete discussion of all the paragraph

formatting functions.

Creati nq short lines

Short lines are those which contain a forced line break as

required in lists and tables. For example, in a table it is

desireable to have many short lines contained wit'hin one

paragraph. A forced line break is created by typing a carriage
return while holding down the control key (CTRUCR)' The

example below is one paragraph' The end of the first through
third lines contain the controUcarriage return' The end of the

fourth line contains a carriage return, which ends the paragraph'

class
First
Second
Third

\-/

students trips
2
4
4

24
28
26

Tvpi nq tabs

The TAB key on the keyboard will insert a tab character at the

cument position of the caret. The caret will then move to the next

tab stop defrned by the paragraph' In the example above' the

second and third columns were set up using the TAB key'

vi formatti marks

The display of formatting markers for cariage return (CR) in a
body type paragraph t[ , carriage return (CR) 

-i" 3 heldgr type
p*"Sr.pf, S, c-ontroUcariage return (CTRUCR) i ' tab f ' and

column and page break El ..t be toggled on and off by using the

display> formatting menu choice in tlre text middle button
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menu. The formatting characters never appear in the printed
output and they are not selectable characters.

When the example above is viewed in a document with
formatting turned on, it looks like this.

clas*
Firs*
Secondt
Thirdt

ripsl
a)
4J
4ll

r*studefl
24[
28[
25]

Selectinq text for editino

Please refer to the subsection "Selecting text" above, under
Document System window usage for more information on
selecting, deleting, inserting, and moving text.

Copvinq a text selection

First select the text that you want to copy. Then select the copy
menu choice in the text middle button menu to place the selected
text into the clipboard.

Reolaci one text selection with another

The contents of the clipboard will replace whatever is selected in
the document when the paste menu choice in the text middle
button menu is used.

Selectinq the entire document

There are two ways of selecting the entire document. One is to
use the utilities > select doc middle button menu item. The
other is to use the select doc button, which is available in the
default button pane.

Undoinq the last ooeration

The last performed copy, cut, paste, undo or font) menu
choice may be undone by using the undo menu choice in the text
middle button menu. For example if you have just cut some text
from your document that you really don't want to lose you can get
it back if you immediately select undo from the middle button
menu.
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Reoeatino an

The last performed copy, cut, paste, undo or font) menu
choice may be repeated by using the again menu choice in the
text middle button menu.

\-/

Openinq usino the button ne

The button pane is a menu which will be attached to the text
window when you select display) button pane from the middle
mouse menu. Please refer to the "Button pane menu" section of
this chapter for an alphabetical listing of each button and its
functionality.

The default collection of buttons is a combination of character
and paragraph formatting selections and other utilities' This
affords you the convenience of having frequently used menu
items available without having to open both the Character and
Paragraph Looks menus, as well as having commonly used
middle button items available without branching down the menu
tree to select them. Most items will behave in a similar or
identical way to menu selections found in the Character Looks
and Paragraph Looks menus. Some buttons are unique to the
button pane.

The default collection of buttons contains two useful utilities, \-/
select doc and frndlreplace; these work like the utilities) seleet
doc and utilities> find/replace middle button items' The
refresh button works like display> refresh. A unique item in
the default collection is lowercase' which converts uppercase
characters to lowercase. Complete descriptions of all of these
functionsfollow in the appropriate sections of this User Guide'

In addition bo the default collection of buttons' you can configure
the button Pane to contain some optional buttons with any or all
of the default buttons as well. These can be added by using the
system rnenu item User Profile ) doc buttons ) edit' The
optional buttons are: bullet, clear tabs, formatting, galley,
hardcopy, rule, save, time stamp, uppercase, wysiwyg, and [line
spacing]. These, too, are similar or idential to items found in the
Charaeter or Paragraph Looks menus' or the display> , make )
or utilities) menu tree. Unique to the button pane is time
stamp, which provides the date and time- This item works
similarly to the time stamp item found in other Analyst menus'
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Pictured here is the complete collection of buttons displayed in
the button pane.

Ghse bigger bold bullet char loolqs clear tlbs find/replace

formatting galley hadcopy italic lowercase pata lead para looks

plain refresh rule run ttound save select doc smaller

tine stamp uppercase wysiwyg lalignl [break] [line spacing]

Basic character formatting
Character formatting is changing the looks of the characters in
your document. Fonts may be set explicity by name as in Serif
10, Sans - Serif 12 or f ixed-cidth 10. In addition different
properties such as bold itolic stli*ethrrr and underlined may be

set. Combinations of character properties and fonts like Serif l0
bold underlined and may
be used and saved as named character looks called styles' The
user is provided with three ways to set or alter the formatting of
characters in a document.

Settinq r looks bv font name

The font) choice on the text middle button menu allows the user
to set the character looks of a selection to any of the system fonts
by selecting that font by name from the menu- In the follow -rng

illustration the current text selection will be set to Sgfif 14
bold

agam
undo

., (retnoue) ...

.. (add) ... )

u

erif 1?

e

copy
cut

save
hardco

c
underline

rikethr
o s/sty
dis

utilities
e

ans-serill 2
sans-sErill 4
ans-serifl I )
ixed-widthl8
i x ed-u i dth 12

)ef

it1 0

serifrl4 > bold

ont )
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Displavino the current character looks orooerties

Select the characters of interest and select character) on the
lookVstyles > branch of the text middle button menu. The
Character Looks menu will be displayed above the text pane in
the [locument Window with the character look property values
from the current selection. If the Character Looks menu is
already op€tr, it will be updated with the character property
values from the cument selection.

\-/

\-,

agam
undo
copy
cut

paste
save

hardcopy
ont

--default font--
referen

pro e
le sheetutilities

e

loo s/s les > character )

fietClose ApdvCharacter Looks Style maintenance!
Nernc: [-default font-] Sizc: [10J Offset: 0

Oeactivete a[!

Striltettru
Faca: [sedf]

Case:Eolcl Italic

Aoolvi 3elected character orooerties

Here you car see the character look propffty ualues frsrn the current texr selection:

The Character Looks menu is used to view or apply the properties
of any character in the document- In the folloy1g- illgstration
the current text selection will be set to serif 14 bold if tU"
Apply button is pressed. If you do not know the font name and
size of the current selection, pressing the Get button will {ill in
the parameters.

This menu can also be used to set some properties of characters in
a text selection while leaving others unchanged- For example the

(HGloscSt$c malntenencct

Undertine Strikethru
Size: [14] Offset: 0filame: --default font--l

Ocrctfurtc aE!Cherecter Looks

ItqIic
Facr: lserif]

Casc:
serif 1-4 bold

Bole
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bold and inlic words in this sentence can be underlined while
retaining their bold and itoJic properties through use of the
Character looks menu. In the menu below, notice that only the
Underline parameter has been activated.

See the "Character Looks menu" subsection of this document for
the details on setting each of the character look properties.

Chanqinq some of the character orooerties

6etCloseStyb mainternrrce!
Size:

Cegc:
OffsetNerne: font-l

Glreracter Lod<s Activatc allt
Face:

TJn,Jerline

In the Character Looks menu, click the left mouse button over
Deastivate all! to set all of the character properties to inactive.
Click the left mouse button over each property you want to
activate and then set it to the new value. Then select Apply. Only
the active character properties will be changed in the current
selection. Here are three examples of formatting looks which can
be selectively applied. The complete descriptions of all of the
options can be found in the "Character Looks menu" subsection.

Face

In the Character [,ooks menu, click the left mouse button over
Deactivate all! to set all of the character properties to inactive.
Click the left mouse button over Face: to activate only that
property. Select the face from the pop- up menu (serif, san - serif
or frxed-width). Then select Apply Only the face of the text in
the current text selection wilt be changed.l

Size

In the Character Looks menu, click the left mouse button over
Deactivate all! to set all of the character properties to inactive.
Click the left mouse button over Size: to activate only that
property. Select the charaeter size in points from the pop-up
menu (example: 8, 10, 12, L4, 18). Then select Apply. Only the
size of the text in the current text selection will be changed.2

1 If the character size is not available in the new face, you will get a confirmer to either subgtitute ryith the
ddault font or forget about changing the character face.

2 If the new charact€r size is not available in the character face, you will get a confirmer to either subetitute
with the default font or forget about changing the character size.
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TYpe

There are several ways to alter the emphasis of the text in a

seleetion without affecting the other character properties in the

selection. These are by applying bold, itolic, underline or
etr:ikcth# to the selected characters.

On the Character Looks menu click the left mouse button over
Deactivate all! to set all of the Character Look menu properties to
inactive. Click the left mouse button over the Bold button until it
is set to the desired state, highlighted for bold or normal for not
bold. Select Apply. Onty the bold property of the text in the
current text selection will be altered-

The same effect can be achieved using the font) branch of the
middle button menu and selecting either (add) ) or (remove) )
bold. The botd character property will be set accordingly in all of
the characters in the text selection-

? sc-lect (rtdd] if to q-dd ,,

\-/

\-./

or.. italic
undsrline

stri,tetlru

the button oane

GetGloseStyle maintenencet
Size: Offset:

Casa
Neme: I-rlefault font-l

Activate af,!
Face:

Cfrerecter Looks

Bolit

agam
undo
copy
cut

peste
save

hardco undetline
rikethr

,. (acfd) ,..

0

erif 12
erif 14
edf18

bold

(remo're) )

ont )

setti no character looks with

The display> button pane option in the text middle mouse

menu allows the user to set a variety of character looks' The

button pane menu is described in detail in its own section in this
chapter, but briefly, here is a description of its functions'

The default character looks parameters (set in the User \-/'
Profile> doe buttons) default menu selection) are: bold'
italic, plain, lowercase, bigger, smaller, and char looks' Bold and

Close fin6/reptace select doc [align] [brealrl run around para lead para looks

refresh botd italic plain lowercose bigger srnallet chat looks
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italic work just like the fonts) tree and the Character Looks
menu. Plain will remove bold, italic, underline and strikethru
from the selected text. The char looks button opens the standard
Character Looks menu.

Five character looks functions which are unique to the button
pane are: plain, lowerase, uppercase, bigger, and smaller. These
can be added by using the User Pro6le) doc buttons) edit
system menu item, and are described briefly here.

Plain fonts

The plain button will change all selected characters to the
normal case, removingbold, italic, underline and strikethru.

Lowercase and rcaSe

The lowercase button will change all selected characters from
upper case (capital letters) to lower case. The uppercase button
(not one of the defaults in the button pane) will do the reverse.
Lowercase and uppercase can be used in combination with the
bold, italic, plain, bigger and smaller.

Biqqer or smaller fonts

Selecting the bigger and smaller buttons will search the system
fonts for the next larger or smaller size of the selected text's font
family and apply it to the selected text.

Savinq character formattino as a stvle

The user may name a set of character properties (a character
look) as a character style and have the style be available as a
menu option on the character ) branch of the looks/styles )
choice on the text middle button menu. This allows grving
character looks familiar names which could help prompt the user
as to where these character looks are to be used.
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The selected character style in the above illtrstration would apply
to the current text selection whatever charachr look was defrned
by the character style Chapter lleading. Refer to the Clwraater
Styles section of this chapter for complete information on
creeting, editing and dsleting your own styles'

V

v

-default font-
saYe

nt

out

Heatter (z)
Eear:ting 2 (H)
Heading 3 (x)
I{earling 4 (lrf}

le she$
pro

utilities
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Basic paragraph formatting
Displ no the looks rties

agam
undo
copy
cut

e
save

hatdco
nt

out
racter

--elass--

--default--
--endnote--
--footnote--

--head--pfo I e
st le sheet )utilities

e

Select the paragraph of interest and select paragraph > from
the looks/styles) branch of the middle button menu- The
Paragraph Looks menu will be displayed above the text pane,
and above the Character Looks menu, if that is already open. 3

Using the above Paragraph Looks menu you can access all of the
paragraph formatting pararneters which are described in detail
in the "Paragraph Looks menu" subsection of this document.

Makinq one paraqraph look like another

Apply OatClosc

3
ll 004 4 03

Litte Hcight: tfixedl mh: 14 extrr lead: tl Foflowing Pira: [* self *]
Para Afign: Liusrifyl Lerd before: 11 Kccp Lincs: 2,

4403?5240

01

Ilcactivatc all!
TypG-in: [-default font-]

Break: [none]
Run-around[left]

Paregraph Looks Stylc maintenence!
Stt le (body) Name: []Tormal Borly (n]l

tntrval: 1? Lkrits: [points]T&s Glearl

Place the caret somewhere in the paragraph that you want to be
the source for the looks. Select paragraph > from the
looks/styles ) branch of the middle button menu and the looks
of the indicated source paragraph will be loaded into the

3lfyou make a selection from the list to the right of paragraph >, that paragraph formatting or style will be
applied to the current gelection.

f^
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Paragraph Looks menu. Now move the caret to the target
paragraph. Click over the Apply button in the Paragraph Looks
menu and its looks will be apptied to the target paragraph.

Alternatively, if the menu is alreadY oP€n, simply select the
paragraph whose looks are to be duplicated and press Get in the
Paragraph Looks menu. The parameters displayed in the menu
will be updated and can then be applied to another Paragraph'

Chanqi no some of the oaraoraoh

On the Paragraph Looks menu click the left mouse button over
Deactivate all! to set all of the paragraph properties to inactive'
Click the left mouse button over the name of each of the
properties you want to activate, and set the new value using the
popup menus or by tfrying in the value. Then select Apply' Only
the active paragraph properties will be applied to the current
selection.

If the above paragraph look was applied to some paragraph, the
only property that would be affected would be Align' Type: and

Units: are never deactivated-

Here are several examples of formatting looks which can be

selectively applied. The c'omplete descriptions of all of the options
can be found in the "Paragraph Looks menu" subsection'

\-l

Looks Style maintenance!
) Hame

Activate all!

Follosing Para:
Type-in:

afflln: ertril lead:

lntervalGlear! TyPe: [left]
KeeP Lines:

Units: [points]
Align: Liustifyl Lead before:

UUU B404u3B30101
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rntrgur

cariage
scale

har

Rioht indent

right
rnargin

The right indent is set from the Paragraph
Looks menu. Move the cursor to the right edge
of the margin bar (located above the carriage
scale) and pull the gray bar from the right edge
to the desired position. This WrograPh ts an
eromple of setting tlw right indent to 80 points

from tlw right morgin.

First indent

To set the frrst left indent, move the cursor
to the left edge of the upper half of the margin bar, then pull the
gray bar to the desired position. ?his WrogroPh is an exomple of
setting tlw ftrst tirc left indcnt to 300, with tlw rest left in'dent is set
to2M.

ApplvClose
Type-h: [--rlefault font-]

Fdlowing para: [* setf *]
Kccp Linas: 2 Break: [none]

lead: 0

11
L? lfrits: [points] Bun-ar

Ihactivetc a[!

4

aJ 0 55004 050403

Looks StYlc maintcnance!
(hdy) Nemc: []tornal BodY (n)l

ncigtrt: tfixecll min: 1{ extre lcad: 0

Align: [iustifY] Lead bcfore: 11
F

Units: [poOerr! fYpc: [left] lnterval: 1?

011 035 0
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Rest left indent

To set the rest left indent, move the cursor into the left edge of the
lower half of the margin bar and pull the
gray bar to the desired position- In this
Wragroph thc first left in'dcnt is set to 2M,
tlw rest left indznt is set to 300.

Line

The line spacing is also called line leading or height. There are
three paragraph properties that alfect the line spacing. At
Heighb the lines may be set to either fi*ed or floating. At min:,
typ the desired minimum line height in points. At extra lead:
you can add the desired amount in points for extra line leading.
This paragraph has the above values, Heighk fued, min: 14,
and extrs lead: 0.

If you wanted to add more space between the lines in this

paragraph you could enter 10 as the value for extra lead: and this

paragraph would be the result. This paragraPh has these values,

Height fined, min: 74, andextra lead: I0.

line spaeing
parameters

\-,

\-,

v'

Style maintenancc!
: []Tormal SodY {nil
min: 14 extra lead:
Lead before: 11 Keep L

Units: [points]

Bl Following Par

[left] lnterval: 1?

Oeactivnte all!
rype

01 0 350 4rJrl 3rl0

Stvle Gorly) Name: []Iormal Bocty (n]l
Une Height: [fixecl] min: 14 extra lead: B

Para 11eadL forebeusrifylri

Style maintenance!Paragraph Looks
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(

paragraph
spacffig

parameteffi

If you have parasraphs with lots of wildly different
font sizes in them yOU might Want tO uuow the line
height to float. That is each line witlbecome

tall enough to hold the tallest character in it. This
paragraph has the values, Heighk floating, min: 72, and, extra
lead:0.

Soacino between paraqraphs

The spacing between paragraphs is also called paragraph
leadins. At Leed before, type the desired amount in points.
This Wrogroph llas 44 points of poragraph spcing down from the
illustratbnoboue.

This pcnagroph ltas 33 poinrs of porograph ledhry from the

Wragr@ph obove it.

This Wrogroph llus 22 points of Wrograph leoding from tlw
Wragrophoboue it.

This pordgroph has 17 points of porogroph leoding from the

Wrogroph oboue it.

Controlli widows and orphans

If a paragraph is split by a page break, sometimes the last line of
the paragraph is printed by itself at the top of a Page. This line is
called a widow. When the first line of a paragraph is printed by
itself at the bottom of a page, it is known as an orphan- The
f)ocument System allows you to specify the minimum number of
its lines which must be kept on each of the two pages (current
page and following page) to prevent the appearance of widows
and orphans. At Keep r.ines3, type the desired number of lines
which should be kept together at the bottom or top of a page.

Paragraph Loolts Styte maintenance!
Stute ftody) Name: []totmal Socly (nil
Une Height: [fixedJ min: 14 extra lead: rl

Para 44forebeeadLlustifyri
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If fiiling the frrst of tJne pages leaves too few lines for the top of
the second PaBe, the Document System will move lines from the

bottom of the first page to the top of the second page' lf this leaves

too few lines on the first PaBs, the entire paragraph will be moved

to the second Page.

For example if you set Keep r'ines: to 2 the system will require
that at least two lines frt on each page or the paragraph will be

split between the pages so that at least two lines of it will be on

each page.

\-/

Forces a rninirnum
of 2 lines frorn a
paff,graph to be
ttept together at the
top of tottom
of a page

Cha ino the oa oh alion

Elose
Type-in: [--Clefault font--]

Foltowing Para: [* self *]
Keep Lines: ? Break: [none

d:0

Beactivate all!

7 Units: [groints]

003 0540rl 403

\-/
The way lines are aligned in a paragraph is speci{ied from the
Paragraph Looks menu. For example: At AligR: select justify'
T his poragroph is i ttstify - aligrud -

The way lines are aligned in a paragraph is specified from the
Paragraph Looks menu. For example: At AligR: left' ?his
Wr@groph is left -aligncd.

The way lines are aligned in a paragraph is specilied from the
Paragraph Looks menu- For example: At Aligu: right' This

Wragraph is right -aligned.

The way lines are aligned in a paragraph is specilied from the
Paragraph Looks menu. For example: At Align: center' This

Wrograph is center -aligrud.
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Settinq paraqraoh looks with the button pane

The display > button pane option in the text middle mouse
menu allows the user to set a variety of paragraph looks. The
button pane menu is described in detail in its own section in this
chapter, but briefly, here is a description of its functions.

Glose find/raplace select doc [atign] preakl run atound pam tead para loolts
refresh bold italic plain lorrercase bigget smallet char looks

The default paragraph looks parameters (set in the User
Profile) doc buttons> default system menu selection) are:
[align1, [breakl, run around, para lead and para looks. The effects
of [alignl, [lreakl and run around are just like those available in
the Paragraph Looks menu, except that clicking on [align] and
[breakl with the middle mouse button in the button pane will
cause the menu to remain on the screen, whereas the left mouse
button brings up the popup menu. Para lead opens a Prompter for
the user to "Enter paragraph leading in points". The para looks
button opens the standard Paragraph Looks menu.

Two additional selections can be added to the button pane by
selecting User Profrle) doc buttons) edit and these are
described briefly here.

Cleartabs

This button works like the Clear! button in the Paragraph Looks
menu. Select the paragraph(s) whose tab settings are to be erased
and select this button. Any tab stops (shown under the carriage
bar) are removed. Since the tab clwracter is not removedfrom the
text, the user may accept the default or lnterval: tab stop or set
new tab stops. Additional information on tabs may be found in a
later subsection of this chapter.

lline spacinol

This functionality is unique to the button pane. This item
changes all of the Body t1rye paragraphs in the document,
regardless of which paragraph is currently selected. The popup
menu offers three choices for the spacing between lines within a

[line spacing] l
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paragraph. Each of the choices retains the lixed or floating height
and minimum size for the line. The single, double or triple
spacing is achieved by adding extra line lead' Select the
paragraph(s) to be modified and select from among single (0)'

double (15) or triple (30) points of extra lead or sPace between
each line.

\-/

formatti a stvleSavinq no a5

The user may name a set of paragraph properties (a paragraph
look) as a paragraph style and have the style be available as a
menu option on the paragraph) branch of the look9styles)
choice on the text middle button menu' This allows giving
paragraph looks familiar names which could help prompt the
user as to where these paragraph looks are to be used'

Ilotrnal EodY (ni
Page Xreak {w}

(P)

The selected paragraPh style in the above illustration would

apply to the current text selection whatever paragraph look was

aen""a UV the paragraph style narrow para' Refer to the
Parogroph Stytessection of this chapter for complete information
on creating, editing and deleting your own styles'

\-/'

e
save

hardco

Heading I (A)

Heading g (gi
Left Ftush Pictute ipi

List Itern (1)ont

c
e

acter
out

nflriolr g(rr(I {t*}
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Tabs

Tab aliqnment

When text containing tabs is formatted, the tab characters are
rnatched with tab stops. The text following the {irst tab character
in a line is aligned with the frrst tab stop to the right of its
position. If another tab is encountered in the line, the text
following it is aligned with the next tab stop to the right of its
position. If no tab stop has been explicitly set, an interual tab stop
will be used. If there is not enough sPace left on the line to use an
interval tab stop, the text will be forced to the next line.

There are four types of tab stop alignment. The text that will be
aligned with a tab stop is delimited in front by the matching tab
character and behind by the next tab character or the end of the
line, whichever comes {irst. The four types of alignment are:

Left
The left edge of the text will align with the tab stop.

Center
The horizontal center of the text will align with the tab stop.

Right
The right edge of the text will align with the tab stop.

Decimal
The first decimal point (period) in the text will align with the
tab stop. If there is no decimal in the text, it will align as if
there were an invisible decimal point on the end of the text.

Left
(tab stop at 130)

blue
green
chartreuse
I am left aligned.

Center
(tab stop at 250)

Right
(tab stop at 370) (tab stop at 450.)

463.974
10

.6599
I am decimal (.) aligned.

Helena an
Mercutio ant

Puck ants
I am centered. I am right aligned.
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Displayi no tabular text

When entering tabular data into a document, golley display mode
is most eflicient and will give you a fair idea of its relative
placement, but you will find it to your advantage to use wysiwyg
display mode for formatting the text to look good when it is
printed. The widths of the characters used by the printer are
different (usually smaller) than those normally used by text
displayed on the screen so the amount of text that frts in a certain
amount of space is differe nt. Wysiwyg display mode displays the
text using the same character widths the printer uses so that you
can see what it will look like when it is printed without actually
having to print it.

For example, the image below is what the table on the previous
page looks like on the screen in gatley mode, followed by an
image of what it looks like in wysiwyg mode.

\/

Lef t Genter Right [Iecirnal ( ' ]
(tab stop at 13lJ){tab stop at Zslli(tab stop nt s?[i(tab stop at 451].i

blue Helena an 463'9?4
greBfl Metcutio ant 1ll
chaftreuse Puclt aflts '65-Qg
I arn left aligfled,I arn cefltered,I arn right aligned.I atn decirnal i,i aligned' v

l-eft
ttrtstog r.tI30)

bltre
Bfeen
chr.rtteuse
I en tett rligne4,

Center
(tet stog rt 250 )

Hg ht
(tat stof :rt 3?0)

Oeeimal( .)
(tab sta4r rt 450,)

46 3,9?4
10

,6599
I rnr ,lecirn t1(,) rligned,

Helenr {'n
Mercutio r'nt

Puctt r'nts
I an centecerl, I lln rigttt rligned.
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lnterval tab stoos

Interval tab stops (also called default tab stops) occur at regular
intervals following the left indent or the last explicitly set tab
stop in a line. Text will align with them on the left.

The distance between interval tab stops is a paragraph property
which can be examined and set through the lnterval: field in the
Paragraph Looks menu.

To set the tab interval of a paragraph, select the paragraph(s) you
want to change the tab interval of, open the Paragraph Looks
menu or use its Get function to load in the property values of the
selected paragraph(s), select in the Units: freld the unit type you
wish to specify the interval in, activate the lnterval: freld if
necessary, enter the number of units for the interval in the
lnterval: freld, and frnally select Apply to apPly it to the
paragraphs.

Disolavi no tab stoos

A set of explicitly set tab stops is a paragraph property which ean
be examined and changed through the tab stops freld in the
Paragraph Looks menu. This freld is the rectangular area located
below the carriage scale. To display the tab stops of a paragraph,
select the paragraph and then open the Paragraph Looks menu

. by selecting looks) paragraph in the middle mouse button
menu, or use its Get function to load in the look values from the
selected paragraph. The value of the Units: freld may be given in
inches, centimeters, picas, or points.

If more than one paragraph is selected or Deactivate all is used,
the tab stops freld will be inactive (denoted by a box of diagonal
lines covering it). To activate it, move the cursor over it and click
the left mouse button.

Gtose

cm
a

plcas
int

lHeading 4 (4)l
min: 14 extrr lead:
Lead before: 2,2,

Deactivttc all!
Type-in

E Following para

Units: [points]
l

4 B

: [--defaul
: [* self *

Style maintenance!

lnterval: L?

IJll1 E fi303
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\-/
Close

Keep Lines:
Units: [points]

Break:

Activate all!

Fotlowing part:
Type-in:

3 03 IJ04 E4 rl 5

Settinq tab stoos

To set tab stops for one or more paragraphs, frst display the
current paragraph looks of the paragraph(s) in the Paragraph
Looks menu. For each tab stop you want to set, check that the
value in the Type: field is the type of alignment you want the tab
stop to have, and change it if needed. Then move the cursor into
the tab stops field, press the left mouse button down and move
left or right, dragging the upward pointing arrow that denotes
the tab stop. lYhen it is in the desired position, release the mouse
button. When you have set whatever tab stops you wanted, select
Apply to make the selected paragraph(s) use the new looks.

v

Camiage
Scale {

Tab $tops+

teft Tab stot, center Teb stop Right lab stop 0ecimal lab 'ttop

The set of tib stops used in the preuious exarnpte.

Deletinq tab stoos

AGloseStyle rnaintenance!
Itlarne: [Heading 4 (4]l

Oeactiuate all!
Type-in

Following para

Units: [points]

: [--default font--]
: ['t' self *]

Type: [left] lnterval: L?
ftl Lead before: 22

I min: 14 extra lead: 0

Keep Lines: 0 Break:

08
08 -1

5B

tl 25rl 3E 04 tJ5B4t] 3rlrl 1

4503?02.50130

To delete tab stops for one or rnore paragraphs, first display the
current paragraph looks of the paragraph(s) in the Paragraph
Looks menu. To delete all the explicitly set tab stops at once,
select the Clear! function. (There is also an optional Clear button
located in the button pane.) To delete specifrc tab stops one at a
time, move the cursor directly over the tab stop and click the left
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^

mouse button. fui alternative metlrod of deleting a tab stop is to
uov6 it offeithei snd of the tab stap"Seld. \f,hen you ef,c finished
ctranging tsb stops, select Apply to mske the esloctsd
paragraph(s) use the new looks.

To move existing tab stops for one or more paragraphs, first
display the current paragraph looks of the paragraph(s) in the
Paragraph Looks Eenu. To move a tab stop, move the cursor
directly over the tab stop, press the left mouse button to pick it
up7 G{}BtiBue tnlding the mouse button down while moving the
cursor b drag the tab stop to the new location, and then release
tlre mousc button. When you are finished changing tab stops,
select Apply to make the selected paragraph(s) use the new looks.

Chanoina tab tvpe

^

To clrange ths aligunent tyae of a tab stop you must delete the
old tab ctop ard sct,a new one of the desired type.

n
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Special keystrokes

Backspace

Pressing the backspace key will delete the current selection and
the character preceding it.

Delete

The current selection will be deleted if the DEL key is pressed'
(On some workstation types, the delete key will do a backspace
when the current selection.is empty).

Esca

Hitting the ESC key will cause an implicit selection to become

explicitly selected. When typing text, there is an implicit (not
visible to the user). selection of all the text typed since the last
explicit (made with the mouse) selection.

Left shift

The shift key on the left side of the keyboard is often used for
special purposes. One end of a text selection can be moved by
pressing the left shift key down, moving the cursor to the side you
want to change of the current bext selection, pressing the left
mouse button, moving the cursor to the new end of the selection
and releasing the mouse button.

\-/

\-/

Control

The control key on the left side of the keyboard (labeled Prop's on
some keyboards) is used for special purposes in conjunction with
other keys on the keyboard.

If you press and hold the controt key down while hitting the Tab
key, the text selection witl be moved to the next occurrence of text
surrounded by double angle brackets, ie. ( ( some text ) )
would be selected as shown below. This feature is useful for
documents requiringcertain text fields to be frlled in'

doubte angle brackets, iE, would

If there are no more occumences of text within angle brackets the
window will flash when control - tab is hit. (On keyboards with a \/
Next k"y, that key may be used instead of control-tab if
desired).
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The control key is also used as a shortcut in applying Paragraph
and Character Styles (refer to the "styles and Style Sheets"
suboection of this chapter for information on these features and
their use.) Control (s) <key>, where (key> is the Key:
assigned to a named Character or Paragraph Style, will apply the
style to the current selection. The Key:s are shown in the
Character and Paragraph looks popup menus, to the right of the
style name and in parentheses. <Key> is case sensitive. Select
the paragraph(s) or characters(s) to which the style is to be

applied and press the control key and the 's' key together and
release. Then press the character corresponding to the key of the
style name to be applied and release. The Looks for the style
attached to that key will be applied.
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Advanced editing featu res \-/
Implementing several of the features described below requires
familiarity with the Page Layout editor. Please refer to the "Page
layout styles" section of this chapter for additional information
on use of the Page Layout editor.

Findinq some text

Text may be searched to find occurrences of a specified word or
phrase, and if desired, replace it with a different word or phrase.
To do this, select the location in the text where you want to start
the search. tf this happens to coincide with an occurrence of the
text you want to search for, select that text and it will be
presented to you as the default search string. Select the
utilities> find/replace menu choice in the text middle button
menu, or the find/replaee button in the button pane. This will
bring up the Find/Replace QBox for you to flrll out. The replace
all action option will repeatedly find and replace until the end of
the document. After you accept the QBox, the search will begin.

\-/
acccpt caneel Dailout

Find: rnisplecl

Action: finil rcprace ltr@
Replacc llt'ith: rnisspelterl

FinillRcplacc
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Savinq a port ion of the document as a different document

Sometimes it is desirable to save a piece or even all of a document
which is being edited as a totally separate document without
disturbing the original. An example of this might occur in the
process of editing the entire document for a different audience
and wanting to save it but without overwriting the original.
Another example might be the preparation of paragraphs in a
document which could serYe as "boilerplates" for other
documents.

If you only want to put part of your document into a new
document, select the portion you do want. If you want the entire
document, it does not matter what is selected. Then select
utilities> fiIe as new item in the text middle button menu' If
there is a text selection, a Confrrmer will appear for you to
indicate whether you only want the selected text (yes) or actually
want the entire document (no). After answering that, the File
request QBo* will appear and should be lilled out to designate
the name of your new document and where and/or how it should
be filed in one or more Information Centers.

classified documents

agam
undo
copy
cut

paste
save

hardcopy
find/replace

search
ddask word

select C

restoreooks/styles
nt

)dis
eill open

c
C up

ha es

file as new

utilities )

em

The classifrcation of information represents the degree of
protection and security which must be used in its handling'
Documents can be assigned classifrcation and control categories
from within the Irrformation Center, or in the Document System-
The flocument System allows you to specify these controls
paragraph by paragraph, or to specify one level for the entire
document. The text for both Classifrcation and Controls is set by
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\

the system administrator; please refer to the Systern
Administrotor chapter of this User Guide for more information.

of a oaraqraph

A paragraph's classification is determined by the highest level of
classilied information which is contained within the paragraph-

To change the classilication of a selected paragraph, use the
make ) elassify Inenu choice in the text middle button menu.
This will obtain the Change Classification QBox which should
be filledout and accepted.

The classifrcation of the paragraph will be displayed in
abbreviated form inside parentheses following the text of the
paragraph. Although the classification and control text appears
on the screen and in hardcopy, the text is not selectable. [f a
paragraph's classification is higher than the document's
classifieation, the document's classification will be raised. When
any part of the paragraph is copied, cut, or pasted, the
classilication travels along with it.

Classification of a document

The minimum classification of a document is determined
autonomously by adding up the classifrcations of all the
paragraphs contained within the document. The user is not
allowed to change the document's classilication below this level.

To change the classilication of a document, use the
classification menu choice on the right mouse button menu.
This will obtain the Change Classffieation QBox which should
be filled out and accepted.If the requested classilication is at or
above the minimum required by the contents of the document,
the classilication of the document will be changed and displayed
in the classilication bars on the top and bottom of the window (or
they will be removed if the document becomes unclassified).

\-/

\-/

Doc Name

This paragraph is elassified at a higher level thnn
the docuflent as a whole, (Sensitive No Copyi

This patagraph has a lowet cluqsifieation.

Sensitive Draft No Copy
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Document classification orintinq locations

The location(s) on the Page where the classifrcation of the
document will be printed are defined by the location of
classificatioz boxes in the Wge layout style. Refer to the "Page
layout style" subsection of this document for more information on
editing any page style. In each classilication box, the
classilication will be printed as up to two lines with the
Classifrcation level on the frrst line and any Controls on the
second line. The size and position of the classification boxes can
be set by the user. Likewise, the Paragraph Looks menu can be
used to change the parameters of the - class - default
paragtaph style.

If there is either no classifrcation or if the classification boxes
have been deleted, classification of the document will be ignored.

A classilication box can be created by using the add >
classifrcation option on the middle button menu in the page
layout style editor. The Default page layout style contains one
classification box centered at the top of the page (Classl) and one
centered at the bottom (Class2), either of which may be edited,
moved, duplicated, or destroyed.

Paqe number location

The location on the page of the page number is defrned by the
location of a page nurnber box in the page layout style.If there is
no page number box defined for the page layout style, no page
number will be printed. A page number box can be created by
using the add > page number option on the middle button
menu in the Page Layout style editor. If no style is specifred for
the page number it will simply be centered in the page nurnber
box. The Default page layout style contains a page number box at
the bottom middle of the Page, underneath and slightly above the
bottom classification box.

Paqe nu mber formattino

The page number style and format can be modified from their
defaults.

To use a different style for the page number, defrne your own
paragraph style (or use the default -pageNumber- paragraph
style). Use the Page Layout editor window to select PageNumber
from the popup menu. In the Edit PageNumbert QBox, select
the page number style as the value for the Use Style Named:
field.

In the illustration below, a running head paragraph style named
pageNumber with key of P has been defined and is being linked to
the PageNumberl box on the page layout.
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Edit PageNumber I

acccpt cancel taitout

TrP

0Eottom

0.?5Left

-0.? 5Bight

Footer (f)
--6la5g----[91fl - -

--pageNumDrr - -Ileader (h)

Use Style Namef,:

#Pege nurnter character:

pageNumber (P)

10,

The default format of the page number is simply the number of
the page. You can print text before, after, or around the page
number by adding a paragraph to your document (prior to the
body text on the first page you want it used) containing the text
to be used. The paragraph must be given the same header
paragraph style you specilied in the page number box. In the text
of the paragraph, the location of the page number itself is
indicated by inclusion of the Page number character: freld of
the page number editing QBox. When the document is printed
the page number character will be replaced by the page number.
The default character is a pound sign (#). The only reason to
change this character from the default would be if you wanted to
print a'#'in the page number text.

A page number paragraph was created to generate this chapter of
the User Guide. In the document you are reading, the page
number box is defrned as shown above in the Edit
PageNumberl QBox. The pcgeNumber (P) style is displayed in
the Paragraph Looks menu shown below.

\./

\-/

BctClose

0s50 50 3 4 004

Stvle (header) Name: [pa8e]Tumber (P)l Type-in: [--default font--]
t-ine Height: [fixed] min: LZ crtrr lead: 0 Fof,owing Para: [+ self *]

503254

10
1 0

Oeactivate all!Style maintenance!Paragraph Looks

Break: [none]
Bun-around: [teft]

00

Keep Lines: 2Par:a Align: lleft] Lcad before: 0
lntenral: t? tlnite: [poinrs]Tabs Glear!
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There is one paragraph using this style. It is located at the
beginning of the document so that the page number will be
included on the first page. The text of the paragraph consists of
one line with "Analyst User Guide", a tab, and the text
"Document System - #", as shown below.

Tabf,t

fab a ent[
When text containing talrs is formatterl, the tah chara,lters

Runninq heads

A running head or document header is text that is outside the
normal body text flow and is not a generated page number or
classification. It may be located anywhere on the page, there may
be many headers containing different text, and the same header
text may be repeated in more than one location. Typically, a

running head appearing at the top of a page is called a header,
and appearing at the bottom of a page, a footer.

If you have a style sheet or template document that already has a
working example header, all you may have to do is replace the
text in the example with the text you want to appear in your
header.

To put a running head in a document which contains none, you
must first defrne a paragraph style of header type using Style
maintenance! add on the Paragraph Looks menu, or use the
default -head-.

Header Iocation

The location on the page of the header is defrned by the location of
aheoderbox in the page layout style. A header box can be created
by using the add > header - footer menu item in the Page
Layout editor window. An Origin cursor will prompt you to sweep
out a location and size for the header box, and an Edit Headerl
QBox will open for you to specify the size of the box more
precisely.

Header formattinq

To set up the header text, define your own paragraph style (or use
the default -head- paragraph style). In the Edit Headerl
QBox, select the header style as the value for the Use Style
Named: f'reld.
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A running head was created to generate this User Guide chapter'
In the illustration below, a running head paragraph style named
Hedcr with key of h was defined. When add> header-footer
was selected, Header(h) was available as a ehoice and was linked
to the Headerl box using the Use Style Named: field in the

QBox.

In this chapter of othe User Guide, there is one paragraPh using
this style. It is located at the top of the document so that the
header will be included on the first page. The text of the
paragraphconsists ofone line with just two underlined tabs and a
second line containing'Copyright(c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. All
rights reserved.', I tab, and the date. In the Page layout, the
header box appears at the bottom ofthe page.

The reason for the negative paragraph leading (Lead before:
field is to dispose of the empty height in the first line of the two
line paragraph. That line is 12 points high, but has nothing but
the unde.rline to print. Since we want the underline to appear at
the top oithe header box (10.5 inches from the top of the page), we
disposed of 11 points of "empty space" and used only the one point
underline, followed by the next line which contained text.
Warning: Be very careful with trying negative paragraph
leading - it can make it dilfrcult or impossible to select the
paragraph or paragraphs above it.

Chanqinq runnino heads

Header text must be edited while in galley disploy mod.e- Headers
will appear on every page until another paragraph of the same
paragraph style is encountered. This new text will replace the
text and will continue to appear on every page another paragraph
of the same style is encountered, until a page layout style without
the header box referencing the paragraph style is encountered, or
until the end of the document.

\-/'

\-'l

tretClose Applv

50 063 041 15 B

$tYle fteader) Name: [Heatler ihi] Type-ln: [--default font--]
Une tlcight: [fixed] min: 12 extra lead: 0 Foltowing Pera: [* self 's]

503

Ileactivate all!Style maintenance!Paragmph Looks

Run-around
0

Keep Lines: 0 Break: [none]Para Afign: [left] Lead before: -11

tnterval: 1? Units: [points]Tabs Glear! Type: [leftl
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Marqins

Page layout styles defrne the areas where text is allowed to go on
a page. \[hat is traditionally known as the margins of a page are
defrned by Body type boxes in a page layout style. To change the
margins used on a page you must either edit the page layout style
already in use or insert another page layout style that defrnes the
margins you want.

Unless a different page layout style has been inserted in your
document, the page layout style used by the entire document is
the one named 'Default'. If any other page layout style is used in
the document, a Wge layout style mnrker will appear (in galley
display mode) at the spot where it is to take effect. A page layout
style may be inserted between any two paragraphs in a document
by using looks/styles) page layout) insert in the text middle
button menu. A page layout style marker is placed in the text to
rnark the spot where a new page will begin using the text areas
delined by that page layout style.

Page Layout Style: Classif ieil P age

To change the margins defined by a page layout style use
looks/styles> page layout) edit on the text middle button
menu to open a page layout style editor window. The edges of the
'Body' box define the margins of the page. These are the four
values (lef]b, right, top, bottom) in the box's editing QBox.

Margins also defrne the white space in between columns. The
example shown below defrne the margins for the pages used in
the Index for this User Guide.
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Headerl

Iody
flow otder 2

acccpt canccl bailout

Top r
Bottom -0.?5

Left rJ. ?5

BigLt -4.5

Flour oriler: 1

Edit Borily I

\

lCopy ofl AUG Inder Template: Index Rest pages

\/

Landscape paqes

A landscape page is oriented with the longer side horizontal
(instead of vertical as with a portrait page). When looks/styles >
page layout) is selected, the Create, lnsert, or Edit Page
Layout Style QBoxes provide a choice between (minimally)
Defaultlandscape and Default. To change from portrait to
landscape within the same document, you need to insert a
landscape page layout style in your document at the place you
want to switch to landscape orientation. If you want the
document to start out landscape, insert it at the top of the
document.

If the default landscape division style available is not suitable,
you can also make one. Select looks/styles) page layout)
create from the text middle button menu. In the Create Page
Layout Style QBox that appears, enter a name for the page
layout style and then select landscape for the orientation. This
will enable the list of existing landscape styles in the template:
freld. Select one to use as a template to modify. When you accept
the QBox, a page layout style editing window will be opened on
your new style.
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After inserting the page layout style into your docurnent, the
document window will become wider to accommodate the new
width. (If you want to change back to portrait orientation, simply
insert a portrait page layout style where you want the change to
occur).

Bullets and rules

There are two options available in the make ) menu tree which
allow you to insert a bullet ( r) and a horizontal or vertical rule
into the Document.

The make ) bullet middle button menu itern inserts a bullet and
a tab character into the document. The tab can be removed by
backspacing.

The make ) rule item opens an Edit Rule QBox for the user to
enter the dimensions of the horizontal or vertial rule. The rule
can be a solid black line, such as the one over the section heading
"Advanced Editing Features" in this chapter, or can contain
multiple lines of white and black lines like this

The Document Profile

There are properties of the document which are kept by the
Document System until they are needed for specifrc tasks. These
properties are known as the Document Profrle. The properties
kept have to do with default paper size, starting page number of
the document, and starting endnote and footnote numbers.

These Profile properties allow you to break large documents into
smaller ones and conveniently hardcopy all or some of the
sections without having to worry about page numbering.
Likewise, the correct numbering of footnotes and endnotes is
automatically taken care of through the Profile. When a
Hardeopy QBox opens on any document, you will notice that the
value of the Starting Page No. field corresponds to the
Document's Profrle.

'When the user selects looks/styles > profr.le from the middle
button menu, a Document ProfrIe QBox appears showing the
current Profrle. When the user changes any of the document
properties, the window redisplays using the new properties
def-rned by the Document Profile.

Graphics (pictures)
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The bit map of any of these items may be placed in the document
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lnsertin a oraohico

To insert a new graphic into your document you must frrst copy it
into the clipboard, either from the main or brush menu of a

sketch, Bap, or chart editor, or by selecting the item and copying
it in an Information Center folder. Once it is in the clipboard, go

back into your document window and select the location you want
to place the graphic. Then select paste from the text middle
button menu. If you copied the graphic from an editor, the
graphic will now appear in your text. If you copied it in an
Information Center, a Paste QBox will appear- Select the
contents choice and accept, and then the graphic will appear in
your text. [t can then be selected, copied, cut, and pasted just like
any other character in the text.

Paste ldle Shuttle

accept cancel bailout

data linkPaste

Link Typer :

New link type

contents

Formattino hints for oraohics

Unless it is a very small picture, you will probably frnd it most
desirable to locate your graphic in a paragraph by itself. You will
then be able to more easily adjust its horizontal alignment (using
Align: in paragraph looks) and distance from surrounding text"
Using floating line height (set by Height: in paragraph looks) in
conjunction with graphics is very useful because it will insure
that your graphic will not overlay surrounding text.

Modi nq a picture with the middle mouse button menu

By selecting a graphic you gain access to a middle mouse button
popup menu wittr- options specific to the picture. To select a
gr"phi", move the cursor over it and click with the left mouse
6ut[on. A gray line will appear around the graphic's edge to
indicate tnat ii is selected. Tb deselect the graphic, simply click
the left mouse button somewhere outside of the graphic's display'

\/
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€t Grnpli t

unselected

llo boeders.

looks

Selected. Selected graphic menu.

The picture is the original graphic. It is displayed on the screen at
its original size with a resolution of about 75 dots per inch (dpi). It
can be scaledto a larger or smaller size, in which case it will only
be shown on the screen as a gray rectangle but when it is printed
the dots of the original graphic will be pushed together or
expanded to the size of the rectangle.

The picture can be framed with white space around it, and a
border can be added to surround the picture and/or the frame. The
looks option is used to set the border parameters for the graphic.

Looks

eccept canccl bailout

YGJPicture Boriltr
width 1

YGJFrarne Border

wiilth 2

no

no

A bordcr can be put on the picture and/or the frame. The width
freld below each border specification determines the border width
in screen pixels (if the corresponding border is requested).

Eorder width of 2 on picture onlg, Borderridth of t on frame, 1 on picture.

Et Grtphit rtUI
f

cture

oo s

tame

tame )
icture

looks

f, Gmplf t E[ 6urp]i t E[ 6unpUi t
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resize proportionally The option frame> resize proportionally is used to change the
size of the frame to something proportional with the picture's
dimensions.

After selecting this option, an Origin cursor will appear to
prompt you to defrne a rectangle which will be the size of the
frame. You will probably frnd it useful to move this to the
location on the screen of where you would like the top lefb corner
of the new frame to be. Press and hold down the left mouse
button. The cursor will now change to a corner cursor and a gray
rectangle surrounding the picture will be displayed to show you
the minimum dimensions of the new frame (the size of the
picture). Moving the cursor to the right or down will extend the
frame - you will not be allowed to make it smaller than the
picture. You may also notice. that even if you are only moving
right or down, the other edge of the rectangle surrounding the
picture will also be moved in order to maintain proportionality.
When you release the left mouse button, the gray rectangle
surounding the picture will be used by the system to defrne the
dimensions of the new frame, the graphic will be redisplayed
with the picture centered within the new frame, and surrounding
text in the Document will be adjusted as necessary.

\-/

\-/

resize arbitrarily The option frame) resize arbitrarily is used to change the size of
the frame without regard to the picture's proportions.

o s

resize to
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After selecting this option, an Origin cursor will aPpear to
prornpt you to defrne a rectangle surrounding the picture which
will be the size of the frame. You will probably find it useful to
move this bo the location on the screen where you would like the
top left corner of the new frame to be. Press and hold down the
left mouse button. The cursor will now change to a corner cursor
and a gray rectangle surrounding the picture will be displayed to
show you the minimum dimensions of the new frame (the size of
the picture). Moving the cursor to the right or down will extend
the frame. You will not be allowed to make it smaller than the
picture. When you release the left mouse button, the gray
rectangle surrounding the picture will be used by the system to
define the dimensions of the new frame, the graphic will be
redisplayed with the picture centered within the new frame, and
text surrounding the picture will be adjusted as necessary.

resize to picture [f you want to remove the frame (white space) around the picture,
the option frame) resize to picture is used to change the size of
the frame to the $ame size as the picture.

After selecting this option, the graphic will be redisplayed with
the frame corresponding to the picture's edge, and text
surrounding the picture will be adjusted as necessary.

move around picture The option frame> move around picture is used to change the
placement of the picture within the frame by moving the frame in
relation to the picture.

After selecting this option, the frame will be displayed as a gray
rectangle surrounding the picture which can be dragged about
the picture (but not away from it) by moving the cursor. When
the relationship between the frame and picture is the way you
want it, click the left mouse button. The graphic will be
redisplayed.

resize arbitrar
es IZe oI fi oI anp po

ureove aroun

IEE@
rame )

cturetreslze top

resize to
bit

esT ZI e o Id 0pr po
I Ies atze aT IT ly
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scale proportionally

edit The option picture> edit is used to change the picture.

After selecting this option, a Sketch Editor window on the
selected graphic will appear. You will be able to change the
graphic and save it afterwards.

The option picture ) scale proportionally is used to change the
size of the picture but ensure that the new size is proportional to
the original dimensions.

After selecting this option, an Origin cursor will appear' You will
probably lind it useful to move this to the location on the screen of
where you would like the top left corner of the new picture to be'
Press and hold down the left mouse button. The cursor will now
change to a corner cursor and a gray rectangle surrounding the
picture will be displayed to show you the dimensions of the new
pieture. The initial minimum size is very small- Move the cursor
io the right and/or down to extend the lines- You may notice that
even if iou are only moving right or down, the other edge of the
rectangle will also be moved in order to maintain proportionality'
When you release the mouse button, the gray rectangle will be
used by the system to defrne the dimensions of the new picture,
the frame will be made the same size as the picture, and text
surrounding the picture will be adjusted as necessary' When the
graphic is reaisplayed, the picture will appear as a gray box
because it would take too long to try to make a useful display at
the new size, but the picture will be oompressed or expanded to frt
the new size when it is Printed-

\-,

\-,

unscale
sho!$ unscaled

Ioo s
it ilv

Iil noote p po
b arTATecalsame

center
move within frame

m ame

Edit

picture)

oo s
show unscaled
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move within frame
center m Iame

T@
picture>
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EIGrilpUt

Prop/sca

S Grilpli f

scale arbitrarily The option picture) scale arbitrarily is used to change the size
of the picture without regard to the proportions of the original
picture.

After selecting this option, an Origin cursor will appear. You will
probably frnd it useful to move this to the location on the screen of
where you would like the top left corner of the new picture to be.
Press and, hold down the left mouse button. The cursor will now
change to a corner cursor and a gray rectangle will be displayed
to show you the dimensions of the new picture. The initial
minimum size is very small. Move the cursor to the right and/or
down to extend the rectangle. When you release the mouse
button, the gray rectangle will be used by the system to defrne
the dimensions of the new picture, the frame will be made the
same size as the picture, and surrounding text will be adjusted as
necessary. When the graphic is redisplayed, the picture will
appear as a gray box because it would take too long to try to make
a useful display at the new size, but the picture will be
compressed or expanded to fit the new size when it is printed.

TO ft lona

o s show unscaled
unsca e

allle ] center
move within frame

m rame

scale arbitrar

picture>
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unscale

show unscaled

If you want to undo the effects of any scaling, the option
picture) unscale is used to change a picture back to its original
size.

After selecting this option, the picture will be returned to its
original size, the frame will be made the same size, and
surrounding text will be adjusted as necessary. The picture will
be visable again, instead of the gray box representing the picture'

The option picture) show unscaled is used to temporarily
display the scaled picture at its original unscaled size, when
viewing the document in galley or wysiwyg mode.

After selecting this option, the picture will be displayed on the
screen at its original size until you click the left mouse button'

\/

e

oo s

sholv unscaledraille )

move within frame
center m tame

unscale

plcture>

ooks
rail]€ )
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center ln
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center in frame The option picture) center in frame causes the picture to be
centered within the frame.

After selecting this option, the graphic will be redisplayed with
the picture centered inside the frame.

move within frame The option picture> move within frame allows the picture to
be repositioned within the frame.

After selecting this option, the edges of the frame will be
displayed as a gray rectangle which can be moved around outside
the picture by moving the cursor. A crosshair identilies the
center of the frarne. \iYhen the relationship between the frame
and picture is the way you want it, click the left mouse button-
The graphic will be redisplayed.

Data Links

looks
trame >
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unscale

show unscaled

oport lonca
s
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center m ame
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s
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I@
picture>

framemove rn

ftffil

A doto linrt provides a reference to an item in an Information
Center. Although of little use in the hardcopy form of a
document, when the document is in electronic form it can be used
to provide ready access to source materials or other items related
to the document.

To insert a data link, go to the Information Center from which
you opened the document and copy the item to which you want a
link. Then return to your docurnent, select the location where you
want the reference to be, and select paste from the text middle
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button menu. A Paste QBox will appear. Select the data link
option and then select the type of link you want. If you select new
link type, the lVeur lin* type freld will be activated and you can
enter a name for a new link t1rye to be created and used-

When the QBox has been frlled out to your satisfaction, select
accept and a dan link morler will appear in your text, like this

lt can then be selected, copied, cut, and
pastedjust like any other character in the text.

lf you move the cursor over the data link marker and click the
left mouse button twice, the referenced data item will be opened
on the screen for you.

\-/

Forms

B its and Pieces

An Analyst Form item may be placed in your document as if it
were a large character. Onee it is in your document it can be
selected and filled in or changed in user mode, in the same
manner as if it were in its own window on the screen. Please refer
to the Formschapter for more information on these features.

To insert a Form into your document you must first copy it into
the clipboard, either by using copy form in the middle button
menu of an open Form window or by selecting the form item and
copying it in an Information Center folder. Once it is in the
clipboard, go back into your document window and select the
location you want to place the Form. (Placing it in its own
paragraph which uses floating line height will probably get the
best results). Then select paste from the text middle button
menu. If you copied the it from a Form window, the Form will
now appear in your text. If you copied it in an Information Center
folder, a Paste QBox will appear. Select the contents choice and
accept, and the Form will appear in your text. It can then be
selected, copied, cut and pasted just like any other character in
the text.

lf you move the cursor over the Form and click the left mouse
button, it will be selected and operational as a Form- lYhen it is
selected a gray rectangle will appear around its edge.

\-/

aecept cancel bailout

ilata tinkParte
Link Types :

Nev link typc

contentr

Paste Small Bio Fornr
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Endnotes

An endnote is a piece of text referenced in the main body of text
by a numbered etdtwtc morker. Endnote markers are numbered
sequentially within the document, starting from 1 unless the
user specilies otherwise in the f)ocument's profile.

Printino

When a document containing endnotes is printed, the user may
choose whether or not to include the endnotes. If they are to be
included, the endnote reference markers will be printed as they
are displayed on the screen and the endnotes themselves will be
printed in an appendix section at the end of the document. If they
are not to be included, neither the markers nor the annotations
will be printed.

lnsertinE an endnote

To make an endnote, select the location where you want the
marker to appear. If you select a piece of text, that selection will
become the initial contents of the endnote. Select make)
endnote from the text middle button menu and an endnote
marker like this will appear in place of the selection.

Selecting an endnote

There are two ways to select endnotes, depending on what you
want to do next. If you want to copy, cut or paste the endnote,
just like any other characters in the text, use draw-through
selection. The endnote makrer will be displayed in reverse video.
To gain access to a middle button popup menu with two options
specilic to editing endnotes, use a single left mouse button click
on the endnote marker. It will be displayed with a gray rectangle
around its edges bo indicated that it has been selected and that
the popup menu is available. To deselect the endnote, simply
click the teft mouse button somewhere outside of the marker.

This is a line nf text.
setected text --* This is

selectad marf.er ----+' This Lr

t,

tEXt.
select for arliting -----+ This is:! text.

ettiting Fopup menu ---* access
expand

1

^a 
line af

line of
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Displavinq or ed itino an endnote

The middle mouse popup menu for editing endnotes contains two
items, access and exPand.

To display an endnote, select its marker and then select the
access option on its middle button menu' or double-click the
left mouse button over the marker. You will be prompted by an
origin cursor to frame an endrwte windorz which will contain the

contents of the endnote. This window is a smaller version of the
document window made for viewing and editing endnotes' Many
of the text menu choices are not available in its middle button
menu, but the choices that are available work the same way as

those in the Document window. There are no save or restore
options. Instead are the menu options accept and cancel'
Accept saves the current contents of the endnote and cancel
changes them back to whatever contents were last accepted or
the original contents. This means that the endnote's contents are
stored in memory and are not written to disk until the Document
itself is saved. As with any window, you may close the endnote
window with the close option on the right mouse button menu'

Removinq an endnote

The expand option on the endnote marker's middle button menu
will cause the endnote marker to be replaced in the text by the
contents of the endnote. The endnote no longer exists', and
subsequent endnotes are renumbered.

To delete the text and endnote marker entirely, simply select
through its marker and cut. If the endnote is not subsequently
pasted somewhere, the endnote is gone, and subsequent endnotes
are renumbered.

\-/

\-/
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Footnotes

An footnote is a piece of text appearing at the bottom of a page
which is referenced in the main body of text by a numbered
foottwte reference. Footnote references are numbered sequentially
within the document, starting from 1 unless the user specifres
otherwise in the Document's Profile.

Printino

When a document containing footnotes is printed, the footnote
reference markers will be printed as they are displayed on the
screen and the footnotes themselves will be printed at the bottom
of the same page column.

Selectinq a footnote

There are two ways to select footnotes, depending on what you
want to do next. If you want bo copy, cut or paste the footnote,
just like any other characters in the text, use draw - through
selection. The footnote reference will be displayed in reverse
video. The footnote marker contains a middle button popup menu
which has only one option, access. Use a single Ieft mouse button
click on the footnote marker to select the number. It will be
displayed with a gray rectangle around its edges to indicate that
it has been selected and that the popup menu is available. To
deselect the footnote, simply click the left mouse button
somewhere outside of the reference number.

lnsertinq a footnote

Making a footnote works like making an endnote, as described
above. Select the location where you want the reference number
to appear. If you select a piece of text, that selection will become
the initial contents of the footnote. Select make) footnote from
the text middle button menu and a footnote reference number
like this 1 will appear in place of the selection.

Displayinq or editinq a footnote

To display or edit a footnote, select its reference number and then
select the access option on its middle button menu, or
double-click the left mouse button over the reference number.
You will be prompted by an Origin cursor to frame a footnote
window which will contain the contents of the footnote. This
window is a smaller version of the Document system window
made for viewing and editing footnotes. Many of the text menu
choices are not available in its middle button menu, but the
choices that are available work the same way as those in the
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Document window. There are no save or restore options' Instead
are the menu options accept and cancel' Accept saves the
current contents of the footnote and cancel changes them back to

whatever contents were last accepted or the original contents'
This means that the footnote's contents are stored in memory and

are not written to disk until the Document itself is saved'

You can create an endnote within a footnote with the utilities)
endnote menu item in the footnote window middle button menu'

Removinq a footnote

To delete the text and footnote reference number entirely, simply
select its number and cut. If the footnote is not subsequently
pasted somewhere, the footnote is gone, and subsequent footnotes
are renumbered.

\/

\/
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cancel
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Document display modes
There are trro display modes the user can choose in the Document
System, galley and wysirvyg. Each has its own special
advantages.

oalley mode

agam
undo
copy
cut

e
save

hardcopy
vt ysl$ryg

galley
eon

les
nt

oks/ rmattmg
reftesh

utilities
e

display

I

In the Salley display mode, charactcrs are spaced for the most
comfortable viewing and editing of a document. However, the
appearance of the document in this mode does not correspond to
the way it will look when printed. The text line breaks (places

where the lines of text end at the edge of the page) in the
hardcopy of a document will not fall in the same places as they
are displayed on the screen in galley mode. Data in tabular
format may also look considerably different. The characters used
for display in galley mode are generally larger than the
corresponding characters used on the printer-

Galley mode allows aesess to and editing of header and page
number text, and of Page layout style markers. These markers
are special paragraphs which are linked to specifrc Page locations
by style nams. This mode also has higher performance because
lesE forustHng is done. This mode is recommended for most
document generation. It is obtained by selecting displsy >
gelley in the text middle button menu.
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modewY3

oallev wvsiwvo exa

You can view your document as it will appear in hardcopy by
selecting display> urysiwyg' \iYysiwyg means What lou Epe Is \'/
What lou Ggt. Tt i" display mode shows your document as it will

"pp"*1nen 
it is printed. To do this the text must be displayed in

a smaller font to properly show the correct position of line breaks
and tabbed text. Headers, Page numbers and footnotes are
displayed in their proPer places in this mode' The tab positions
are exact and the indents are shown as you have specifred' It is
recoErmended that this mode be used as a last review of your
document before printing- It is also useful to review tables in
urysiwyg to insure that you properly spaced all columns' You may
switch between the two display modes at will from the text pane's
middle butbn menu, but switching to wysiwyg mode may take
*lme time because it must format the document up to your
current location before displaying it.

mole

The two sets of three illustrations each that follow are examples
of frrst whot this paragraph, and then a table, looks like
hardcopied" on tlre screen in galley mode, and on the screen in
rvltsiur,g mode.

The two sets of three i[ustrttions each that follow arc examples of first what
this paragtaph" and then a table, loolts lilte hardcopied, ott the scrcefl in galley
,node, afld on the screen in wysiwyg node.

Ttte tvo sets of ttrce itlustretioas erctr tliet {ollow lre exl ngles
of lirst wlrrt ttis grfl3rr.ptt, rnd t[en I trtte, toors li*e
ttrrdcogied on ttte screen in grltey rnode, end otr tte scceen in
wysiwyg n ode,

\-/
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Left
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Styles and Style Sheets
A style is a named set of format '[ooks'. By using predefrned
styles, the task of formatting a document can be greatly
simplified. Formatting information does not have to be recreated
for each document by marking many menu items' With a single
menu choice, a combination of formatting properties can be

applied to a selection.

There are three types of styles; Page Layout Styles, Paragraph
Styles, and Character StYles.

Page Layout styles specify Page layout information for different
divisions of a document such as a chapter, index, table of
contents, glossary, or other divisions unique to a particular
document" The page layout information includes the position of
page numbers, headings and footnotes, the number of columns

and other page makeuP Parameters.

Paragraph styles determine properties that are associated with
paragraphs, such as indentations, tabs, and the space between
lines (the same properties that are visible in the Paragraph
Looks menu).

Character styles determine the appearance of characters in a text
string. A character style is composed of a tyPe, face, size, case and

offset (the same properties that are visible in the Character
Looks menu).

A Style Sheet is a Document containing a predefined set of styles'
A Style Sheet can be created by an individual Document System
user and used only once, or if desired, Style Sheets can be

designed so that.they can be shared among various users' A
company or department may establish document standards'
These standards can be specified in one or more Style Sheets'

This facilitates convenient creation of high quality documents in
the specified style. Style Sheets also provide immediate and

complete reformatting of an entire set of documents' If it is

desirable to ehange the stylistic formatting for a group of
documents, this can be done simply by "sharing" another style
sheet. No other text manipulation is required'

\-/

\-/

Local and es

Styles are eithe r locol or globol. Local styles are those de{ined'

contained and saved within a document' These styles are said to
be "known'to the document-
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A local style might be defrned to simply ease the formatting of the
document and/or to override the properties of a similarly named
global (shared) style.

Globat styles are those defined and contained in the system, as
well as those defrned, contained and referenced in an external
Style Sheet. The system defrned global styles are automatically
available for use by all documents. Through a Style Sheet,
customized global styles may be attached to documents and
shared among users. By using a Style Sheet, a department or
company can easily produce documents which are formatted to
appropriate standards.

Formatti no Hierarchv

Formatting information may be specified at any of four levels of
style hierarchy. Knowledge of the proper use of the style
hierarchy is not essential for beginning users' but it can make
formatting a lot easier for experienced users.

The global styles contained in the system are at the lowest level'
Global styles obtained from a Style Sheet are at the second level'
If a global style exists with the same name as a system defined
style (such as default), information specified by the style sheet
will take precedence. Local styles are at the third level' If a local
style exists with the same name as a global style (defined by
either the system or a Style Sheet), information specified by the
local style will take precedence and the global style will be

ignored. Finally, the Looks menus may be used to override
individual items of local and global style information'

The purpose of this hierarchy is as follows. The system level
simpty provides a style automatically, so that if you do not want
to specify a style, you do not have to. The global level is for shared
document standards, or for any important style information
which tends to show up in document after document' For style
information unique to one document, but used in many
paragraphs of that document, the local style level is best' When
the style information applies to only one paragraph of one

document, the easiest thing to use is a Looks menu'
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Page Layout Styles
Page Layout styles specify properties that are associated with
chapters, indices, tables of contents, glossaries and other
divisions of a document. Page Layout properties include
. page orientation
e number of columns
r the location(s) of body text and their respective order offlow
r pnsition and representation of page numbers
r psition and kind of headers/footers
o horizontal, vertical, and footnote rules
e pageandareaborders
o next page Page Layout style
r other page make - up parameters.

All documents have at least one Page Layout style (defined by
the system and named Default or Defaultlandscape depending
on the orientation of the page) that is automatically applied to
new documents. If you prefer to specify your own page layout
style, the Page Layout window editor can be used to create, edit
and insert a style into the document.

\-/

\-/
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Page Layout editor

title tab -+
classification box

seleeted
hody hax

sticky point

Faee nurdrer hox
elassifieation hox

The illustration above is a special type of Document System
window called a Page Layout editor. The Page Layout editor
allows you access to the parameters of the Page Layout style.
Selecting looks/styles) page layout) create or edit from the
document's middle button menu will open the editor. The title tab
indicates the name of the document and the page layout style
name selected. In the example above, the Default (portrait
orientation) style was selected. The editor displays a scaled
outline of the layout of various kinds of text "boxes" or areas on
the page: header-footer, page number, body, rule and
classification. These will be described in the subsection below on
editing a page layout style.

tllassl

Class2

Doc Name: Default
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Creatinq a Paqe Lavout stvle

Sometimes it is desirable to create a new page layout style. The
document middle button menu looks/styles) page layout)
create item opens the Create Page Layout Style QBox, which
will allow you to specify the name and orientation of the new
style. The QBox also displays all page layout styles known to the
document, categorized by their orientation.

You have the option to base the new style upon an existing one-
This ean signilicantly reduce the amount of work needed to
create the new style.

Once this QBox is accepted, the Page Layout window editor will
appear. Position this page layout style editing window using the
left mouse button. Any existing areas may be modified as
described in the next section ("Editing a Page Layout stylel. In
addition, new areas or boxes may be added using the Page Layout
editor's middle button add or duplicate iterns. Existing areas
may be removed using the middle button destroy. The Page
Layout editor's middle mouse button menu will also be described
in the "Editing a Page Layout style" below.

\-l

\-r

Editinq a Paqe Lavout stvle

accapt c anccl bail0ut

I"[y ]f,ew StyteStyle nimc:

portraitOricntation:
tcmplatc: Fi t rffi ffi $i:! : i:: i ::i i !:l ififi ffi H t i# ii +t #* i

tcmplatc: Def aultl andscape

Creatc Page Layout StYle

It is sometimes desirable to modify one of the existing Page
Layout styles to better suit your requirements. You might do this
when first opening a newly created document, or after reviewing
the layout in wysiwyg mode or hardcopy.

You may edit one of the system's default layout styles, or one
from a Style Sheet if it is known to the document. Select
looks/styles) page layout) edit and the Edit Page Layout
Styte QBox will open.
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Eiit Pagc Layout Stylc

acccpt cancel bailout

MyStylcDcf arltLenC*apcStyle Nancil:
Clardfieil Pagc

Def ault

All of the page layout styles known to the document will be listed
in the Style Named: field. Select a style to edit and accept the
QBox.

Position the page layout style editing window using the left
mouse button. It will then display the defined areas as
rectangles. A label will indicate the purpose of each box: Body
(with flow order), Header, Page Number, Class (for automatic
classifrcation print area) and Rule. The areas can be resized by
using the mouse, or can be edited with the page layout editor's
middle mouse button menu.

Area resizi no

In order to modify any of the areas, that area must first be
selected. Any of the areas can be selected in the usual way by
clicking the left mouse button within the desired Elrea. The
selected area will be grayed and five 'sticky' points will be

displayed; one at the center and one at the mid-point of each
side.

The position and shape of a selected area may be changed using
either of two methods. The easiest, but least precise method is to
use one of the five sticky points. Move the cursor over one of the
sticky points of a selected area and press the left mouse button.
The anchor, and attached element, (the entire selected area, if
the center sticky point) will follow the cursor until the mouse
button is released.

A more precise method is to use the middle mouse button of the
Page Layout style editor to select edit- This will open a QBox
containing the dimensions of the box (margins of the top, bottom,
left and right edges of the rectangle to be displayed), along with
other information relevant to the type of box selected. Any and
all of these values may be edited before accepting. Refer to the
"Page Layout editor middle mouse button menu" subsection
below for information on how to add, coPY, delete and edit the
area boxes.
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Paoe Lavout editor middle mouse button menu

page number
rule

classification

- ooteru cated p
bo

next style

destro

border
otnote rule
f

save
es

add >

body

The Page Layout middle mouse button menu allows you to add,
copy, delete, modify and save the page make - up style. To select
an area box for modifrcation, cliek on the box with the left mouse
button. Following in the order they appear in the menu are the
item definitions.

add

The menu selections under add > allow you to deline additional
area boxes in the page layout.

The Body text area defrnes the region for user generated text.
Running text will be formatted into the body text areas in the
order defrned by their respective flow orders.

Once you have drawn the new Body area with the mouse, a QBox
will appear.

Etit Boily I

rcccpt canccl Deil0ut

Top

Bottem -n. ?5

Left 0.?5

Blgrt -0,?5

Flow ord.cr: 1

\-/

\-,
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Use it to set the parameters more precisely (see edit below). You
also have the option to reset the flow ordcr of the Body text area.
Flow order is used to identify the order for the text areas or
columns to be printed on the page. Each body text area should
have a unique flow order number, beginning with t, or the
results may be confusing or unpredictable. Select accept when
you are done. When the page layout is satisfactory, save the page
layout edibr window.

Headers and footers defrne areas which contain information to be
repeated from page to page. On the page you are reading, the
Header displays the document title, section name and page
number, while the footer contains the copyright notice and date.

Once you have drawn the new Header or footer box with the
mouse, a QBox will appear.

Use it to set the parameters more precisely (see edit below). A
header style must be attached to the area and is set in the Use
Style Named: field. In the example above, a style from a Style
Sheet was chosen. Alternatively, the default '-head-' could
have been chosen. The actual text to be printed in the Header
area is linked by having the same style specifrcation. When the
page layout is satisfactory, save the page layout editor window.

For more details on header and footer text, see the Aduorced
editing features section of this chapter.

header - footer

acccpt canccl DailOrt

Tor

Bcttom 11.0

Lcft B.?5

Right -n'75

--[6afl-- Footcr (f)
rr6t15;-- pageNumDcr (P)

Urc Styte Nemcd:

--ptgiGNumtcr--

0,I

Enit Hcadcr I
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page number The location on the page of it's number is defined by the location
of a page nurnber box in the page layout style. If there is no page
number box defrned for the page layout style, no page number
will be printed. A page nurnber box can be created by using the
add> page number option on the middle button menu in the
page layout style editor.

Once you have positioned the new Page Number box, a QBox will
appear.

Use it to set the parameters more precisely (see edit below). A
non - Body style must be attached to the area by selecting from
the Use Style Named: freld. All non-Body styles known to the
document are given in the QBox- In the example above, a style
from a Style Sheet was chosen- Alternatively, the default
'-pageNumber-' could have been chosen. You have the option
to specrfu your own Page nunber character. The Page number
character is a string of one or more characters which will be
searched for and replaced by the actual page number in the page
number paragraph identifred in the Use Style Narned: field'
When the page layout is satisfactory, save the page layout editor
window.

See Aduc nced editing featwes for more information about page
number formatting.

\-l

\-/

accept canccl beil0ut

ToP

-10.5Bottorn

0.?5Lcft
-n ?5Bight

Footer (f)
Ilcailcr (h)--t161{--

--pi.$GNumltGr----clif'--

U* Style Nane0:

fPagc nlmDer character:

pageNumher (P)

Ef,it PagcNurnDer I
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rule

classification

Rules are made of one or more solid lines used to divide areas on
the page, such as the gutter rule for a multi-column page. They
can be placed horizontally or vertically.

Once you have positioned the new Rule, a QBox will appear

Use it to set the parameters more precisely (see edit below). You
also have the option to specify its orientation (horizontal or
vertical) and its looks. The space/width pairs parameter defrnes
the white line(s) and/or black line(s), given in points, which will
be drawn as a rule. [n the example above, a rule is specifred with
0 pixels of white space and I pixel of black line. \[hen the page
layout is satisfactory, save the page layout editor window.

See the Aduarcedediting feotures section of this chapter for more
information on drawing rules.

The location(s) on tJre page where the overall classilication of the
document will be printed are defrned by the location of
cl.assificotion boxes in the page layout style. In each classification
box, the classilication text will be printed as up to two centered
lines with the level on the frrst line and any controls on the
second. Once you have drawn the classilication box(es) with the
mouse, a QBox will appear.

accept canccl beilout

ToP

Bottom -5,53

Lcft 0..15

Bight -1,58

oricntetior vertical
spaca/viiltl peirr BiL

horizontal

E'L
J, J

Eilit Rulel
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Edit Clarr I

ecccpt carccl I t.itort
Tor 0.11^

Brttom -1L1.49

Lcft r1.49

Bight -n 49

Use it to set the parameters more precisely. The Default page
layout style contains one classification box centered at the top of
the page (Classl) and one centered at the bottom (Class2), either
of which may be edited, moved, or deleted. When the page layout
is satisfactory, slave the page layout editor window.

If there are either no classifications or no classification type
boxes, classification of the document will be ignored. See the
Aduonced editing feotures section of this chapter for more
information on classilication boxes.

duolicate

This item makes an exact copy of the selected area box. Select the
area with the mouse and select duplicate from the menu. You
will be prompted to position the new text area box somewhere on
the Page Layout editor window. Click the lelt mouse button when
you are satisfred with the position and an Edit QBo* of the
appropriate kind will open so that you can set the parameters
more precisely (see edit below). When the page layout is
satisfactory, save the page layout editor window.

destroY

This item deletes the selected area box. Select the area with the
mouse and select destroy from the menu. A Conlirmer will make
sure that you really want to delete the selected box.

Delete Header2?

yes no

Select yes and the Page Layout editor window will be redrawn
without the selected box. If there were overlapping boxes, you
may need to select refresh to have the editor window redrawn

\-/

\-/
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completely. When the page layout is satisfactory, save the page
layout editor window.

edit

This item opens a QBox for the selected area box. Select the area
box you want to edit and select edit from the menu. If no box is
selected when the menu item is chosen, a popup menu listing all
of the known area boxes will appear. Select the one you want to
edit and the appropriate edit QBox will appear.

I Setting the parameters

The margin value is defined in inches. [f specified as a positive
number, it is calculated from the origin (top- left corner) of the
editor's window; but if speci{ied as a negative number is
calculated from the corner (bottom - right corner) of the editor's
window. Ususally if the width and height of an area are already
known, it is easier to specify the margins using either all positive
numbers or all negative numbers depending on whether the area
is to be aligned from the origin or the corner of the editor's
window respectively. If however, the emphasis is to have the area
centered and balanced, then it is easier to specify the top and, left
positively and the bottonz and right negatively where the bottom
value is the negative or inverse of the top value and the right
value is the negative of the leftvalue.

In the following illustration, the top margin is I inch away from
the top of the pEB€, the bottom margin is 1 inch away from the
bottom of the page, the left margin is 1 inch away from the left of
the page and the right margin is 1 inch away from the right of the
page. On an 8.5x11 page, the specifrcation of (top: 7, bottom: 6.5,
left: 1, right: 9) yields the same result as (top: 1, bottom: - l, left:
7, right: -1). Select accept and the display will update with the
new dimensions.
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acccpt canccl beilOut

Top

Botton -r.0

Lcft 1.0

Right -1.0

1

Erlit Borly I

Flew oriler:

Clsssl

Class2

A Document: Default

When the dimensions are satisfactory, save the page layout
editor window.

next style

Next style is often used in constructing the skeleton of a
document. It sets the page layout style for the next page. It could
be used to set different layout styles for recto and verso pages, for
example.

In order to set a different next style from the current page layout
style, select next style from the middle button menu and a Set
Next Page Layout Style QBox will apPear. The QBox will
display all of the page layout styles known to the document.
Select the desired page layout style for the next page from the
QBox and accept. The new next style will take effect on the next
page when the page layout style is saved.

\/
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Set Next Pege LaYout StYIe

accept canccl bailOut

Classified PageDef aultLantlrcapeNert Styte Named: Def ault

Although you cannot explicitly change to a new Page Layout
style in the middle of a paragraph (see Inserting a Page Layout
style below) next style will change to a new style when the
paragraph spans two pages.

border

Borders can be added or removed from the page and any of the
areas. [n order to modify the page borders, deselect the current
area box by moving the cursor to an open area in the editor's
window and clicking the left mouse button. To modify the borders
of an area, select the area of interest. Select border from the
middle mouse button menu of the editor. A Defrne 'xxx' Border
QBox will appear, where in place of 'xxx' is the name of the
selected area or 'Default'for page borders. Select from roundedot
squrre the shape of the borders' four corners and specify the
desired border looks in terms of space/width pairs. Consider
space as the thickness (in points) of a white rule and, width the
thickness (also in points) of a black rule.

Dcfine'Ilefault! Border

accept cancel Dail0ut

LlL L/7 t/ Lspacerfwidth pairr

roundedGOrnGrt f qu arc

Illustrated to the right of this paragraph is a
bordered area resulting from the specifrcation of
(111 112 lll), where the borders are either going
outwards from a selected area or inwards from the
paper boundary.

See the Aduorued Editing features section of this chapter for
more information on space/width pairs used in drawing rules.-
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footnote rule

Footnote rule specilies the line(s) above the footnotes. Footnote
rules can be defrned for the page or specifrcally for a Body area.
The footnote rule defrned for the page will automatically be used
in all Body areas unless a Body area has a defrned footnote rule of
its own.

ln order to modify the page footnote rule, deselect the current
selection frrst by moving the cursor to an open area in the editor's
window and clicking the left mouse button. To modify the
footnote rule of a body area, select the body area and select
footnote rule. An Edit Rule QBox will appear for you to select
the orientation (usually horizontal), length, and looks in
space/width pairs. Consider srye as the thickness (in points) of
a white rule and width the thickness (also in points) of a black
rule. If the selected area is other than a Body area, the display
will flash and the QBo* will not appear.

refresh

This item redisplays the Page Layout editor window. When area
boxes are drawn as overlapping, deleting one or more of the
overlapping boxes leaves an incomplete picture of the remaining
box(es). Selecting refresh will force a redrawing of the boxes.

save

Selecting this item will save the new or edited Page Layout style.
You must save the edited style before the document will reflect
the changes. However, if you are not satislied with your changes,
you may instead choose close self (right mouse button menu) to
close the editor window and end the editing session with no
changes applied to the document.

\-/

\-,'

accapt cnnccl hail0ut

oricrtetior vrtical
length (in points) 188

rpaccfwiilth pairs 0/0

Edit Rulc
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lnsertinq a Page Layout style

A Page Layout Style may be inserted into the document between
any two paragraphs to change the page parameters. The
occurrence of a Page Layout style will force a page break.

To insert an existing Page Layout style, fust use the lefb mouse
button to place the caret somewhere in the paragraph which is to
be the {irst paragraph of a new page. The Page Layout style will
be inserted before the paragraph containing the caret. Next use
the Document window's middle mouse button menu to obtain the
sequence of menus described below.

Select lookdstyles) page layout) insert. After releasing over
insert, you will get an Insert Page Layout Style QBox
containing a list of the known page layout styles.

The system will provide a default page layout style for portrait
and landscape orientations; others may have been defined locally
or be provided by an attached Style sheet. Select the one you wish
to insert and accept. A Page Loyout Style marker will appear (in
galley display mode) at the spot where it is to take effect. You are
not required to explicitly state that you are storting the document
with page layout style 'Default' by inserting a 'Default' page
layout style marker as the frrst item in the document.

Page Layout Stylc: Classified Page

This Poge Loyout style mnrker marks the spot where in galley
display mode the page layout style named 'Classified Page' is to
take effect. [n wysiwyg display mode the Page Layout Style
morher does not appear in context. But the page display will
reveal the existence of a new page layout style.

rcccpt canccl bail0ut

Ilef aultlanil*ape MyStyleStyle narf,c:

Clerrifieil Page

Def ault

Inscrt Page tryout Style
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Paragraph Styles
\-/A Paragraph style is a set of paragraph formatting properties

that has been given a name and a key character. The properties
specify paragraph alignment, leading, page breaks, tabs, keeps,
and margrns; that is, all of the properties displayed in the
Paragraph Looks menu.

There are approximately LZ different sets of paragraph
formatting properties given to paragraphs in this User Guide-
Each set of properties was originally created using the paragraph
menu, then defined as a separate Paragraph style. Whenever a
paragraph is to be formatted using one of the styles, the
paragraph is selected and the desired style applied to it from
either the middle button menu or the paragraph looks menu- The
paragraph selected exhibits the set of properties defrned for the
style.

The style sheet for this document has been tailored especially for
it and all other documents that are to have the same formatting
properties.

Aoolvinq a defined Paraoraph stvle

An existing paragraph style may be applied in three ways: \-/
directly from the Document system middle mouse button menu,
by using the Paragraph Looks menu, or by using the control key-

To set the style from the middle mouse button menu, select the
paragraph(s) to be styled and choose a style using the scrollable
menu available from the looks/styles > paragraph > branch of
the D,ocument window's middle mouse button menu.

agam
undo
copy
cut

paste

Heading 4 (4)
lleading I {8}
Hearling I (9i

Left Flush Picture {p}
Lisr Item {.U

saYe
hardcopy

nt
aracter

out )
Page Break tw)
pagelTumher (P)

Right Flush Picture (ri
Colutnn Picture (sle sheet

pfo
utilities
ma e
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In this example, the style t[ormal Body' will be applied to the
selected paragraph(s). The looks of 'Normal Body' will replace
any previous looks for the paragraph(s).

Paragraph styles can also be applied using the Paragraph Looks
menu. With the Paragraph Looks Menu attached to the
Document window, move the cursor right over Name: into the
area in braekets. If you now press the left or middle button, a list
of available styles will be displaved. (This list is the same as the
scrollable menu shown above.) If the mouse button is released
over one of the items, that name will then appear in the brackets
and the Looks menu display will change to reflect that style's
looks.

You Apply the desired looks to the paragraphs before they will be
changed and seen in the document.

Styling with the Paragraph Looks menu is not as straightforward
as using the editor middle mouse button directly. However, you
may then use the Paragraph Looks menu to change, and thus
override, selected parameters from the style. This can be useful
in the case where a defined style differs from that desired by a
single property or when delining new styles (see below).

The third method of applying Paragraph Style looks to a selection
is with the control key. By pressing ( control ) ( s ) and
< key >, where < key > is the Key: assigned to a named
Paragraph Style, the style linked to that key will be applied to
the current selection. The Key:s are shown in the Paragraph
looks popup menus, to the right of the name and in parentheses.
Select the paragraphs to be changed, press the control key and's'
together and release. Then press <key> and release. The Looks
for the style attached to that key will be applied.

Close Get

.)
3

5

5 01 0 j 03 04 05 rl 5 0b 041

Paragraph Looks Style mnlntenancc! Oeactivate a[!
Stvle (body) Nanrc: [Formal 3r:cly (n!] Type-in: [-
Line He[ht: tfixed] m&r: 14 extra lead: 0 Followfoq pera: [--
Para Align: fiustifyl Leed before: 11 KeeP Lines: 2

Tabs Glear! Typa: [left] lnterval: 1? Unhs: [pointsl

rlefault t'ont-l
,lefault-l

Break: [none]
Run-tround
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Creatinq a new Pa stvle

If a particular set of paragraph looks will be used repeatedly, you
may wish to defrne a new style with the same properties. To
begin, open up the Paragraph Looks menu using the Document
system middle mouse button looks/styles > paragraph ).
If a style already exists with many of the desired looks, you may
want to start from it. Choose that style from the Name: Iield by
using the left or middle mouse button. All the looks of that style
will then be displayed. Then change any and all looks as desired.

A set of looks may be named (defined to be a style) by using the
add popup menu choice in the Paragraph Looks menu. Click the
left or middle button over Style maintenance! to see this menu.

In the resulting Add Paragraph Style QBox, grve a Namq to
the new style. The system will specify a Key:, or you may supply
your own. Keys are case sensitive. A key may be any character
which is not already being used as the key of another style. To
discover keys currently in use, simply use the Document system
middle mouse button menu items looks/styles) paragraph>
and character) to see the lists of known styles. Each style name
is followed by its assigned key in parentheses.

Finally, you must specify whether this new style is to apply to
body text or headers (all non-body areas on the page).

Ali Prregraph Stylc

acccpt carccl Deilort

Nrnc: A ner styte

5,Keys:

TYF: hcaderhody

\-/

\-/

Tabs ENerr! Type: [left]

del*e
t7

lead

E

Sttr|e (hdy) Nemc: niI

11

ariln:

100 1

0
0

0

Styh rneintenance!Peragraph Looks

Llne Height: lfixed]
Paa Afign: Liustifyl
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After accepting tJre QBox, the name and key will be added in
itnlics (signifying a local style) to the list of named paragraph
styles. As a local style it will be saved as part of the document.

Modifvino a Paraoraoh stvle

To modify an existing style, choose that style from the Name:
Iield by using the left or middle mouse button. All the looks of
that style will be displayed. Change any and all looks as desired.

Use the replace popup menu choice in the Paragraph Looks
menu. Click the le{t or middle button over Style maintenance! to
see this menu.

In the resulting Replace Paragraph Styte QBox, seleet the
style name whose looks will be replaced with those set up in the
Paragraph Looks menu.

1 0 001

Paregraph Looks Stldc mehtcnance!

Tabs CNeer! Type: [left]

delete
replace

1?

lead
StYle pody) Nenrc:

11

0
0

]IIn:Urp Height: tfixetrl
Pra A(p: tjustifyl

Rcplecc Pemgra;L Stylc

eccelt carccl beilout

Pe3c NuDcr (P)

Cle;ter llcefirg (C) Nrrnel Eofy (n)
orgllg;ro '-PagcNttlDcr--

Perrgre;t Stylc Nancl:

--fEtr.tc-- --cn{aotc--

Footer (f)
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Deletino a Paraoraoh stvle

ljrp Hcight: tfixedl rin:

T& C|,c.f,! Typc: [left]

delete
GTEE

lead:
11

:1?

5 1

ilrmc: )I
Styb meintenarce!

Pta ASgn: Uustifyl

Paregrtplr Loolts
StrrE (body)

A local paragraph style may be deleted by using the delete popup
menu choice. Click the left or middle button over Style
maintenance! to see this menu.

Delcte Locrl Feragrap[ Styles

canccl hail0utacce t
Nrncr:Locel narro'w para (u)

In the resulting Delete Locd Paragraph Stytes QBox select
the name(s) of the local style(s) that you want to delete and then
click over accept. The selected local styles will be deleted from
your document. [f there are no local styles known to the
document, the Paragraph t ooks menu will flash and the QBox
will not appear. Global styles cannot be deleted from the
document.

v

\-/
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Character Styles
A Character style is a set of character formatting properties that
has been given a name and a key character. A Character style is
used to apply a set of character formatting properties to character
strings in a paragraph. Character properties include Type:, such
as bold, italic, underline, strikethru, Face:, Size:, Case:, and
Offset:; that is, all of the properties displayed in the Character
Looks menu.

Applyinq a defined Character style

An existing character style may be applied in three ways:
directly from the Document system middle mouse button menu,
by using the Character Looks menu, or by using the control key.

To set the style from the middle mouse button menu, seleet the
character(s) to be styled and choose a style using the scrollable
menu available from the looks/styles) character) branch of
the Document window's middle mouse button menu.

The selected character style in the above illustration would apply
to the current text selection those character looks defined by the
character style'Chapter Heading'.

Character styles ean also be applied using the Character Looks
menu. With the Character Looks Menu attached to the Document
window, move the cursor right over Name: into the area in
brackets. If you now press the left or middle button, a list of
available styles will be displayed. (This list is the same as the
scrollable menu shown above.) tf the mouse button is released
over one of the items, that name will then appear in the brackets

agam
undo

-default font--
f'l'ltnOte refer

e

copy
cut

save
hardco

h)aont

out )

le sheet
pfo

utilities
e

Header (zi
Heatling 2 iHi
Heading 3 (x)
Hea,ling 4 (1"t)

Heacting B (E)
Heading I i3i

Heaf,ing 9 para {}C}

.t:

:-

n

x

Chapter Heacling (ci

looks/st
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and the Looks menu display will change to reflect that style's
looks.

You must Apply the desired looks to the charaeters before they \-l
will be ehanged and seen in the document.

Styling with the Character Looks menu is not as straightforward
as using the editor middle mouse button directly. However, You
may then use the Character Looks menu to change, and thus
override selected parameters from the style. This can be useful in
the case where a defrned style differs from that desired by a
single property, or. when defining new styles (see below).

The third method of applying Character Style looks to a selection
is with the control key. By pressing (control ) ( s ) and
( key ) , where < key > is the Key: assigned to a named
Character Style, the style linked to that key will be applied to the
current selection. The Key:s are shown in the Character looks
popup menus, to the right of the name and in parentheses. Select
the characters to be changed, press the control key and 's'
together and release. Then Press <key) and release- The Looks
for the style attached to that key will be applied-

Creatinq a new Cha racter stvle

If a particular set of character looks will be used repeatedly, you
may wish to define a new style with the same properties. To \-'
begrn, open up the Character Looks menu using the Document
system middle mouse button looks/styles ) character >.

If a style already exists with many of the desired looks, you may
want to start from it. Choose that style from the Name: freld by
using the left or middle mouse button. All the looks of that style
will then be displayed. Then change any and all looks as desired.

A set of looks may be named (defrned to be a style) by using the
add popup menu choice in the Character Looks menu. Click the
left or middle button over Style maintenance! to see this menu-

In the resulting Add Character Style QBox, grve a Name to
the new style. The system will specify a Key:, or you may supply
your own. Keys are case sensitive. That is, it matters not only
what letter of the alphabet is chosen for the key, but also whether

Character Looks
Jtlame: [--default font--]

Style maintenance!

T : Sotd ltalic
delete
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or not the letter is capitalized. A key may be any character which
is not already being used as the key of another style. To discover
keys curently in use, simply use the Document system middle
mouse button menu items looks/styles> paragraph> and
character) to see the lists of known styles. Each style name is
followed by its assigned key in parentheses.

After accepting the QBox, the name and key will be added in
italics (signifying a local style) to the list of named paragraph
styles. As a local style it will be saved as part of the document.

Modifvinq a Character style

accGPt cnnccl Dailout

Namc: @
Kcy v

Adil Charactcr Style

To modify an existing style, choose that style from the ltlame:
freld by using the left or middle mouse button. All the looks of
that style will be displayed. Change any and all looks as desired.

Use the replace popup menu choice in the Character Looks
menu. Click the left or middle button over Style maintenance! to
see this menu.

In the resulting Replace Character Style QBox, select the style
name whose looks will be replaced with those set up in the
Character looks menu.

Ghrrecter Looks
Narnc: [-default foflt--]

Style maintenence!

uikethruT : 3o1d Italic a
del*e
replace
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Rcplecc Clerrctcr Stylc

acccpt carccl hilorrt
tlce{lng ! pera (X)llrrtr.r (N)

Hceilng 9 (B)--i6farlt fent--
--foetrrtc rcfcrcncc--

HG.aGr (z) Hcarllng s (E)

Cheptar llca{irg (c}Ilcr{hg 2 (H}
Lirt Itan (L)PegcNurlcrt,hc (y)

Ilcedhg { (M)

Clerrctcr Stylc Nencr:

Heading J (xi

\-/

.Deletino a Charaster lc

a

Gharacter Looks
ltlame: [-default foflt--J

Style maintenance!

T : Sold ltalic
delete

A local character style may be deleted by using the delete popup
menu choice. Click the left or middle button over Style
maintenance! to see this menu.

In the resulting Delete Local Charactcr Styles QBox select the
name(s) of the local style(s) that you want to delete and then click
over accept. The selected local styles will be deleted from your
document. If there are no local styles known to the document, the
Character Looks menu will flash and the QBox will not appear.
Global styles carurot be deleted from the document.

The above selections will remove the local character style Tricky
font from this document.

\-/

Dclatc Lmel Charrctcr Styles

tril0ut
Local Stylc Nancr:

acce ffiI
Tricky font (v)
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Style Sheets

Typically, groups, departments or companies produce documents
with some small number of standard appearances. Examples
might be memos, technical reports, management bulletins, etc.
However, the effort necessary to repetitively format such
standardized documents on a paragraph- by-paragraph basis is
considerable. The process is much complicated if portions of a
document must be delivered in more than one format.

By using predefined Style Sheets, the users of the Document
System can easily produce documents in the required format,
without knowing the specifics of that format. Once a document
has been formatted using a Style Sheet, the appearance of the
document can be changed simply by applying a different Style
Sheet.

A Style Sheet is a document containing a collection of style
defrnitions. The style delinitions may contain Page Layout,
Paragrap and Character styles, in any combination. An
installation might have several Style Sheets defined for memos,
technical reports, management briefrngs, and so forth.

Attachino another document as a Stvle Sheet

Any document may be used as a Style Sheet for another
document. There are two ways to make the Style Sheet
connection between documents. Both methods require that you
first go to the Information Center folder where the document to
be used as a Style Sheet is stored. Select it and do a copy from the
Information Center folder's middle button menu. This places the
document in the clipboard.

The frrst method of attaching the document in the clipboard as a
Style Sheet is to select paste from the Document System
window's middle button menu. Position the caret in the open
document where you want to insert the Style Sheet and select
paste. A QBox will appear o{fering you the choice of pasting in
the document in the clipboard as a Style Sheet.

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporation. All rights reserved. 13 october 1988
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Pastc Stylc XcroxDocStanilaril

cancel Dailoutacrept

ilata linlr,Paste t contcnts

Linlr Tylnc :

Ncs lin*, tfpc

The second method is to use the looks/styles) style sheet)
change to another choice.

Change the style sheet to: Etyle XeroxDoc5tandard

yes -L
EJ no

After you have selected yes or no, the document in the clipboard
('Style Xeroxl),ocstandard' in the above example), will become
the attached Style Sheet for the open document, which will
redisplay using the formatting information from the new Style
Sheet. If the new Style Sheet does not supply a particular style
referenced by the document, the system will supply default(s).

If you do not have a document in the clipboard, this option can be
used to remove the currently attached Style Sheet- A Notilier
will inform you that only another document may be used as a
Style Sheet. Then a Confrrmer will ask you if you wish to change
to T.[one'. Selecting yes will remove the current Style Sheet from
the document.

\-/

v

flgam
undo

e

copY
cut

fent sty es
o edit

save
hardco I out

paragra
character

nt o
save as s eet

rtilities
e

looks/stvles>@
cha to another

style sheet )
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Creatinq a Stvle Sheet

You should think carefully about the names and usage of the
styles you that you are proposing to add or modify. In particular,
you should think of the style wrrnes and keys to be generic to your
installation, and defrne similar meanings for each occurrence of
them in all your Style Sheets. This will greatly simplify the task
of persons authoring and formatting the document. It will also
insure that you can meaningfully switch between Style Sheets.

For instance, suppose that you have a Style Sheet named 'Style
Draft Copy', with a paraglaph style with name and key tlormal
Body (n)'. The style is used to describe the looks of the standard
body text paragraph. If you now create a Style Sheet 'Style Final
Report', you should be sure that the name and key of the standard
body text paragraph are also 'Normal Body (n)'. Then, when you
switch a document's Style Sheet from 'Style Draft Copy' to 'Style
Final Report', all paragraphs styled as Normal Body will have
the intended looks.

One method of creating a new Style Sheet, use the middle button
menu from an Information Center folder to create) document.

Another method is to use an existing Style Sheet, if you have one
which is similar to what you want to create. You can simplify
your task by frrst attaching this Style Sheet to your new
document. You can then modify and/or add to the existing Page
Layout, Paragraph or Character styles.

Take advantage of the fact that a Style Sheet is a document by
describing the intended use of each of the styles defined in that
Style Sheet document in the Style Sheet Document itself. lYhen
you have made the necessary changes and wish to save the new
Style Sheet, use the middle button menu to bring up a
lookdstyles> style sheet) save as style sheet. This will open
the Save as Style Sheet QBox.

The Save contents? question is asking what portion of any text
you want included with the Style Sheet. You may select some of
the text and save it, or save all or none of the text in the Style
Sheet document. Selecting some of the text is useful when the

accGpt canccl DailOut

Save contcntr? relecteil nonG

Ilclurle styler from rtyle shcct ? Iro

aIl
ye5

Srvc as Style Sheet
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text in the document you are saving as a Style Sheet is lengthy or
was not originally created to be a Style Sheet.

You may also save all styles associated with an attached Style
Sheet by marking yes in response to Inelude styles from Style
Sheet? If you mark no, only local styles will be saved. Since a
Style Sheet is not allowed to reference another Style Sheet, yes is
the preferred choice if you want all of the global styles which
came from another Style Sheet, as well as the local styles you
have just created.

lYhen you accept this QBox, the normal File request QBox will
appear. lf,Ihen the File request QBox is accepted, your new Style
Sheet will be filed into the specifred Information Center(s).

\-/

\-/
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Middle mouse button menu
Following in alphabetical order is a detailed description of each of
the functions available in the middle button mouse menu. This
section is intended to be reference material on how each menu
choice works.

agarn
undo
copy
cut

pa$te
save

hardcopy

ooks/styles
ont

dis

utilities
e

)

+
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add as keyword

Concept Allows the user to select words and phrases from the document
that can be of use as key word aids for locating this document in
an Information Center.

Procedure Select one or more words in the document and then select add as
key word from the utilities> branch of the middle button menu'

Effect The selected words will be added as a single key word to this
document's list of key words. The user will see no visible change
in the document. The new key word will now be available to be

used as a retrieval and organizational aid in this document's
Information Center.

\-/

\-/

agam
undo

find/replace
searchhardco

A

e

the se aseIte qJftl

key word on this item

save
se

copy
cut

oc

oks/styles>
nt

m e
dis I

restore
file as new item

o
o

kc uba ppen
ch

add as k word

utilities )
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agaln

Searches for and linds the next occurrence of a piece of text or
frnds and replaces the next oecurrence. What it will do depends
on what the last text operation was.

After putting something in the clipboard by performing a copy or
cut or paste, check the current text selection before selecting
again. Because again starts looking from the end of whatever
the current text selection is, you may wish to change your text
selection (even into a different document) before selecting a$ain-

The again function can be selected repeatedly, or it can be set up
to repeat automatically by holding down the left- shift key while
selecting again.

If the last text operation was a copy or cut, again will cause the
system to look for the next occurrence of the text that was copied
or cut. When found, that occurrence will be made the next
selection.

Use of again after replacing a piece of text will cause it to look for
and frnd the next occurrence of the replaced text, and replace it in
the same way. A{ter a paste, or typing over existing text or a
change of font through use of the font) menu choice, selecting
again will cause the system to look for the next occurrence of the
text that was changed. When another occurrence is found, it will
be changed in the same way as the last occurrence, and made the
current text selection. When again f-rnds multiple occurrences,
the window will be scrolled if necessary so that the new selection
will be visible. When anobher occurrence is not found, the
window will flash in reverse video. Once the automatic repeat
use of again is started, it cannot be stopped until the last
occurrence is found.

As the document scrolls during automatic again, you can abort
further actions by pressing the middle mouse button. A pop,rp
menu reading abort will appear. Select it and no further editing
changes will be made by again.

Related topic copy, cut, paste, font)

Concept

Procedure

Effect

o11,ErS[ flt]Re ea[ [ e

undo
copy
cut

ste

a am
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break

Concept Forces text to appear in a new page or column to oceur before or
after selected text, or removes the forced break.

Procedure Select the portion of the paragraph(s) which either contains the
unwanted break, or is to receive the page or column break and
select from remove, page before, page after, column before or
column after off the make) break> branch of the middle
button menu

Effect If remove is selected, any existing forced page or column break
will be deleted from the selected paragraph(s). A natural page
break or column break may still occur immediately preceding or
following the paragraph(s), however.

If page before is selected, a page break will occur immediately
preceding each selected paragraph. Selecting page after will
cause a page break to occur after each selected paragraph.

lf column before is selected, a column break will occur
iurmediately preceding each selected paragraph. Selecting
column after will cause a column break to occur after each
selected paragraph. Note that a column break is the equivalent of
a page break when there is only one column of text.

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane, the separate entry for each
of these menu items

\-/

\-/

Iemove
saYe

hardcopy
rule

bull*
footnote
endnote

page before
page after

ass
ooks/styles

ont

dis lay column before
column after

ut ities
reak le)
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bullet

Procedure

Concept Inserts a bullet (r ) followed by a tab in the document.

Select in the document where you want a bullet to appear and
select make > bullet.

A bullet and a tab are inserted at the position of the caret. If
formatting is turned on, these marks will appear in the text of the
document at the location of the selected text r[. The tab can then
be set to what the user desires with the Paragraph Looks menu.

Effect

Related topic Button pane menu, bullet; Paragraph Looks menu

save
hardco

endnote
otnote

oks/styles
display

nt

kbrea
sr

)ut Ies

Eil
bullet

e)
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button pane

Concept Allows the user to open a pane containin g cotnmdn'd buttons and
have the commands readily accessible in one click' Most of the
commands are also found in either the middle button menu, the
Paragraph Looks menu or the Character Looks menu' Some

commands only exist in the button pane and would otherwise
require multiple actions before achieving the same result' The
list of buttons and their order on the pane is either set by the
user, or the user can accept a default selection and organization'

Procedure Select button pane from the display> branch of the middle
button menu.

Effect Opens the command button pane just above the text pane in the
document window. If the document window has been framed
arbitrarily, this action will cause the document window to be

resized to approximate the paper width.

The default buttons are: close, frnd/replace, select doc, [aligRl,
[break], run around, para lead, para looks, refresh, bold, italic,
plain, lowercase, bigger, smaller, and char looks' The other
available buttons are: bullet, clear tabs, formatting, galley,
hardcopy, rule, save, time stamp, uppercase, wysiwyg, and [line
spacingl

Related topic Systemlnterfacechapter, button pane section of this chapter

\-/

\-/

anuf,tofleII cornfilan0
$rysll1,"ygsave

hardco
)

lesooks/
ont

ormattmg
refresh

trtilities
e

button pane

as)dis

,
a
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change to another

Concept

Procedure

Allows the attachment of a style sheet to the document. The style
sheet can provide predefined Paragraph, Character and Page
Layout styles as an aid to the author in formatting. Only one
style sheet may be attached to a document at a time.

Copy the style sheet you want to use from the Information
Center folder where it is stored. In the style sheet) branch of
the looks/styles ) branch select change to another. You will
see a Confrrmer allowing you a chance to reconsider. If you select
no this function will be terminated. Selecting yes will attach the
new style sheet to your document.

Change thE stfle shEet ts: Stfle Xeroxftcrc5tandard

yes no

NOTE: If the content of the clipboard is not a document item,
selection of change to another will bring up a Notilier with that
information, followed by a Conlirmer asking you whether to
change the style sheet to "none". If you select no this function will
be terminated. Selecting yes will cause any style sheet that was
previously attached to be detached.

save
hardco

character )
outont )

rent sty e sheet
edito

) e sheetsave as st

utilities
ma e

le sheet > cha e to anotheFlooks/ les > stv
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Only snothEt docurnent may be used as a style sheet.

Ctick moute to continuc. \

Change the style sheet to: none

yes flo

The selected style sheet will be attached to the document
replacing the style sheet currently in use. The styles delined in it
will be used wherever they are referenced and not overridden by a
local style. The document will be redisplayed. The user will now
be abte to access the predefined styles from the sheet to aid in the
formatting of the document.

NOTE: Some paragraphs may reference named styles which are
not defined in the selected style sheet, in which case the default
looks will be used.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets

Effect

\-/

\-/
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character )

Concept Opens the Character Looks menu to display the looks of the
selected text and to allow the user to view and/or alter the
character properties of a selection of text.

Selecting a character style from the character) tree applies
that predefrned look to the selected text without opening the
Character Looks menu.

Procedure Select the characters whose looks are to be viewed or altered and
select character from the looks/styles) branch of the middle
button menu.

To apply a predefrned style such as defautt font (serif 10) or
footnote reference (sans- serif 8 with offset set to 4), or any style
defrned by the user, make the selection from the scrollable menu
to the right of character).

Effect If no selection was made from the list of character styles, the
Character Looks menu will be opened just above the text pane. If
the button pane is displayed, the Character Looks menu will be
displayed above it. When no selections are made from the menu
tree attached to character), nothing is applied to the document
until the Apply button in the Character Looks menu is selected.

Before the menu is attached to the window, this selection will
reshape the window to simulate the paper width and a default
height (the text window will vary in size, depending on how many
menus are already displayed). This reframing may require you to
reposition the document window Origin so that the whole
document window will be visible on the screen. You should not
have to intervene if the whole document window will be on the
screen after reshaping.

The character properties of the selected text will be displayed in
the rnenu (as if its Get button were selected). If the Character

hardco
h)a

out )
--default font--

--footnote refBrefltre-

utilities
ma e pro e

le sheet

looks/st les > character )
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Looks menu is already displayed, it will be updated with the
character properties of the selected text.

If the selection includes characters with more than one look, all of
the character properties in the menu will be deactivated'

If a selection was made from the list of defined character styles,
the text selection will be redisplayed using those character looks
and the Character Looks menu will not be opened, nor will the
window be reshaped.

Button Pane Menu, char looks; Character [ooks Menu, Get,
Apply; Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles, Name:

Related topic

\-/

\-/
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classify

Concept This allows the user to change the classification and controls of a
selected paragraph from the options set by the System
Administrator.

Procedure Select the paragraph(s) to be classified and select make)
classify. In the resulting Change Classiftcation QBox set the
desired classilication and control choices by clicking over them
with the left mouse button. When the Change Classifrcation
QBox opens it is set to the current classification of the first
selected paragraph. When you are satisfied with the new
classifrcation select accept.

CLargc Ctesrificatirn

carccl lrilOrt
Clesificatirn Int XPriv XReg

Crntrolr Victa No Crpy llleno NotcxstS
XPerr

Effect The desired classifrcation will be attached to the paragraph. tt
will displayed in abbreviated form inside parenthesis following
the text of the paragraph. The displayed classification is not
editable by means of the normal text editing tools, however. If
any part of this paragraph is copied or cut, the classification
moves along with it and will be applied to any other paragraph
that this text is pasted into. If the paragraph classification is
higher than that of the document, the document's classifrcation
will be increased to the level of this paragraph.

Related topic Classilication of a paragraph, Classification of a Document

C eEte.1i..agt.} O I Fse ara ra
save

hardco bullet
T e

endnote
ootnote

oks/styles
ont

dis
break )

resut
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column after

Concept Forces text to appear in a new column, after the selected
paragraph.

Procedure Select the paragraPh after which you want the new column to
begrn and select make) break> column after'

Effect The galley view of the document is updated to display the
page/column mark. tn the wysiwyg mode and in hardcopy, the
user can see that the text is forced into the next column (or page

layout body box) in the flow order, which may be the first box on

the next page. lllhen the break is set after the paragraph, the
following paragraph will be forced to the next column'

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane

\-/

\-/

temove
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save
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column before

Concept Forces text to appear in a new column, before the selected
paragraph.

Procedure Select the paragraph before which you want the new column to
begin and select make ) break ) column before.

Effect The galley view of the document is updated to display the
page/column mark. In the wysiwyg mode and in hardcopy, the
user can see that the text is forced into the next column (or page
layout body box) in the flow order, which may be the fust box on
the next page. When the break is set before the paragraph, that
paragraph's text will be at the top of the next column.

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane

rule
bull* remove

save
hardcopy

tootnote
endnote

page before
page after

s1
oks/styles

nt

dis I
column after

ut esI

column before
re )ma e)
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copy

,:- '

eonryt fhis sitl ?tscD &ift;y of the selected text on the clipboard' The
copied tsrt iil tte eiiptoard may be placed elsewhere in this
docume*t, or in eous other document or tool in the Analyst'

Procedure S€Ie€t the desired section of text and then select Gopy from the
middle button rnsnu-

Effest The selected text will be opied into the ctipboard' There will be

no visible efrect to the user unless the clipboard's disPlay feature
is enabled.

Related tEpte eSeln, cut, Par&

V

v
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create

Concept

Procedure

Effect

A page layout style is a named style which defines the layout of
text on a page in terms of the paper orientation, the locations and
sizes for running headers and/or footers, placement of columns,
page numbers, etc.. The user may create local page layout styles
in a document.

Select looks/styles) page layout) create and the Create
Page Layout Style QBox will appear. Give your new page
layout style a Style Name: and select if the Orientation: is to be
a portrait (document taller than it is wide) or landscape
(document wider than it is tall) t1rye of page. The template:
options depend on the Orientation selected. The existing page
layout styles in the document of the same orientation are
available as models or templates for the user to edit.

Crcate Page Leyout Style

accrpt cancel hailout

Stylc n rmc: First PaBl

Oricntation: @t landscape

tcmplate:
tcmplata:

After accepting the QBox, the new page layout style editor will be
opened on it.

create a new page sty
docurn€rit

rlr r,triesave
hardco

ont character

ete

insert
editpro I e

le sheet
utilities

)m e

looks/st e layout )
create

les >
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Here you can layout the headers, footers, classification location'
page number position and body text areas for this page layout
style.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout Styles,

\-/

\-,

Name of Doc: First P
Ctassl

Headerl
Body

flow order 1

Page
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^\ 
current style sheet

Concept This option allows the user to quickly frnd out which style sheet,
if any, is attached to the document.

Procedure Seleet current style sheet from the style sheet) branch of the
looks/styles) branehof the middle button menu.

Effect A notilier will give the name and actual file name of the attached
style sheet.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets

ont character )
out )

open/
change to another
save as s le sheetutilities

)e
@
style sheet )

current st le sheetlooks/st les >

The style sheet fot this docurnent is Style J(eroxDoc.Qtanrlarf,
using the fileflarfle of : Style-XeroxDoc5tandard.docs

Cliclr mourc to continue. \
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cut

Concept Removes the selected text from your document and places a copy

of it in the clipboard. The cut text in the clipboard may then be

placed elsewhere in the document, or in some other document or
tool in the Analyst.

Procedure Select the text you want to remove from your document and then
select cut from the middle button menu'

Effect The selected text will be removed from your document and the
affected paragraph(s) will be redisplayed. The removed text will
be placed into the clipboard.

Related topic again, GoPY, paste, undo

\-/

\-,

undo
agam

co

e

l\-/
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delete

Concept The user may delete any local Page layout styles in a document.

Procedure Select looks/styles) page layout) delete. If there are any
local page layout styles defrned in this document the Delete
Local page Styles QBox will appear. You can then select which
of the local division styles you want to delete from this document
and select accept.

If there are no local page layout styles defrned in the document
you will see the following Notifier.

Effect The selected tocal page layout styles will be deleted unless they
are actually in use (have been inserted into or have been
designated as the next style of another page layout style being
used in the document. A Notilier will inform you which page
layout styles could not be deleted.

es[ Efet rid 'l ECAhardco
character
pa

ont eate
insert
editpro e

le sheet
utilities

e delete

out )looks/st les > page

Deletc Local Page LaYout StYles

accept canccl Dailout

$tylc Nameil: First Pagc

I{Io local page layout styles to delete
Click mouie to continue.
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If a local page layout style is deleted, and there is a page layout
style defrned in the attached style sheet with the same name as
the local style, the style in the style sheet will take effect instead'
The document will be redisplayed to reflect any poisible changes'

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout Styles

\-/

\-,

The fotlowing styles ate in use and caflflot he deleted:

Fitst Page is refereneed by Titte Ptge
Ctick moutc to continue.
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edit

Concept The user may change the page layout specifred in a page layout
style.

Procedure Select looks/styles > page layout) edit. The Edit Page
Layout Style QBox will appear. Select the name of the page
layout style that you want to edit. From the resulting page layout
style window, you may modify the style's properties.

Edit Page Layout Style

nccGPt GANGGI b ail0ut
t aDleStyle Nameil: Classifierl PageDef ault

Effect A page layout style specification window is opened for the user on
the specifred page layout style.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout styles

es[ {-IFf, fr,fi eHtst,ln.r:

p
chsave

hardco
insert

eate
ont ) pro e

st le sheet )
delete>I

)
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endnote

Concept Allows the user to take the current selection and create an
endnote: a sequentially numbered note attached to the document
at the place where it was created and whose contents are printed
at the end of the document in hardcopy.

Procedure Select the text you want to become the contents of the endnote or
simply select where you want the endnote to be inserted. From
the make ) branch menu select endnote. If the selection is not
empty, the selection will be replaced in the text of the document
with an endnote marker number like this . tf the selection is
empty, an endnote marker number will be inserted at the caret
location.

Effect An endnote marker number like this will appear in the text of
the document at the location of the selection- The number will be
assigRed sequentially, depending on the endnotc's location in the
document. That is, endnotes following will be renumbered. The
endnote text window will open if the selection was empty, so that
you may enter some text.

\-/
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The selected text will now be accessible from the endnote marker
number with the access menu selection in the endnote text
window's middle button menu. If the text with the marker in it is
moved, the endnote travels along with it. Therefore, endnotes are
copied by copying the markers, and can be pasted into text in the
same or another document.

An endnote is destroyed by deleting either its marker or by
expanding it into the text with the expand menu item in the
endnote text window's middle button menu.

Note that the system will take care of the renumbering of the
endnotes if a change is made which affects the endnote marker
numbers so that the notes are always sequentially numbered.
Endnote numbers in a document begin with number t unless
otherwise specilied in the document's Profile.

Related topic Endnotes, Document Profile, looks/styles ) profrle menu item
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The selected text will now be accessible from the endnote marker
number with the access menu selection in the endnote text
window's middle button menu. If the text with the marker in it is
moved, the endnote travels along with it. Therefore, endnotes are
copied by copying the markers, and can be pasted into text in the
same or another document.

An endnote is destroyed by deleting either its marker or by
expanding it into the text with the expand menu item in the
endnote text window's middle button menu.

Note that the system will take care of the renumbering of the
endnotes if a change is made which affects the endnote marker
numbers so that the notes are always sequentially numbered.
Endnote numbers in a document begin with number I unless
otherwise specilied in the document's Profile.

Related topic Endnotes, Document Profrle, looks/styles> profile menu item
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file as new item

Concept

\-l

\-,
Procedure

This allows the user to save all or part of the document (in its
current state) as a new docurhent.

Select the part of the document that you want to store as a new

document. You do not need to select anything if you want to store
the entire document. Then select 6Ie as new item from the

utilities> branch of the middle button menu' If you have a
portion of the document selected, a Confrrmer will ask if you want
to file just the highlighted text .

File only selected text?

yes no

Selecting no will cause the entire Document to be filed as a new

item.

A Eile request QBox will oPen.

)\-/
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Filc rcquert

eccept cancel teilout
Narne:

Bcyvord.s:

Rcportrhfe celtcr:
Prrsonallntcrnal

Scnsitive Rcgistercd
Clarification

l|temoDraft No CopyControls

Fifing MetLeil: m anual auto

AnalyrtDemo

,:c lTam

The new Document Name is required; the name of the
Document from which the text originated is highlighted in the
freld when the window opens. Keywords: are optional but, if
present, they will be used to control the filing of the document.
You must select the Information Center(s) into which the
Document should be filed. Classifrcation and Controls can be
set or changed.

The choice of Filing Method: is between manual and automatic.
If you select auto, the systern will lind the appropriate folders in
the selected Information Center(s) according to the key words you
provided and frle your new Document into thse folders. For any
Information Center where there is no key word match with a
folder, the new document will be placed in the Center's in box. [f
manual is selected, the Analyst will give you a list of folders
from the first center selected in the Info Center: field. Thus,
with manual filing you may only file into one Information Center
at a time. You can then select in which folders to store your
document.

A new document will be created containing the designated
portion of the document and then liled into Information Center(s)
as directed from the File request QBox. This has no effect on the
state of the document from which you made this frle request.

Effect
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find/replace

Concept Allows the user to locate a piece of text, to locate and change a

piece of text to another piece of text, or to repeatedly locate and
change text-

Procedure In some casies, it works best to first select the text which you want
to frnd elsewhere in the Dcument and then select utilities )
find/replace. However, since the system starts searching from
the frrst character of the current text selection for the text to be

replaced, and from the character ofter the beginning of the
selection on a find, there are cases when you may want to start
the search in a dilferent place, select there, and enter the search
textby hand.

After selection of find/replace from the utilities ) branch of the
middle button menu, the Find/Replace QBox will appear.

Finil/Replact

eccept canccl baitout

Finiil: the tert to fin,l

Action: IrePtace au

Beplace ll$ith: the text to replace it wittt

To just look for a piece of text, enter the text to be found and
select the action find. To replace text, enter both the text to be

found and the text to replace it with, and select the action replace
to replace just the next (rccurrence or replace all to replace all the
occurrences from the current text selection to the end of the
document.

\-l
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Effect

highlighte'1
replaeernent

niddle ,nouse
lnEnu

Related topic Button Pane Menu, f'rnd/replace

You can enter font information for the text into the QBox
through the fonts > popup menu item located in the Find: and
Replace llrith: frelds. Paragraph breaks can be entered as two
carriage returns in a row, line breaks as one carriage return.
Other paragraph and special character formatting is not
accommodated.

After accepting the QBox it will begtn searching for the text to be
found. tf it is found, it will be selected and the document window
scrolled if necessary so it will be visible. If the designated action
was replace or replace all the replacement will be made. If the
action was replace all it will then repeat the process, highlighting
each replacement as it moves through the Document. If the text
to be found is not found, the document window will flash once.

Note that if you want to stop the process during replace all, you
can invoke abort from a middle mouse button popup menu.

then repeat the proeEss. If the text to he foun,l is

searehing far the t*xt to ha foun,l. If it is fnund, it

rcp
rcp

sw& DT '7 ,Tce I rhe ENaeemetlona reltl
rTt t1he Etroil wasn flT ilCE

willinclow r-1flflash l:Pfnot theound,

PIAfr ox x 1nwilltheffectE e hcr
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font)

Concept Changes the font of selected text.

Procedure Taking the font> branch of the middle button menu you will get

a list of all the availabte face and size combinations pius (add)
and (remove). Releasing over any of the face and size choices will
apply to the selected text the normal character look for the choice'
If the user instead continues to move the cursor into the
far-right list of bold, italic, underline, and strikethru, the
combination look of the selected face and size and the chosen
property will be applied to the selected text' The (add) and
(remove) choices do not do anything when chosen by themselves'
only in combination with bold, italic, underline, or strikethru'
When (add) or (remove) is used in combination with one of these

choices, the chosen Property will be added or removed from the
selected text without affecting any of the other character look
properties.

Releasing the mouse button over font) will apply to the

selection whatever fonting choice was last made by the user' This
allows the user to quickly apply the same fonting to numerous
text selections without having to make the full menu choice

every time.

The character looks of the current selection will be changed to

that chosen with the menu-

\-l

\-/

Effect

Related topic Basic character formatting, Character Looks Menu

save
hardco
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footnote

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Allows the user to take the current selection and create a
footnote: a sequentially numbered note attached to the document
at the place where it was created and whose contents are printed
at the bottom of the page in hardcopy.

Select the text you want to become the contents of the footnote or
simply select where you want the footnote to be inserted. From
the make) branch menu select footnote. If the selection is not
empty, the selection will be replaced in the text of the document
with an footnote reference number like this t. Or if the selection
is empty, a footnote reference number will be inserted at the caret
location.

A footnote reference number like this 1 will appear in the text of
the document at the location of the selection. The number will be
assigned sequentially, depending on the footnote's location in the
document. That is, footnotes following it will be renumbered. The
footnote text window will open if the selection was empty, so that
you may enter some text.

Erea[e fosf,rrote rorn se eE[erJ te

bull*
eT

ooks/styles
nt

)dis lay
endnote

break
C sffi
ootnote

Doc Name

Text for f,:utnrlte frrl.lows. 1

This is the for:tnote text.
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The selected text will now be accessible from the footnote
reference number with the access menu selection in the footnote
text window's middle button menu. If the text with the marker in
it is moved, the footnote travels along with it. Therefore,
footnotes are copied by copying the references, and can be pasted
into text in the same or another document.

A footnote is destroyd by deleting its reference number.

Note that the system will take care of the renumbering of the
footnotes if a change is made which alfects the footnote reference
numbers so that the notes are always sequentially numbered'
Footnote numbers in a document begin with number 1 unless
otherwise specifred in the document's Profrle.

Related topic Footnotes, Document Profrle, looks/styles> profiIe menu item

\-/

\-,
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formatting

This causes the formatting marks in your document to be toggled
on and off. Turning on the display of these symbols can help you
to rapidly correct the formatting of your document.

Select formatting from the display> branch of the middle
button menu and release the mouse button.

There are five formatting indicators used by the Document
System. The formatting marker for a body paragraph (carriage
return from the keyboard) is the symbol t[. The marker for a
header paragraph (carriage return from the keyboard) is the
symbol S . tt " marker for a tab (TAB from the keyboard) is the
symbol l. The marker for a forced Iine break (control and
carriage return from the keyboard) is the symbol d. And the
marker for column or page break is the symbol El. If they were
not already displayed, the document formatting marks will be
shown in the Document. If they were visible, they will be removed
from the display.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, formatting

Concept

Procedure

Effect

shorr+ frrrmattin marsave
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galley

Document m - 120

Concept Causes the document to be displayed in galley mode'

In the galley display mode characters displayed on the screen are

spaceil for the most comfortable viewing and editing of a

document. However the appearance of the document in this mode

does twt corespond to the way it will look when printed' The text
line breaks (places where the lines of text end at the edge of the

page) in the hardcopy of a document will not fall in the same

pt"."t as they are displayd on the screen in galley mode' Data in
tabular format may also look considerably different' The

characters used for display in galley mode are generally larger
than the corresponding characters used on the printer'

Galley mode allows access to and editing of header, footer' and

page number text, and of page layout style specifrers' These are

special paragraphs which are linked to specifrc page locations by
slyle name. This mode also has higher performance because less

formatting is done. This mode is recommended for most document
generation.

Procedure Select galley from the display > branch of the middle button
menu and release the mouse button.

Effect The document will be redisplayed in galley mode (if it wasn't
already) without moving your location in the document'

Related topic wysiwyg, Button Pane Menu, wysiwyg

\-/
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hardcopy

Concept Makes a frle from the document in a format the printer will
understand, and sends it to the printer and/or frles it in an
Inforuration Center for later use.

Procedure Select hardcopy from the middle button menu. The Hardcopy
QBox will appear.

Hardcopy

rcccpt canccl bailout

Scnil to Printcr ilt later
Fitc in an info centcr YCJ

Nunbcr Copier 1

$tarting Pagc No. 1

Printer Narnc ?our Printer ]farne

Print Pager r Some

frem

to:

Rcsolution: high lf
With Enilnotcr no

Send to Printer later will make a printer formatted frle for you
to print later. Choosing yes to File in an info center will save
the printer frle into an Information Center; a File request QBox
will appear for you to frll it in and accept. The Number Copies
freld aceepts type-in. Starting Page No. will accept type-in, or

Etl e wlfl ow Eonf,enf,s,H
agam
undo
copy
cut

e
save

I
ont )
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use the number provided by the Document profrle. If you select
Somefor Print Pages, the from: and to: fields will become active
(not shaded in grey) and you can enter the range of pages you
want to print. Leave Resolution: set to low unless you have a
high resolution graphic in your document and want to take the
additional time to print the graphic at its highest resolution' If
you selectyesfor lYith Endnotes any endnote reference markers
will be printed as they occur in the document text and the
corresponding endnotess will be printed in an appendix at the
end of the document. If you select no fot With Endnotes, any
endnotes will be ignored and not printed- AIter frlling in the

QBox, select accept.

The document will be printed on the printer, and/or the printer
formatted file will be frled in the specifred Information Center(s)'

Related topic Button Pane Menu, hardcopy

v'

Effect

\-/
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insert

Concept Allows the insertion of a page layout style into the text at the
selection point. This change of page layout style will cause a page
break to occur.

Procedure Position the caret at the point in your document where you want
to insert the page layout style, select insert from the page
layout) branch of the lookdstyles) choice on the middle
button menu. Specify the name of the page layout style to apply
in the Insert Page Layout Style QBox that appears. Select
accept and the page layout style marker will be inserted into
your text before the paragraph that contains the caret or current
selection.

Effect A page layout style marker and a page break marker will be
inserted into your document.

Page Layout Style: Drf ault {t E

The page layout style will apply to all text after the insertion
point until another page layout style is encountered in the text,
or, if the page layout style has a different next style, until the
start of the next page.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout Styles
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open backup

Concept

I'\-/

\-/

Procedure

Effect

coprrigtrt Icl ll8 E :1ero $ cr-rrpr-r7stion. Rtt rig hts reieru€d

Opens a new, temporary document from the preuious version of
the source document. Especially useful if your system erashes and
the document did not survive. During an editing session, it can
also be used if you require some text from the previous version,
since restore will remove all changes since the last save and
does not open a separate document. The previous version is one
version older than thatprovidedby restore.

Select open backup from the utitities ) branch of the middle
button menu and an editor on that previous version of this
docurnent will open. If the backup file does not exist for this
document, a notifier (illustrated below) will appear and require
your acknowledgement.

The previous version of this document will be opened for you as a
new document. The date and time of the frle creation will aPpear
in the title tab.

t0 -leFtertt Er I gEE

User Gu idt fuument 5v*tem -

exif,s, ,lpefi ff,fi €d
rlfi f,trflt previrlus versiErrl nf ttris

doc

ulaf, ep

find/replace
search

wordask

select oc

ooks/styles
ont

dis
restore

file as new item
)Ina e

Sotry, that fite does not exist
Ctictr mouse to continut.

backup for AUG DocSys Part 6 (20 September 19SB 3:25:12 prn)

Analtrst
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When a save is performed on the source file, the previous version
of the source frle becomes a backup frle, and only exists until the
document is saved again. It is this file which is displayed when
open backup is selected.

Note: When the window on the current document is closed, the
backup file no longer exists. Therefore, when recovering from a
system crash and the document appears badly damaged, do not
close the document window or the backup document window
without saving one of them, unless you really don't want the
backup.

Related topic open changes, restore, save
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open changes
v'

Concept

Procedure

Allows access to the changes file of the document. A changes file
contains editing changes made for this document since it was last
saved. Most useful if the system crashed while you were editing
your docurnent. After restarting the Analyst and opening the
document, you may be able to recover some or all of your unsaved
changes by using this option.

Select open changes from the utilities ) branch of the middle
button menu and an editor on the accumulated changes made for
this document will open. The current date and time will appear as

part of the label for the editor. If the changes lile does not exist
(either no changes have been made or they have not been written
to the frle yet) for this document, a notifrer (illustrated below) will
appear and require your acknowledgement.

Effect A copy of the changes frle of the document will be opened for you'

Related topic open backuP

\-/
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Sotry, that file does flot exist
Click moure to continue.
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open/edit

Concept Allows access to the style sheet that is currently attached to this
document.

Procedure Select open/edit from the style sheet) branch of the
looks/styles ) choice on the middle button menu and if you are
sure you want to open this style sheet select yes on the Confirmer
that will appear.

Open Style XeroxDoc$tandard

ye8 no

If this document has no style sheet attached, you will need to
acknowledge a notifier which will appear.

There is no style sheet currently assigfle'l
Click moure to continue.

Effect The style sheet document will be opened for you.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets
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page after
\-/

Goncept Forces text to appear on a new Page, alter the selected paragraph'

Procedure Select the paragraph after which you want the new page to begin
and select make > break > page after.

Ytrhen the break is set after the paragraph, the following
paragraph will be forced to the next page.The galley view of the
document is updated to display the page/column mark. In the
wysiwyg view and in hardcopy, text is forced into the next page in \-/
the {low order, and into the next page layout body box-

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane

V,

Effect
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page before

Concept Forces current text selection to appear in a new page.

Select the paragraph which is to receive the page break and select
page before from the make ) break ) branch of the middle
button menu

When the break is set before the paragraph, a page break will
occur immediately preceding the selected paragraph. The galley
view of the document is updated to display the page/column
mark. In the wysiwyg view and in hardcopy, text is forced into the
next page in the flow order and into the next page layout body
box.

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane

Procedure

Effect
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paragraph >
\-/

\-,

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Opens the Paragraph Looks menu to display the looks of the
selected text and to allow the user to view and/or alter the
paragraph properties ofa selection oftext-

Selecting a paragraph style from the paragrapah> tree applies
that predefrned look to the selected text without opening the
Paragraph looks menu.

Select the paragraphs whose looks are to be viewed or altered and
select paragraph > from the looks/styles ) branch of the
middle button menu.

To apply a predefrned style such as class (classilication), default,
endnote, footnote, head, (running header or footer) or page

number, or any style defrned by the user, make the selection from
the scrollable menu to the right of paragraph >'

If no selection was made from the list of paragraph styles, the
Paragraph Looks menu will be opened just above the text pane' If
the button pane andlor Character Looks menu are displayed, the

Paragraph Looks menu will be displayed above them' When no

selections are made from the menu tree attached to

paragraph>, nothing is applied to the document until the Apply
button in the Paragraph Looks menu is selected'

Before the menu is attached to the window, this selection will
reshape the window to simulate the paper width and a default
height (the text window will vary in size, depending on how many
menus are already disptayed). This reframing may require you to
reposition the document window Origin so that the whole
document window will be visible on the screen' You should not
have to intervene if the whole document window will be on the

screen after reshaPing.
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The paragraph properties of the selected text will be displayed in
the menu (as if its Get button were selected). If the Paragraph
Looks menu is already displayed, it will be updated with the
paragraph properties ofthe selected text.

If the selection includes paragraphs with more than one look, all
of the paragraph properties in the menu will be deactivated'

lf a selection was made from the list of defrned paragraph styles,
the text selection will be redisplayed using those character looks
and the Paragraph Looks menu will not be opened, nor will the
window be reshaped.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, para looks; Paragraph Looks Menu, Get'
Apply, Name:; Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph Styles
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paste

\-/

Concept The current contents of the clipboard is inserted either at the
caret or in place of the selected text.

Procedure Position the caret at the desired point in your document, or select
the text that is to be replaced. Then select paste from the middle
button menu. If the contents of the clipboard is text or a picture, it
will be inserted into the document. If the contents of the clipboard
is an item from an Information Center, you must make a choice as
to how it is to be inserted into the document in the Paste QBox-

You can have the contenfs of an Information Center item pasted
into the document. For best results in pasting the contents of a
picture, form, and other Information Center items which will
probably require different paragraph formatting than the
selected paragraph, set up an empty paragraph to receive the
contents of the item and give it a floating line height.

lf data tink is chosen the Link Types: and New link type lields
will become active (not shaded in grey) and you can select or
create the a new link type for this connection- A data link item
will provide direct access back to that item in the Information
Center. By making such links to the sources for the document you
are writing, they will be readily available to you-

Paste Singlc ilata tYPG

accapt cancel bailOut

conttntrPastr
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data tink

\-,

Irrsert trr rep
vqith the Eontents of the Eli

fse €rlf,lrlfiaEe
buard,

undo
agarn

copy
cut

save
hardco

)

paste
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After accepting the QBox for a data tink type of paste, an icon

like this le data t will appear in the document.

If the contents of the clipboard is another Document, another
paste option (as style sheet) will be available in the Paste QBox'

When as style sheet is selected, it will cause the pasted document
to be used as the style sheet for the document and will become the
current style sheet for the document.

The contents of the clipboard will be inserted into the document
in the indicated manner at the selection point.

Related topic copy, cut, change to another

Effect

Pastc Style XerorDocStandard

accrpt cancel baitout

ilata linkPastr contents

:iiiiii:i:iiii::*rt$:!t:iii:iii:iiiiiii:Link Types :
iiii:iii:i!i:i:iiiia:i:i::i:i;i:;i:iiii::ii:ii
;:i:::::::::l:::::::::::;:::::::::: ::::::::::i
i i: i: i:i:i;i:iii;i;i:ii: !:::;:i::::::ii i:::::i
iii:i:i:::::':i:i:iii:!ii:i:i:i:i:i:i:ii;iii:l

Nerr- lin*. type

ar rtyle s[eet
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profile

Concept This allows the user to view and/or alter the document properties
paper size, starting Page number, frrst footnote number and frrst
endnote number.

Procedure Select prolile from the looks/styles> branch of the middle
button menu. A Document ProEle QBox will appear showing
the cument paper size, the starting page number, the frrst
footnote reference number and the {irst endnote marker number'
You can select a different paper size, specify a different starting
number for the first Page, the lirst footnote and/or the frrst
endnote, and then select accept. Or you can bailout if the
current setting is satisfactorY.

Effect If you have changed any of the document properties, the window
will be redisplayed using the new properties defined by the
document profrle. If you changed the frrst footnote or endnote
number, all the footnotes or endnotes in the document will be

renumbered accordingly. The document must be saved in the
usual way for the changes to be written to the frle on disk'

\-/

\-,

nt) layout )
acter

st sheet

utilities
e

accept cancel bailout
A2IJ.S.'Legal

A{A3

Paper eize:

1Starting pagc number:

1First footnote nurnDer:

1First cnf,notc numter:

ff.S. Letter

Ilocument Profitc
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n refresh

Concept Refreshes the display of the window so the user can be certain of
what is really there. This is trseful because occasionally the
display of the document wilt become confused and incorect.

Procedure Select reftesh from the display> branch of the middle button
utenu.

Effest The display of the window will be reconstructed from its internal
knowledge.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, refresh

tocks like
sp at,ayv erJr ttr s trww

realt
rJr'yslrJryg

galley
ton ane

ormatt
dis pl;:y L refresh

n
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remove

Deletes the designation of a foreed column or page break from a
paragraph.

Select the paragraph(s) which contain the unwanted break and
select remove from the make) break> branch of the middle
button menu.

Any existing forced page or column break will be deleted from the
selected paragraph(s). A natural page break or column break
may still oc-eur immediately preceding or following the
paragraph(s), however.

Related topic Paragraph Looks menu, button pane

Concept

I

\-/

\-,

v'

Procedure

Effect

save
hardcopy

rule
btrllet

footnote
endnote

page before
page after

s
ooks/styles

nt

dis column before
column aftet

ut res

removg

>eailla e>
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restore

Concept Reset the document to its last saved state. This is useful when you
have second thoughts about the value of your recent editing
session.

Procedure Select restore from the utilities) branch of the middle button
menu. The system will ask for conlirmation before it will restore
this document from disk since this is an irreversible step. If you
are sure this is what you want to do select yes, if not select zo.

Restore ts lf,st saved state?

yes flf)

Effect The document will be restored to its last saved state and all of the
editing done since then will be lost.

Related topic saYe

as[ save'1 Er]rltents
the disk.

rErrlGet t F

find/replace
search

ddask

s ect C

wordooks/styles
ont

dis
)IIta e

open backup
o cha

emae ns ewI
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rule

\-/

Concept

Procedure

Allows the user to make a horizontal or vertical black line with
some amount of white space around it and paste it into the
Document.

Position the caret or make a selection at the point in your
document where you want to insert a rule. Select make) rule'
An Edit Rule QBox will appear. Select from lwrizontal or uerticol
the desired orientation for the rule. Specify the rule length in
points. space/width pairs determines the number, width, and
spacing of the line(s) in the rule. You can think of space as the
width of a white rule and width the width of a black rule adjacent
to the white rule. Itlhen entering the values, use slash, dash or
any non-numeric character as the delimiter for the spocelwidth
pirs. Select accept and a rule will be made and inserted at the
selection point replacing the current selection-

\-,

Edit Bule

accept canctl bailout
vcrticaloricntation

100lcngth (in pointr)

5f 2 LIL Lt\rpace/widtl Pairr

horizontal

Effect A rule like this examPle will be inserted
into your document at the selection point- This rule is horizontal
and 100 points long. It is made of three black rules (of width 2' t
and 2 points from top to bottom) spaced out by 3 white rules (of

widths 5, 1 and 1 points respectively)-

Note that if you wish to defrne a single black rule, you may omit
the frrst sryeand specify only the wi'dth-

L,,^=-_ [bull*
ootnote
endnote

oks/styles
dis

assl
breaklesut

e)

rule
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save

Concept Stores the document onto the disk.

Procedure Select save from the middle button menu.

The document will be stored on the disk. The previously stored
version is kept as a backup until the next save or until the
window is closed.

Effect

Related topic open backup, restore, Button Pane Menu, save

Save rhe Eontenm to disk,
agam
undo
copy
cut

paste

dco
save
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save as style sheet

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Creates a style sheet from any existing document. When a style
sheet Document is made with save as style sheet, it will have
minimally all of the local styles, and no attached style sheet'
Options are provided for including all, some, or none of the
contents of the originating document- An option is also provided
to allow inclusion of the styles in the originating document's style
sheet - thus providing one easy means of combining the styles of
an existing style sheet and a set of new ones-

If you are going to copy some of the contents of the current
document and save it in the new style sheet document, select that
text frrst. Then, select style sheet) save as style sheet' In the
Save as Style Sheet QBox that appears, select how much of the
document's contents you want copied into the new style sheet
document - all, seleeted or rwne - in the Save contents? field'
Select yes in the Include styles from style sheet? freld if you
want to include the styles that are in the current docurnent's style
sheet in the new style sheet document that you are creating'
lYhen your selections are correct, select accept. Select no if you
want only the local styles to be applied to the new style sheet
document.

Sevc at Style Shcct

acccpt cancel tailout
Savc contcntt? Ellserecterr none

tnclrdc styles from ctylc lhcet? yc3

A new document suitable for use as a style sheet is created from
this document with whatever contents you have specifred'

Related topic paste (as style sheet), Styles and Style sheets

\-,

rScurrl€fit as a 5tFsa$e s e
sheetont ) paragra

character
out

urrent style s est

ch
Bditopen/

etot na to heoem
utilities )
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search

Concept This menu item provides a way to search Information Centers for
additional data items pertaining to the contents of the current
selection.

Procedure Make a text selection and then select search from the utilities>
branch of the middle mouse button menu. If there is no text
currently selected, a Notilier saying, "There has to be a selection.
Click mouse to continue." will appear and the search request is
aborted. [f there is a selection, the Information Centers QBox
will appear.

Select the center you want to search. If the Center is password
protected, the enter name: and password: fields will be
available for type - in. When your selection is correct, select
accept.

The Searching QBox will then op€tr, where you can select the
manner of search for the Information Center items. The text
selectlion will appear in the Search for field. lf full text or both

eEted texr. irr
inforrnatiorr Eefl[er.

S earc Er se

ooks/styles
nt

dis I
oc
lace

s ect
find/r

ddask lVOr
restore

file as new item
open backup
o cha

@utilities )
search

hfornatirn Ccntcrs

canccl DailOut

info center: Illustrations
Vicw-Graphr

Dcnonrtration Ilumlllc
addNew

entcr namc:

parvord:
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Effect

are chosen as the Search type you can then multiple select
which ltem types you want to search.

A folder containing all of the data items that were found with the
specilied search is opened.

v

t canccl bail0ut

Search for search

Search typc title only both

Itern typel ilocument outline ilatabase

report Prevrcv form

Searching
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select doc

Concept Allows the user to make the entire Document the current
selection. This will let the user aPply an editing change to the
whole document at once.

Procedure Select select doc from the utilities> branch of the middle
button menu.

Effect The entire document will be selected and displayed in reverse
video.

Related topic Button pane menu, select doc

lfi 1n CIcurnenese eEf eveoks
dis )

search
o

rep ace
select doc@utilities )
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Urrrlg the e
cornrnand,

e lasEETS E

n

copy
cut

undo

undo

Concept Allows you to cancel the last text action performed' Especially
useful to get back text that has been mistakenly replaced or
deleted.

Procedure With the caret at the position for the mistakenly deleted text to
be reinserted, or with the text mistakenly entered selected, select
undo.

Effect Undo replaces the current selection with whatever was the last
text to be replaced, copied or cut. It will not undo every location
in a repeated replace; it will only undo the last occurrence of the
replacement.

\-/

\-/
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wysrwy9

Concept Causes the document to be displayed in wysiwyg mode.

wysiwyg means [rhat lou $ee !s fhat lou Gpt. This display
mode simulates on the display screen how your document will
appear when it is printed. To do this, the text must be displayed
in a smaller font to properly show the position of line breaks and
tabbed text. Headers, footers, page numbers and footnotes are
displayed in their proper places in this mode. The tab positions
are exact and the indents are shown as you have specilied. It is
recommended that this mode be used as a last review of your
document before printing. It is also useful to review tables in
wysiwyg to insure that you properly spaced all columns.

Procedure Select wysiwyg from the display> branch of the middle button
rnenu.

Effect The document will be redisplayed in wysiwyg mode (if it wasn't
already) without moving your location in the document. If the left
shift key is held down when you release the mouse button, the
document will be displayed from its start instead of from your
current location. If the document window has been framed
arbitrarily, wysiwyg displaying will require the window to be
resized to simulate the paper width and a certain height. By
doing so, it may require you to reposition the document window
origin so that the whole document window will be visible on the
screen. You should not have to intervene if the whole document
window will be on screen after resizing.

Related topic galley, Button Pane Menu, wysiwyg

rllll every[ ng aS 'llltpUt ills

rirrter
)

lesoks/
ont

utilities
e orrnatt mg

refresh

>display
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Button Pane Menu
The Button Pane is a menu will appear at the top of the document
window when the user seleets display> button pane from the
middle morrse menu.

The default collection of buttons is a combination of character
and paragraph formatting selections and other utilities. Most
items will behave in a similar or identical way to menu selections
found in the Character Looks and Paragraph Looks menus- Some
buttons are unique to the Button Pane.

In addition to the default collection of buttons, you can confrgure
the button pane to contain optional buttons along with any or all
of the default buttons. These can be added by using the system
menu item User ProfiIe> doc buttons> edit. Refer to the
System Interfrce chapter of this User Guide for complete
information on settingup the optional buttons.

Pictured here is the default confrguration of buttons displayed in
the Button Pane.

Below is a Button Pane illustrating all of the buttons.

The Button Pane menu functions are listed below in alphabetical
order and explained in detail. This section is intended to be
reference material on how each menu choice works-

\-/

\-/
pata looltspara lead[break] run tround[align]find/replace select docClose
,-:har looltsbi*Zer stnallerIowetcasepLainhold itsticrefresh

Closa bigger bold lrullat char looks clear tabs finrl/reptace
formaning galley hardcopy itatic lowercase para lead para looks

plain refresh rule run around SEVB s€lect drlc srnaller

$me stamp uppercaee wyeiwyg [Elisn] [bretkl [tine sptcin8]
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lalignl

Concept The [align] button is used to set the display of text with regard to
the indents or margins. There are four possible choices.

Left aligned text is left flush and ragged right.In each line of a
paragraph aligned on the left, the character beginning the line
starts immediately at the left indent while the last character does
not necessarily touch the right indent. This paragraph is left
aligned.

Rightaligned text is right flush and,raggedleft.In each line of a
paragraph aligned on the right, the character ending the line

touches the right indent while the frrst character does not
necessarily touch the left indent. This paragraph is right aligned.

Center aligned text is centered horizontally around an
imaginary vertical line halfway between the left and right

indents. This paragraph is center aligned.

Justifi.ed text frts exactly between the left and right indents,
with no empty space along either edge except at the end of the
paragraph. This is a justified paragraph.

Procedure When [alignl is seleeted by holding down the left mouse button
while the cursor is over it, the popup menu shown above with the
four alignment choices will appear. When [alignl is selected by
pressing the middle mouse button, the popup ulenu remains on
the screen waiting for a selection, or for you to click outside of it if
no selection is to be made.

Effect The paragraph will be redisplayed with the chosen alignment.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Align:

plain
Cbrc
refresh

select doc
italic

find./reptace
bold

run around
bigger

para lead
smaller

para looks
char loolrs

Iaii;n]
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bigger

Closc find/replaee select doc lalignl [break] tun arcund para lead para lsoks

refresh bold iralic ptain lowercase smaller chat tooks

\-,

Concept Allows you to change characters to a larger font without having
to know the face name, size and type of the currently seleeted
text's font.

Procedure Select the characters to be enlarged and select the button.

Effect The Analyst system's fonts are searched and the next larger font
size in the same font face and type (bold, italic, underline and
strikethru) is substituted for the size of the currently selected
characters. If no larger font is found, nothing happens.

bold

Cbrc find/replace select doc lalienl [break] run around para tead para looks

refresh itatic plain lowcrcrse biggcr srnallet char looks

Concept The bold button allows the user to change the selected text's
characters ho a thicker, or bold, font t1pe.

Procedure Select the characters to be modified and press the button-

Effect The bold font type 0ike this) is applied to the characters,
retaining the original face and size.

Related topic Charaeter Looks Menu bold; Middle mouse button menu' Font)

\-,

I\-/
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lbreakl

Concept A new page or column can be forced to occur before or after a
paragraph by specifying this as part of the paragraph's looks.

Procedure Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. Press and hold the left
button or click the middle button and select the type of break
from the popup menu from among: remove, page before, page
afier, column before or column after.

Effect The chosen break type will be specified as part of the paragraph
looks. Note that a column break is the equivalent of a page break
when there is only one column of text.

Selecting remove will delete any type of break for the selected
paragtaph(s). A value of page before will cause a page break to
occur immediately preceding each selected paragraph and page
after will cause a page break to occur at the end of each selected
paragraph. Likewise a value of column before will cause a
column break to occur immediately preceding each selected
paragraph and a value of column after will cause a column
break to occur at the end ofeach selected paragraph.

Relatedtopic Middle mouse button menu, make> break), Paragraph Looks
Menu, Break:

f emove
page betore
page after

lead para looksselect doc lalignlfind/replaceClosa umn
column after rller char lr:rllssplain lEwercasebold itaticrefresh

ftreakl
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bullet

Concept Inserts a bullet (r ) followed by a tab in the document.

Procedure This is one of the optional buttons which may be available in your
Button Pane. Select in the document where you want a bullet to
appear and select bullet.

\-l

\-,

Effect

Related topic Middle mouse button menu, make) bullet; Paragraph Looks
menu

A bultet and a tab are inserted at the position of the caret. If
formatting is turned on, these marks will appear in the text of the
document at the location of the selected text rt. The tab can then
be set to what the user desires with the Paragraph Looks menu.

char looks

chat lr-roksbold
itatic lowercasehardcopy

saverule rufl around
[break]wysrwyg Ialign]

butlet

pata tearl para looltsrun aroundlalignl ltrrea*.1find/reptace select '1ocCilose
srnalterbiggerplain lowercaseitaticrefresh bold

Concept Opens the Character Looks Menu

Procedure Select char looks.

Effect The Character Looks Menu shown below will be attached to the
Document Window, above the Button Pane.

Related topic Basic Character formatting, Character Looks Menu )\-/

Apply OetCloseG'haracter Looks Style maintenance!
Nama: [-default font-]

Suikethru
Size: [10] Offset: 0

lleactivate all!
Face: lserif]

Gase:: Sotd Italic
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Concept Removes all of the tab stop settings which had been set from the
carriage bar in the Paragraph Looks menu.

Procedure This is one of the optional buttons you may select if it is available
in your Button Pane. To clear all tab stops click the left mouse
button over clear tabs. (To clear any one tab stop, or to set new tab
stops, it is necessary to use th Paragraph Looks menu.)

Effect Atl of the tab stops in the paragraph looks will be removed.
Interval tab stops will be in effect for any tab characters in the
selected text.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, clear tabs; Paragraph Looks Menu, lnterval:,
Tab Stops

close

find/teplar':echar lsoks
pflfif tr-rBlr.Spflra 1e4,1lowercase

srnallersetect ,locsaue

[break] [line spacing]

clear tabs

find/teplace select rlorl lalignl [tltealt] tun areufl'l Fara lead para loolr.s

refresh bold itatic plain lowercase lrigger smaller char looP,s

Concept

Procedure \ryith the left mouse button click over the Close button.

Removes the Button Pane from the screen allowing more window
space for text display. This menu can be generated again by
selecting display ) Button Pane from the middle button menu
whenever the user needs it.

The Button Pane will be removed from the screen and text will be
redisplayed to frll the now larger text area of the document
window.

Effect
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f ind/replace

Glose select doc lalignl [brcak] run around pata learl para loolts
refresh bolcl italic plain lowercase bigger smaller char looks

\-l

Concept Allows the rrser to locate a piece of text, to locate and change a
piece of text to another piece of text, or to repeatedly locate and
change text.

Procedure In some cases, it works best to frrst select the text which you want
to find elsewhere in the Document and then select find/replace.
However, since the system starts searching from the lirst
character of the current text selection for the text to be replaced,
and from the character after the beginning of the selection on a
{ind, there are cases when you may want to start the search in a
different place, select there, and enter the search text by hand-

After selecting the button, the Find/Replace QBox will appear-

Fin{/Rcplacc

accept crncel bailOut

Finil: the feJct to fincl

.llction: finil t@t replace all
Replace tlrith: the te:<t to replace it wittt

To just look for a piece of text, enter the text to be found and
select the action find. To replace text, enter both the text to be
found and the text to replaee it with, and select the action replace
to replace just the next occurrence or replrce allto replace all the
occurences from the current text selection to the end of the
document.

You can enter font information for the text into the QBox
through the fonts > PopuP menu item located in the Find: and
Replace lYith: {ields. Paragraph breaks can be entered as two
carriage returns in a row, line breaks as one carriage return'
Other paragraph and special character formatting is not
accommodated.

Effect After accepting the QBox it will begtn searching for the text to be
found. If it is found, it will be selected and the document window
scrolled if necessary so it will be visible. If the designated action

\-/

I

\-/
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was reploce or replote all the replacement will be made. tf the
action was repl.ue all it will then repeat the process, highlighting
each replaeement as it moves through the Document. If the text
to be found is not found, the document window will flash once.

Note that if you want to stop the process during replnce all, you
can invoke abort from a middle mouse button popup menu.

Related topic Middle mouse button menu, find/replace
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formatting
\-l

This causes the formatting marks in your document to be toggled
on and off. Turning on the display of these symbols can help you
to rapidly correct the formatting of your document.

This is one of the optional buttons of the Button Pane. Select the
formatting button if it is available in your menu.

There are five formatting indicators used by the Document
System. The formatting marker for a Eay paragraph (carriage
return from the keyboard) is the symbol t[. The marker for a
header paragraph (carriage return from the keyboard) is the
symbol t[ . tf," marker for a tab (TAB from the keyboard) is the
symbol l. The marker for a forced line break (control and
carriage return from the keyboard) is the symbol i . And the
marker for column or page break is the symbol El. If they were \-/
not already displayed, the document formatting marks will be

shown in the Document. If they were visible, they will be removed
from the display.

Related topic display ) formatting

Concept

Procedure

Effect

I\-/

boldlriggerClose
hardcopygfuey

rulerefreshplain
rffystwyguppercasetime starnp

forrnatting
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galley

Concept Causes the document to be displayed in galley mode.

In the galley display mode characters displayed on the screen are
spaced for the most comfortable viewing and editing of a
document. However the appearance of the document in this mode
does rwt corcespond to the way it will look when printed. The text
line breaks (places where the lines of text end at the edge of the
page) in the hardcopy of a document will not fall in the same
places as they are displayed on the screen in galley mode. Data in
tabular format may also look considerably different. The
characters used for display in galley mode are generally larger
than the corresponding characters used on the printer.

Galley mode allows access to and editing of header, footer, and
page number text, and of page layout style specifiers. These are
special paragraphs which are linked to specific page locations by
style name. This mode also has higher performance because less
formatting is done. This mode is recommended for most document
generation.

Procedure This is one of the optional buttons of the Button Pane. Select
galley if it is available in your Button Pane.

Effect The document will be redisplayed in galley mode (if it wasn't
already) without moving from your current your location in the
document.

Related topic wysiwyg, display > wysiwyg

lraLlClose higger
hurrlcrrpyfotrnatting

rulerefreshplain
wrsrwyEtime sternp uppefcase

galley
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hardcopy

Concept Makes a frle from the document in a format the printer will
understand, and sends it to the printer and/or files it in an
Information Center for later use.

Procedure This is one of the optional buttons. If it is available in your Button
Pane, selecting it will open the Hardcopy QBox.

Send to Printer loter will make a printer formatted frle for you
to print later. Choosing yes to FiIe in an info center will save
the printer frle into an Information Center; a File request QBox
will appear for you to fill it in and accept- The Number Copies
field accepts type-in. Starting Page No. will accept type- in, or
use the number provided by the Document profile. If you select
Somefor Print Pages, the from: and to: fields will become active
(not shaded in Srey) and you can enter the range of pages you
want to print. Leave Resolution: set to low unless you have a
high resolution graphic in your document and want to take the
additionat time to print the graphic at its highest resolution' [f
you select yes for lVith Endnotes any endnote reference markers

v'

\-/

boldCtose lrigger
galleyforrnatting
refresh ruleplain

wFslwygtime $tarnp uppercase

hardcopy

rccept canccl bailOut

laterSenil to Printer
yGt lrfilc in an info centcr

1Nunter Copics

1Starting Page No.

lfour Ptinter }f,arnePrintcr Name

SomeIEIIPrint Pages

from:

to

highB,esolution:

noWith Endnoter ye5

low

now

IIarilcopy
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n

Effect

will be printed as they occur in the document text and the
corresponding endnotess will be printed in an appendix at the
end of the document. If you select no for With Endnotes, any
endnotes will be ignored and not printed. After frlling in the
QBor, select accept.

The document will be printed on the printer, and/or the printer
formatted frle will be frled in the specified Information Center(s).
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italic

Close find/replaca select doc Ialign] [break] run around para tead para loolq,s

refresh bold ptain lowercase bigger smaller char tooks

Concept Allows the user to to change the selected text's characters to a
thinner, slanted, or italic, font type.

Procedure Select the characters to be modified and press the button.

Effect The italic font type Qike this) is applied to the characters,
retainingthe original face and size.

Related topic Character Looks Menu bold; Middle mouse button menu' Font)

\-/
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iline spacingl

Concept Allows the user to automatically change all of the Body tyPe
paragraphs in the document, regardless of which paragraph is
currently selected, to one of three choices for the spacing between
lines within a paragraph. Each of the choices retains the lixed or
floating height and minimum size for the line. The single, double
or triple spacing is achieved by adding extra line lead.

Procedure This button is one of the optional buttons. Select the paragraph(s)
to be modilied and select from among single (0), double (15) or
triple (30) points of extra lead or space between each line.

Effect Below are examples of the elfect of line spacing.

(single) This functionality is unique to the button pane- This item
changes all of the Body type paragraphs in the document,

(double) The popup menu offers three choices for the spacing

between lines within a paragraph. Each of the choices retains the

(triple) The single, double or triple spacing is achieved by adding

extra line lead. Select the paragraph(s) to be modified and select

from among single (0), double (15) or triple (30) points of extra

Related topic Basic paragraph formatting; Paragraph Looks Menu, extra lead:,
Height:

lfiine spacing]
sl

tri Ie
u

e
I
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lowercase
\-/

Concept The lowercase button will change all selected characters from
upper case (capital letters) to lower case. Lowercase can be used
in combination with the bold, italic, plain, bigger and smaller.

Procedure Select the text to be changed and select lowercase.

Effect The characters will be modified to lower case without affecting
their font, size, or type (AS IN THIS EX*MP[#, the characters
would be changed to as in this exome+e).

Related topic Button Pane Menu, uppercase

oara lead

Cfiose find/repltce select doc [align] [treak] run atound para lead para looks

refresh told iratic plain bigger smaller char looks

Glce findi replace select doc [align] [break] run around para looks

refresh botd itatic plain lowetease bigger stnaller char looks

Concept Allows the user to change the amount of white space, or leading,
between paragraphs by setting a value in the paragraph's looks-

Procedure Select the paragraph(s) to be changed and select para lead' A
Prompter will open with the current value of the paragraph
leading highlighted. Enter a new value and press ( return ) .

Entet paragraph leadine in points

tIII
Effect The paragraph leading will be changed and the document will be

redisplayed.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Lead before:

\-/
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para looks

Concept Opens the Paragraph Looks Menu.

Procedure Select para looks.

Effect The Paragraph Looks Menu will attach to the top of the
f)ocument window, above the Button Pane, and above the
Character Looks Menu, if that is open as well.

Close find/rcplace select doc lalignl lbreakl run atound para lead
refresh bold itatic plain lowercase bigger smaller char looks

Glose Gct

3
3

E

03 4 01 1

Paragraph Looks Style maintenance! Ilcactivatc all!
StYle Oody) Jtleme: []Tormal Body (n)l Type-in:
tine Height: [fixed] min: 14 Gxtre lead: 0 Following Para:
Para Align: [justify] Lead before: 11 Keep Lines:
Tabs Clear! Type: [left] hrterval: 1? tlnits: [pointsJ

[-default font-]
[+ self t]
2 Break: [none]

Run-around

3?5 440240

plain

Glose find/rcplaee select 6oc Ialign] [brealt] tun atourtd pata lea,1 para lool<s

refresh bold itatic lowercase trigger smalter char loeks

Concept The plain button will change all selected characters to the normal
case, removing bold, italic, underline and strikethru.

Procedure Select the character(s) to be modifred and select plain.

Effect The characters will be replaced with the same font face and size,
with the bold, italic, underline and./or strikethru removed.

Related topic Basic character formatting; Character Looks Menu, Case:
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ref resh

Gbse find/rcplace select doc Ialign] lbteakl run atound para taad para loolts

bold itatic ptain towercase bigger srnaller char looks

Concept Refreshes the display of the window so the user can be certain of
what is really there. This is useful because occasionally the
screen display of the document will become confused and
incorrect.

Procedure Select refresh from the default Button Pane.

Effect The display of the window will be reconstructed from its internal
knowledge.

\-,

\-,
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rule

Concept Allows the user to malle a horizontal or vertical black line with
some amount of white space around it and paste it into the
Document.

Procedure Position the caret or make a selection at the point in your
document where you want to insert a rule. Select rule from the
Button Pane if it is available. An Edit Rule QBox will appear-
Setect from horizontol or uertical lhe desired orientation for the
rule. Specify the rule length in points. space/width pairs
deterrnines the number, width, and spacing of the line(s) in the
rule. You can think of space as the width of a white rule and
widththe width of a black rule adjacent to the white rule. When
entering the values, use slash, dash or any non-numeric
character as the delimiter for the spuelwidth pairs. Select
accept and a rule will be made and inserted at the selection point
replacing the current selection.

Eiilit Rule

ecccpt cenccl DaitOut

orientation vertical
lcngth (in pointr) 100

tpace/rrldtl pair 5t2 LlL Lt\

Effect A rule like this example will be inserted
into your document at the selection point. This rule is horizontal
and 100 points long. It is made of three black rules (of width 2, 1

and 2 points from top to bottom) spaced out by 3 white rules (of
widths 5, I and I points respectively).

Note that if you wish to defrne a single black rule, you may omit
the frrst sryce and specify only the width.

Related topic make > rule

lroldGtose lrigger
fotrnatting galley hardcopy

rBfreshplain
wyslwygtirne starnp uppercE$B

rule
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run around

\-/

The effect cannot be seen in galtey display mode, but only in
wysiwyg display mode or in hardcopy. When toggled on, all of the
paragraphs in the current selection can have text flow around
them, provided that each paragraph selected as a run around
paragraph contains only a single character. That single character
may be a picture, however.When toggled off, none the paragraphs
in the cument selection cannot have text run around them.

- ote: the run around property allows the text to flow \-/
LI around pictures and create paragraphs with sunken
I I initials as demonstrated here. Left indents on paragraphs

flowing around a picture measure from the right edge of the
picture, and the right indent on paragraphs flowing around a
picture measure from the left edge of the picture.

In the paragraph above, there are actually 3 paragraphs. The
large letter T',['is a separate paragraph with run around toggled
to active. The second paragraph begins with 'ote:' and it's looks
have nrn around toggled to inactive. Although the paragraph you
are reading now is indented 203 points from the left-hand
margin, we set the looks of the paragraPh beginning with'ote:'to
0 points from the left margin, or 0 points indented from the
right-hand side of the letter t'['. The line beginning with the
word 'flowing' begins a third paragraph, where we
re-established the 203 point indentation from the margin, since
the text did not have to continue flowing around the'N'-

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Run around

Concept The run around button allows the user to set up a paragraph
which text will flow or "run around".

Procedure The run around button toggles on and off. Select the paragraph(s)
to be changed, toggle the run around switch.

Effect

i\-/

char lacksbulletbold
lowetcasehardcopy itatic

sauerule
[btealt]wrslwyg [align]

rufl afound
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save

select doc

Concept Stores the document onto the disk.

Procedure Select save from the Button Pane if available.

The document will be stored on the disk. The previously stored
version is kept as a backup until the next save or until the
window is closed.

Effect

Related topic Middle mouse button menu, open backup, restore, save

trold hnllet char tooks
hardcopy itatic lowercase

rule run arnund
wysrwyg Ialign] [bteak]

save

Glose find/replace Ialign] [break] run around pata lea,1 para lor-rks

refresh lrold italic plain lowercase bigger smaller char loo|s

Concept Allows you to make the entire contents of the Document the
current selection.

Procedure Press select doc.

Effect The document will be displayed in reverse video, indicating that
it is the current selection. Any formatting changes or
copy/cuUpaste operation chosen next will be applied to the entire
document.

Related topic Middle mouse button menu, utilities ) select doc

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rrghts reserved 13 Ocrober 1988
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Concept Selecting the smaller button will search the system fonts for the
next smaller size of the selected text's font family and apply it to
the selected text.

Procedure Select the characters to be changed and select smaller'

Effect If there is a smaller system font available with the same size and
type face, it will be used to replace the selected characters' [f
there is no smaller font available with the same size and type
face, nothing will happen.

smaller

\-/

time stamo

Ctose firul/taplace setect doc lalignl [trealt] run around para lead para loolr,s

refresh bold itatic plain lowercase bigger char looks

\-,

Concept Allows you to insert the date and time into the text.

Procedure In the Document Window, position the caret, or select text to be
written over, and select time stamp-

Effect Inserts the current date and time in parentheses, in the form
Date Month Year Hours:Minutes:Seconds am/pm. For example:
(5 October 1988 4:45:04 Pm).

botdhiggetGlose
hardcopyformatting gatley

rulerefreshplain
wysiwyguppercssetrrne starnp
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uppercase

Concept The uppercase button will change all selected characters from
lower case to upper case (capital letters). The uppercase button is
not one of the defaults in the button pane.. Uppercase can be used
in combination with the bold, italic, plain, bigger and smaller.

Procedure Select the characters to be changed to capital letters and select
uppercase.

Effest The characters will be modified to uppercase without alfecting
their font, size, or type (AS IMHIS EX*I{PI'E).

Related topic Button Pane Menu, lowercase

Slose lrigger bold
formatting galley hardcopy

plain rulerefresh
tirne starnp wysiwyguppefcase
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wystwyg

Docu - t6,8

Causes the document to be displayed in wysiwyg mode'

wysiwyg means What lou $ee [s \JYhat lou Qet' This display
mode simulates on the display screen how your document will
appear when it is printed. To do this, the text must be displayed
in a smaller font to properly show the position of line breaks and
tabbed text. Headers, footers, PaBe numbers and footnotes are
displayed in their proper places in this mode. The tab positions
are exact and the indents are shown as you have specified' It is
recommended that this mode be used as a last review of your
document before printing. It is also useful to review tables in
wysirvyg to insure that you proPerly spaced all columns'

The document will be redisplayed in wysiwyg mode (if it wasn't
already) without moving your location in the document' (If the
left shift key is held down when you release the mouse button, the
document will be displayed from its start instead of from your
current location). If the document window has been framed
arbitrarily, wysiwyg displaying will require the window to be

resized to simulate the paper width and a certain height' By
doing so, it may require you to reposition the document window
origin so that the whole document window will be visible on the
screen. You should not have to intervene if the whole document
window will be on screen after resizing.

Related topic galley, display> wysiwyg

Concept

Procedure Select wysiwyg ilit is available in your Button Pane'

\-/

\-,
Effect

lroldlriggerGlose
hardcopygalleyformatting

rulerefreshplain
uppetcasetirne starnp iYyslYIyg
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Paragraph Looks Menu

Chse Get

50

01 0 3 03 04 04 5 05 015 0

StYle Fody) ltlame: []Toraral Bocty (n)J Type-in: [-rlefautr font-]
Une Height: [fixed] min: 14 extm lead: 0 Followfoqg para! [* self *]
PUa Afign: fiustifyl Lead before: 11 Kecp Lines: 2 Ereak: [none]
Tils Glcar! Typc: llefr] lnterval: t'? Units: [points] Run-around

501

Oeactivete etl!Paragraph Looks Style maintenance!

This menu will appear at the top of the document window
whenever the user selects looks/styles) paragraph on the
middle button menu. It will remain at the top of the document
window until the user tells it to close by clicking the left mouse
button over the Close button at the top right corner of the menu.
This menu allows the user access to all of the paragraph
formatting parameters so that they can be applied to some or all
of the document.

This menu is organized in such a manner that the user can
quickly identify the nature of each button and act accordingly.
Displayed in bold font are fieldlabels.If a label ends with a colon,
its value is displayed to the right of the label. Some f-relds can be
toggled on and off like a switch (Run - around, Deactivate
all!/Activate all!) and others are commands (Style maintenance!,
Close, Apply, Get) which cause some action to happen when
selected. Underlined labels are informational labels pertaining to
a group of frelds on the same line and to the right. Labels enclosed
in parenthesis are also informational only. Most fields can be
toggled between active and inactive states by clicking the left
mouse button while the cursor is over its field label. The only
exceptions are commands and informational fields.

Two types of field ualues are used in the Document System:
fill-in and pick-one. The pick-one frelds are identified by
brackets which enclose the values. Holding the left or middle
button will bring up a menu of possible values for the field. The
fill-in freld values are selectable and accept type-in from the
user.

Located below the field labels and values are the margin bar and
the carriage scale. These f-relds can also be set to active or inactive
states. The margin bar is used to set the left indentations from
the margin for the f-rrst line of a paragraph, the remaining lines
of a paragraph, and the right indentation from the margin for the
paragraph. Use of the margin bar is documented under
lndent - First Line, lndent - Rest, and lndent - Right in this
section.

Copyrrght (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rights reserved 13 96sgsr 19gg
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At the bottom of the Paragraph Looks menu is the carriage scale,
which looks like the carriage scale of a tlryewriter- [t is used to
display and set the tab stops with the mouse, and according to the
values set in the Type: and Units: frelds documented in this
section. Refer to Tab Stop for information on setting individual
tabs in the camiage scale.

The Paragraph Looks menu functions are listed below in
alphabetical order and e:rplained in detail. This section is
intended to be reference material on how each menu choice
works.

\-/

\-/
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Activate all! (see Deactivate all!)

Aliqn:

StYle (header) Name: [Hearler ihi]

200

5

Style maintParagraph Looks

n{n: t?
Lead be

Ileft]

Une Height
Para Ation:g

Tabs Ctear

Concept The Align: freld is used to set the display of text with regard to the
indents or margins. There are four possible choices.

Left aligned text is left flush and ragged right. [n each line of a
paragraph aligned on the left, the character beginning the line
starts immediately at the left indent while the last character does
not necessarily touch the right indent. This paragraph is left
aligned.

Right aligned text is right flush and raggedleft.In each line of a
paragraph aligned on the right, the character ending the line

touches the right indent while the first character does not
necessarily touch the left indent. This paragraph is right aligned.

Center aligned text is centered horizontally around an
imaginary vertical line halfway between the left and right

indents. This paragraph is center aligned.

Justifred text fits exactly between the left and right indents,
with no empty space along either edge except at the end of the
paragraph. This is a justified paragraph.

Procedure Align: is toggled between active and inactive states by clicking
the left mouse button while the cursor is over Align:. When this
freld is inactive the value (to the right of Align:) will be overlaid
by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the field is active, the
value can be changed by pressing with the left or middle mouse
button over the value (to the right of Align:) and selecting the
choice (left, right, center, justify) in the resulting popup menu
and selecting Apply.

Effect The text in the selected paragraphs will be aligned according to
its value as shown above.
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Apply

Concept Causes all paragraphs included in the cument selection to take on
the active paragraph look properties-

Procedure Select some part of each paragraph to be changed. Click the left
mouse button over the Apply button.

Effect The active paragraph look properties will be applied to the
selected paragraphs. The looks of any paragraph that is even
partially included in the selection will be affected. The affected
paragraphs will be redisPlayed.

Related topic Deactivate allUActivate all!, Styles and Style Sheets,
Paragraph Styles

v

\-/

fietClose
Type-in: [--defsult font--]

te all!

Para: [* self +]
B Break: [none]p Lines:

Run-ilfouttdtsl
5U

55U 6 U4 tl srlrJlJ4

501
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(body)

Paragraph Looks
StYle {bodv } Jtlarnea-.-

Une Height: [fixed]
Para Align: Liustifyl
Tabs trlear! Type: [left]

tl 5rJ 1 01 D

Concept This field is informational only. It indicates that the paragraPh
style currently referenced in the Name: field is of body type
(paragraphs referencing a body style are destined to flow into
body boxes in the page layout style).

Procedure This {ield is changed only by changing the value of the Name:
freld (see Name:).

Effect None.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout Style; Paragraph Styles,
Name:

s
: []T
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Break:
\-/

\-/

Concept A new page or column can be forced to occur before or after a
paragraph by specilying this as part of the paragraph's looks'

Procedure Select the paragraph(s) to be changed- Break: is toggled between
active and inactive states by clicking the left mouse button while
the cursor is over Break:. When this {ield is inactive the value (to
the right of Break:) will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal
lines.

The default value for this property is none.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed' If the freld is active, the
value can be changed by pressing with the left or middle mouse
button over the value (to the right of Break:) to obtain the poPuP

menu and select from none, column after, column before,
page after or page before. The choice will aPPear as the value
for Break:. Then select ApPly.

Effect The chosen break type will be specified as part of the paragraph
looks. Note that a column break is the equivalent of a page break
when there is only one column of text.

If Break: is active when paragraph looks are applied, a value of
none will result in no break for the selected paragraph(s) and
any existing break will be deleted. A value of column after will
cause a column break to occur at the end of each selected
paragraph. A value of column before will cause a column break
to occur immediately preceding each selected Paragraph' page
after will cause a page break to occur at the end of each selected
paragraph. And a value of page before will cause a page break
to occur immediately preceding each selected paragraph"

Related topic Button Pane menu, [breakh Middle mouse button menu' make)
break>

Gloee Applv Get
Type-in: [-defautt foflt"]

pare3 [* self *]
Lines: 2 Break:

ell!

lumn befor

none
column after

503
-1

4 0 50rl ore
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Clear!

Concept Removes all of the tab stop settings from the tab stop freld.

Procedure To clear all tab stops click the left mouse button over Clear!.
Either set new tab stops or do not set any and select the
paragraph(s) to be changed. Select Apply.

NOTE: To clear any one tab stop, click the left mouse button at
the exact location of the tab stop arrow you want to remove. This
will cause the tab stop to disappear. You may also delete a tab
stop by positioning the cursor over the desired tab stop arrow,
and while holding the left mouse button down, move the tab stop
arrow off the end of the tab stop field in either direction and then
release the rnouse button.

Effect All of the tab stops shown in the tab stop field (below the carriage
bar) in the paragraph looks will be removed. If paragraph looks
are applied without setting new tab stops, only interval tab stops
will be in effect for any tab characters in the selected text.

Related topic Button pane menu, clear tabs; Paragraph Looks Menu, lnterval:,
Tab Stop

Une Height: [fixed]
Para Afign: [left]
Tabs Clear! Type:

0
ff

1505rl 1 IJ

Paragraph Lool<s
Stule fteader) N
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Close

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Removes the Paragraph Looks menu from the screen allowing
more window space for text display. This menu can be generated
again by selecting looks/styles > paragraph from the middle
button menu whenever the user needs it.

With the left mouse button click over the Close button on the
Paragraph tooks menu.

The Paragraph Looks menu will be removed from the screen and
text will be redisplayed to fill the now larger text area of the
document window.

\-/

\-/

GetClose t

Type-in: [-default font--]

Break: [none]
Bun-aroundl

te all!

Parr: [* self *]
Lines: 0

4 E5 0 6llrl0 45rl 5

501
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Type-in: [--tlefault font
Follo+ring para: [* self *]

Keep Lines: tl
: [points]

Oeactivate all!

Brea

50

rl35u 4 tl 4

IiITiTI

Deactivate All!/ Activate All!

Concept Each changeable property in the looks menu may be either actiue
or inactiue.When a paragraph look is applied to a paragraPh, only
active properties are applied. Properties which are inactive will
rwt be changedin the paragraph. lnactive status is indicated by a
box of diagonal lines over the value freld to the right of the lield
label.

The Deactivate alll/Activate all! menu button is a toggle for
changing the active status of all the property frelds at one time.
Single properties can then be activated or deactivated as needed-

Procedure Click the left mouse button over Deactivate all! to deactivate all
the look properties, or click the left mouse button over Activate
all! to activate all the look properties.

Each individual look property except indents and tab stops may
be activated or deactivated by clicking over its label. Indents may
be activated or deactivated by clicking the middle mouse button
within 100 points of the frrst left, rest left and right indents. Tab
stops as a whole may also be activated or deactivated by clicking
the middle mouse button anywhere in the tab stops field (the area
below the carriage scale).

Effect Changeable lields will be redisplayed to reflect their new status.

Related topi< Basic paragraph formatting

Close

Keep Lines:
ts: [points]

Activate all!

Following para:
Type-in:

tl3 rl 4rl 4
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extra lead:
v'

Concept

Procedure

Extra lead (or extra line lead) is the amount, in points, each line
is increased in height above what it otherwise would be' In
typesetting, I piece of metal was inserted between the lines of
type to provide varying amounts of white space between lines'
Extra lead can be compared to these metal strips. The extra lead:
freld displays the number of points of additional height for the
lines in the selected paragraph. The height of a line is the
distance from baseline to baseline, where a baselin'e is the
invisible line upon which the bottom of most characters, \-/
including all capital letters, line up with each other.

In the case of fi*ed line height, the height of a line is the sum of
the min: and extra lead: field values. Since the total could be put
in the min: field in the frrst place, extra lead may be considered
superfluous when using {ixed line height. One use, however,
might be to quickly increase the space between lines throughout
a document before printing it for proofreading-

In the case of flooting line height, the height of a line is the
maximum of the following three values:
e the min: value plus the extra lead: value, or
. the height of the tallest character plus the extra lead: value,
or
I the height of the special item plus the extra lead: value.

For example, if a graphic (picture) was inserted into a paragraph
with floating line height and 4 points of extra lead, this would
insure that 4 points of white space would appear above the
picture and the previous line of text.

extra lead: is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over extra lead:'
\illhen this field is inactive the value (number to the right of extra
lead:) will be overlaid by a boxcontaining diagonal lines.

t4 extra lead:
beforez Zz

lnterval: 1? Units

OF
maintenance!

s e ie)l

tlB3

18r203
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Effect

Related topic Height:, min:

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the freld is active, the
value can be changed by replacing the number to the right of
extra lead: with the desired extra lead value, specifred in point
units. Then select Apply.

The extra line leading is specified as part of the current looks. If
the extra lead: field is active when looks are applied to a
paragraph, every line in the paragraph will have this value
added to its height after calculation of that height based on the
values of the Height: and min: fields.

Adding extra line lead to a paragraph with floating line height
will increase the height of each line in the paragraph

individualty to make room for the talleSt ChafaCtef
on the line. This is useful for special items or a mixture of large
and small character fonts where it would be undesirable for all
the lines of the paragraph to have a frxed height large enough to
accommodate them all. This paragraph's looks specify a floating
line height of t0 points min: and extra lead: 4. The preceding
paragraphs use a fixed line lead of 14 with no extra lead.

Copyright (c) 1988 Xerox Corporatron. All rrqhts reserved 1 3 October 1988
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Following para:

\-/

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Related topic

Following para: field shows the name of the paragraPh style
which the next paragraPh should use. You must set up the looks
of the following paragraph before t1rying anything into it' It
takes effect when you press the carriage return to start the new
paragraph. If the current paragraph is already followed by a
paragraph, changing the Following para: in the current
paragraph looks has no effect on the next paragraph.

Following para: is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Following \-/
para:. When this field is inactive the value (style name to the
right of Following para:) will be overlaid by a box containing
diagonal lines.

Press the left or middle mouse button over the value (to the right
of Following para:) and select the desired style from the scrolling
popup menu. Leading the list of styles in the popup menu is the
choice of * self *, il' I self * is selected, the current looks
(including local overwrites) win apply to any new following
paragraph. Select the paragraph(s) to be changed and select
Apply.

After selection of a paragraph style in the Following para: freld,
the value of Following para: Iield will be changed to the selection'

If Following para: is active when paragraPh looks are applied,
entering the carriage return will result in a new paragraph
having its properties defined by the Following para: style'

Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph Styles

* sclf *
Type-in: [-rlefaul

Following para: [* sefi *
Keep Lines: 0

: [pointe]

all!
--class--

--default--
--enrln,lte--
--footnote--

--head--
--Fagelturnlret--04350 4

501
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Get

Concept Get is used to display the existing looks of a paragraph so they
may be changed or applied to other paragraphs.

Procedure Position the caret anywhere in the paragraph and select Get-

Effect The looks of the selected paragraPh will be displayed in the
Paragraph Looks menu. If more than one paragraph is selected,
all look properties will be deactivated (indicated by a box of
diagonal lines displayed over the value).

Relatedtopic Basicparagraphformatting, Iooks/styles) paragraph

Close GetI

Break: [none]
Run-around

-in: [--default font--]
a: ['t self *J

.1
atb

005 rl 604 05
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(header)

Concept This field is informational only. This indicates that the
paragraph style currently referenced in the Name: field is of
header type. Paragraphs referencing a header style are destined
to flow into a header box in the page layout style.

Procedure This freld is changed only by'changing the value of the Name:
freld (see Name:).

Effect None

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Page Layout Styles, Paragraph Styles,
ltlame:

\-/

\-,

Paragraph Lmks Style
Stvle (hea&r) Jtlerne:
Une Herght: [fixed] min:
Paa Align: [teft] Lead
Tabs Glear! Typc: [left]

I

0
5 1 rl1 B

0
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Height:

The Height: field is used to specify how the Document System
determines the height of each line in a paragtaph. The height of a
line is the distance, in points, from baseline to baseline, where a
boseline is the invisible line upon which the bottom of most
characters line up with each other.

Fixed line height utilizes only the specified amounts of minimum
lead (min:) and extra lead (extra lead:). For example, every line
in this paragraph has the S&[le height - the sum of the

minimum and extra lead. This paragraph's looks specify a frxed

height of t8 points as min: and extra lead: 0.

Flooting line height will increase the height of each line in the
paragraph individually to make room for the talleSt
ChafaCtef on the line. This is useful for special items or a
mixture of Iarge and small character fonts where it would be
undesirable for all the lines of the pq,ragraph to have a the same
line height. This paragraph's line looks specify a floating line
height of 10 points min: and extra lead: 0.

Height: is toggled between active and inactive states by clicking
the left mouse button while the cursor is over Height:. When this
freld is inactive the value (to the right of Height:) will be overlaid
by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the freld is active, the
value can be changed by pressing with the left or middle mouse
button over the value (to the right of Height:) to obtain the popup
menu and select the choice lixed or floating. The choice will
appear as the value for Height:. Then select Apply.

The height of the lines in the selected paragraphs will be
determined according to the method specified.

Related topic extra lead:, min:

Concept

Procedure

Effect

loatin

Paragraph Looks Style
Stule (header) Narne:
Une Height:
Para Align:
Tabs Ctear !

5D

1

0
0
0 1 D 1 0

yPe: Le

fixed
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lndent-First Line

Concept

Procedure

Related topic

Allows the user to display and/or set the Paragraph's frrst line
indentation from the left'hand margin, or where the frrst line of a
paragraph should start relative to the left margin' The
indentation can specified in inches, centimeters, picas or points'

The indent-first line bar is a gray horizontal bar located on the
left side of the upper half of the margin bar (the rectangle located
above the carriage scale). Its value is displayed just to the right of
it. If there is no indent, its value will be 0, and you will not
actually be able to see the indent bar. If this property is inactive,
the value will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

To activate and deactivate the property, click over the value
(when activated) or over the diagonally lined box covering its
value (when deactivated) with the middle mouse button.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If indent-first line is
active, its value can be changed by moving the cursor to a
position just to the left of the bar's value display, pressing the left
mouse button to pick up the bar, and moving the cursor to pull it
to the desired position. When the mouse button is released the
indent-first line will have the value shown to the right of the bar
in the units shown in the Units: freld- Then select Apply.

\./

\-/

Effect The frrst line of each paragraph in the selection will be indented
from the left-hand margin according to the number of units
specifred.

lndent - Rest, lndent-Right, Units:; Page Layout Styles;
Advanced editing features, Margins

150

Peragraph Looks Style maintenance!
$tYle (body) Neme: []Tormal Boay (n)l
Lhe Height: tfixectl min: 14 extra
Para A[gn: UustifY] Lead before: 11

Tds Glear! fYPe: [left]
?0

I
0

lnterval: 1
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lndent-Rest

Concept Allows the user to display and/or set the indentation of all lines
following the lirst line of a paragraph from the left'hand margin,
or where all the lines of a paragraph below the first line should
start relative to the left margin. The indentation can speci{ied in
inches, centimeters, picas or points.

Procedure The lndent - Rest bar is a gray bar located on the left side of the
lower half of the margin bar (the rectangle located above the
camiage scale). Its value is displayed just to the right of it. If there
is no indent, its value will be 0, and you will not actually be able
to see the indent bar. If this property is inactive, the value will be
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

To activate and deactivate the property, click over the value
(when activated) or over the diagonally lined box covering its
value (when deactivated) with the middle mouse button.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If lndent - Rest is active,
its value can be changed by moving the cursor to a position just to
the left of the bar's value display, pressing the left mouse button
to pick up the bar, and moving the cursor to pull it to the desired
position. When the mouse button is released the lndent - Rest
will have the value shown to the right of the bar in the units
shown in the Units: field. Then select Apply.

Effect The indent from the left margin of all but the first line will be
specilied as part of the current looks. All the lines after the frrst
line of each paragtaph in the selection will be indented according
to the number of units specilied.

Related topic lndent - First Line, lndent - Right, Units:; Page Layout Styles,
Advanced editing features, Margins

5D
1 'l

b 02

Paragraph Loolrs Style maintenance!
Stvle (body) Narne: [Norrnal EEdy (n)]
Une Height: [fixecl] min: 14 extra
Para Align: tjustifyl Lead before: 11
Tabs Clear! Type: [teft] lnterval: 1

50 1
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lndent - Right

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Related topic

\-/

Allows the user to display and/or set the indentation of all lines of
a paragraph from the right'hand margin, or where all the lines of
a paragraph should start relative to the right margin' The
indentation can specifred in inches, centimeters, picas or points'

The indent*ight bar is a gray bar located on the right side of the
margin bar (the rectangle located above the carriage scale)' Its
values are displayed just to the left of it. The upper value is the
distance from the lelt margin and the bottom value (usually
negative) is the distance from the right margin- If there is no

indent, the bottom value will be 0, and you will not actually be

able to see the indent bar. The btack area of the bar indicates the \-/
limit imposed on the right side by the right margin. The distance
from the right margin is the one remembered in the paragraph
when you change the margins. If this property is inactive, the
value will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines'

To activate and deactivate the property, click over the value
(when activated) or over the diagonally lined box covering its
value (when deactivated with the middle mouse button'

Seleet the paragraph(s) to be changed- If indent*ight is active, its
value can be changed by moving the cursor to a position just to
the right of the bar's value display, pressing the left mouse
button to pick up the bar, and moving the cursor to pull it to the
desired position. When the mouse button is released the indent-
right will have the value shown to the left of the bar in the units
shown in the Units: field. Then select Apply.

All the lines of eaeh Paragraph in the selection will be indented
from the right margin accordingto the number of units specified'

lndent-First Line, lndent-Rest, Units:; Page Layout Styles;
Advanced editing features, Margins

GetmlyClosc
Type-in: [-default font-]

Break: [rone]
Bun-around

a[!

prrr: [" self *]
Lincs: 2

5 06050404
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lnterval:

Allows the user to display and/or defrne default space for tab stops
for a paragraph. Interval tab stops come into effect following the
left indent or the last explicitly deflrned (as set in the carriage
scale) tab stop. The lnterval: value is the distance in the currently
set Units: of the next tab stop, calculated from the left margin of a
body area.

lnterval: is toggled between active and inactive states by clicking
the left mouse button while the cursor is over lnterval:. When
this lield is inactive the value (number to the right of lnterval:)
will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the f'reld is active, the
value can be changed by replacing the number to the right of
tnterval: with the desired distance in inches, centimeters, picas
or points, as specified in the Units: field and selecting Apply.

The tabs in the selected paragraphs which do not match up with a
tab stop will be positioned the lnterval: value away frorn the left
margin of the body area. In the example above, the unit of
measurernent is 17 points. Each tab character in the document
for which no tab stop is defined will then assume an interval tab
stop 17 points from the previous one.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Tab Stop

Concept

Procedure

Effect

extra lead: tl Fol

tl lnterval: L?

Oeactivat

Units: tp

Style maintenance!
[]tonntl Bocly inil

before: 1t
:14

3tl tl ?stJ 3 U
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Keep Lines:

\-/

Concept Allows the user to display and/or set the minimum number of
lines of a paragraph which must frt on the current page and how
many must be left for placement on the following Page before the
paragraph will be split between pages- [t is used for controlling
widow and orphan lihes.

Procedure Keep Lines: is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Keep
Lines:. When this {ield is inactive the value (number to the right
of Keep Lines:) will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal
lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the field is active, the
value can be changed by typing in the desired number to the
right of Keep Lines: and selecting Apply. A useful non -zero
value is two, which prevents the appearance of single orphan and
widow lines.

Effect The paragraph will be split at the end of a page only if the
specified minimum number of lines of the paragraph can be kept
on each of the two pages. If additional lines are needed, after
{illing the frrst page, to meet the keep requirement on the second
page lines will be taken from the bottom of the first page and
added to the top of the second p;ag. If that leaves too few lines on
the frrst page, the entire paragraph will be moved to the second
page.

Related topic Basic Paragraph formatting, Controlling widows and orphans

\-,

ISlose
Type-in: [--default fsn

Following Para: [+ self *]II

Units: [points]

Beactivate all!

Keep Lines: 2

t 0 45u 504tl 3

501
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Lead before:

Concept Allows the user to display and/or set the extra space between
paragraphs by speci$ing the distnrce in pints between the top of
the lirst line of the selected paragraph and the baseline of the last
line of the previous paragraph. The Lead before: does rat create
extra space ahead of the paragtaph if it happens to be the frrst
paragraph of a column, so that in a page with multiple columns,
the first line of each column will line up evenly.

Note: The Para leading described here should not be confused
with the Line leading (extra lead: Iield), which is used to add
addition space between lines within a paragraph.

Procedure Lead before: is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Lead
before:. \jYhen this field is inactive the value (number to the
right of Lead before:) will be overlaid by a box containing
diagonal lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. tf the field is active, the
value can be changed by replacing the number to the right of
Lead before: with the desired paragraph leading in points and
selecting Apply.

Effect The paragraph will be at least that far below the previous
paragraph unless it is the lirst paragraph in a column.

Note: the real effect of Lead before: can only be viewed in the
wysiwyg mode and on hardcopy output.

Loolcs Style maintenance!
) Name: []Totrnul Eody inil
lfixectl min: 14 extri lead: E

[justify] Lead before: 11
! Type: [left] lnterval: L'?

03
rl3

01 ll 30 15rl
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mrn:

Concept Allows the user to display and/or set the minimum height of each
line of a paragraph in points. The height of a line is the distance
from baseline to baseline. A baseline is the invisible line where
the bottom of most characters, including all capital letters, line
up with each other.

Procedure The lield is toggled between active and inactive states by clicking
the left mouse button while the cursor is over min:' When this
field is inactive the value (to the right of min:) will be overlaid by
a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the paragraph(s) to be changed. If the freld is active, the
value can be changed by replacing the number to the right of
min: with the desired minimum line height in points and
selecting APPIY.

Effect Every line in the paragraph will be at least the minimum value
below the Previous line.

Related topic Height:, extra lead:

\-,

\-/

) Narne: []Torrnal SoctY in]l
: [fixerl] min: 14 extra lead:

: Liustifyl Lead before: 1L

Looks Style maintenance!

lnterval: 1?trlear! Type: [left]
3
3

150 2t10 '') rl1 E
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Name:

Concept The Name: field shows the name of the paragraph style of the
currently displayed paragraph. It may be used to select the name
of a style to be applied.

Procedure Name: is toggled between active and inactive states by clicking
the left mouse button while the cursor is over Name:. When this
field is inactive the value (to the right of Name:) will be overlaid
by a box containing diagonal lines.

To display the name of a paragraph style, select the paragraph
and press Get. If the field is active, all of the properties of the
Paragraph Look menu can be replaced with the values of an
existing paragraph style.

To change styles, press the left or middle mouse button over the
value (to the right of Name:) and select the desired style from the
resulting scrolling popup menu. If the lield is active, all of the
properties of the Paragraph Look menu can be replaced with the
values of an existing paragraph style. Then select Apply.

If no styles have been defined for the document the choices will be
the system default styles (those names embedded in '- -'). The
names of local styles will appear in the menu in italic type, the
other narned styles are defrned in the document's style sheet.

Effect Following selection of a paragraph style in the Name: field, the
properties of the style will become the current values in the
Paragraph Looks menu.

If the freld is active when paragraph looks are applied, the looks
of the selected paragraphs will reference that style and the
paragraph(s) will be reformatted on the screen.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph Styles

: [fixed]
Uustifyl
! Type:

Lool<s
l Name:

1 11 1

--endnste--
--fr:,:tnOte--

--hea6--
Chaf.,ter Hea,-1ing (C )

Footer (f)
Heuder ih)

Hearling 2 (,7';

Hea,ling 4 i4i
Hea'ling A {Ai

Hectding 3 {3 )
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Run - around

Concept

\-/

The Run - around switch allows the user to set up a paragraph
which text will flow or'run around".

The Run - ?rouhd switch has three possible states on, off and'

ittoctiue.The switch is offif the label appears black on white, on rf
the label is white on a black background, and inactiue if it is
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Changing the state of the switch is accomplished by moving the \-/
cursor over the switch and clieking with either the left or middle
mouse button. The state will rotate from on, to off,to inactiue, and
back to on. Select the paragraph(s) to be changed, toggle the
switch and select APPIY.

The state of run around is specilied as part of the paragraph
looks. The effect cannot be seen in galley display mode, but only
in wysiwyg display mode or in hardcopy.

If Run - around is on when the paragraph looks are applied, all of
the paragraphs in the current selection can have text flow around
them, provided that each paragraph selected as a run around
paragraph contains only a single character. That single character
may be a picture, however.

If Run - around is off when the paragraPh looks are applied, all
the paragraphs in the current selection cannot have text run
around them. If Run - slouhd is irwctiue when the paragraPh
looks are applied, each paragraph in the selection maintains its
own Run - around state.

Procedure

Effect

v'

GetGlose

Break: [none]
self *l

ault font--l

04 0 55rl 6tl 5

Hun-around
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H
ote: the Run - around property allows the text to flow
around pictures and create paragraphs with sunken
initials as demonstrated here. Left indents on paragraphs

flowing around a picture measure from the right edge of the
picture, and the right indent on paragraphs flowing around a
picture measure from the left edge of the picture.

In the paragraph above, there are actually 3 paragraphs. The
large letter tI' is a separate paragraph with Run - around
toggled to active. The second paragraph begins with 'ote:' and it's
looks have Run - around set to off. Although the paragraph you
are reading now is indented 203 points from the left-hand
margin, we set the looks of the paragraph beginning with'ote:'to
0 points from the left margin, or 0 points indented from the
right-hand side of the letter T.['. The line beginning with the
word "flowing" begins a third paragraph, where we recstablished
the 203 point indentation from the margin since the text did not
have to continue flowing around the 'N'.

Related topic Button pane menu, run - around
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Style maintenance! - add

Procedure

\-/

\-,

Concept Allows the user to add new local paragraph styles.

Activate all of the fields in the Paragraph Looks menu and enter
the values you want in the local style. Click the left mouse button
over Style maintenance! and select add from the resulting popup
menu. The Add Paragraph Style QBox will appear.

Ailiil Paragraph StYle

acccpt canccl tailOut

Namc: A new style

Keyr: \
headerTYPG: tody

To specify a new style, enter the name in the Name: freld' The
character that appears in the Keys: freld is assigRed by the
system and will be any single character that is not already used
by an existing paragraph or character style. Designate the style
to be either a body or a lvader type. The default choice is body'
Body type styles can be used on any paragraph that is in the main
body of your document. Header type styles are used to identify
paragraphs whose content is intended to appear in header or page
number locations. When you are satisfied with your choiees,
select accept.

Effect The newly created style will be added to the document's list of
local styles. The menus for Name: and looks/styles >
paragraph > will also be updated, with the name of the style
and its key appearing in italics. If there was a global style (style
from an attached style sheet) of the same name and key, the local

Paragraph Looks
StYle (borly) Name
Line Height: [fixa,l]
Para Align: liustify]
Tabs Glear! Type: [left]

delete
la

0
0E.J

)I

11L

0

1 0 1 0

ra lead

Styb maintenance!

mrn:

al: 1?
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,^
s$le will override it and witl take effect on any pqragrapha
referencing the style.

Relat:d toprc ltlame:, (bo{y}, (header); Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph
Styles
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Style maintenance! - delete

\-,

\-,

Concept Allows the user to remove one or more local paragraph styles
from the set of local paragraph styles in the document.

Procedure Click the left mouse button over Style maintenance! and select
delete from the resulting popup menu. If any local paragraph
styles exist, a Delete Local Paragraph Styles QBox with a list
of the local paragraph styles will appear. Select the name(s) of the
style(s) to be deleted and then select accept.

Deletc Local Paragraph Styler

acccpt canccl bailOrt

Local Style Namcs: junR (t)

If there are no local paragraph styles in this document, a Notifier
will advise you.

Effect The selected style(s) will be deleted from this document. The
itaticized name(s) will no longer appear in the popup menus for
Name and looks/styles > paragraph > . If there is a global
style (style from an attached style sheet) of the same name and
key as the deleted style) it will take effect on any paragraphs
referencing the style. If there is no such global style, any
paragraphs which referenced the deleted style will reference the
built - in default style (of the same type, header or body) instead.
The document will redisplay to reflect any changes.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph Styles

1 001

Stule 0odyl Name: []t
Ute Height: [fived] min:

Tts GNear! fypc: [left]

delete
BilEE 11

;1?

lead
I

Stlilc maintenrnce!Paragraph Looks

Para Align: Uustifyl

0
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Style maintenance! - replace

Concept The user can modify existing local paragraph styles.

Procedure Select a Stvle Name: to be modifred. Activate all of the frelds in
the Paragraph Looks menu and enter the new values you want in
the modified local style. Click the left mouse button over Style
maintenance! and select replace from the resulting popuP menu.
The Replace Paragraph Style QBox will appear. Select the
name of the style to be replaced by the displayed looks and then
seleet accept.

If some frelds are deactivated when replace is attempted, a
Notilier with that information will appear and requires your
attention.

Effect The properties specified in the Paragraph Looks menu will
replace that of the selected style. The document will redisplay to
reflect any changes.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Paragraph Styles, Paragraph Looks
Menu, Name:, body, header

0?5

$tYle (body) Nanre: [trt

Tabs Clear! Type: [teftJ

delete
f eplace

5
0

l

11

1 0 1 0

a lead

1?

Style maintcnance!Peregreph Looks

mm:Une Height: [fixefl]
Para Align: Liustifyl

Rcplace Prregrelh Style

rcccDt ctrcel bailOrt

Pagc Numbcr (P)

Chaptcr Hcading (C) Normel Body (n)
--6ta5g-- --pageNumher--

--footnotc-- --enilnotc--

Peragraph Stylc Nencl: footer (f)
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Tab Stop

Carriage
Scale -)

Tab Stop5t

Left Tab Stop center lab $top cight l.rb $top oeoimal Tab st'rP

The tab stop field (the area below the carriage scale) is used to
display and/or set tab stops at specifrc (non- interval) positions.
Tab stops determine where and how tab characters in the text
will be interpretted. Tab stops of four types of alignment (left,
center, right, and decimal) may be set.

The freld is inactive if it is overlaid by a box containing diagonal
lines. It can be switched to the active state by clicking the left
mouse button over this box. To switch it to the inactive state,
click with the middle mouse button.

If the freld is active, then tab stops can be added, moved, or
deleted.

To add a tab stop, check that the value in the Type: freld
represents the type of tab you want to set- Then, move the eursor
into the tab stop freld and press the left mouse button. The tab
setting will be indicated by an upward pointing arrow and a
numerical display of the value in the units specifred in the Units:
field. The tab type will be indicated by the arrow's tail- As you
hold down the mouse button and move the cursor the tab stop will
follow. When the tab stop is where you want it, release the mouse
button.

To move a tab stop, simply move the cursor over the arrow' press
the left mouse button to pick it up, move it to the new location
and release the mouse button. It will keep its original tob type
regardless of the ualue ofTYPe:.

Concept

Procedure
\-/

GloseStyle roaintenance!
J\lame: [Heading 4 (4]l

Oeactivnte all!
Type-in

tl Following para

Units: [points]
rl

: [--default font--]
: [* self *]

Type: [left] lnterval: L?

ixedl min: 14 extra lead:
Lead before I X2. Keep Lines: D Break:

OB
08

583

4tltl FtU u 25tl 4 03 rl3 U1 rl

4503?0250130
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Effect

To delete a tab stop, move the cursor over it and click the left
mouse button. An alternative method of deleting a tab stop is to
move it offeither end of the tab stop freld.

To change the type of a tab stop, delete the old tab stop and set a
new one of the desired Type:.

Note that galley mode will often give a false impression about
how tabbed text will look when it is printed. It is best to turn on
display> formatting when setting the tab stops, and then to
use display > wysiwyg to see what the printed document will
look like.

After setting the desired tab stops, select Apply

Any tab characters in the text of the paragraph will try to align
themselves as indicated by the tab stops.

The text below illustrates the effects of left, center, right and
decimal alignment for the four tab stops set in the tab stop bar
shown at the beginning of this Paragraph Looks Menu item.

Left
(tab stop at 130)

blue
green
chartreuse
I am left aligned.

Center
(tab stop at 250)

Right
(tab stop at 370) (tab stop at 450.)

463.974
10

.6599
I am decimal (.) aligned.

Helena an
Mercutio ant

Puck ants
I am centered. I am right aligned.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Clear!, lnterval:, Type:, Units:; Tabs
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Type:

Concept

Procedure

185 210

The Type: freld is used to defrne what kind of alignment of tab
stop to create in the Tab Stop freld. The atignment type of a tab
stop defines how the text following a tab character should be

positioned with the associated tab stop. There are four types of
tab stops:

At a left tab stop ( t), the first character of the text following the
tab character will be positioned at the tab stop setting'

At a center tab stop t f t l, the horizontal center of the text
between the tab and the next tab (or the end of the line) will be

aligned with the tab stoP.

Atarighttabstop tf f ), the last character of the text between
the tab character and the next tab (or the end of the line) will be
positioned at the tab stop setting-

At a decimal tab stop t t t.), the frrst decimal (period) in the text
between the tab character and the next tab character (or the end
of the line) will be aligned at the tab stop setting. If there is no

decimal in the text, it will be positioned as if there were an
invisible decimal at the end of the text-

\-,

\-/

Left Center Right
Aligned Aligned Aligned
Tabs Tabs Tabs

Decimal (.)
(.) Aligned

rabs(.)

To change the value of this field, press the left or middle mouse
button over the value (to the right of Type:) and select the desired
tab type (left, center, right, decimal) from the resulting popup
menu.

Effect Any new tab stops created will be of this type'

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Tab Stop; Tabs

Looks Style maintenance!
) Name: [Heading 9 (:rP

extrt lead:

1Type

: lfixect]
[iustify] e: ?-2

right
center
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Type - in:

Displays for the user the name of the Character Style which
occurs during type-in when creating a paragraph with this
Paragraph Looks. It is used to set up the looks of the following
paragraphbefore typing anything into it. Therefore it takes effect
only when you press the carriage return from the keyboard to
start a new paragraph. If however the selected paragraph already
has a following paragraph, changing the Type - in: of the current
paragraph looks has no effect on the following paragraph.

Type - in: is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Type - in:.
\llhen this freld is inactive the value (to the right of Type - in:)
will be overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

If the freld is active, the properties of the following paragraph
will be defrned by the values of an existing paragraph style by
pressing the left or middle mouse button over the value (to the
right of Type - in:) and selecting the desired style from the
resulting scrolling popup menu. Leading the styles is the choice
of '* self *', if selected the cument looks (including local
overwrites) will apply to the following paragraph. The names of
local styles will appear in the menu in italic type, the other
named styles are defined in the document's style sheet.

Following selection of a paragraph style in the Type - in: freld,
the value of Type - in: field will be changed to the selection.

If Type - in: is active when paragraph looks are applied, entering
the carriage return will result in a new paragraph having its
properties defined by the Type - in: style.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Close Applv [iet
Type-in: [Heading 3 (x]l

Following para: [L.eft Flush Picture (pi]
Keep Lines: ll Break: [colurnn hefore]

ate all!

[points] Run-itl.ourrd

-1
5tl

rl 508 55u 5 B3 E4rl 4

501
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Units:

Concept Look properties containing values which are horizontal
measurements may be expressed in terms of different numerical
units. The value of the Units: Iield indicates which unit is being
used for the display of the carriage scale and the values of tab
stops, interval tabs, indent-first line, indent-rest, and
indent-right. The available units types are inch, cm
(centimeter), picas (there are aPproximately six picas per inch),
and the default points (there are approximately 72 points per
inch, exactly 12 per pica).

Procedure To change the unit type, press the left or middle mouse button
over the current value (to the right of Units:) and select the
desired unit type (inch, cm, picas, points) from the resulting
popup rnenu.

Effect The carriage scale and the values of tab stops, interval tabs, first
line, rest, and indent - rights will be redisplayed in the selected
unit.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, lndent - First Line, lndent - Rest,

lndent - Right,lnterval:, Tab StoPs

\-/

\-/

Beactivate all!
Type-in: [--

Following Para: [*
Keep Lines: BL

1? Units:

a lead: tl

hlnc

cas
CIn

4lJtlIJtJ3
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Character Looks Menu

Stosc GetChrncter Lod<s Stldc malntenance!
llernc: [-default fonr-] Facc: [serif]

Cesc:
Size: [10] Offset: 0

0eactivete all!

StrikethruSold Itrlic

This menu will appear whenever the user selects looks/styles)
character on the Document system middle button menu and will
remain at the top of the document window, or above the button
pane (if open), or under the paragraph menu (if open) until the
user closes it by clicking over the close button at the top right
corner of the menu. This menu gives the user access to all of the
Document System's character level formatting parameters.

This menu is organized in such a manner that the user can
quickly identify the nature of each button and act accordingly.
Displayed in bold font are fi.eld labels. If a label ends with a colon,
its value is displayd to the right of the label. Some frelds can be
boggled on and off like a switch (Deactivate all!/Activate all!) and
others are commands (Style maintenance!, Close, Apply, Get)
which cause some action to happen when selected. Most f'relds
can be toggled between active and inactive states by clicking the
left mouse button while the cursor is over its freld label. The only
exceptions are command fields and the Name: freld.

Two t1ryes of field uolues are used in the Document System:
fill-in and pick-one. The pick-one fields are identifred by
brackets which enclose the values. Holding the left or middle
button will bring up a menu of possible values for the field. The
fill-in freld values are selectable characters which accept
type - in from the user.

The Character l,ooks menu functions are listed below in
alphabetical order and explained in detail. This section is
intended to be reference material on how each menu choice
works.
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Activate alll (see Deactiuate alll)

\,Applv

$rcg tlSI tlffcat: 0
Gr,Ef App,ry rcil

Concopt Causos thg tcrt in the ctrrrent selection to take on the active
character look properties.

Procedurc Select the text to be modified. Click the left mouse button over
the Apply button.

Efffi ltrc"astive charastar look properties (those whose values are not
ovcrlaid by bores containing diagonal lines) will be applied to t}te
selected tert. ltp sclected text will be redisplayed-

Rolatcd topc S$leg and Stylc Shects, Ctraracter Styles

v
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Bold

Concept The bold button allows the user to change the selected text's
characters to a thicker, or bold, font type 0ike th;s).

Procedure The Bold switch has three possible states on, off, and, inoctiue.The
switch is off if the label appears black on white, on rf the label is
white on a black background, and, inactiue rf it is overlaid by a box
containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be changed. Set the switch by moving the
cursor over it and clicking with either the left or middle mouse
button. The state will rotate from on, to off, to inactiue, and back
to on. Select Apply.

Effect When character looks are applied, all of the characters in the
cument selection will become bold if the switch is oz. The bold
property will be removed if the switch is off. They will remain as
they were if Bold is inactiue.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, bold; Middle mouse button menu, Font)

Character Looks
filame: [--default font--]

: Sold Italic
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Case:

Concept The case of the cument text selection may be changed through use
of this menu freld. As shown in the illustration, there are four
possible choices. Normal is informational only and will always be
the Case: value after a Get.

Procedure This field is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Case:.
When this lield is inactive, the value (to the right of Case:) will be
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be changed. The value can be changed by
pressing with the left or middle motrce button over the value (to
the right of C.ase:) and selecting the choice (Normd, Upper,
Lower, SmallCaps) from the resulting popup menu. The choice
will appear as the value for Case:. Select Apply.

Effect The value of Case: is specilied as part of the character looks.

If Case: is active and a value other than Normal when character
looks are applied, the selected text will be modified according to
its value. If the value is Upper, all lower case letters will be
changed to upper case (capital) letters. If the value is Lower, all
capital letters will be changed to lower case. If the value is Small
Caps, all the capital letters will be redueed in size to the next
largest available font size in the same face.

When Small Caps is chosen and applied to the selected text, the
Size value after a Get will display a size smaller. If the font size
is already the smallest in the respeetive face, a Confrmer will
appear asking whether to use the default font instead of the
unavailable face and size. Answering no will result in no change
being made.

\-,

\-,

Related topic Button Pane Menu, bigger, lowercase, smaller, uppercase

Oeactivete
Face: [serif]

Gase: Upper
Lower

rnallCa

ot
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CIose

GetClose a I

Size: t10l [Iffset: 0

Concept Removes the Character Looks menu from the screen, allowing
more window space for text display. The Character Looks menu
can be generatcd again by selecting looks/styles > character
from the middle button menu whenever the user needs it.

Procedure Click over the Close button on the Character Looks menu with
the left mouse button.

Effest The Charaeter Looks menu will be removed from the screen and
text will be redisplayed to fill the now larger text area of the
document window.
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Deactivate all! / Activate all!

Concept

Procedure

Effect

ru

Oeactivate all!
Face: [sans-serif]

Gase: [Normal

Each property in the looks menu may be either actiue or inacttue-
Inactive status is indicated by a box of diagonal lines over the
value. When character looks are applied to a text selection, only
active values are changed. Properties which are inactive will rct
be changed in the selected text. This will allow, for example, for a
text selection containing some bold and sorne italic characters to
also be underlined without affecting the bold or italic properties.

The Deactivate all!/Activate all! menu button is a toggle for
changing the active status of all the property fields at one time.
Click the left mouse button over Deactivate all! to deactivate all
the look properties, or click the left mouse button over Aqtivate
all! to activate all the look propqrties.

NOTE: Each individual look property may be activated or
deactivated by clicking over its label.

The menu frelds will be redisplayed to reflect their active or
inactive status.

Related topic Basic character formatting

$ize:
Gase

Activate all!
Face:
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Face:

The Face: field is used to display and/or set the font family of
characters in the text. There are three choices: serif proportional
width, sans - serif proportional width, and f ixed-ridth.

This freld is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Face:.
When this freld is inactive, the value (to the right of Face:) will be
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be modified. The value can be changed by
pressing with the left or middle mouse button over the value (to
the right of Face:) and selecting the choice (serif, sans - serif,
frxed - qridth) from the resulting popup menu. The choice will
appear as the value for Face:. Then select Apply.

The Document System will attempt to render the characters in
the selection in accordance with its value. If the value in the Size:
freld is not available for the new value of Face:, the value in the
Size: {ield will automatically be changed to a size that is the
closest available to the specilied Size: value.

However, if Size: is inactive (and thus not to be changed) and
there is no font available of the given faca for one or more font
sizes in the selection, a Confrrmer will appear asking whether to
use the default font instead of the unavailable face and size.
Answering no will result in no change being made.

Related topic Size:, Middle mouse button menu, font)

Concept

Procedure

Effect

Face: [s

ed-widt

ser
sans-serif
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Get

\,

Concept Get is used to display the existing look properties of the
chsract€rs in a piece of text so that they may be changed slightly,
or used on otlrer text with APPIY.

Procadure Select the character or characters that you want to retrieve the
looks &om and click with the left mouse button over Get.

Effect The character tooh properties of the selected text will bG

displayed in the Ctraracter Looks menu. ff the seleeted text
incfudes charaeters rhose looks differ, all of the properties in the
menu will be deactivated (indicated by a box of diagonal lines
displuyed over the value). Beeause text does not curently keep
track of the nqnre of any character style which rnay have been
applied to it, the tsma: field will always be lilled with the default
name '-default font-'afber a Get.

Related topic Apply, Basic chsiader formatting; Middle mouse button menu'
lookds$lec) character

\-/

Ehc
t10l Offect: 0
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Italic

Concept Allows the user to to change the selected text's characters to a
thinner, slanted, or italic, font type.

Procedure The Italic switch has three possible states on, off, and, itwctiue.
The switch is offif the label appears black on white, oz if the label
is white on a black background, and irwctiue if it is overlaid by a
box containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be changed. Set the switch by moving the
cursor over the switch and clicking with either the left or middle
mouse button. The state will rotate from oz, to off,to inactiue, and,
back to on.

Effect If character looks are applied, all the characters in the current
selection will become italic if the switch is on. The property will
be removed if the switch is off. The selection will remain as it was
if the switch is inactiue.

Related topic Button Pane Menu, italic; font)

Gharacter Looks StYle
Name: [--default font--]
T : Eold Italic
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Name:

The Name: field shows the name of the Clwracter Style of the
current selection. It may be used to select the name of a style
whose properties will be displayed in the Character Looks menu.

Press with the left or middle mouse button over the value (to the
right of lrlame:) and select the desired style from the resulting
scrolling popup menu. If no styles are defined either locally to the
document or in an attached style sheet, the only choices will be
the default styles '-default font-'and '-footnote refererc€-'.
The names of local styles appear in the menu in italic type, and
the global style names appear in plain font t1rye. (The list shown
above includes some of the character styles used in this
document.)

lf characters are to be modified, select them and select the
character style whose looks are to be displayed in the Menu. If
some values are to be changed, make those modifications. Then
select Apply.

Following selection of a character style in the Name: field, the
values of the style will become the current look property values in
the Character Looks Menu.

\itlhen character looks are applied, the active look properties will
alfect the text selection. However, no reference is kept to the style
name applied, so a subsequent Get on the same text will result in
the Name: freld taking the default value '-default font-'. In
other words, the characters remember their L,ooks, but do not
remember their Style name. The Character Style, however,
remembers the Character Looks properties to apply to any
selected text.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles

Concept

Procedure

Effect

\-,

\-/

Character Looks
Itlame: [-clefault

: Eold
-default font--

tflote ref

Header {z}

tllrapter llea'ling {ci
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Offset:

Concept

Procedure

Effect

The Offset: freld is used to display and/or set the distance in
points that characters are offset from the baseline. The baseline
can be thought of as where the bottom of most characters,
including all capital letters, line up with each other. Using a
non - zero offset value causes a character to appear as superscript
or subscript.

This field is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Offset:.
When this freld is inactive, the value (to the right of Offset:) will
be overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the character(s) to be modi{ied. The value can be changed
by replacing the number to the right of Offset: with the amount
of desired offset in points. A negative number is used for
subscript, and a positive number of superscript. Select Apply.

The new offset value becomes part of the currently displayed
charaeter looks.

If the field is active when these looks are applied to a text
selection, all the characters in the text selection will be offset the
specified number of points from the baseline. A positive offset
value will move the text above the line (superscript). A negative
offset value will move the text below the line (subscript). A zero
value will insure the text is in its normal position.

NOTE: Offset values have no effect on the height of a line,
regardless of whether it is floating or fixed. This means that if
adjustment is not made in the Paragraph Looks for the Line, text
offset more than a very small amount will overlap other lines.

Related topic Paragraph Looks Menu, Height:, min:, extra lead:

Close Applv fiet
: [10 ] Off set: 3
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Size:

Concept The Size: field is used to display and/or set the height of the
character font in points.

Procedure This freld is toggled between active and inactive states by
clicking the left mouse button while the cursor is over Size:.
When this freld is inactive, the value (to the right of Size:) will be
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be changed. The value can be changed by
pressing with the lelt or middle mouse button over the value (to
the right of Size:) and selecting from the resulting popup menu.
The choice will then appear as the value for Size:. The list of
point sizes in the popup menu is the set of available point sizes for
the current value of Face:. After choosing a size, select Apply.

Effect The font size is specilied as part of the character looks.

If the Size: Iield is active when character looks are applied, the
D,ocument System will attempt to render the characters in the
selection in accordance with its value. However, if Face: is
inactive (and thus not to be changed) and there is no font
available of the given point size for one or more faces in the
selection, a confirmer will appear asking whether to use the
default font instead of the unavailable face and size. Answering
no will result in no change being made.

The tallest characters in a font of a particular size, when printed,
will measure in height some amount less than the number of
points in their size. Generally, the larger the font size, the larger
trhe differenoe will be. The width of the characters is not specifred
by font Size:.
This is 8 point sorif. This is 8 point sans - serif.
Serif 12. Sans - serif 1 2. Fixed-width - L.2 .l&point serif. Sans - serif 18.

Related topic Face:, Middle mouse button menu, font)

\-,'

\-,

o
ate all!

Size
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Strikethru

amaintenance!
Face

Strikethru

Concept The Strikethru switch allows the user to add or remove a
horizontal line through in the selected text (like*his).

Procedure The Strikethru switch has three possible states otu, off, and
inrctiue. The switch is off if the label appears black on white , on if
the label is white on a black background, and inactiue if it is
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines. Change the switch by
moving the cursor over the switch and clicking with either the
left or middle mouse button. The state will rotate from on, to off,
to inactiue, and back to on.

Select the characters to be changed, set the switch and select
Apply.

Effect All the characters in the current selection will be redisplayed
with the horizontal line drawn through them if the switch is on.
The line will be removed if Strikethru is off, And the characters
will remain as they were if the switch is inactiue.

Related topic Middle mouse button menu, font)
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Style maintenance! - add

Concept The user can add new local character styles.

Procedure Activate all of the fields in the Character Looks menu and enter
the values you want in the local style. Click the left mouse button
over Style maintenance! and select add in the resulting popup
menu. The Add Character Style QBox will appear.

To specify a new style, enter the name in the Name: freld. The
character that appears in the Key: freld is assigned by the system
and will be any sitrgle character that is not already used by an
existingparagraph or character style. Select accept.

Effect The newly created character style will be added to the document's
list of local styles. The menus for Name: and looks/styles>
character> will also be updated, with the name of the style and
its key appearing in italics. If there was a global style (style from
an attached style sheet) of the same name and key, the local style
will override it.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles, Hame:

\-,

\-/

Character Loolts
Itlame: [--default font-]

Style maintenance!

: Eold Italic
delete

accGpt cnnccl hail0ut

Name: @
Key: v

Ailil Charactcr Style
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Style maintenance! - delete

Concept A local character style may be deleted from the set of local
character styles in the document.

Procedure Click the left mouse button over Style maintenance! and select
delete in the resulting popup menu. If any local character styles
exist, a Delete Local Character Styles QBox with a list of the
local character styles will appear. Select the name(s) of the
style(s) to be deleted and then select accept.

If there are no local styles in the document, a Notifrer will advise
you.

Effect The selected style(s) will be deleted from the list of those known
to the document. The italicized name(s) will no longer appear in
the popup menrrc for Hame: and looks/styles) character>. If
there is a global style (style from an attached style sheet) of the
same name and key as the deleted style) it's Characater Looks
will be applied to any eharacters referencing the style name.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles, ilame:

Charaeter Looks
Name: [--ttefault font-]

Style maintenance!

ethru: Eolil Ittlic
delete

Dclcte Lecal Charactcr Styler

accGPt c anccl Iailout
Local $tylc Namer: Big told (v)
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Style maintenance! - replace

\-/

Concept One or more properties of an existing character style may be
substituted for by new properties defined in the Character Looks
menu.

Procedure Select a SWle Name: to be modifred. Activate all of the frelds in
the Character Looks menu and enter the new values you want in
the modifred local style. Click the le{t mouse button over Style
maintenance! and seleet delete from the resulting popup menu.
The Replace Character Style QBox with a list of the local
character styles will appear. Select the name of the style to be
replaced by the properties specilied in the Character Looks menu
and then select aecept

Effest The selected style will be replaced in the popup menus which
display the Names of character styles. If the replaced style was a
global style, you will see that the replacement style is a local style
(it's name will appear italicized). The document will redisplay to
reflect the changes made.

Related topic Styles and Style Sheets, Character Styles, Name:

\-/

Character Looks
Name: [--default font-]

Style maintcnance!

T : Bold Italic add
del*e
replace

Rcplecc Caarectsr Stylc

acccpt cerccl teilOrt
Nrrnel (N) llcrtlrg t pera (X)

--{cfault fent-- Ilce{ing I (B}
--f6tLtG 1lGfCfGn6--

Ilcetcr (z) Ilcrlhg t (E)
Hcaelng 2 (lI) Clrptcr llcallng (c)

PrgcNrrforLtnc (y! Llrt ltcn (L)
Ircelirg 4 Grl

Cheractcr Stylc Nrnor:

Ileading J (x)
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Underlinen

The Underline switch sets or removes a horizontal line under the
selected characters 0ike this).

The Underline switch has three possible states on, off, and
inactive. The switch is offif the label appears black on white , on rf
the label is white on a black background, and inrctiue if it is
overlaid by a box containing diagonal lines.

Select the characters to be changed. Set the switch by moving the
cury)r oyer it and 6lisldng with either the left or middle mouse
button. The state will rotate from on,Eo off to inrctiue, and back
to on. Select Apply.

When character looks are applied, all the characters in the
current selection will be underlined if the switch is on. The line
will be removed if the switch is off.The characters will remain as
they were if Underline is inactiue.

Related topi< Middle mouse button menu, font)

Concept

Procedure

Effect

$tyle maintenance!

Sttikethru

Lodts
[-default font--]

old

^
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Right mouse button menu
The right mouse button in the D,ocument System window brings
up the standard window popup menu fully described in the
AnalystWinfuw m,enus subsection of the System Interfrce section
of this User's Guide.

\-/'

\-,
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active

alignment

baseline

body text

caret

carriage return

carriage scale

character face

character style

charactertype

classification

column break

command buttons

Glossary
When a looks formatting property (either character or paragraph) is active,
its value 'rill be applied to the current selection.

The amangement of the lines of text between the left and right indents of a
paragraph. There are four possible alignment choices: Left, Right, Centered,
orJustifred. May also refer to tab stop arrangement.

Imaginary line through text which all letters without descenders appear to
rest.

The text of the document, as opposed to the text of headings, page numbers,
and footers.

A small arrowhead used to mark an insertion point for new text. There is no
caret when the selection is non-empty.

The key used by the document system to indicate the end of a paragraph.

A measuring scale at the bottom of the Paragraph Menu, which is used to
locate indents, margins and tabs

A detail of the shape of characters. Three varieties of face are available: serif
has small attachments at the upper and lower ends of the strokes of
characters, sans-serif does not have the attachments, and f ixed-cidth
has a lixed width common to all characters.

A named set of character looks.

Adetail of the shape of characters. Four varieties of type are available: Bold,
Itolic, Underline, and Strieethnr.

A labeling associated with text or graphics, which signilies its required
degree of protection against unauthorized disclosure.

A paragraph formatting property which breaks a column either before or
alter the paragraph. If there is only one coluuln on a page or it is the last
column it is the same as a page break.

A selection of menu items from the Character Looks and paragraph Looks
menus, plus some utilities, ar?anged in a button pane above the text window.
A button is activated by clicking the left mouse button with the cursor over
the button name.
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data link

delimiter

endnote

endnote marker

endnote window

field label

field value

fixed - width

flow order

font

footer

footnote

footnote reference

footnote window

format

A symbol in text representing a connection to the indicated item located in an

lnformation Center.

A pair of delimiters encloses an entire text entity which can be selected with
a double click action at either end. Delimiters are spaces (for words)' returns
(for paragraphs), parentheses, double quotes, square brackets' angle

brackets.

A note, such as an editorial comment or bibliographic citation' referenced in
the text by an inserted endnote marker, and which may be printed at the end

of the document.

A sequentially assigned number shown on the display and hardcopy

surrounded by a box. It is used to reference an endnote' By selecting it' a

menu can be obtained to edit the endnote'

A window with most of the features of the Document System which is used for
writing and editing endnotes.

The name of a freld in the Character Looks or Paragraph Looks menus'

Clicking on this part of the menu activates or deactivates the item'

The current setting of a Character Look or Paragraph Look item' Selecting
on this part of the menu allows the user to change the parameter setting'

A character face in which all eharacters have the same width'

The sequence in which text will be printed into the body area boxes' in a page

layout style.

A complete assortment of characters of one size, one style and one design'

A string of characters that appears at the bottom of every page within a

chapter, division, or document.

A note, such as a bibliographic citation, referenced in the text by an inserted

footnote number and printed at the bottom of the page'

A sequentially assigned number shown on the display as a superscript

character, which is used to reference a footnote' This reference can be

selected to obtain a menu which provides access to a window for editing the

footnote.

A window with most of the features of the Document System which is used for

writing and editing footnotes.

Form and layout of document. General shape, size, type area' margins' and

overall appearance of Page.
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frame

galley display mode

global style

hardcopy

header

highlight

inactive

keyword

landscape

lead

line height

line leading

local style

looks

margtns

The area enclosing a graphic in a document.

The normal editing mode of text display on the screen. It is faster and more
legible, but lacks some formatting details of the wysiwyg display mode'

The lowest style in the hierarchy. A style which comes either from a style
sheet or the default. The look of a global style is used when the style has not
been redefrned locally (for the particular document), and the look has not
been changed and applied with the Paragraph or Character Looks menu'

Machine output in permanent form, such as paper - printed reports, listings,
etc.

A string of characters that appears at the top of eYery page within a chapter,
division, or document.

To display in reverse video the selected portion of the document on the
display screen, or a menu selection.

When a looks formatting property (either character or paragraph) is inactive,
its value will not be applied to the current selection.

A substantive word or phrase which can be applied to a document, and which
provides access to the document when used as a search term.

Orientation of lines of print or top of illustration parallel to long edge of
paper.

A vertical distance or space between lines or paragraphs in a document.

The kind of spacing from one baseline to the next baseline. Fixed line height
utilizes only the specified amount of leading, but floatins line height
increases the leading if necessary to compensate for type fonts that may be
too large to allow use of the frxed height.

Line spacing (baseline to baseline) between lines of type in running text (also
called line space). It is expressed in point values.

A set of Character or Paragraph Looks known only to the particular
document.

A set of formatting properties is called a look. Paragraph Looks refers to the
paragraph formatting properties. Character Looks refers to the character
formatting properties.

White space on each side of the printed text
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offset

orientation

page break

page layout style

paragraph

paragraph leading

paragraph mark

paragraph style

prca

pixel

point

point size

portrait

profile

refresh

reverse video

rUll - arOUnd

ragged

The number of points above or below the baseline where the bottom of the
character should appear.

The type of page to be printed, either landscape or portrait'

The place where the text on a page ends.

A named set of properties defining the layout of the text, headers, footers'
classifications and page numbers on a page.

A line or group of lines set off with extra space before and after from other
sets of lines. A document is composed of paragraphs'

Distance from the baseline of the last line in a paragraph to the top of the
first line in the next ParagraPh.

A formatting symbol which denotes the end of a paragraph'

A named set of paragraPh looks.

Twelve points, defrned as 0.166 inch (not a continuing fraction!)'

Smallest addressable point of a bit-mapped screen that can independently
be assigned intensity.

Defined as 0.01383 inch, about ll72 of aninch.

The distance from the longest descender to the highest ascender of a font' The

maximum height found in a character set.

Orientation of lines of print or top of illustration parallel to short edge of
paPer.

A set of document characteristics such as paper size for printing' the starting
page number, and the starting endnote and footnote numbers for the

document.

Lines of text that are not in alignment.

To redisplay a screen image display.

Mode of displaying characters on screen opposite of normal display mode' For

example light characters against dark background, as opposed to dark
characters against tight background.

Text flowing around (to one side or the other) an object' A paragraph look'

which when applied to a paragraph with only one character in it' will cause

that paragraph to allow the text of other paragraphs to flow beside it'
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*rns - serif

scroll

scroll bar

selection

serif

special item

style sheet

subscript

superscript

tab interval

tab stop

tab type

template

widodorphan lines

wysrwyg

A character face which does not have serifs. A font set which has sans - serif
characters.

To move image or block of text up, down, or sideways on screen, revealing
new parts of image or text at top, bottom, or opposite side of screen.

A namow rectangular area of the screen that is displayed next to the left side
of the text pane, in which the text cursor may be moved to control scrolling.

The area in the document, highlighted in reverse video, where the next
editing function is to be applied.

A character face which has a short light line or stroke projecting horizontally
from ends of main vertical strokes of Roman letters. A font set which has serif
characters.

One of many t1ryes of objects which are not text but which may be pasted into
a document. A special item has a position on the text, moving and flowing
with the other characters as if it were just another character. A special item
can usually be selected to obtain a middle button menu with options special
to it. Examples are pictures, forms, data item references, footnote and
endnote reference markers.

A document containing a collection of Page Layout styles, Paragraph styles,
and Character styles which are saved for usage in another document.

Small symbol, numeral, or letter that prints below the baseline; for example,
HzO.

Small symbol, numeral, or letter that prints above the basseline; for
example, (cm)e.

A frxed interval of empty character spaces, which is used as the default tab
sPacrng.

A specilied horizontal location of text alignment in lines of running text.

Specifier of the pattern of text alignment at a tab. There are four tab types:
left, center, right, decimal.

A model document which is useful as a source for duplication of its styles and
portions of its text.

Undesirable splitting of a paragraph results in its last line being the top line
of a page (widow) or its frrst line being the bottom line of a page (orphan).

The what - you - see - is - what - you - get mode of text display.
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A
activate all!, 203, 204, 208, L77
add as keyword, 90
again, 12,91
align:, 24, U, L47 , L7l
appendix , 8,53,122
apPly

character looks, 14- 18, 81- 82,97 -98,204
paragraph looks, 20,26,29- 31, 76-77,
130 - t3t,172
style sheet, 85, 123

B
backspace, 32
baseline, 178,2L3
body type boxes, 25, 41,63, 65 -67,78, 100- 101,

104, 128- L29,L73,194
bold, 13- 17, 116, 148, 205
border, 45,62,73
Break:, L49,LI4
lbreakl, L49,174
break> column after, 100
break) column before, 101
break) page after, 128
break> page before, 129

bullet, L2, 43,93 - 94, 150
button pane, 11 - 13, 16, 17, 25,94, t46, L47 - 168,

ll4, L75, L93

c
case:, 206
center in frame, 51
change to another, 86, 95
character

formatting, 13 -17,81, 116
looks menu, 13 - 16, 81 - U,97 - 98, 116,
203 - 219
setting with button pane, 12, 16- 17, 150
style, 17, 18,81-85, 84, 91-98,201,212,
2L6,217,2L8

character), 14, l7 ,78,81 - 83, 9?
classifrcation, 35- 3?, 63, 65, 69-70, 99, 104, 113
classify, 99

lndex
clear!, 25,30, L75
clipboard, 6- 7,11, U,52,85, 86, 91, 95, 102, 106,

r32- r33
close (button), 151, 176, 203,201
column after, 92, 101, L49,L74
column before, 92, 101 149,114
command buttons, 94
copy, L1,L2,70,85, 102

create local page layout, 103
creating

paragraphs, l0
short lines, 10

current style sheet, 105
cut, 6, 7,LL,12, 106

D
data link, 51 - 52, 132- 133
deaetivate all!, 15, 16, 20,L77,203,204, 208
delete, 107- 108,217
delete (DEL), 6,32
delete

areabox, T0
local paragraph style, 196
local page styles, 107

deselecting, 6
display mode, 28, 40, 41,57 ,58
display> button pane, 12, 16,25,t46
display) formatting, 10, 119, 154
display > galley , 57 ,120, 155
display> refresh, 5, 12, 135
display> wysiwyg, 58, 145, 168

document
profile, 43, 134
window, 2- 5, 43, 44, 52,94,9?, 130, 145

draw-through selection, 5, 53, 55

E
edit page layout, 64, 109
end-point selection, 5
endnote, 43,53-56, 110- 111, 134, 156- 157

access, 111
default paragraph style, 130
expand, 111
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hardcopy, 8, 53, 110, 121 - L22, 156- 157
marker, 53-54,110- 111

numbering, 134
replacing, 54
restoring, 54
window, 54

escape (ESC), 6,32
erpand, 111
extra lead:, 178

F
face:, 15,209
file as new item, 112 - t 13
file request qbox, 35, 88, 112 - 113
finding text, 12,34
6nd/replace, L2,34,114- 115, 152- 153
frrst line left indent, 21
Iixed line height, 178, 183
floating line height, 44, 52,132,178 - 179, 183
flow order, 65 - 67, 100, 101, L28, L29
followingpara:, 180
font), 1l-13, 16, 116
footnote, 43,62,74

creating, 55-56, 1f?- 118
default character style, 9?
default paragraph style, 130
display, 58, 145
hardcopy, lt?,l45
marker, 55
numbering, 117 -118, 134
restoring, 56
rule, 74
window, 56

formatting, L,2
button, L2,154
character, 13 -L7,81, 116, 150, 161, 203,
208,210
graphics, 44
hierarchy, 61
header, 39
marks, 10, 11, 119
menu item, 119
page,68,95-96
page number, 37
paragraph, 19 -26,76,86, 161, 169, 181,
188, 189
spacing between lines, 22,23, 44, L59, 178,

2t3
tabs, 28

forms, 52
frame) , 46-47

G
galley

button, 12
menu item, 120

galley display mode, 28,40,4L,57 - 58, 15,120
get, 14,210
graphies,43-51

editing, 48
expanding, 48 -49
framing, 46 - 47 ,51
inserting , 4,132,178
modifying, 48
printing, 8, L22
scaling,43-50

H
hardcopy,1,43,57-58

button, 12
menu item, l2l-122

header, 10,39, 40,51-58,62-63, 65,67 -68,
103- L04,120,130, 145

heighk, 22, 23, 44, 183, 213

T

implicit selection , 6,32
insert page layout, 75,t23
interval: , 25,29,L87
italie, 13, 15 -17,79, 83, 116, 158, 161, 191, 211

K
keep lines:, 23-24, 188
keyword, 90, 113

L
landscape, 42-43,62, ?5, 103
leadbefore:, 189
left shift (key), 5,32
line height

fixed, 178, 183
floating, 4,52,132, L78- 179, 183

lline spacingl, 159
local character style, U, 2L6, 217,218

\./

\-/
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local paragraph style, 80, 194, 196, 197
looks/styles ) charact€r ), L4 - 11, 2L6 -211
looks/styles) page layout) create, 42,63-64,

103
looks/styles) page layout) delete, 107
tookVstyles) pagelayout) edit, 4L,42,64, 109
looks/styles) page layout) insert, 4L, 42,75,

t23
lookVstyles) paragraph >, 19, 26,'16,78, 83,

169
looks/styles) profrle, 43, 118
looks/styles) style sheet) change to

anotther, 95 - 96
looks/styles) style sheet) current style sheet,

105
looks/styles) style sheet) open/edit, L21
looks/styles) style sheet) save as style sheet,

87,140

M
make) break) column after, 100
make) break> column before, 101

make) breek> pege after, 128
make) break> pagebefore, 129
make) break> remove, 136
make) bullet, 43,93
make) classify, 36,99
make ) endnote, 53, 110 - f 11

make) footnote, 55,117- 118
make) rule, 43, 138
margin, 2L-22,41, 65, 7L,76,184- 186
menus

buttonpane, t1- t3
characterlooks, 13-18
middle button,
paragraph looks, 19-26

min:,22-23,L90
move around picture, 47
move within frame, 51

moving a text selection, 7,Ll

N
name:, 77 -79, 83, lgl,ZLz

o
offset, 213
open backup, 8,124-L25

open changes, 8, 126
open/edit, L27

orphans, 23, 188

P
page after, 92,128
pege before, 92, L29
page layout style

creating, 41
deleting, 107
editing, 42
inserting, 41

page layout > , 41, 42, 63, 64,7 5
page layout) create, 103
page layout) delete, 107
page layout) edit, +1, 64, 109
page layout) insert, 4L,75,L23
para lead, 160
para looks (button), 161

paragraph
alignment, 24,16
body type, 25
creating, t0
formatting, 10, L2, 19, 26, 7 6, 169, 181

leading, 23,25,40, 160, 189
looks, 12, Lg -21,24,25-26,29 - 31, 33,
3? - 39, U,76- 80, 130 - 131

looks menu, L69 -202
style, 26,33, 37 -40,60,80, 130- 131,

194- 19?
paragraph>, 19, 26,76,78, 83, 130- 131

paste, 6,7,L!,L2,36,44,51- 56, 85, 132- 133

picture, 13. See also graPhics.
pichrre>, 48- 51
picture ) edit, 48
portrait, 43, 63, ?5, 103
profile, 12, 16, 17,25,43, 53, 55, 134

QBox
Add Character Style, 82 - 83, 216
Add Paragraph Style, 78, 194

Change Classification, 36, 99
Create Document, 2
Create Page Layout Style, 64, 103
Define Border, 73
Delete Local Character Styles, 84,217

a
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Delete Local Page Layout Styles, 107
Delete Local Paragraph Styles, 80, 196
f)ocument Profile, 134
Edit Body, 66, 7L

Edit Class, 70 -7L
Edit Header, 39 - 40, 67 ,1L
Edit Page Layout Style, 42,65, L09
Edit PageNumber, 3? - 38, 68, 7l
Edit Rule, 43,69, 71,74,138, 163
File as new item, 35
File Request, 88, t 12 - 113
Find/replace, 34, 114- 115,152
Hardcopy, 7 -8, 121 -L22,156- 15?
Information Centers, 141
Insert Page Layout Style, 75,L23
Paste, U,52,85 - 86, 132 - 133
Replace Character Style, 84,2L9
Replace Paragraph Style, 79,L97
Save as Style Sheet, 8?, 140
Set Next Page Layout Style, 72-73

R
refresh, 5,70,74

button, 12,162
menu item, 135

repeating an operation, 12
resize arbitrarily, 46
resize proportionally, 46
resize to picture, 47
rest left indent, 22
restore, 8,54,56, 137
right indent, 21,141 , L?L
right mouse button, 4,36,54
rule, 43

areabox, 62-63,65,69
border, 73
button, 12, 163
menu item, 138

run-around, 164, 192- 193
running head, 37,39,40. See olso header

s
save, 7 -9,12,13,35,54,56, 139

button, 165
save as style sheet, 87, 140
scale arbitrarily, 49
scde proportionally, 48

scrolling a document, 4
search,141
select doc

button, 12
menu item 5, 11, 143

selection
delete, 8
draw- through, 5

empty, 5, 6
end-point, 5

implicit, 32
moving, 7 ,ll
replace, 11,34, 114- 115
text, 5-7,LL-12,32
whole document. See select doc.

show unscaled, 50

size:, 15,81,214
strikethru, 13, 16, 17,81, 116, L6L,2L5
style maintenance!, 39, 78- 80, 82-84,

character, 216, 2L7, 2L8
paragraph, 195, 196, 197

style sheet, 33, 39, 64,67,68, 75, 76, 85-88, 133
style sheet), 86 - 87
style sheet) change to anotther, 95 - 96
style sheet) current style sheet, 105

style sheet) open/edit, 127
style sheet) save as style sheet, 87, 140

subscript, 213
superscript, 213

T
tab

alignment, 27 ,59
clearing, 30, 151, 175
decimal, 200
displaying, 29
formatting, 28
interval, 25, 27, 29, L87
moving, 30 - 31
stops, L0,25,198- 199
type, 200
typing, 10
units, 202

text editing, 10 -tz
text selection, 5-7,11- 12, 32,14L. See also

selection.
type:, 20,30

\-/
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typing text, 4

U
udcrline, 13, 15, 16, 1?, 116, 161,219
undo, tl,LL,l4
rrnits:, zO,W2
unrcale, 50
utillEs> rdd ar keyvord, frl
utinrEcs> endnoto, 56
utlltcs> 6le ar ne'r itcm, 35
u6ll6ss> 6ad/rtplace, 12, 31, I 14 - 1 15
udli6cs> opcn backup, 8
utillfier> opGln changeo, 8
utilltier) reltore, 8
utllttiee> sef,reh, 141
uttrtior> calGct doc, 5, Ll, 12

IT
widous, 23
wndryg

btrttoa, 12, 168
dispby m&, 28,50, 57-5E, ?6, 16E
@nuitea, 145
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